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CHAPTER I

Introduction 

A critical actor in the federal regulation of pollution in the United States, 

the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA" or "the Agency") is 

a governmental body charged by Congress with immense responsibility 

for implementing more than fourteen statutes respecting environmental 

quality and the public health.1 From modest beginnings during the Nixon 

administration,2 EPA's workload has increased dramatically to encompass 

such diverse and complex environmental issues as hazardous waste man

agement, asbestos in schools, acid rain, and the quality of drinking water.  

Public support for accomplishment of the Agency's challenging mission 

has remained strong, widespread, and consistent.3 

This book examines a difficult and often overlooked part of EPA's re

sponsibilities: the enforcement of federal environmental standards estab

lished by Congress in detailed legislation and by the Agency itself in regu

lations that conform to congressional mandates. The book is at once a 

chronicle of EPA's enforcement history from the Agency's beginnings 

through the George W. Bush (Bush II) administration and an analysis of 

some important questions regarding EPA's institutional performance and 

environment that are suggested by more generalized writings on regula

tory enforcement, congressional oversight, the federal service, and the 

captive agency theory of administrative agencies.  

The practical and theoretical significance of EPA's institutional en

vironment-and of its enforcement activities and structures-has been 

recognized by scholars, congressional leaders, and executive branch offi

cials alike. As Christopher H. Schroeder has observed, 

When environmental policy moves from legislation to implementation, 

it enters a complex institutional environment, one shaped by internal and
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external incentives and pressures. Without a sufficient appreciation of 
EPA's institutional environment, substantive environmental policy deci
sions can be deflected, stalled or altered in unintended ways.4 

Environmental enforcement is clearly a crucial component of EPA's 
implementation work. The work of monitoring enforcement and com
pliance now represents approximately 25 percent of the Agency's total 
budget,5 and it engages the efforts of approximately 3,200 full-time em
ployees. 6 Furthermore, as Peter Yeager has noted, 

To the public mind, enforcement is the centerpiece of regulation, the 
visible hand of the state reaching into society to correct wrongs. ...  

Both symbolically and practically, enforcement is a capstone, a final in
dicator of the state's seriousness of purpose and a key determinant of the 

barrier between compliance and lawlessness. 7 

Enforcement is critical both as a control on firms and individuals who 
violate environmental standards and as a defense of the legitimacy of the 
governmental intervention that sustains voluntary compliance.8 Without 
it, in the words of Senator Joseph Lieberman, "most of the rest of envi
ronmental protection lacks meaning, lacks teeth, lacks reality." 9 

The enforcement aspects of EPA's work considered here include the 
Agency's historical evolution, its institutional setting, and its current 
strengths and shortcomings. In the remainder of this first chapter, I iden
tify a set of questions suggested by the recent writings of other scholars, 
although not directly examined in them. These questions form the major 
focus of this study. I also discuss the methodology I used.  

Chapter Two describes the enforcement process at EPA, both gener
ally- in the implementation of such federal statutes as the Clean Air Act, 
the Clean Water Act, and the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 
(commonly known as RCRA) - and as a critical component of a program 
that has received considerable attention from Congress, the press, and 
environmental organizations: the Comprehensive Environmental Re
sponse, Compensation and Liability Act (commonly known as CERCLA 
or Superfund). The description incorporates the insights of students of 
EPA's programs whose consideration of the Agency's enforcement efforts 
is incidental to the main thrust of their work, in addition to the pertinent 
observations of those whose work focuses on regulatory enforcement. To 
create a more detailed portrait of EPA enforcement, these analyses are
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supplemented by interviews with numerous EPA enforcement officials 

and my own professional experiences with the Agency.  

Chapters Three through Eight recount the institutional history of 

EPA's enforcement programs. Chapter Three deals with the Agency's 

initial attempts at enforcement in the early 1970s, as well as the "major 

source enforcement effort" that was a feature of the Carter administra

tion. Chapter Four considers the upheavals that beset EPA's enforcement 

work during the tenure of Anne Gorsuch as EPA administrator at the be

ginning of the 1980s, and the powerful congressional reaction that led to 

her ouster from the Agency. Chapter Five focuses on EPA's attempts to 

restart its enforcement programs in the face of persistent criticisms from 

Capitol Hill during the balance of the Reagan administration. Chapter 

Six reviews the key trends in EPA enforcement during the George H. W.  

Bush (Bush I) administration. Chapter Seven considers the major events 

and trends in EPA enforcement in the period in which William J. ("Bill") 

Clinton was president; and Chapter Eight examines the difficulties and 

successes of Agency enforcement during the eight years of the adminis

tration of George W. Bush (Bush II).  

Because, as we shall see, EPA's administration of the Superfund Pro
gram has been at the vortex of a series of important disputes between the 

upper echelons of EPA's management and interested members of Con
gress, the Agency's enforcement of RCRA and CERCLA liability stan

dards receives considerable emphasis in this book. That component of 

EPA's enforcement work is not my sole focus, however, and this study also 

considers the Agency's attempts to enforce the other major regulatory 

statutes that govern it.  
Few American academics to date have focused primarily on EPA's 

implementation of its enforcement responsibilities. For the most part, 

studies of regulatory enforcement in the United States and of congres
sional oversight of regulatory agencies tend to be general in nature, with 
little or no specific references to EPA. With few exceptions, examina

tions of EPA-including those that consider its strained relationships with 

congressional oversight bodies - generally consider the Agency's enforce
ment work only indirectly, or as one small component of a more broad and 
generalized analysis. A close reading of the pertinent literature suggests 
several as yet unaddressed questions which careful examination of EPA's 
enforcement activities can help to resolve. Analysis of those issues, in light 
of the history and development of EPA's enforcement program, may be 
found in Chapters Nine through Eleven. It is a central task of this book.
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The first question addressed concerns the style and nature of EPA's en
forcement programs as they have evolved to date. Is EPA's enforcement 
process a "compliance system," in which agency personnel eschew legal
istic enforcement tools in favor of a more informal system of bargaining 
and bluffing, or is EPA enforcement a "deterrence system," in which em
phasis is placed on formal legal processes in the hope of punishing wrong
doers and deterring future noncompliance? The answer to this inquiry 
has implications for the agency's relationship with industrial corporations 

subject to its regulations, as well as its relationships with Congress, envi
ronmental organizations, and other divisions of the executive branch. It 
may also serve as a basis for comparing the enforcement work of EPA with 
that of other federal agencies as well as the regulatory activities of state 
and local governments.  

Another set of inquiries concerns oversight of the Agency's enforce
ment performance by congressional committees, as well as such legislative 
branch investigators as the Government Accountability Office (GAO).  
Has congressional oversight had a significant impact on the nature and 
direction of EPA's enforcement work? Have congressional overseers con

tributed to what one observer describes as "regulatory failure" in the en
forcement aspects of EPA's implementation of federal environmental 

laws? Or (as another scholar suggests we should generally expect in such 

congressional investigations) has congressional oversight of EPA enforce
ment merely "improved policy at the margins"? To what extent have other 

aspects of Congress's organizational structure and relationship with EPA, 
including its decentralized subcommittee system and its control of the 
Agency's budget, affected the Agency in its enforcement work? 

These questions are the focus of Chapter Nine. That chapter also con
siders the broader implications of two major reorganizations that took 
place in EPA's enforcement office headquarters in 1981 and 1993-1994. In 

addition, it describes ways in which key EPA political appointees as well as 
the Agency's enforcement staff can and (in some instances) do contribute 
to and support the Agency's enforcement efforts.  

Chapter Ten focuses on EPA enforcement in the context of what Pro
fessor Paul Light has described as a general decline in the capabilities of 

the federal service. It analyzes the extent to which EPA's enforcement ex

perience does (and does not) support Light's diagnosis of the problems 

of the federal civil service, and it assays his provocative suggestions for 

institutional improvement.  

Finally, in Chapter Eleven, I examine the extent to which EPA's en

forcement program has been "captured" by the industries it is charged
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with regulating. After an exploration of the captive agency theory of ad

ministrative agencies, I consider the extent to which that theory may 

fairly be said to apply to the enforcement component of the Agency's 

work.  

The research for this study included a review of the body of academic 

literature that directly or peripherally concerns EPA enforcement and 

its oversight by Congress. In addition, in preparing this book I reviewed 

EPA enforcement policy documents prepared at the Agency between 

1970 and 2009, as well as a variety of other EPA files, reports, and records 

on enforcement activities. I also examined congressional hearing records, 

newspapers, trade journals, training course materials, and the reports of 

relevant case studies by congressional committees and subcommittees, 

industrial associations, private consultants, environmental organiza

tions, nonprofit foundations, the GAO, the Congressional Budget Office 

(CBO), and the Office of Technology Assessment (OTA).  

During the summer of 1984 and much of 1986, the winter of 1991, the 

spring of 1992, the spring of 2003, the winter and spring of 2004, the 
winter of 2005, and the spring, summer, and fall of 2009, I interviewed 

190 present and former government officials - from EPA, the U. S. De

partment of Justice (the Justice Department or DOJ), the GAO, and the 

professional staffs of several congressional committees and subcommit

tees - to obtain their recollections of the critical trends, developments, 

and events in EPA enforcement programs.10 I questioned these individuals 

with respect to the various sets of intra-, inter-, and extra-governmental 

relationships that exist in the federal environmental enforcement field, 

the management and working milieu of EPA enforcement programs, and 

their own notions of the ingredients of an effective environmental en

forcement effort. I selected the interviewees on the basis of the breadth 

of their experience in the federal government and the likelihood that they 

would have been involved in or knowledgeable about EPA hazardous 

waste enforcement. I sought interviews with present and former officials 

who had diverse professional backgrounds and perspectives. For the most 

part, respondents held top or mid-level managerial positions with EPA 

or were attorneys or scientists and technical experts on the Agency's en
forcement staff.  

Because of the importance of EPA's regional offices in implementing 

the Agency's enforcement program, I conducted interviews with present 
and former officials in EPA Regions I (Boston), III (Philadelphia), IV 
(Atlanta), V (Chicago), and IX (San Francisco), as well as in the agency's 
National Enforcement Investigations Center (NEIC) in Denver, Colo-
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rado, and its headquarters office in Washington, D. C. I also held inter
views with upper- and mid-level managers in the Justice Department's 
Washington, D.C., headquarters, and with counsel to several of the con
gressional committees and subcommittees responsible for oversight of 
EPA enforcement activities.  

Regardless of their past or present institutional affiliations, I asked re
spondents a standard set of questions, which was furnished to them in ad
vance whenever possible, along with a brief description of the purposes 
for the study and its methods. Beginning in 2003, I shortened my list of 
standard questions to eliminate previously asked questions regarding the 
management and working environment of EPA enforcement programs 
and the elements of an effective enforcement program. This modification 
was made in order to streamline the interview process and to focus to a 
greater extent on gathering the information that I realized was most cen
tral to my study. (The two sets of standard questions I asked - before and 
after 2003-may be found in Appendix C and Appendix D.) 

I asked most respondents all of the standard questions. In a few isolated 
instances, a respondent completed only portions of the standard interview 
due to limitations of time or circumstances or because the interviewee's 
pertinent views had elsewhere been made part of the public record. I did 
not omit any items from the standard set of questions in any interview.  

To help capture the complexity of the respondents' perceptions and 
attitudes, I posed open-ended questions. In addition to the questions in
cluded in the standard interview format, I frequently asked spontaneous 
follow-up questions.  

In some instances, respondents specifically requested that the sub
stance of their interview be "off the record" in the sense that their re
marks not be attributed to them by name. In a few other conversations, 
interviewees asked that brief segments of their remarks be afforded simi
lar treatment. These requests have been respected. In all of the other 
interviews, after having been told that I might quote or paraphrase what 
they told me, the respondents raised no objections to being identified as 
the source of their remarks.  

One methodological issue that arose in the course of my research 
concerned the relative weight to be given the results of my interviews 
with present and former government officials, as compared with primary 
documents written during the period of this study. Although such docu
ments (e.g., EPA enforcement policies and official correspondence) are 
referred to and occasionally quoted from at pertinent points, I have on 
balance tended to place more emphasis on the comments gathered from
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participants in (or governmental observers of) EPA's enforcement efforts.  

Where these comments contradict one another or conflict with contem

porary written documents, I have noted the contradiction.  

Emphasis on the results of oral interviews stems in part from impres

sions formed during my own professional work with EPA. In particular, I 

learned firsthand that a great many guidance documents on enforcement 

policies and other matters generated by the managers at the Agency's 

headquarters, are drafted with the overriding goal of winning the political 

support of one or more constituencies. Such constituencies may include 

other officials within the executive branch, congressional committees and 

their staffs, environmental organizations, regulated industries, and state 

and local government officials. Although such primary EPA documents 

are not devoid of historical significance, relying on them too heavily 

would be analogous to making judgments about the efforts and products 

of a private enterprise based solely on its public advertising. In contrast, I 

believe, the interviews I conducted provide a less distorted picture of the 
most significant trends, developments, and events in EPA's enforcement 

history. The results are more in keeping with my goal of presenting the 

warp and woof of EPA's enforcement work, as well as EPA's relationship 

with Congress.  

Finally, a few words are in order about my own career with EPA. For 

approximately six years, from July 1975 to June 1981,I held several posi

tions with EPA in its Region V and headquarters offices. I was a staff 

attorney in the EPA Region V air enforcement program in 1975 and 1976 
and a chief attorney in the Region V water enforcement program during 

1977 and 1978. In 1979 I served on the staff of the Region V regional ad
ministrator as state relations coordinator and policy advisor. I then trans
ferred to EPA's Washington, D.C., headquarters where, in 1980 and early 

1981, I participated in enforcement litigation as a senior staff attorney on 

the agency's Hazardous Waste Enforcement Task Force (HWETF).  
I was not employed by EPA during most of the period that is the focus 

of this book. Thus, I was generally not in any meaningful sense a "partici

pant observer" of the historical events that this study recounts. The major 
exception to that is what I have referred to as the "Task Force Phase," 
the 1979-1980 period during which EPA initiated its hazardous waste en
forcement work. With respect to that era, I have attempted not to incor
porate my personal perceptions unless they were confirmed by several 
others who were directly involved. I have also attempted to overcome any 

biases, limitations, and a priori assumptions stemming from my involve
ment as an EPA attorney by obtaining and closely considering the views of
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EPA enforcement technical people, regional enforcement attorneys, DOJ 
managers, and congressional staff counsel with respect to both the peri
ods of my service with the government and my impressions of the general 
nature of EPA's enforcement process.  

Notwithstanding the self-imposed limitations and constraints outlined 
above, my own EPA enforcement experience was relevant to the prepara
tion of this study. In addition to shaping my perceptions of the functions 
and historical significance of EPA enforcement policies and records, my 
background enabled me to prepare a preliminary list of people to inter
view, a list that changed and grew considerably as my research progressed.  
Furthermore, I used my EPA experience to frame the standard interview 
format and provide some working hypotheses about the development and 
nature of EPA enforcement activities. I altered these hypotheses con
siderably during the course of my research. I substantially modified my 
conclusions regarding several matters as I synthesized the differing per
ceptions of others and the voluminous information in EPA's files.  

I have been engaged, challenged, and fascinated by the enforcement 
activities of EPA for more than thirty-five years. This book is an attempt 
to share what I have learned and to suggest, with respect, some ways in 
which those who do enforcement work at EPA-and those who oversee, 
support, and critique that work- might better foster its success.



CHAPTER 2

"Where the Rubber Hits the Road and 
Everything Else Hits the Fan": A Brief 

Description of EPA's Enforcement Process 
and the Superfund Program 

Enforcement occupies a central place in the administration of regulatory 

requirements. This is particularly so with regard to federal environmental 

laws. Laborious, technical, time-consuming, and suffused with tensions, 

the enforcement process of the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency 
is, in the words of one skillful, experienced participant, "where the rubber 

hits the road and everything else hits the fan."' 

For well over a century, following enactment of the Interstate Com

merce Act of 1887, federal administrative regulation of economic activi

ties has become an established fact of American life. In a variety of sub

stantive areas (from aviation to securities to labor relations) Congress 

has culminated prolonged struggles for reform with the passage of broad 

legislation aimed at redressing significant public problems. Frequently, 
however, that culmination is more apparent than real. As students of fed

eral regulation have noted, the first statutes that emerge from agitation 
for regulatory legislation are often imprecise compromises between so
cial forces that favor regulation and powerful interests that oppose it. 2 

Because regulatory legislation is generally broadly drafted, consider
able discretion is often vested in federal administrative agencies. Those 
agencies are often charged with important responsibilities for establish

ing specific rules consistent with the general policies and purposes of the 
regulatory statutes themselves and enforcing those specific rules in ad
ministrative and judicial proceedings. According to one knowledgeable 

observer, "They are like armies of occupation, left in the field to police 
the rule won by the victorious coalition."3 

From the perspective of some regulated industries, the enforcement of 
federal environmental laws represents another, perhaps final, opportunity
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to put into effect their long-standing policy preferences and views. Part of 

the reason for this is the sometimes indeterminate nature of environmen

tal regulations. As Marc K. Landy and his coauthors have discovered, 

[R]egulations only reveal their true meaning through the enforcement 

process. The inevitably ambiguous language of the rules is defined only 

as decisions are made about what constitutes a violation in specific cases.  

In that process, arcane technical specifications that spell out what [pol

lution control] devices are to be installed and how their operation is 
to be measured often have specific public policy implications. Given 

the variety of processes and settings that must be dealt with, even rules 

written in meticulous detail will not eliminate the need for case by case 

enforcement. 4 

In view of this, firms who are subject to EPA enforcement actions will 

often attempt to persuade the Agency to adopt general or case-specific 

interpretations of enforceable EPA regulations that are consistent with 

their own perceived needs, aims, and regulatory philosophies. At the same 

time, the enforcement process represents a continuing test of the effec

tiveness and vitality of the nation's environmental laws. Its outcome de

termines whether the lofty aims and purposes of federal environmental 

statutes will ultimately be realized and the public's interest served. In the 

insightful words of Marver Bernstein, 

The attitude of [an administrative agency] toward its enforcement re

sponsibilities affects its entire regulatory program. Unless it demon

strates a capacity to enforce its regulations, they will be more honored in 

the breach than in the observance. Those who discover that violations go 

undetected and unpunished will have little respect for the [agency] and 

will violate regulations with impunity if it is to their financial or com

mercial advantage.' 

In a general sense, the enforcement activities of regulatory agencies 

can be seen as a sequential series of filtering operations. As Colin Diver 

has characterized it, 

The initial task is to identify. . . that set of activities involving an appar

ent violation of the underlying regulatory command. From this set of ap

parent violations, the enforcement agency must select those appropriate 

to serve as the basis for a demand for remedial action. The agency fur-
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ther distills this sub-set into a group of offenses warranting the imposi

tion of punitive sanctions.6 

At EPA, enforcement cases typically go through three phases: inspec

tion and information gathering, administrative case development, and (if 

the matter has not yet been resolved) formal litigation. In noncriminal 

cases, the agency has several primary sources of compliance information: 

self-monitoring, record keeping and reporting by individual sources of 

pollution, inspections by government personnel, and the specific com

plaints of concerned citizens.  

Most EPA inspections are announced to the pollution source ahead 

of time to ensure the presence of vital plant personnel. Inspections may 

be either "for cause," that is, based on a reasonable suspicion that the in

spected source is in violation, or else routinely conducted pursuant to a 

"neutral inspection scheme." Perhaps surprisingly, of the approximately 

1,600 individuals who perform EPA inspections, more than 75 percent do 

so less than 20 percent of the time. 7 

When the Agency conducts an investigation on the basis of citizen in

formation, that information may have come from a variety of individu

als. Citizen informants often include, for example, disgruntled employees 

of suspected violators, neighbors, state or local inspectors, environmen

tal citizens' organizations, and suspected violators' economic competi

tors. In potential criminal matters, these sources of information may be 

replaced-or supplemented-by targeted inspections, sometimes con

ducted under color of search warrant, by EPA criminal investigators, as 

well as by grand jury proceedings under the auspices of the DOJ.  

Once EPA or DOJ investigators (or both) have completed their in

formation gathering, they must determine whether the source in ques

tion is in violation of applicable standards and, if so, what type of en

forcement response the Agency will make. Under most of the relevant 
federal environmental statutes, EPA has a range of options available to 
it. It may begin enforcement by issuing a notice of violation to the al

legedly violating source, describing the violation and inviting the source 

to confer informally with agency enforcement personnel. 8 Alternatively, 

EPA may issue the source an administrative order requiring compliance 

with applicable requirements and, in some cases, an assessed civil penalty.  
In addition, EPA is generally authorized to refer enforcement matters to 

the DOJ for civil action or criminal prosecution. If it deems the circum

stances appropriate, the Agency may defer to a planned or ongoing en
forcement action by state or local environmental officials.
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Since the late 1980s, in order to make more effective use of its limited 
enforcement resources, EPA has undertaken a series of nationally led, tar
geted enforcement initiatives that are directed at particular national firms 
and industries with high rates of noncompliance, whose pollution has an 
especially significant impact on public health and the environment. These 
targeted initiatives are planned at the Agency's headquarters following 
research into the compliance record of a variety of companies and local 
governments. They involve coordinated efforts by enforcement personnel 
from EPA headquarters and regional offices.  

EPA's headquarters, in consultation with the Agency's regional offices 
and state and tribal officials, also prepares an annual "National Program 
Managers Guidance," a strategic planning tool which sets forth national 
enforcement program priorities.  

Within the general parameters of that document, EPA decisions as to 
which of its various enforcement options to pursue are typically made at 
the regional level by technically trained personnel working in cooperation 
with enforcement attorneys. These determinations frequently take into 
account a number of factors. Regional officials typically consider, among 
other things, the degree to which the source's discharge or emission ex
ceeds the maximum level established in applicable legal requirements, the 
duration of the violation, the number of previous enforcement actions 
that have been taken successfully against the same source, any relevant 
national EPA enforcement policies, the potential deterrence value of the 
case, the resources available to the Agency and the DOJ at the time of 
the decision, EPA's working relationship with interested state and local 
officials, and the Agency's estimation of the enforcement capability of 
those officials. 9 These calculations, which are usually made with little pub
lic knowledge or participation, have great administrative significance. As 
Colin Diver has written, 

Persons making these decisions -prosecutors, in the broad sense 
occupy a very significant gate keeping position in the regulatory process.  
Not only must they ration their own scarce resources of time and energy 
among competing caseload demands, but they must also ration access to 
other institutions involved in the adjudication of violations.10 

One final factor is also of immense importance in the regulatory en
forcement work of EPA and other administrative agencies: the clarity 
and legal enforceability of the written standards and regulations that 
provide the underpinning for all enforcement actions. Marver Bernstein
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and other observers have noted that in order to be enforceable, regula

tions must be understood by persons and firms subject to them. Such 

standards must set forth clearly what the individual or firm must do in 

order to comply." This conclusion has particular application to the volu
minous set of requirements enforced by EPA, requirements designed to 

govern the conduct of hundreds of thousands of individuals, firms, and 

government entities. Regrettably, however, the performance of Agency 

regulation writers has not always been adequate. In a number of instances, 

imprecise or incomprehensible regulatory drafting has precluded the suc

cessful initiation and completion of EPA enforcement activity." 

In his provocative study of EPA implementation of the Clean Water 

Act, Peter Yeager has observed: "The (EPA) enforcement process is a 

deeply textured one. At subsurface levels, it is an uncertain mix of pro

fessional ambitions of (usually young) litigators, bureaucratic politics and 

changing priorities, and virtually constant negotiations with a host of re

calcitrants."13 This complex process creates a number of inherent con

straints for the Agency's cadre of top and mid-level managers.  

At the regional office level, enforcement duties are generally divided 

among senior career civil servants who head divisions that have responsi

bility for regulatory matters in one specific environmental medium (air, 

water, hazardous waste, etc.) as well as regional counsel. These officials 

report to more than one superior. On the one hand, they are all super
vised by relatively autonomous regional administrators, senior officials 

whose appointments and outlooks are often considerably influenced by 
state governors and environmental officials. On the other hand, these 
same regional counsel and division directors are accountable to particu
lar assistant administrators in EPA's headquarters who are appointed to 
their positions and subsequently confirmed by the U.S. Senate, with dif
ferent kinds of political support. In view of their divergent power bases, it 
is not unusual for regional administrators and assistant administrators to 
disagree on particular matters of enforcement policy. When this occurs, 
regional division directors and regional counsel are often placed in an un

comfortable and difficult situation for reasons that are self-apparent.  
These internal EPA conflicts are not the only constraints that regional 

managers must face as they carry out enforcement responsibilities. The 
same officials must maintain effective working relationships with man
agers and supervisors at the DOJ, an institution that, as we have seen, has 
primary responsibility for litigation of civil and criminal enforcement 
matters referred to it by EPA.'4 They must also work cooperatively with 
state and local officials to encourage state and local enforcement actions
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consistent with Agency policies and preferences. At the same time, they 
must occasionally initiate supplementary federal enforcement proceed
ings when a state or local government has taken an action that the Agency 
deems grossly inadequate.  

EPA headquarters executives face a separate set of managerial con
straints. Since most EPA enforcement activity is carried out by regional 
office personnel, the Agency's headquarters enforcement officials require 
the cooperation of regional managers (including regional administra
tors, regional counsel, and division directors) whose approaches to en
forcement may conflict with the preferences of headquarters managers.  
In addition, headquarters executives must communicate effectively with 
their counterparts at the DOJ. Moreover, they must be responsive to the 
demands and criticisms of two frequently opposing institutions: mem
bers of Congress (and the staffs of congressional oversight and appropria
tions committees) and executive branch entities, such as the White House 
Office of Management and Budget (OMB).  

All EPA enforcement managers, whether they work in headquarters or 
a regional office, have a multitude of other responsibilities and concerns 
as well, ranging from hiring, training, overseeing, evaluating, and retain
ing their staffs to preparing and justifying budget requests, relating to 
other managers at a peer level, responding to inquiries from investigative 
entities (such as the EPA Office of Inspector General and the GAO), and 
keeping abreast of the frequent changes in law, science, and policy that 
may have an impact on their enforcement work.  

Finally, all EPA executives and managers with enforcement responsi
bilities face one additional constraint: the enforcement process itself is 
intrinsically and unavoidably difficult to supervise. As Marc K. Landy and 
his co-authors have observed, 

Because it involves such substantial discretion at the operational level, 
enforcement is notoriously hard to manage.. . . The great detail involved 
makes it difficult for bureaucratic superiors, even those with technical 
training, to know whether the requirements their staff proposes are ade
quate (or necessary) to meet cleanup objectives. It is equally difficult for 
them, as supervisors of an ongoing relationship, to know whether initi

ating coercive measures is defensible or wise. In addition, if enforcement 
decisions are to be technically appropriate and survive judicial review, 
engineers and lawyers must work together in their formulation. This cre
ates immediate problems in managing the necessary integration."
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In view of these various circumstances and constraints, EPA's enforce

ment managers face immense challenges. Under conflicting pressures, 

they must work effectively with a wide range of individuals to accomplish 

their missions in a timely, defensible way. Given their heavy workloads 

and the case-by-case nature of enforcement work, they must often rely 

extensively on the judgment, dedication, and skill of their professional 

staffs.  

At EPA, as at many regulatory agencies and departments, enforce

ment work involves considerable bargaining. In most instances, bargain

ing serves the interests and goals of both the Agency itself and the regu
lated enterprises that are subject to enforcement action. From EPA's point 

of view, the time and energy of its enforcement staff is limited. To ac

complish its objectives, it is usually to the Agency's advantage to resolve 
acceptably as many enforcement matters as possible, without resorting 

to expensive and resource-intensive litigation. Another consideration for 
Agency officials is the bureaucratic wish to retain control over decisions 
within one's area of responsibility. When compromise is not possible and 

EPA refers a matter to the DOJ for litigation, some of that control is in

evitably relinquished to judges and DOJ attorneys and managers.  

From the regulated enterprise's perspective, negotiation and compro

mise are equally useful. Vicki Masterman, an attorney who represents 
many private companies in EPA enforcement matters, explains: 

It's an unusual set of circumstances that need to be in place for a com

pany to decide that it makes sense to litigate fully in defense of an [EPA] 

enforcement action. Even if you think you have a good case, even if you 

think the equities are in your favor, sometimes you just can't afford the 
team of lawyers and the years it would take to litigate, especially given 
the [other] implications it has for your business. Your lenders might re
quire that some additional financial facilities be created to anticipate a 
loss in litigation. Your SEC [Securities and Exchange Commission] re
porting might need to be changed.... And that's not to even mention 
the cloud that hangs over your [manufacturing production] processes if 

you think you're going to have to change one of [them] entirely.16 

Although a number of EPA enforcement cases implicate minor, rou
tine violations that are amenable to prompt resolution, in other matters 
the enforcement process is laborious and time consuming.17 For all con
cerned, these more complex cases involve high stakes and hard choices.
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For regulated enterprises, the risks of enforcement sanctions 
including the possibility of monetary penalties, mandatory pollution con
trol measures that may be expensive to install and maintain, and even, in 
some criminal cases, jail time for responsible corporate officials -are very 
great. As Vicki Masterman has observed, "Enforcement [by EPA] is a 
very real problem for industry. Threats of imprisonment and high penal
ties strike the deepest chords of fear in corporate environmental man
agers. . . . From industry's perspective enforcement is key."18 

Moreover, as mentioned, from a defense litigator's perspective, settle
ment of environmental enforcement cases is also typically the prudent 
course. As another experienced defense attorney noted: 

In the vast majority of [civil environmental enforcement] cases, litiga
tion is risky and settlement is by far the best approach. The discovery is 
mostly focused on the defendant and not the plaintiff. Things often get 
worse during discovery, rather than better, because the government is 

just going to find out more [damaging] information. You have statutory 
maximum penalties that are off the charts. The government is digging 
to find other violations and even the most responsible companies have 
countless compliance points where they'll just find things. .. . As long as 
the government is reasonable in its settlements demands, all of the pres
sure [on regulated firms] is for cases to settle.19 

Beyond avoiding or minimizing sanctions, regulated industries also 
have an interest in dispelling uncertainties about their future environmen
tal responsibilities and the costs those responsibilities will entail. In many 
cases, they are concerned with preserving (or repairing) their public image 
as responsible corporate citizens and in reassuring lenders, shareholders, 
and potential investors of their good faith and freedom from impending 
open-ended liability. At the same time, regulated enterprises must take 
care that any settlements they enter into with EPA enforcement officials 
not harm their firm's competitive standing within its industry. Monies ex
pended on pollution control measures and environmental penalties will 
not be available for investment in productive manufacturing equipment 
that can increase corporate profits. As they negotiate with regulators, 
representatives of industrial firms are thus often mindful of individuals 
within their companies who focus mostly on the bottom line and see little 
need for or benefit from corporate environmental expenditure.  

For EPA's representatives there are difficult choices as well in enforce-
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ment negotiations. Any attempt at standardized decision making by EPA 

is confounded by the enormous variety of conditions and circumstances 

that individual cases involve. The Agency's enforcement engineers and 

attorneys frequently face sensitive decisions with respect to the pollu

tion control measures they will accept, the penalties they will assess, the 

amount of time they will allow a violator to come into compliance, the 

legal prerogatives and safeguards they will insist upon, and the appropri

ateness of avoiding or terminating negotiations and referring a matter to 

the Justice Department for civil or criminal action. These judgments are 

complex and demanding. As one of my former colleagues at EPA once 

confided, "You know, we really have to be very reasonable when we're 

in the enforcement business. The problem is that a lot of times it's just 

damned difficult figuring out what being reasonable means." 20 

From the Agency's point of view, one factor in the successfulness of 

enforcement staff work is the extent to which enforcement attorneys and 

engineers work together as a coordinated team. Two senior EPA man

agers, Dale Bryson and David Ullrich, have discussed this knowledgeably: 

Engineers and attorneys are often of different personality types and they 

"speak a different language." They have different approaches to problem

solving and perspectives on the issues. They bring very different skills to 

the enforcement process. . . . [T]he key for the enforcement managers 

and attorneys and engineers themselves is to overcome their differences 

and integrate their skills.2 ' 

In addition to interdisciplinary coordination, successful EPA enforce

ment staff work also demands persistence, patience, and tact. It requires 

an ability to communicate with a range of interested individuals and to 

keep higher-ranking officials (as well as DOJ attorneys) informed and sup

portive of negotiating strategies and positions. Moreover, it requires firm 

and principled dedication to the public interest and good judgment born 

of experience. As one former Justice Department manager observed: 

What is very important in enforcement is good judgment. [Environ

mental enforcement staff must resist] the temptation to chase every little 

technical problem. They need to really keep their eye on the ball, accom

plish overall meaningful results, and do it in a way that has an aspect of 
fairness. That kind of judgment generally takes years to develop.... It 

is a really big challenge.2 2
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EPA's administration of CERCLA (commonly known as the Super
fund Program) has been immersed in controversy during almost all of the 
program's history. (CERCLA was enacted in 1980.) The Agency's work in 
this area (of which enforcement is a central component) has been roundly 
criticized by congressional investigators, citizens' organizations, insur
ers, scientists, scholars, and representatives of affected private enterprises 
alike. EPA's approach to the Superfund Program has been critical to the 
history of EPA's enforcement programs and it has been a reason for the 
Agency's often acrimonious relationship with Congress.23 

CERCLA, which was initially enacted in the lame-duck period of the 
Carter administration (and subsequently amended in 1986), was intended 
to bring about the cleanup of inactive hazardous waste disposal sites and 
to provide a basis for emergency response when hazardous substances are 
released to the environment. The statute required EPA to expand, and 
subsequently to revise, a National Contingency Plan, to include, among 
other things, methods for inventorying, investigating, and evaluating haz
ardous releases and criteria for determining whether cleanup activities 
are appropriate and what priority they should receive. Based on this plan, 
the Agency had to prepare a ranked National Priorities List of those in
active hazardous waste disposal facilities that require long-term cleanup 
measures.2 4 

CERCLA provides EPA with broad authority to undertake necessary 
actions to deal with hazardous substance releases. Consistent with the 
National Contingency Plan, the Agency can conduct immediate, short
term cleanup operations - known as removal actions - as well as longer
term efforts-termed remedial actions-to repair the damage from re
leased hazardous wastes.25 Initially, the Agency can pay for these activities 
from the proceeds of a trust fund that is allocated by Congress from pub
lic funds.26 The costs of these EPA cleanup actions can later be recovered 
by civil lawsuits, known as cost recovery actions, from what are generally 
referred to as potentially responsible parties (PRPs), that is, any persons 
who disposed of, transported, or arranged with a transporter for the treat
ment or disposal of the hazardous materials in question.27 The Super
fund statute also empowers EPA to issue unilateral administrative orders 
to PRPs that require abatement actions necessary to protect the public 
health from "imminent and substantial endangerments" created by haz
ardous substance releases.28 Violators of such orders are subject to treble 
damages. 29 In addition, EPA can ask the Justice Department to initiate a 
civil action against PRPs to secure necessary abatement measures. 30 

In implementing the Agency's legal authorities under Superfund, EPA
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personnel generally follow a standard set of procedures that evolved over 

the 1980s and early 1990s. Once the Agency becomes aware of the exis

tence of an inactive hazardous waste disposal site, EPA's regional office 

will dispatch an on-scene coordinator (OSC) to perform an initial inves

tigation (known as a preliminary assessment) at the site. The OSC re

views all existing technical information at the site and prepares a brief 

report that determines whether any further pre-remedial response (such 

as a further investigation or a removal action) is required. If an immediate 

removal action is recommended to abate a public health emergency, it is 

usually accomplished promptly, using trust fund monies. If the OSC rec

ommends further investigation of the site, a two-phase site investigation 

is performed; the magnitude and severity of the hazard posed by the site 

are evaluated in greater depth, and a decision is made whether (and, if ap

propriate, where) to include the site on the National Priorities List. After 

a problematic site has been placed on this list, EPA regional personnel (or 

their contractors) will generally perform a PRP search, to identify all re

sponsible parties who may be subject to a Superfund enforcement or cost 

recovery action. The Agency will then typically send PRPs notice letters 

that, among other things, inform them of their potential liability for re

sponse costs (as well as of the development of an administrative record), 

request further information about the site, and release the names and ad
dresses of other PRPs who have also received notice letters.  

EPA will also commence preparation of a remedial investigation/feasi

bility study, or RI/FS. This document analyzes in some detail the extent 
of the actual or threatened release of hazardous substances at the site; it 

also identifies, screens, and evaluates the alternatives proposed to affect a 

permanent remedy at the site, taking account of cost effectiveness, ability 
to implement the remedy, and the level of protection afforded the envi

ronment. Once this is complete, the Agency issues a formal Record of 

Decision (ROD) that selects the principal remedial actions to be taken at 

the site.31 

Before, during, and/or subsequent to the preparation of an RI/FS and 

a ROD, EPA often participates in time-limited and intensive negotiations 
with PRPs. From the Agency's point of view, these discussions have the 
goal of securing private PRP funding for all administrative and remedial 
expenditures at the site in question. EPA may also issue unilateral admin
istrative orders with the same end in view.  

When the Agency reaches agreement with some or all PRPs, that 
understanding is usually memorialized in a formal, written consent de
cree, sent to the Justice Department for lodging (and subsequent filing) in
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an appropriate U. S. District Court. If a PRP meets certain statutory cri
teria, designed to assure that its contribution of hazardous wastes to the 
Superfund site was only minimal, the Agency may enter into a de minimis 
settlement. In such a case, the de minimis responsible party is typically 
released from further liability. In exchange, it must tender a "cash out" 
payment of money that exceeds, by a given percentage, that party's volu
metric share of the total response costs incurred at the site.  

After an ROD has been issued, EPA will then embark on what is known 
as a remedial design/remedial action (RD/RA). In this phase, the Agency 
will design, construct, and implement the remedy selected in the ROD.32 

Finally, once all necessary response action at the site has been completed, 
EPA will reevaluate any continuing hazards the site poses and, if appro
priate, delete it from-or reposition it on-the National Priorities List.  

These are the procedures most commonly followed by EPA personnel 
in enforcing federal environmental regulations and in implementing the 
Superfund Program aspect of EPA's enforcement program.



CHAPTER 3

Heavy Seas before the Maelstrom: 

EPA Enforcement in the 1970s 

On July 2, 1970, President Richard M. Nixon notified Congress that he 

planned to reorganize the executive branch to create two new indepen

dent agencies: the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

(NOAA) and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Months of in

creasing public concern about the declining quality of the American en

vironment preceded President Nixon's notice.  

In January 1969, a dramatic oil well blowout near Santa Barbara, Cali

fornia, coated many miles of beachfront with heavy oil, killing thousands 

of fish and waterfowl. This and similar incidents focused public attention 

on the presence and dangers of water and air pollution, problems that had 

been only peripherally addressed by the federal government before then.  

The Earth Day celebrations of April 1970 also dramatized the nation's en

vironmental difficulties and intensified public pressure to address them.  

President Nixon had decided to accept the recommendations of a 

presidential council on government reorganization (known as the Ash 

Council after its chairman, Roy Ash) that the NOAA and EPA be estab

lished to centralize federal responsibility for antipollution activities.' The 
president's July 2, 1970, message met with wide approval from both Con
gress and the rapidly growing conservation community. It was followed 
by an executive order, "Reorganization Plan No. 3," in which EPA was for
mally created on December 2, 1970. Shortly thereafter, Nixon appointed 
William D. Ruckelshaus, an assistant attorney general at the DOJ, as the 
agency's first administrator.  

In the enforcement area, the fledgling EPA faced profound challenges.  
The programs which had been transferred into EPA from other federal 

departments under "Reorganization Plan No. 3" had little to do with en
forcement work. The country's pollution problems were widespread,
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growing, and uncontrolled. The federal environmental laws in effect at 
the time contained few enforceable substantive provisions. Environmen
tal enforcement, as limited as it was, had been the exclusive preserve of 
state and local governments.  

At the outset, the leadership of the new Agency determined that it was 
extremely important to establish that EPA was serious about enforcing 
the relatively few environmental standards that then existed. The Agency 
adopted the phrase "fair but firm" to characterize EPA's enforcement 

policy. Under this approach, emphasis was placed on "thorough prepa
ration and consideration of all facts pertinent to a case, combined with 
an unflinching readiness to take whatever enforcement action might be 
required to deter recalcitrance or foot dragging and to compel needed 
abatement efforts." 2 

To convey a tough enforcement message to industrial and munici

pal sources of pollution, the Agency directed many of its initial efforts 
against large national corporations and big cities. Administrator Ruckels
haus announced EPA's initial enforcement actions, which received exten

sive media coverage. Under the authority of the Rivers and Harbors Act 
of 1899 (popularly known as the Refuse Act), enforcement conferences 
were held at which polluters were required to devise an acceptable cleanup 
plan within a 180-day period. For example, EPA Region V held Refuse 
Act conferences in Cleveland, Detroit, Duluth, and other cities to discuss 
heavily polluted waterways such as Lake Erie, the Cuyahoga River, Lake 
Michigan, Lake Superior, and the Wisconsin River. These conferences 
focused on rivers and lakes whose contamination problems EPA and its 
predecessor agencies had studied. A wide variety of industries (including 

steel, chemicals, pulp and paper, and others) were targeted for enforce
ment action with the goal of establishing a strong enforcement presence 
and a sense of momentum. As part of this effort, the Agency attempted 

to use its limited statutory authority to bring civil and criminal actions 
under the Refuse Act. In its first two years, EPA took Refuse Act en
forcement actions against various Fortune 500 corporations. The Agency 
also initiated a handful of enforcement cases under other environmental 

statutes. 3 

During this initial period, the Agency's top managers decided to dele

gate the responsibility for enforcement cases and strategies to regional 

administrators and enforcement division directors in EPA's ten regional 

offices. These offices expanded rapidly. Overall, in its first two years, 
EPA's enforcement staff grew by nearly five times, to a force of almost 
1,500 persons (including water pollution permit personnel).4 As the re-
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gional offices grew, they received an increasing degree of autonomy in 

the enforcement field. Although EPA headquarters officials maintained 

an intense interest in pressing forward with an assertive enforcement 

approach, they increasingly supported and encouraged regional efforts, 

rather than directly involving themselves in the enforcement fray.  

For many participants in EPA's newly established enforcement pro

gram, the first two years were an intensely exciting yet a hectic time.  

Congress and certain "outspoken and demonstrative" environmental or

ganizations pressured the agency for prompt enforcement results. The 

agency's activities were carried on in the glare of intense publicity- a 

fact that "helped immensely" in getting EPA's enforcement effort off the 

ground.' Moreover, the goals of the agency were widely supported by the 

public. As EPA enforcement manager Richard Wilson recalled: "It was a 

glory day. EPA was a new agency and everyone was for it. You couldn't do 

anything wrong." 6 

Though many individuals contributed to EPA's inaugural enforcement 

thrust, two people in particular played critical leadership roles. One was 

James O. McDonald, the first enforcement division director in EPA Re

gion V. A strong-willed, pragmatic, and inspiring manager, with an ex

traordinary talent for complex negotiations and a bold willingness to seize 

the initiative, McDonald made a crucial contribution to building a cred

ible EPA enforcement effort. Under McDonald's guidance, EPA Region 

V took more than 50 percent of the Agency's enforcement actions in 

its first two years, an achievement which earned him EPA's two highest 

awards, its gold medal for exceptional service and its gold medal for dis

tinguished service.  

In addition to McDonald, John Quarles, the Agency's first assistant 

administrator for enforcement and general counsel, played an impor

tant part in launching the Agency's enforcement program. Then an out

spoken and effective advocate of a firm enforcement approach, Quarles 

won the respect of those who worked for him, as well as the support of the 

Agency's administrator and other government officials.7 

The Agency's first two years were a formative time for its enforcement 

programs. It devoted energy to hiring new staff and building an enforce

ment organization in headquarters and the ten regional offices, and it gen

erally succeeded in establishing a reputation as a no-nonsense enforcer of 

environmental laws. Despite this achievement, the Agency's initial en

forcement programs were still limited and rudimentary in a number of re

spects. As noted, EPA began its enforcement push at a time when many of 

the basic pollution control standards and requirements had not yet been
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set. Though the Agency was willing to enforce, there was not that much 
law that it could enforce. Moreover, the state of the art of pollution con
trol was relatively primitive. While air and water pollution problems were 
generally recognized and fairly well measured, the technical solutions to 
these problems were still months and even years away in some cases. In 
addition, EPA enforcement faced another formidable barrier during this 
preliminary phase: resistance to the initiation of federal environmental 
enforcement activity from state pollution control agencies. Although the 
states were invited to and did participate in EPA's Refuse Act conferences 
and other enforcement proceedings, they were often reluctant to support 
EPA's initial enforcement efforts.  

Most state officials bitterly resented the involvement of the EPA's 
young staff-particularly its growing cadre of attorneys--in what they 
still viewed as their own domain. A number of state pollution control 
managers viewed EPA's assertive new enforcement program as unnec
essarily stringent and overly aggressive. As the frequent objects of in
tense pro-industry pressures from elected officials at state and local levels, 
state environmental agencies viewed themselves as defenders of indus
try's position in early enforcement meetings and openly resisted EPA's 
enforcement advances.8 This situation did not halt EPA's budding en
forcement program. However, it occasionally posed a "major obstacle" to 
environmental cleanup during those beginning years.9 

Finally, this formative period saw the beginning of a trend that was to 
have profound implications for EPA's enforcement work at later times: de
tailed and largely critical oversight by congressional committees. In 1971 
and 1972, the Subcommittee on Conservation and Natural Resources of 
the House Committee on Government Operations held a series of hear
ings that focused on interference by White House officials with pending 
DOJ enforcement actions under the Refuse Act against alleged discharges 
of mercury. These hearings succeeded, for many years, in establishing the 
Justice Department's environmental enforcement activities as off-limits 
to those who would have preferred to subject them to interest group pres
sures. Along with oversight investigations of EPA's Clean Air Act imple
mentation by Senator Edmund Muskie's Air and Water Pollution Sub
committee of the Senate Committee on Public Works, the hearings arose 
in the context of a general upsurge in congressional oversight of the ex
ecutive branch, as well as open disparagement, by some members of Con
gress, of early decisions by EPA that proved politically unpopular.10 

As EPA's enforcement program grew, so did its statutory authority. In 
1972 Congress enacted a host of major environmental legislation. The
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Federal Water Pollution Control Act (FWPCA) of 1972 established a 

range of measures to "restore and maintain the chemical, physical and bio

logical integrity of the Nation's waters,"" including the National Pollu

tant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES), a massive permit program 

concerning the discharge of industrial and municipal wastes to surface 

waters. The Marine Protection, Research and Sanctuaries Act (otherwise 

known as the Ocean Dumping Act or MPRSA) created new requirements 

to safeguard marine waters.' 2 The Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Ro

denticide Act (FIFRA) was significantly amended to achieve safe use of 

products. 3 The Clean Air Act, which had been enacted two years earlier, 

established a panoply of requirements for action to abate various types of 

air pollution.  

Under each of these laws, EPA was entrusted with major responsibili

ties for both setting and enforcing regulatory standards. Armed with a 

full complement of legal authorities, the young Agency sought to follow 

up its dramatic entrance into the environmental enforcement field with 

a continued emphasis on vigorous action.'4 Despite stiffening resistance 

to environmental regulation in some sectors of the business community, 

Russell E. Train, who succeeded William Ruckelshaus as EPA adminis

trator in September 1973, determined that the Agency would maintain 

the enforcement momentum it had established in its pre-statutory years.  

Though Train lacked Ruckelshaus's flamboyance, his attitudes toward en

forcement were similar.  

The 1973 to 1976 period in EPA enforcement was characterized by 

three general trends. First, the Agency continued and further expanded 

the autonomy accorded to enforcement units in the regional offices. Al

though headquarters enforcement managers issued policy guidance to the 

regions (and continued to exhort them to pursue numerous enforcement 

actions), the day-to-day responsibility for enforcement cases was turned 

over to regional enforcement officials to an increasing extent. Some EPA 

officials saw this development as a mixed blessing for the Agency's overall 

enforcement success. Although a number of EPA regional offices, includ

ing Regions III and V, were particularly efficient and assertive in their en

forcement efforts, others experienced problems in both motivation and 

the development of enforcement expertise." 

Second, the Agency's enforcement programs began to experience some 

of the problems that rapid initial growth often brings to organizations.  
As David Kee, one of EPA Region V's initial enforcement managers, later 

recalled, "There was definitely a maturing. We got much bigger. We had 
some of the problems of a large organization, certainly from a manage-
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ment standpoint. We had to deal with problem employees and a lot of 
things that weren't so much fun. Also we became more bureaucratic." 16 

Although staff-level enthusiasm for enforcement work remained gen
erally high, the relatively freewheeling, informal style of the Agency's 
earliest days was gradually replaced by a somewhat more formal situation.  
Enforcement procedures and routines became established, and the enor
mity of the regulatory tasks that Congress had placed upon EPA became 
increasingly evident to the Agency's career staff.  

Third, EPA's enforcement relationship with state pollution control 
agency personnel slowly but perceptibly improved as the states them
selves enacted new environmental laws and reorganized their agencies.  
Although some states remained highly resistant to federal enforcement 
efforts, others began to develop an appreciation of the value of vigor
ous enforcement to improved environmental quality. Spurred in part by 
the provision of EPA operating grants and federal delegation of primary 
responsibility for managing the NPDES program within their borders, 
some states embraced a more aggressive approach in the enforcement area 
as well as a new willingness to cooperate with the Agency's regional en
forcement staff.'7 

In the air pollution field, EPA began its first program for enforcing 
the Clean Air Act. As was the case earlier in the water enforcement area, 
EPA's first air enforcement thrust was largely an attempt to establish a 
federal "enforcement presence."18 EPA initiated information-gathering 
procedures, including written requests for compliance information under 
section 114 of the Act, opacity inspections, and a limited number of stack 
tests.19 The Agency issued its first formal notices of violation and admin
istrative orders to identified sources of air pollution and began to enforce 
the limitations on automobile-generated pollution.  

At the outset, however, Clean Air Act enforcement was hampered 
by several problems. One set of obstacles sprang from the first state im
plementation plans (SIPs), which were hastily drafted by the states and 
quickly approved by EPA to comply with the strict regulatory deadlines 
the statute had imposed. Although many states had a good deal of air 
quality data when the standards were prepared, they often lacked specific 
knowledge about the sources of pollution in the state and the type and 
amount of air pollution those sources were emitting. Many of the first 
SIPs were thus very general in nature and lacked meaningful reference to 
the particular kinds of industrial facilities they ostensibly controlled.  

Once the SIPs became enforceable, EPA devoted a good deal of its 
staff's time to determining how to apply these requirements to the nu-
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merous industrial and municipal sources that caused pollution. The 

Agency worked with state and local governments to establish inventories 

of air pollution emitters. EPA responded to a plethora of information 

requests from industries that were uncertain whether SIP requirements 

were meant to be applied to their plants. The Agency also reviewed the 

acceptability of proposed SIP compliance schedules for many individual 

facilities.20 

Other problems emerged in the form of sharp disputes between the 

Agency and industrial concerns about the precise types of air pollution 

control technology that had to be installed at production facilities and the 

time by which those controls had to be in place. For example, some state 

SIPs established stringent requirements for curbing sulfur dioxide emis

sions for electric power plants that could only be complied with through 

the use of expensive and then relatively untried SO2 scrubber technology.  

In the steel industry many SIPs called for technology-forcing measures 

at some air pollutant emission points, including costly controls on pol

lution from coke batteries. These requirements engendered widespread 

controversy.21 Their enforcement consumed a great deal of EPA's time 

and effort.22 

Another nettlesome issue that arose during this period was the so

called jobs-versus-environment question. In several instances, firms sub

ject to Clean Air Act requirements began to claim that compliance with 

those standards would be economically impossible for them to achieve 

and that strict Clean Air Act enforcement would inevitably result in plant 

closures and local unemployment. Though most of these claims lacked 

validity, they proved at times to be a potent weapon for industry in the 

enforcement context.23 While few industrial facilities were actually closed 

as a result of environmental enforcement, EPA spent considerable politi

cal energy defending a strong enforcement stance in those relatively few 

cases where employment claims played a role. 24 

In the water enforcement area, EPA ran into problems when it at

tempted to implement the FWPCA. Throughout much of 1973, an in

ternal debate over a variety of technical and policy-related issues that the 
newly enacted statute had left unresolved consumed EPA. Chief among 

these was the question of the basis for the best practicable technology 

standards to be included in dischargers' NPDES permits. Although the 
statute seemed to call for EPA to establish industry-specific effluent limi

tation guidelines before attempting to set enforceable discharge limita
tions in individual permits, it soon became apparent that the technical 

work needed to develop such guidelines properly would be difficult and
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time-consuming. If permit insurance and enforcement were to get under 
way, the agency would have to find an acceptable substitute for the guide
lines as a basis for permit requirements. Toward the end of 1973, EPA de
cided to press forward with NPDES permits written on the basis of the 
Agency's best engineering judgment as to what constituted best practi
cable technology. This controversial decision opened the door for a mas
sive EPA effort to issue NPDES permits to industries and municipalities 
that discharged water pollutants.  

During the latter part of 1973 and all of 1974, EPA virtually suspended 
its other water enforcement work and concentrated its staff's energies 
on processing the permit applications of industrial facilities. In a laud
able effort, the Agency issued 2,699 NPDES permits to major industrial 
dischargers, as well as 11,459 permits to so-called minor industrial waste 
sources, by December 31, 1974.25 This spate of new permits later gave rise 
to a wave of requests by dischargers for adjudicatory hearings before ad
ministrative law judges. Yet it also prompted many urgently needed water 
pollution control programs in the private sector and ultimately the new 
permits led to a significant decrease in the discharge of common indus
trial pollutants such as biological oxygen-demanding (BOD) wastes, sus
pended solids, oil and grease, phenol, and chromium.  

Throughout the 1973 to 1977 period, EPA preferred to proceed on 
the basis of administrative, as opposed to judicial, enforcement of air and 
water act violations. In many EPA regions administrative orders were not 
issued under the Clean Air Act or the FWPCA, as a matter of policy, un
less the industrial or municipal party that would be bound by those orders 
consented in advance to their terms. While this approach prevented EPA 
from becoming embroiled in litigation, it also created an unanticipated 
difficulty: in many cases the Agency's negotiations with polluters over the 
terms of administrative orders took months or even years to complete. As 
some EPA officials saw it, some companies in the regulated community 
were treating these negotiations as a kind of game that could delay com
pliance with environmental standards and the expense that compliance 
would entail. 26 

Cognizant of this, the enforcement divisions of some EPA regional 
offices moved increasingly toward civil litigation as a means of resolving 
enforcement cases against regulated parties that were viewed as particu
larly resistant to lesser enforcement sanctions. This trend was gradual.  
In fact, it did not occur at all in most EPA regions, and even when it did, 
the predominant enforcement tool remained the administrative order.27 

Nonetheless, the Agency's first, sporadic attempts at judicial enforcement
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of federal environmental legislation helped to lay the groundwork for the 

immense litigation program that the Agency was soon to undertake.  

President Jimmy Carter's inauguration in January 1977 marked the 

start of a significant shift in the operation of EPA's enforcement pro

grams. The new president had committed himself to a strong federal role 

in environmental protection during the course of his election campaign.  

To fulfill that commitment, Carter chose top managers for EPA with en

vironmentalist backgrounds and perspectives.  

Douglas Costle, the former director of Connecticut's pollution con

trol agency, became the Agency's new administrator. Barbara Blum, who 

had worked in the president's campaign in Georgia, was appointed its 

deputy administrator. Marvin Durning, a particularly ardent environ

mentalist from the state of Washington, became EPA's new assistant ad

ministrator for enforcement. Through the efforts of these individuals, 

the Agency's enforcement activities received relatively generous funding 

in the late 1970s, notwithstanding a general fiscal stringency that affected 

most of EPA's programs of that time.28 

One critical change that took place during this period was the ini

tiation of a civil litigation approach to environmental enforcement. Im

mediately upon assuming office, Marvin Durning perceived the admin

istrative enforcement efforts of the preceding EPA administration as 

unduly time-consuming and generally ineffective. Determined to redirect 

the Agency's enforcement work, Durning announced the creation of a 

major source enforcement effort, epitomized by the slogan "file first and 

negotiate later." Under this strategy, the Agency was to identify major 

violators of the Clean Air Act SIPs and the FWPCA's July 1, 1977, dead
line for the achievement of effluent limitations based upon best practi

cable technology. The Agency was then to refer each of these violators 

to the DOJ, with a recommendation that it institute a civil action against 

them in an appropriate federal district court for injunctive relief and civil 

penalties. While any or all of these suits might be resolved subsequent to 

their being filed, EPA enforcement officials were discouraged from enter

ing into negotiations with any parties subject to enforcement action until 

after litigation had commenced.  

During 1977 and 1978, this strategy was put into effect. In conjunction 

with the Justice Department, EPA filed a considerable number of civil 

suits, most of which were ultimately resolved by consent decree. Where 
enforcement litigation had once been the exception at EPA, it now be

came the rule. The Agency's headquarters placed strong pressure on its 

regional offices to produce litigation referrals. Each region was expected
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to produce a quota of referrals within a given time period. In contrast, 
administrative orders, formerly the mainstay of EPA's enforcement activi
ties, became insignificant.29 

In tandem with this lawsuit-based approach, the Carter administra
tion's managers introduced a Civil Penalty Policy and a National Penalty 
Panel to administer it. The Civil Penalty Policy applied to settlement of 
enforcement actions. Under its terms, state and federal enforcement offi
cials were forbidden to negotiate settlement of the civil penalty aspects 
of any major air or water enforcement case for less than the amount of 
money that the defendant had saved by delaying compliance with appli
cable requirements. The Civil Penalty Policy required that additional 
penalties apply to alleged violators that exhibited lack of good faith.  
The policy permitted enforcement personnel involved in case settlement 
negotiations to discuss and consider a proposed civil penalty offer that was 
lower than the economic savings amount. 30 However, EPA could not ac
cept such offers unless the National Penalty Panel reviewed and approved 
the offers.31 

Another significant innovation was the creation of a Senior Execu
tive Service (SES) of EPA's top management personnel. Under this ar
rangement, devised by EPA Assistant Administrator William Drayton, 
the Agency's ten regional enforcement directors were required to reapply 
for their own positions. If rehired, they would be admitted to the SES. In 
that capacity they would be afforded executive status and have the poten
tial to earn a higher salary. However, they would also be required to agree 
in advance to be transferred to a similar position in another organizational 
unit, including a position in another city, if and when the agency's top 
managers ordered such a change.  

Though intended as a means of developing EPA's internal management 
structure, this policy shift had several unforeseen and unfortunate results.  
Many of the Agency's regional enforcement directors, already unhappy 
with the new litigation referral system which undercut the autonomy they 
had enjoyed, viewed the institution of an SES as a further attempt to 
undermine their positions. Although most regional enforcement direc
tors did ultimately reapply for and retain their positions with SES status, 
the experience engendered considerable resentment among the direc
tors, because they considered the SES unnecessary, seriously traumatic, 
and "hopelessly mishandled." James 0. McDonald resigned his position 
to protest the insensitive and ill-conceived way in which the SES was 
instituted.32 

Along with these new policies came significant changes in the alloca-
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tion of responsibility for environmental enforcement matters. In June 

1977 Administrator Costle and Attorney General Griffin Bell entered into 

a controversial memorandum of understanding under which the DOJ's 

attorneys were afforded substantial control over the conduct of environ

mental enforcement litigation. Costle, a former DOJ attorney, was widely 

criticized by EPA's regional enforcement divisions for relegating EPA at

torneys to a secondary role in the litigation process. The memorandum 

required the regional divisions to prepare a detailed litigation report to 

accompany each enforcement matter they referred for civil litigation.  

This report was to include a summary of the legal theories upon which 

the proposed action rested and a summary of the evidence that was avail

able to prove the government's case.  

Whereas previous litigation reports could be sent directly from EPA's 

regional offices to the appropriate U.S. Attorneys, all litigation reports 

now had to be sent to the Agency's headquarters for staff review. If head

quarters enforcement personnel deemed it necessary, this referral pack

age could be returned to the regional office for further development. If 

and when EPA headquarters gave its approval, however, the matter was 

then transferred to the DOJ for a second round of review. The DOJ in 

turn had the authority to seek further information from regional enforce

ment personnel. Like EPA headquarters, DOJ could reject the regional 

official's litigation recommendation if it believed the enforcement case 

in question was flawed or unpersuasive. If and when DOJ approval was 

secured, however, the matter was referred to the office of the local U. S.  

Attorney for another round of review. Finally, after all of the relevant gov

ernmental organizations had given their concurrence, the U. S. Attorney 

filed the proposed enforcement case as a civil action in the appropriate 

U.S. district court.  

These enforcement policies and procedures had a number of conse

quences, both within EPA's enforcement program and outside it. Within 

EPA, the Carter administration's bold enforcement approach had pro
found effects. One of these was a general increase in the influence of EPA 

headquarters in the Agency's enforcement work, accompanied by a pro
portionate reduction in the near-autonomy that EPA regional enforce

ment divisions had hitherto enjoyed. No longer mere policy writers and 
supporters of regionally based enforcement efforts, the headquarters staff 
was now directly involved in reviewing, and in some cases vetoing, re
gional recommendations as to specific cases. Beyond that, headquarters 

officials assumed primary responsibility for certain types of enforcement 
matters, and concurrence from headquarters became a requirement in a
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growing number of settlement negotiations." These changes caused great 
consternation in the Agency's regional enforcement offices and resulted 
in continuing disaffection and protest.  

Another consequence of the new procedures was a dramatic expan
sion of the DOJ's enforcement responsibility. This change brought with 
it considerable conflict between the Agency's regional enforcement staff 
and DOJ attorneys and managers. While the DOJ's increasing involve
ment may have lent some litigation expertise and institutional credibility 
to the government's environmental enforcement effort,34 it also led to 
significant discord at the staff level. In a number of instances, EPA re
gional enforcement attorneys became concerned with the length of time 
the DOJ took to review litigation referrals. Serious professional disputes 
also arose over the amount of evidence the government needed to have 
available before an enforcement suit could be initiated, and some Justice 
Department attorneys came to be viewed as "nit-picking," "arbitrary," and 
"high-handed" in their relationships with the Agency's regional staff.35 

Among regulated companies, the Agency's "file first" approach was 
widely viewed as unnecessarily harsh and unduly rigid. Though many 
suits were resolved and considerable cleanup achieved, industry resent
ment of EPA's enforcement techniques gradually increased. The jobs
versus-environment issue, which had first surfaced in the mid-1970s, con
tinued to receive attention in the media in the early Carter years. To an 
increasing extent, EPA's managers and staff were publicly criticized as in
effective bureaucrats and antibusiness zealots. 36 

EPA's strong enforcement approach also aggravated the disenchant
ment felt by state officials. Many states resented the Agency's attempt to 
subject them to a uniform policy regarding civil penalties and some flatly 
refused to abide by its terms. Resistant to further federal encroachment 
upon their enforcement domain, a number of state officials once again 
perceived EPA's enforcement managers as insensitive to state concerns 
and needlessly inflexible in their views.37 Impervious to these criticisms, 
however, the Agency and DOJ persisted in their assertive civil litigation 
efforts.  

This trend was supplemented by public expressions of support for the 
application of criminal sanctions to environmental violations. In a Feb
ruary 1978 speech to the American Law Institute-American Bar Associa
tion course of study on environmental law in Washington, D.C., James 
Moorman, then assistant attorney general for the Justice Department's 
Division of Land and Natural Resources, announced that the DOJ would 
prosecute "willful, substantive violations of the pollution control laws of
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criminal nature." He stated that "for these transgressions, the Depart

ment of Justice has begun to invoke grand jury investigations against 

both corporations and against individuals" and that "the Department of 

Justice will prosecute criminal conduct in this area." Similarly, in a May 

1980 speech to graduating seniors at the University of Michigan, Attor

ney General Benjamin R. Civiletti emphasized the intention of the DOJ 

to prosecute both individuals and corporations who willfully violate en

vironmental laws.38 

Despite this enthusiastic rhetoric however, the Carter administration 

took few concrete steps to set a criminal environmental enforcement 

program in motion. Although the creation of a separate environmental 

criminal prosecution unit was seriously considered within the Justice De

partment during that time, a spirited bureaucratic dispute between the 

department's Criminal Division and its Division of Land and Natural Re

sources as to where such a unit should be housed effectively forestalled its 

realization.39 After much delay, in January 1981 EPA Deputy Administra

tor Barbara Blum signed a memorandum directing the creation of an EPA 

Office of Criminal Enforcement and instructing each of the Agency's re

gional offices to hire two or three professional criminal investigators, de

pending upon need.40 

However, Blum's memo, which called for the new EPA criminal in

vestigators to report directly to the Agency's headquarters Office of En

forcement, met with strong resistance from regional enforcement per

sonnel, who sought greater control over the investigators' work. As a 

result of this "turf battle" (and subsequently the wariness of Reagan ad
ministration officials) only a handful of criminal investigators were actu

ally hired prior to the middle of 1982. Thus, in contrast to its vigorous and 

active environmental civil enforcement efforts, criminal environmental 

enforcement during the Carter years produced only a few prosecutions 

that were "local, sporadic, and in response to disastrous events, rather 

than a particular enforcement policy."41 

How should the enforcement efforts of the Carter administration 

EPA be assessed? In contrast to earlier enforcement regimes at EPA, 

the Agency's enforcement efforts during the Carter years appear, at first 
glance, unerringly consistent, assertive, and effective. On closer exami

nation however, it is evident that the litigation approach that dominated 
EPA enforcement work during the Carter administration yielded imper
fect results.  

Supported by top EPA managers and a talented group of mid-level offi

cials, the Carter model of enforcement invigorated the Agency's efforts.
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It eliminated the delays that had characterized some of EPA's prior admin
istrative enforcement negotiations. It also reinforced and strengthened 
the perception, which had begun in earlier years, that EPA was serious 
about enforcing environmental statutes and determined to take assertive 
measures to compel compliance and deter intentional violations.  

On the other hand, as we have seen, the Agency's "file first, negotiate 
later" strategy, its Civil Penalty Policy, and its litigation referral proce
dure had some unfortunate repercussions. Internally, the Agency created 
a cumbersome and often time-consuming system for considering and act
ing upon cases that regional enforcement professionals believed were ap
propriate matters for litigation. This strategy gave rise to a relatively high 
level of rivalry among EPA regional offices, the Agency's headquarters, 
and the DOJ. To some extent, these conflicts diminished the effectiveness 
of the government's overall enforcement effort. Also, as noted above, the 
perceived rigidity of EPA's new enforcement initiatives engendered hos
tility from both regulated industry and state environmental officials. This 
resentment, and the backlash it created, placed EPA, and to some degree 
the environmental movement as a whole, under increased political stress 
as the Carter years continued.  

In retrospect, it could be argued that EPA's top managers would have 
been more successful if their litigious approach to environmental en
forcement had been supplemented by a balanced and judicious use of ad
ministrative orders and pre-filing negotiations with potential defendants.  
Their approach might also have benefited from a selective laissez-faire 
attitude toward those EPA regional enforcement divisions that already 
had strong and assertive enforcement programs in place. That strategy 
was not adopted however, and as a result the Carter administration's am
bitious enforcement program did not fulfill its potential. Nevertheless, 
the general enforcement policies of the Carter administration provided 
the soil in which an ambitious and largely successful hazardous waste en
forcement effort was nourished.  

In 1977 and 1978, several incidents occurred that served to awaken the 
American public to dangers posed by the past improper disposal of haz
ardous wastes. The spotlight of media attention was directed at the "Val
ley of the Drums" in Brooks, Kentucky, where more than 17,000 cor
roding drums of toxic and hazardous wastes were strewn about a poorly 
maintained landfill, contaminating a stream that flowed into the drinking 
source for a highly populated area. Considerable publicity was also given 
to the degradation of the James River near Hopewell, Virginia, with ke
tone, a highly toxic and nondegradable industrial waste, as well as the dis-
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astrous chemical contamination problems at the Love Canal in Niagara 

Falls, New York, which caused 237 families to be permanently evacuated 

from their homes. Additionally, intensive media coverage was given to the 

illegal dumping of acutely toxic wastes into a sewage treatment plant in 

Louisville, Kentucky, an act which forced a lengthy closure of that plant 

and resulted in the discharge of billions of gallons of raw or poorly treated 

sewage into the Ohio River.4 2 

As public awareness of the hazardous waste problem grew, so too did 

public pressure for vigorous governmental measures to deal with the 

situation. Several congressional committees initiated investigations into 

hazardous waste dumping and EPA's response to it. These committees 

noted that EPA had not yet proposed any of the hazardous waste regu

lations it was mandated to promulgate under subtitle C of RCRA. The 

Agency's leaders felt an urgent need to demonstrate, by prompt and effec

tive action, that EPA was concerned about the hazardous waste dump 

situation and intended to combat it. Under these circumstances, a group 

of EPA's top managers decided upon a two-pronged strategy for address

ing the hazardous waste issue. Persuaded that the Agency's legal authority 

to require cleanup at abandoned hazardous waste sites was fundamentally 

inadequate, these officials concluded that it would be necessary to ask 

Congress for a new statute specifically aimed at correcting contamination 

from inactive dumps."43 At this time, however, the Carter administration 

was focused on ways to trim the cost of government operations. There 

was, in the words of one key participant, "considerable resistance within 

the administration" to proposing any legislative initiatives in this field.44 

To overcome internal administration resistance, EPA managers decided 

to increase and, to the extent possible, orchestrate growing public and 

congressional concern about haphazard waste dumping.  

On October 2, 1978, Thomas C. Jorling, then EPA's assistant adminis

trator for water and waste management, requested that the Agency's re

gional offices submit their "best professional estimate" of the total num

ber of abandoned hazardous waste sites existing within their regions.  

Regional officials were also asked to report on the number of sites that 

might contain "significant quantities" of hazardous wastes. Because no 

specific criteria were provided for determining which dump sites should 

be placed in each category, each EPA region used its own methodology to 

comply with Jorling's request. As a result, the first EPA estimates of the 

number of hazardous waste sites were highly unreliable.4 5 Despite the im

precision and internal confusion resulting from this approach, however, 

by November 2, 1978, the Agency was able to release publicly the results
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of its "preliminary inventory." In congressional testimony, EPA managers 
stated that they believed 32,254 sites might contain hazardous wastes and 
838 sites contained significant quantities of waste.46 

The announcement of this information, combined with continuing 
disclosures regarding incidents of contamination from abandoned waste 
dumps, set off what one former Justice Department manager later de
scribed as a "firestorm of interest."4 7 Amid the continuing public and 
media demand for firm and immediate action, EPA's managers pressed 
forward with their plan to propose a new abandoned waste site statute, 
which they began to refer to as Superfund, in reference to the expanded 
pool of monies that would be sought for use in a major site cleanup 
effort.4 8 To further bolster its argument that such Superfund legislation 
was urgently needed, as well as to deflect mounting congressional criti
cism of the Agency's tardiness in promulgating hazardous waste regula
tions under RCRA, EPA's top leadership put into place the second part 
of its strategy. With the cooperation of the Department of Justice, EPA's 
managers took preliminary steps toward establishing a new enforcement 
campaign to compel known owners and operators of abandoned hazard
ous waste dumps to remedy endangerments that those dumps created.  

On March 28, 1979, Barbara Blum, EPA's deputy administrator, wrote 
a memorandum to the Agency's regional administrators stating that an 
"aggressive program" was needed in this area. Blum indicated that the 
Agency's top management considered the hazardous waste site issue to be 
of high priority. She announced that a committee would be formed, under 
the leadership of Gary Dietrich, EPA's associate deputy administrator for 
solid waste, and Leslie Carothers, the director of the Agency's Region I 
Enforcement Division. This committee was to "[coordinate] activities 
related to inactive sites" and to develop a "cohesive, dedicated national 
effort" with respect to hazardous waste enforcement. Regional adminis
trators were asked to appoint one technical coordinator and one enforce
ment coordinator "to jointly manage the program activities in your re
gion and to work with Leslie and Gary." 49 

At the end of April 1979, the Agency held an imminent hazard work
shop in Denver, Colorado. The meeting was attended by the newly ap
pointed regional coordinators as well as over one hundred key staff mem
bers from the Department of Justice, EPA headquarters, and the NEIC.  
At the gathering, during which internal procedures for launching a haz
ardous waste site enforcement effort were intensively discussed, Barbara 
Blum reiterated the extremely high priority that EPA's top leadership 
placed on this program. She promised to seek additional budgetary re-
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sources for hazardous waste enforcement and to divert existing Agency 
resources to implement the program. Blum also made a pledge, ultimately 

fulfilled by EPA and the DOJ enforcement staff, that within one year at 
least fifty hazardous waste "imminent hazard" actions would be filed in 

U.S. district courts.50 

On June 27, 1979, Barbara Blum notified the Agency's regional and 
assistant administrators that a Hazardous Waste Enforcement Task Force 

(HWETF) was being established at the Agency's headquarters. The 
HWETF was to be chaired at the outset by Jeffrey Miller, EPA's acting 

assistant administrator for enforcement. The HWETF was responsible 
for providing "national management" of the enforcement component of 

the Agency's hazardous waste program, which included development of a 

hazardous waste site reporting and tracking system, establishment of haz
ardous waste enforcement policies, and increased participation by head

quarters staff and the DOJ in developing hazardous waste cases. 51 Within 

a short time, the task force began a vigorous effort to recruit a small cadre 
of experienced staff to carry out its responsibilities. A conscious attempt 
was made to gather EPA's "top enforcement talent,"52 and task force man
agers were given a free hand to offer positions to any member of the 
Agency's enforcement staff who they believed would contribute mean
ingfully to its success. 53 Jeffrey Miller soon chose Douglas MacMillan, a 
former management division director in EPA Region I who was working 
with a congressional committee on special assignment, to be Miller's suc
cessor as task force director. Lamar Miller, a seasoned chemical engineer 
who had served briefly as enforcement division director in EPA Region 
VII, was appointed technical director of the task force. Edward Kurent, 
previously a headquarters water enforcement attorney and a special assis
tant to the assistant administrator for enforcement, was chosen task force 
legal director. A full complement of task force staff members was selected 

shortly thereafter, and EPA's initial hazardous waste enforcement pro
gram began to take shape.  

At the time that the HWETF was formed, EPA had few specific legal 
standards to enforce under RCRA, a situation largely of the Agency's 
own making. In subtitle C of the act, Congress had required EPA to pro
mulgate specific regulations, within eighteen months, with respect to the 
active generation, transportation, and disposal of hazardous wastes. The 
Agency had not met this deadline. It thus lacked the regulatory means to 
redress important aspects of the nation's rapidly reemerging hazardous 
waste problem.  

In the fall of 1979, the Department of Justice created a small headquar-
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ters group of attorneys, paralegals, and secretaries under the leadership of 
Anthony Roisman. This unit, termed the Hazardous Waste Section, was 
assigned to work with EPA in developing hazardous waste enforcement 
cases. Because of a paucity of relevant legal authority, this newly created 
DOJ section and the HWETF decided to rely primarily on section 7003 
of RCRA, the so-called imminent hazard provision of that statute, as 
their primary enforcement tool. It was decided, in the absence of a sys
tematic understanding of hazardous waste site problems and the tech
nology required to resolve them, that the appropriate course was to seek 
issuance of injunctions that would require the parties responsible for con
tamination problems at hazardous waste sites to study those problems 
and to prepare detailed cleanup plans, which EPA would then review and 
approve. As Lamar Miller remembered it, the task force's basic litigation 
approach was: "Get the most you can. Don't let anybody tell you that this 
is the most a judge would give you. Restore [the contaminated ground
water underneath each site] to its original condition."5 4 

To bring this new enforcement strategy into effect, the litigation re
ferral system initiated in the early Carter years was modified in several 
respects. The task force leadership adopted a suggestion by Jane Schul
teis and Bill Constantelos, then mid-level managers in EPA Region V, 
that litigation reports be supplanted by case development plans, which 
more briefly outlined the evidence available to support the government's 
case.55 The task force initiated a series of monthly meetings at the re
gional offices during which HWETF and DOJ personnel would "encour
age, chide and in some cases direct" regional hazardous waste enforce
ment activities.56 

As Douglas MacMillan recalled, EPA headquarters managers put enor
mous pressure on regional officials to produce a steady stream of new en
forcement referrals. On several occasions, Deputy Administrator Barbara 
Blum, a strong supporter of the task force effort who devoted a good deal 
of time to its implementation, asked her headquarters staff for a series of 
"regional report cards." These evaluations identified regions whose en
forcement efforts were viewed as ineffective by the task force staff. Upon 
receipt, Blum telephoned regional administrators and other key officials 
to "really lean on them very directly and bluntly about performance."57 

The task force also worked to develop a national site tracking system 
that would identify the universe of abandoned hazardous waste dumps 
and systematically address the relative damages particular sites posed.  
Recognizing that their initial information about hazardous waste sites 
was "totally spotty and anecdotal,"5 8 task force members spearheaded an
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effort to provide a more accurate site inventory. In pursuing this goal, the 

task force relied in part on data supplied by the Subcommittee on Inves

tigations and Oversight of the House Committee on Interstate and For

eign Commerce, which had conducted a comprehensive survey of inactive 

waste sites.59 Using this and other information, the Agency developed a 

preliminary site inventory of 9,600 sites, a listing that later formed the 

raw material from which the Superfund National Priorities List and the 

MITRE model -that EPA used to assess the severity of health and envi

ronmental risks at the particular sites-were molded. 60 

For those involved in the task force effort, the initiation of a hazard

ous waste site enforcement program was a time of hard work, excitement, 

and camaraderie.6 1 Enthusiasm abounded and dedication to the task at 

hand was widespread. As James Bunting, a former task force attorney and 

manager, remembered the era, "There was a certain sense that you were 

really being a pioneer."62 The task force itself was insulated from rou

tine bureaucratic encumbrances that might have slowed its progress.63 Its 

efforts were actively and enthusiastically supported by the Agency's top 

managers, including Barbara Blum and Jeffrey Miller, and public interest 

in the outcome of its work was exceptionally high.64 

Though short-lived, the HWETF effort resulted in several significant 

accomplishments. Within a year, EPA and the DOJ had filed fifty-four 

judicial enforcement actions to compel cleanup of abandoned dumps, 

a striking achievement in view of the government's still meager knowl

edge and resources. Furthermore, as task force legal director Edward 

Kurent later observed, these lawsuits, and the hard-nosed negotiations 

that they engendered, "gave notice to the general public, to industry, and 

to the Congress that the Agency was on the job, that it had clearly iden

tified the problem and was intent on doing something about it."65 By its 

streamlined case referral system, the task force program eased some of 

the time-consuming red tape burdens that the Carter administration's 
litigation referral system had generally imposed on EPA regional enforce
ment officials. Finally, in establishing a national site tracking system and 

a set of preliminary site assessment procedures, the work of the task force 
laid much groundwork for the ultimate establishment of the Superfund 
Program.  

To be sure, EPA's initial hazardous waste enforcement program had 
its shortcomings. Because of the relative newness of the hazardous waste 

site problem, the Agency's staff was ignorant of some of the complexi

ties of hazardous waste site contamination and groundwater restoration.  

In their haste to establish a strong federal presence, EPA and DOJ filed
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some hazardous waste enforcement actions that later proved difficult to 
pursue.6 6 Moreover, the Agency did little planning for the extensive drain 
on its resources that occurred when the lawsuits it filed in 1979 and 1986 
spawned extensive discovery and motion practice in the months and years 
that followed. 67 

Notwithstanding these difficulties, however, EPA's first attempt at 
hazardous waste enforcement must be judged an overall success. In little 
time, and with relatively few resources, it established hazardous waste en
forcement as a functioning and important part of the Agency's enforce
ment work.  

In December 1980, on the eve of President Reagan's inauguration, the 
leadership of both EPA's HWETF and the DOJ's Hazardous Waste Sec
tion anticipated an expansion of the government's hazardous waste en
forcement program. The Superfund Act had at last been enacted by a 
lame-duck Congress. In the act EPA had been given the explicit authority 
to take enforcement action with respect to inactive hazardous waste sites, 
as well as access to a $1.6-billion trust fund, which promised expanded re
sources for a redoubled enforcement effort. EPA's RCRA hazardous waste 
management regulations had at long last reached an enforceable stage.  
Congress had modestly amended that statute to augment EPA's ability to 
gather information regarding hazardous waste dumps and to issue admin
istrative orders to redress any danger that they caused. 68 

Despite some misgivings, the top hazardous waste enforcement man
agers at EPA and the DOJ were guardedly optimistic that the Reagan 
administration would not attempt to slow the development of an active 
hazardous waste enforcement program. As former task force direc
tor Douglas MacMillan recalled: "Given the political pressure that was 
building around the issue, I felt that it would be simply suicidal for the 
new administration to attempt to stand in front of the hazardous waste 
bulldozer." 69 A number of MacMillan's colleagues agreed with that 
assessment. 70 

For the individuals who had worked to build EPA's initial hazardous 
waste enforcement program, the interregnum between the Carter and 
Reagan administrations was a time of cautious hope. Within a matter of 
months, though, that hope turned to anxiety, bitterness, and despair. As 
Anthony Roisman, the Justice Department's Hazardous Waste Section 
chief during the task force period, recalled: "To see that potential cut off 
when the Reagan people came in was incredible, just incredible. We never 
really recovered from it, I think." 1



CHAPTER 4

Destruction, Confusion, Confrontation, and 

Disarray: EPA Enforcement and Congressional 

Oversight in the Gorsuch Era 

The arrival of the Reagan administration in January 1981 heralded a dra

matic change in the tone, structure, and operation of EPA's enforcement 

program. The two years that followed would see a sharp decline in the 

initiation of new enforcement cases, a precipitous drop in career staff mo

rale, and a drastic loss of public credibility for EPA in general. To appre

ciate the reasons for these trends and the pervasiveness and profundity of 

their impact, one must first appreciate the manner in which EPA's new top 

managers were selected by the Reagan administration, the attitudes they 

held upon taking office, and the specific ways in which they approached 

EPA's enforcement responsibilities.  

The Reagan administration's search for a new set of top EPA managers 

proceeded at a deliberate pace. Almost all EPA officials who had been po

litical appointees in the Carter administration resigned from their posi

tions before Reagan took office on January 20. Anne McGill Gorsuch,' 

the new administration's choice to succeed Douglas Costle as EPA ad

ministrator, was not nominated for that position until February 21, 1981, 

and her formal confirmation was delayed until May 5. Most of the other 

Reagan administration appointees to high-level EPA positions were also 

installed in the mid- or late spring. Rita M. Lavelle, an EPA official whose 

attitude and activities were ultimately to have an important effect on the 

administration of the Superfund Program, did not assume the office of 

assistant administrator for solid waste and emergency response until 

March 31,1982, more than fourteen months after the Reagan administra

tion had begun. 2 

The administration's method of choosing EPA's new management 

team emphasized the selection of individuals with an ideological affinity
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for the conservative wing of the Republican Party. According to one 
former high-level EPA civil servant, "The White House personnel office 
was extremely powerful and it was obsessed with getting those with defi
nite political views, regardless of qualifications, into their place [s]."' 

Some chosen for high-level management posts had no specific inter
est in enforcement. William Sullivan, for example, the administration's 
choice for enforcement counsel and deputy associate administrator for 
enforcement, stated, "I handled Reagan's stop in Youngstown as a candi
date and when they were recruiting they asked for my resume. The EPA 
was the last agency I wanted to go to, and enforcement was the last job I 
wanted at the Agency." 4 Furthermore, in selecting EPA's leadership, little 
thought was given to the manner in which those chosen would relate to 
one another once they assumed office. Anne Gorsuch, the Agency's new 
administrator, had little influence over the selection of EPA's regional ad
ministrators and senior headquarters managers, many of whom she had 
not known before taking office.5 

The initial attitude of EPA's new leadership toward the Agency's en
forcement program was, like a number of things during this period, con
troversial. In an interview five years later, Anne Gorsuch indicated that 
she had favored an effective enforcement program at EPA from the outset 
of her administratorship. 6 William Sullivan, who led EPA's national en
forcement program during the first year of Gorsuch's tenure as adminis
trator, stated that "to think there was a conspiracy to defeat enforcement 
is crazy." 7 

Conspiracy, in its technical, legal sense, may be too strong a word.  
Nonetheless, there is very considerable evidence that the initial enforce
ment attitude of a number of the Reagan administration's first set of po
litical appointees was far more negative to environmental enforcement 
than the remarks of Gorsuch and Sullivan suggest. For example, Sheldon 
Novick, the regional counsel of EPA Region III at that time, later stated: 

[T]here were plainly people in the administration, within EPA, who be
lieved that the EPA itself should be dissolved, that the statutes that it 
implemented were senseless, and that the federal government had no 
business in environmental management. Those people, who found en
forcement of federal law particularly distasteful, expressed that the EPA 
should be dismantled, beginning with its enforcement functions....  
Political appointees at senior levels [other than Anne Gorsuch] began 
saying things like that.8
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Novick's recollections with respect to the Reagan administration's 

first enforcement attitudes find support in an article that appeared in the 

Washington Post. In it James C. Miller III, at that time director of the 

Vice President's regulatory task force, was quoted as saying, "[T]here is 

a strong feeling on the part of the White House staff that we ought to be 

decentralizing regulatory enforcement." The article also indicated that 

"[f]inal decisions on the roles of OSHA and the Environmental Protec

tion Agency have not yet been made within the Administration ... but the 

agencies' enforcement activities will necessarily be cut back, assuming the 

budget cuts proposed by President Reagan are enacted." 9 

Valdas Adamkus, the regional administrator of Region V recalled that 

"when [Gorsuch] came into power, her attitude to enforcement in gen

eral was negative; there was no question." 10 Edward Kurent, the Agency's 

water enforcement division director and associate general counsel for 

waste enforcement during the Gorsuch era, went so far as to suggest that 

Gorsuch-era political appointees implemented what was "very obviously 

a deliberate plan to paralyze if not totally dismantle the enforcement 

program."1 

Gorsuch subsequently indicated that she and her colleagues had not 

entered the Agency with any negative predisposition toward the career 

staff.12 However, a number of EPA's permanent enforcement staff left the 

Agency with an entirely different sense. One headquarters enforcement 

attorney and manager stated, "They came in with the feeling that the 

existing career enforcement staff probably weren't the type of employees 

they would want. They didn't approach them as a professional staff who 

were competent and who were trying to do their jobs. They came in, I 

think, with a bias."' 3 

Whatever their initial attitudes, motivations, and intentions, it is 

clear that, toward the beginning of their tenure, EPA's new enforcement 

leadership made several important changes in EPA's enforcement pro

gram and personnel policies. Concerned that the Agency's previous en

forcement efforts had become unnecessarily litigious and antagonistic,' 4 

they adopted what became known as a "non-confrontational" approach 

to enforcement.15 The "file first, negotiate later" attitude of the Carter 

administration was replaced by the notion that, as one EPA enforcement 

attorney stated it, "[Y]ou were to talk first and file later only if it was abso

lutely necessary and only if you could clear it with headquarters."' 6 

Informal attempts at encouraging voluntary compliance became the 

enforcement procedure of choice. At least one EPA regional adminis-
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trator was directly informed by William Sullivan, the Agency's enforce
ment counsel, that every enforcement case referred to headquarters by 
his region "will be considered a black mark against you." That individual, 
who took the view that Sullivan was "one of the level-headed and profes
sional individuals who wanted to do a good job and was only following 
instructions from others," stated that he considered Sullivan's statement 
to him the "strongest indication" that federal environmental enforce
ment was being "dismantled."17 Additionally, considerable emphasis was 
placed upon deferring federal enforcement activities in favor of state 
enforcement. 18 

Beyond these enforcement policies, EPA's new managers carried out 
a series of reorganizations of the Agency's enforcement structure. On 
June 1, 1981, Anne Gorsuch sent a memorandum to all EPA employees in 
which she announced that the Office of Enforcement was "abolished" and 
that its components would be transferred to various media programs (e.g., 
air, water, and hazardous waste). An Office of Legal and Enforcement 
Counsel also was established. This office reported directly to the admin
istrator on the activities of the general counsel and in regard to Agency
wide enforcement.19 

On September 15, 1981, Gorsuch formally eliminated EPA's regional 
enforcement divisions. The legal functions of those divisions were trans
ferred to the Offices of Regional Counsel, which reported directly to the 
Office of General Counsel at EPA headquarters. Members of the techni
cal staff of the regional enforcement divisions were transferred to various 
media-operating divisions in the regions.20 Then, in late December 1981, 
headquarters legal enforcement activities were centralized in a new Office 
of Enforcement Counsel. The headquarters technical enforcement staff, 
however, remained with the various media offices; thus the legal enforce
ment and technical staffs were permanently divided into separate organi
zations. 2 A number of these changes were implemented over objections 
made by some of the Agency's senior career enforcement managers, who 
argued that the reorganizations would have a disruptive and counterpro
ductive effect on the Agency's overall enforcement efforts. 22 

In addition to these reorganizations, a number of other trends and de
velopments in the early Reagan days played an important role in EPA's 
enforcement work. On his first day in office, President Reagan issued a 
"Memorandum for the Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies," 
which imposed "a strict freeze on the hiring of federal civilian employ
ees to be applied across the board in the executive branch."2 3 This action, 
described as a "first step towards controlling the growth and size of gov-
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ernment and stopping the drain on the economy by the public sector," 

effectively prohibited EPA's mid-level supervisory management from re

placing any staff members that left the Agency.  

Beyond this, EPA's enforcement program was impaired by budget re

ductions, as well as rumors of plans to discharge or reduce in force ("rif") 

the enforcement staff. With the exception of the Superfund Program, 

which was supported by dedicated monies, between 1980 and 1983 EPA's 

budget as a whole declined, in constant 1972 dollars, from $701 million 

to $515 million, and the number of full-time positions at the Agency, ex

cluding Superfund, declined by 26 percent, mostly through attrition.24 

Indeed, as two scholarly observers have concluded, "There is ample evi

dence that the Reagan administration's adoption of an administrative 

presidency strategy did result in significantly lower levels of EPA expen

ditures and in dramatic shifts in internal program priorities away from 

abatement, compliance, control and enforcement."25 

Though EPA's enforcement personnel were only minimally affected 

by rifs during Gorsuch's tenure as administrator, there is evidence that 

significant cuts in EPA's enforcement force were seriously considered. As 

Richard Wilson, an EPA career manager, remembered: 

There were certainly people looking at major budget cuts in EPA [en

forcement]. In fact, we saw proposed budget cuts from OMB that the 

only way to accomplish them was to rif. In that sense it was real....  

What you didn't know from day to day was whether or not they were 

going to bite the bullet and in fact rif down to those levels or [just] let 

attrition take its toll.26 

Ultimately, no major termination of career enforcement staff actually 

occurred during the Gorsuch era. However, various enforcement pro

grams, elements, and innovations were eliminated as a result of budget re

ductions, and funding for staff travel and training was significantly cut.27 

Moreover, EPA's enforcement effort was impaired by a relatively high rate 

of attrition.28 

Deeply concerned about actual and possible budget cuts and effectively 

sealed off from the decision-making process, a number of career enforce

ment managers and staff members began to perceive that ideological and 

partisan political considerations were playing an increasing role in the 
evaluation of their professional work. 29 In part this notion resulted from a 

statement by William Sullivan at a meeting of the entire headquarters en

forcement staff in late December 1981. During the month or two before
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this meeting, several staff attorneys had been hired (at relatively high sal
aries), notwithstanding the continuing EPA hiring ceilings.30 As Richard 
Mays, then a career enforcement manager at EPA, remembered: 

Sullivan made the announcement about the latest reorganization and 
then following that had a question-and-answer series. Some member of 
the staff asked him about the hirings of attorneys and whether political 
affiliation had played any role in these hirings. Sullivan's response was 
that essentially this was "a political world." The Republicans were the ad
ministration in power and, all things being equal, he would rather hire a 
Republican than someone who was not a Republican. The staff didn't like 
that too much, obviously, because this is a group of people who believe, 
and I think rightly so, that politics and ideology should have little to do 
with environmental protection or qualifications in terms of hiring staff.3 ' 

Other events also contributed to the career staff's sense that the 
Agency's enforcement program was becoming "politicized." Peter 
Broccoletti, whom Sullivan had selected to be his deputy enforcement 

counsel and whose approach to the career staff was seen as "domineering 

and intimidating,"" conducted a series of interviews with EPA enforce
ment attorneys in which at least some of them were asked questions about 
their memberships in environmental organizations." 

Broccoletti allegedly told EPA attorney and manager James Bunting 

that all of the EPA enforcement attorneys' original job application forms 
were under political review. Broccoletti subsequently denied this.34 None

theless, Bunting specifically recalled: "People were being evaluated on the 

basis of what it was they had said there. If someone had listed a Demo
cratic congressman as a reference, then that particular individual. . . was 
going to be viewed with suspicion."" 

In addition to politicization, some EPA managers and staff members 
had the impression that the leadership of the Agency had regular con

tact with representatives of potential candidates for enforcement action 

outside of the presence of EPA staff members assigned to their cases. As 
William Hedeman stated, "[B]ehind the scenes, in the Sullivan-Burford 

era, industry was getting to these individuals quietly and having a major 

influence on how the enforcement policy took shape." 36 

An extreme but politically significant instance of this arose in EPA's 

negotiations with representatives of Inmont Corporation concerning a 

California hazardous waste disposal site. In early September 1981 Thorn

ton ("Whit") Field, then special assistant to the administrator for hazard-
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ous waste, had a series of conversations with Inmont's attorney regard

ing Inmont's responsibility for site cleanup which were not reported to 

the Agency's designated negotiators. During one of those conversations, 

Field revealed EPA's bottom-line settlement figure to Inmont, an event 

which had a critical effect on the outcome of those negotiations.37 

More generally, during this time some of the regulated parties that 

were involved in settlement discussions with the EPA's enforcement staff 

sought meetings with higher-ranking Agency officials in the hope that 

they might receive a more sympathetic hearing.38 As a result, from one 

attorney's perspective, "there never was any certainty that the deal you 

felt you had negotiated above board [and] across the table was going to be 

something that you could carry through when it came back to headquar

ters [for approval]."39 A number of EPA enforcement staff members also 

developed the perception that the people they reported to - the Agency's 

career enforcement managers-had little influence on setting enforce

ment policy. Two incidents served to reinforce that notion.  

In November 1981 the entire hazardous waste management staff had a 

meeting in Denver, Colorado. During the course of this meeting, Douglas 

MacMillan, EPA's highest-ranking career official with specific responsi

bility for hazardous waste enforcement, made a presentation about the 

Agency's enforcement policy. He indicated that EPA would be using 

administrative orders to redress RCRA violations. He also stated that 

when state agencies took RCRA enforcement actions against a regulated 

party that EPA officials perceived to be inappropriate or inadequate, the 

Agency would, in some instances, be prepared to pursue its own enforce

ment case against the same party. Shortly thereafter, at the same meeting, 

Thornton ("Whit") Field explicitly rejected the policies that MacMillan 

had announced. Stating, "I don't buy that and I don't think Anne Gorsuch 

does either," Field indicated that a formal enforcement approach was "too 

confrontational for this administration."4 0 MacMillan later scarcely re

membered this event,41 but several enforcement staff members perceived 

Field's statements as a strong signal. His remarks appeared to indicate 

not only that MacMillan's pronouncement no longer represented the 

Agency's policy but also that the former task force director had been 

"slapped down very publicly." 42 

Another critical incident occurred seven months later when Rita M.  

Lavelle, EPA's assistant administrator for solid waste and emergency re

sponse, removed Lamar Miller from his position as chief of the technical 

component of the hazardous waste enforcement program. Miller, whom 

most staff members viewed as an outspoken advocate of firm enforce-
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ment, had been less successful than his counterpart, William Hedeman, 
in gaining Lavelle's confidence. As one former member of Miller's staff 
recalled: 

They announced the change on a day when he was going into the hospi
tal for some sort of surgery. At the time it was really pretty strange. He 
wasn't for it. Lavelle said that Lamar was going to head up some sort of 
a groundwater-monitoring branch in OSW [Office of Solid Waste and 
Emergency Response] which didn't exist at the time and never subse
quently materialized. When he came back, they gave him a task on some 

sort of a "sludge project."43 

In the minds of a number of EPA's headquarters enforcement staff, 
Miller's abrupt removal marked an important turning point. Following 
Miller's removal, one knowledgeable official recalled, the staff "pushed 
less hard" and negotiated with regulated parties by "taking deals because 
they were there.4 4 

If the authority of the Agency's top career enforcement managers had 
been dramatically undermined, however, it was not at all clear who was 
actually in charge of EPA enforcement work. Almost from the outset 
of the Reagan administration, EPA's enforcement program was marked 
by intense rivalries among the new political appointees. As one seasoned 
civil servant put it: "In eighteen years in government, I have never seen a 
group of people as intent on doing one another in as that crowd was." 45 

During the early months of the Reagan administration, Anne Gorsuch 
relied heavily on William Sullivan in enforcement matters to the relative 
exclusion of Sullivan's superior, associate administrator Frank Shepherd, 
and Robert Perry, the Agency's general counsel. A competition for au
thority grew among these three attorneys.4 6 Within a few months, Shep
herd resigned, leaving Sullivan and Perry, two strong-willed individuals, 
to vie for influence in the enforcement field. In the end, Perry prevailed.  
He assumed complete control of EPA's legal operation in April 1982.  
Perry's ascendancy did not end the rivalry within the upper echelons of 
EPA's enforcement program, however. As Anne Gorsuch told me, there 
was "almost a constant conflict" between Perry and Rita Lavelle over the 
strategy to be followed in hazardous waste enforcement cases.47 There 
was also considerable disagreement among the Agency's regional admin
istrators on a variety of enforcement issues.48 

With respect to hazardous waste enforcement in particular, the first 
two years of the Reagan administration saw the institution of several new
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policies and trends. It is notable, however, that despite the bevy of new 

policy questions that arose from EPA's initial attempts to implement the 

Superfund Program, the Agency's headquarters provided little written 

guidance to its regional enforcement personnel.49 Furthermore, those few 

Superfund policies that did emerge were sometimes changed with great 

rapidity.  
In general, the Superfund approach that was followed during this 

period was based on the preference of EPA's top management for strict 

conservation of the $1.6-billion CERCLA trust fund. This approach was 

intended to strengthen the argument that the Superfund Act, and the cor

porate taxes that support it, should not be renewed after the Act's expira

tion on October 1, 1985.  

To implement the Superfund approach, EPA's leadership adopted 

a strategy that has been described as "lawyers first, shovels later."5 0 In 

fact, this label is misleading. It implies that a tough, litigious approach to 

Superfund enforcement preceded any use of the CERCLA trust fund for 

site cleanup activities. In reality, with the exception of hazardous waste 

enforcement matters that were already pending, EPA's earliest Superfund 

enforcement effort was anything but litigious. Rather than "lawyers first, 

shovels later," the slogan "ineffectual negotiation first, shovels never" is a 

more apt description.  

The Agency placed heavy emphasis on providing the potentially re

sponsible parties at inactive hazardous waste sites with the option of vol

untarily cleaning up those sites. The expenditure of trust fund monies for 

remedial actions at Superfund sites was not permitted unless and until it 

had been demonstrated, to the satisfaction of the Agency's top headquar

ters officials, that responsible parties at those sites had been identified, 

that they had been notified of their potential liability for site cleanup ex

penditures, and that they had voluntarily and intentionally declined to 

carry out measures on their own.51 

Other EPA policies and procedures also contributed to a sparing use 

of the CERCLA trust fund. In March 1982 the Agency required states to 

contribute 10 percent of the cost of RI/FS preparation as a condition to 

the use of Superfund monies for planning and designing hazardous waste 

site cleanups. Because most states had limited resources to come up with 

this 10 percent match, this policy significantly inhibited the use of the 

Superfund for cleanup activity.5 2 In addition, the Agency began to inter

pret the "imminent and substantial endangerment" language of CERCLA 

section 106 (and RCRA section 7003) as requiring that the Agency dem

onstrate a present public health emergency, as opposed to the mere threat
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of one, in order to obtain relief.5 3 Because of the difficulty of making this 
showing in many cases, EPA's use of the CERCLA and RCRA imminent 
hazards sections to redress contamination problems at inactive hazardous 
waste sites was significantly curtailed.54 

The Agency's leadership placed other restrictions on EPA's use of its 
emergency or "immediate removal" authority under CERCLA. This was 
accomplished by the promulgation of a set of regulations, incorporated as 
part of the Agency's National Contingency Plan, which were consistently 
more restrictive than the statute required.55 It was also affected by a policy 
that forbade EPA's regional offices from expending trust fund monies in 
excess of $50,000 for removal actions without the personal approval of the 
agency's assistant administrator for enforcement. 56 

The Reagan administration's first EPA managers centralized decision 
making in other ways as well. Authority over expenditures, case-specific 
enforcement strategy, and the wording of documents filed in enforce
ment litigation was retained in the Agency's Office of Solid Waste and 
Emergency Response and its Office of Enforcement Counsel. Regional 
officials were given little autonomy in implementing these vital aspects of 
the Superfund law.57 

Finally, the Reagan administration's initial approach to RCRA en
forcement continued the high level of inattention and inaction that had 
characterized RCRA enforcement during the Carter years. As one former 
EPA enforcement official expressed: "[V]irtually nothing was done in 
terms of writing guidance, making policy decisions or establishing an 
RCRA enforcement program."5 8 State environmental agencies, which in 
many cases had "minimal training and too few resources," were delegated 
total responsibility for RCRA enforcement, with little federal guidance 
or oversight. 59 The Agency's RCRA enforcement program was afforded 
few resources, and many RCRA hazardous waste management regula
tions were placed in limbo by the Agency's plans to reconsider and revise 
them extensively.60 

The cumulative impact of these innovations on EPA's enforcement 
policies was dramatic and pronounced. The number of new civil enforce
ment actions forwarded by EPA regional offices to Agency headquar
ters fell by 79 percent in 1981, compared with the previous year, and the 
Agency's civil referrals to the Justice Department fell 69 percent. In the 
Superfund area, EPA referred no new enforcement cases to the DOJ from 
January 20, 1981, until April 1, 1982, and only three such cases were filed 
between the latter date and September 29, 1982. With respect to RCRA
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civil enforcement actions, EPA filed no cases in 1981 and only three cases 

during the first nine months of 1982, a sharp contrast to the forty-three 

RCRA civil cases the agency had initiated during 1980.61 

In addition to a drop in its workload, EPA's enforcement staff was faced 

with considerable confusion. As William Sullivan candidly admitted: 

"The poor regional attorneys were left in a position where they didn't 

know who the hell they worked for. They couldn't even tell what the pro

cedures were from day to day."6 2 Apparently, the continuing reorganiza

tions of the Agency's enforcement programs significantly contributed to 

the enforcement staff's confusion. Some present and former EPA officials 

saw clear organizational advantages in the demise of EPA's preexisting 

structure.6 3 Nonetheless, a large number of those I spoke with viewed this 

series of organizational changes as harmful to the enforcement effort. In 

particular, they believed that the reorganization created barriers to effec

tive communication among the Agency's interdisciplinary enforcement 

staff, giving rise to turf battles and red tape that had not existed previ

ously.64 In the face of these changes and uncertainties, a number of the 

Agency's mid-level managers became unwilling to make firm policy de

cisions, fearing that any position they took would be reversed at higher 

levels.65 

Not surprisingly, enforcement staff morale declined precipitously in 

this period, notwithstanding Gorsuch's later recollection that the Agency 

had been "fun" and "jumpin'." 66 As one regional enforcement manager 

described it: "There was this feeling that the EPA was kind of a ship adrift 

in the water and that if we wanted to do anything it was time to leave, 

move on." 67 Staff members "feared for their jobs and for their reputa

tions."6 8 In the view of a former headquarters enforcement manager: 

You spent a lot of time figuring out ways to get around obstacles which 

were internal [to EPA] now, rather than external. You were trying to 

survive, trying to continue to do your job, while most of your days were 

spent worrying about whether you would actually have a job, in some 

cases, or whom you would be working for and whether that person would 

be a rational human being.69 

With few exceptions, the Agency's political appointees were the ob

jects of intense resentment from the enforcement staff. Their motives 

were distrusted, their enforcement policies were disliked, and the pro

fessional competency of some was questioned. Out of anger and despair,
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some headquarters enforcement staff members cultivated informal rela
tionships with members of congressional committees, relationships that 
were to have increasing significance as the Gorsuch years wore on.70 

In addition to internal disarray, EPA's relationships with various ele
ments outside the Agency began to deteriorate. Fearful that budget cuts 
would result in lost federal grants, a number of state pollution control 
agency managers also began to mistrust EPA's new approach.7 ' In addi
tion, the Agency lost considerable credibility with the press.72 

EPA's weakened enforcement effort also met with increasing disen
chantment from some elements of industry. During this period, a num
ber of regulated firms became concerned that the decline in EPA enforce
ment was contrary to their interests. They feared that this trend would 
disadvantage companies that had already expended money to comply with 
environmental requirements. They were also concerned that weak en
forcement would lead to a public backlash in which EPA would be forced 
to subject industry to draconian measures.73 

With respect to the Superfund Program, the staff became involved in 
what one enforcement scientist and manager referred to as "interminable 
negotiations" with PRPs.74 In some instances, it was unclear who had re
sponsibility for various aspects of the Superfund Program.75 As a result, 
the site cleanup effort was marked by struggles between those organi
zational components with responsibility for expending CERCLA trust 
fund monies and those units charged with enforcing the Superfund Act.76 

Slowly, almost imperceptibly at first, Congress and the public became 
concerned about the difficulties emerging in EPA's enforcement efforts.  
This concern was partly the result of informal analyses by congressional 
committee staff of enforcement statistics and other information provided 
by the Agency and its staff. It was also affected by the efforts of Save EPA, 
a committee of former EPA officials headed by William Drayton which 
had been formed to lobby against the administration's proposals for dras
tic decreases in EPA's budget.  

In the second half of 1981, Congressman John Dingell (D-MI), then 
the politically influential chairman of the Subcommittee on Oversight 
and Investigations of the House Committee on Energy and Commerce 
(the Dingell Committee), was supplied with information from EPA docu
menting the decline in new civil enforcement cases. Additionally, Con
gressman Dingell took note of the failure of EPA to establish a crimi
nal enforcement program, a step that was first recommended in 1979 
by James Moorman, the DOJ's assistant attorney general for lands and
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natural resources. Additionally, two attorneys on Dingell's subcommittee 

staff, Richard Frandsen and Mark Raabe, learned informally from mem

bers of EPA's career enforcement staff of the confused and demoralized 

state of the Agency's enforcement efforts." 

In the fall of 1981 the Dingell Committee held a series of hearings that 

focused on EPA's need to hire criminal investigators.78 Although these 

hearings resulted in a commitment from Gorsuch to initiate a criminal 

enforcement program, Congressman Dingell and his staff remained pri

vately critical of other aspects of EPA's enforcement work. They began to 

prepare for additional subcommittee hearings to air their concerns and to 

press the Agency for a more vigorous enforcement approach in the haz

ardous waste area.  

In the meantime, several events took place that served to heighten 

public awareness of the problems EPA's new enforcement approach had 

created. During the week of January 25, 1982, Doonesbury, the syndi

cated comic strip by Garry Trudeau, ran a series in which Ted Simpson, 

a mythical EPA employee, was portrayed as sitting on an office window 

ledge to protest Gorsuch's purported plans "to dismantle the whole en

forcement team." After eliciting a promise from the EPA administrator 

"to reinstate the enforcement division" and to let the enforcement staff 

prosecute pollution violators "until such time as the President can gut the 

laws," Simpson was shown returning from his window ledge only to be 

told, "I lied. You're fired."79 

This series of cartoons, which appeared in many newspapers, including 

the Washington Post, increased the visibility of the Reagan administration's 

EPA enforcement failures. Among other things, it prompted Gorsuch 

to send a memorandum to all EPA employees on February 5, 1982, in 

which she denounced "windowsill politics" and "countless press reports 

and rumors of massive personnel reductions planned for this agency." 

Gorsuch pledged that "there will be no involuntary separations due to 

reductions-in-force at the Environmental Protection Agency during the 

remainder of fiscal year 1982" and stated, "I expect to continue the same 

policy ... through fiscal year 1983." 
Shortly after the Ted Simpson Doonesbury cartoons appeared, 

Russell E. Train, EPA's second administrator, published a guest column 

in the Washington Post in which he sharply criticized the management of 

EPA and warned of disastrous consequences if proposed budget cuts in 

the Agency's staffing levels were permitted to occur.80 Because of Train's 

prominence in the environmental field, his Republican credentials, and
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his credibility with moderate elements in the business community, his 
written remarks were seen to weaken the EPA administration's political 
credibility significantly.  

In addition, approximately three weeks later, EPA began a series of 
actions that, though not directly related to its enforcement program, 
brought EPA's approach to hazardous waste regulation into sharp focus.  
On February 25,1982, the Agency formally proposed to reverse rules that 
had prohibited the burial of hazardous liquids in landfills for a period 
of at least ninety days on the basis that these prohibitions had been un
workable and unnecessarily costly. 8' This proposal gave rise to vehement 
protests from environmental organizations, so-called high-tech waste 
disposal companies, and congressional critics of EPA, including Con
gressman James Florio (D-NJ), whose Subcommittee on Commerce, 
Transportation and Tourism held public hearings with respect to the 
liquids-in-landfills proposals. Within several weeks, EPA withdrew its 
proposal, establishing instead an interim rule that prohibited the burial 
in landfills of any container in which liquid toxic chemical wastes were 
"standing in observable quantities."8 2 Although this action quieted the 
immediate controversy and won guarded praise from some of EPA's lead
ing congressional critics, including Congressman Toby Moffett (D-CT), 
the chairman of the environmental subcommittee of the House Commit
tee on Government Operations, the entire incident served to further tar
nish EPA's reputation with respect to its regulation of hazardous wastes.  

Shortly thereafter, the Dingell Committee opened its second set of 
hearings into the Reagan administration's enforcement approach. Admin
istrator Gorsuch, Enforcement Counsel Sullivan, and other high-ranking 
EPA officials were called to testify and were subjected to pointed and em
barrassing questions with regard to EPA's hazardous waste enforcement 
program.83 The Agency's site cleanup negotiations with Inmont Corpo
ration were spotlighted, along with the dramatic decrease in its civil en
forcement case referrals and the continual reorganization of its enforce
ment structure.  

These hearings were widely publicized. They provided much of the 
basis for a subcommittee report, ultimately published in December 1982, 
which contained sharp criticism of EPA's Superfund and RCRA enforce
ment efforts.84 In response to the political pressures that the Dingell hear
ings generated, EPA's leadership continued to institute a series of man
agement and policy changes that they hoped would place the Agency's 
enforcement work in a more favorable light.85 

In late March 1982 William Sullivan was relieved of his leadership
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role in EPA enforcement matters. In Sullivan's stead Robert M. Perry, 

the agency's general counsel, was given expanded responsibility in the 

enforcement area. Seeking to distance himself from Sullivan's informal 

"voluntary compliance" approach to environmental enforcement, Perry, 

with the support of Gorsuch, initiated several measures designed to bol

ster the Agency's faltering efforts. Perry appointed a committee of five 

experienced career managers to review all aspects of EPA's enforcement 

program and to suggest improvements.86 He also appointed Michael 

Brown, a forceful and dynamic attorney and manager with considerable 

prior experience in the Consumer Product Safety Commission, to replace 

Sullivan as enforcement counsel.  

In response to congressional criticisms of excessive industry influence 

on EPA enforcement policies and of the alleged execution of sweetheart 

deals in particular hazardous waste enforcement cases, Perry instituted 

a policy prohibiting Superfund enforcement agreements with PRPs un

less the government obtained all that it sought in negotiation. This policy 

effectively forbade settlements in Superfund enforcement matters unless 

PRP defendants agreed that (1) they would enter into a formal written 

agreement, usually in the form of a consent decree; (2) they would not be 

formally released from future liability, even if they fully complied with 

the terms of the agreement; and (3) they would assume all costs of site 

cleanup. Few PRPs actually agreed to settle on these extremely stringent 

terms.87 Perry also began to place pressure on regional enforcement offi

cials to generate large numbers of new enforcement actions.88 This last 

initiative resulted in what one former DOJ official described as a "blitz

krieg of referrals" in late September 1982, at the end of the Agency's fiscal 

year.89 

Beyond this, during this time the Agency and DOJ took small yet 

meaningful steps toward the establishment of a permanent criminal en

forcement effort. In the summer of 1982 sixteen full-time criminal in

vestigators were hired from a pool of nearly three hundred applicants 

from other law enforcement agencies. The addition of these individuals 

all of whom had served as criminal investigators for a minimum of five 

years and some of whom had more than twenty years of investigative and 

supervisory experience - raised to twenty-three the Agency's total num

ber of investigators. This was soon followed by the creation of small en

vironmental crimes units within the Justice Department's Criminal Divi

sion and its Land and Natural Resources Division. 90 

In a political sense, these modifications to EPA's enforcement approach 

were too little and too late. Most of the administration's critics, both on
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Capitol Hill and within the Agency, remained unpersuaded that EPA's en
forcement program had become truly aggressive or effective. On June 15, 
1982, Congressmen Dingell and Florio sent Anne Gorsuch an eleven
page, single-spaced letter in which they requested "actual data, rather than 
unsupported estimates" concerning some 144 indicators of enforcement 
activity over a three-and-a-half-year period.91 This letter, which gave rise 
to an intensive and time-consuming search of EPA's enforcement records 
and statistics,92 was supplemented by a second Dingell-Florio letter to 
Gorsuch on August 31, 1982, in which seventy-three specific requests for 
additional information were also submitted to the Agency.93 

Other congressmen began to pursue parallel investigations. On Septem
ber 15, 1982, staff attorneys for the Subcommittee on Investigations and 
Oversight of the House Committee on Public Works and Transporta
tion, under the chairmanship of Congressman Elliot Levitas (D-GA) (the 
Levitas Committee), traveled to EPA's Region II office in New York to 
examine enforcement files pertaining to certain Superfund cases. Upon 
their arrival, these attorneys learned, to their surprise and distress, that 
the Agency would not permit access to the documents they sought. On 
the Justice Department's advice, the Reagan administration had decided 
to rely upon the executive privilege doctrine as a basis for withhold
ing from congressional investigators enforcement files that the Agency 
deemed "enforcement sensitive" in content.94 There is considerable evi
dence that this decision was made by the Department of Justice and im
posed upon skeptical EPA officials. In a carefully documented report, the 
House Judiciary Committee concluded that before executive privilege 
was claimed, the Justice Department was aware of at least nine different 
incidents which demonstrated that EPA was willing to turn the disputed 
documents over to Congress.95 

Notwithstanding its genesis, however, the decision to claim executive 
privilege proved a fateful one for most of EPA's top managers. On Novem
ber 22, 1982, after EPA General Counsel Robert Perry had reiterated the 
Reagan administration's position in correspondence with Congressman 
Levitas, the House Committee on Public Works and Transportation for
mally subpoenaed Anne Gorsuch to appear before the Levitas Committee 
on December 2, 1982, and to bring with her enforcement-related docu
ments regarding some 160 abandoned hazardous waste sites. 96 Gorsuch 
appeared before the Levitas Committee on December 2, but rather than 
supply the requested documents, the EPA administrator testified that 
President Reagan had instructed her to withhold those papers from the 
House. Later that day, the Levitas Committee voted to hold Gorsuch in
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contempt of Congress,97 an action that was reiterated by the full House 

of Representatives on December 14, 1982, by a vote of 259 to 105.98 

During the same period that the Levitas Committee encountered re

sistance to its requests for EPA Superfund documents, the Dingell Com

mittee, which had begun an investigation of the possible allocation of 

Superfund monies for partisan political advantage, met with similar ad

ministration intransigence. On September 17, 1982, Congressman Ding

ell sent a letter to Anne Gorsuch requesting EPA documents with respect 

to three Superfund sites. These documents were formally subpoenaed by 

the Dingell Committee approximately one month later. As she had done 

in response to the Levitas Committee's subpoena, Gorsuch appeared be

fore the Dingell Committee on December 14, 1982, and expressly refused 

to provide a number of the subpoenaed documents on the grounds of ex

ecutive privilege. The Dingell Committee voted to hold Gorsuch in con

tempt on the same day.99 

These actions set the stage for a major constitutional confrontation 

between Congress and the executive branch. On December 16, 1982, the 

Department of Justice brought suit against the House of Representatives 

in the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia. The department 

sought to enjoin enforcement of the Levitas Committee's subpoena and 

to have that document declared invalid and unconstitutional. Attorneys 

for the House promptly moved to dismiss the DOJ's suit, a motion that 

the District Court took under advisement.100 

In the meantime, the controversy over the documents, the attitudes 

and record of Anne Gorsuch and other high-ranking EPA officials, and 

virtually all aspects of the management of EPA since the advent of the 

Reagan administration became the focus of intense media scrutiny. Be

lieving the "EPA scandal" to be the beginning, at least potentially, of 

a Watergate-style cover-up, the media provided prominent coverage 

of the management of the Superfund Program by Anne Gorsuch, Rita 

Lavelle, and others. This extensive publicity lasted for a period of sev

eral months.101 During that time, EPA's top leadership developed what 

one civil servant later described as a "bunker mentality."1 02 Besieged by 

the press and Congress, EPA's leaders became isolated from their staffs 

and increasingly uninvolved in matters not pertaining to the documents 

controversy.  

EPA's enforcement staff was deeply immersed in the executive privi

lege dispute as well. Enforcement attorneys in EPA's headquarters and its 

regional offices were asked to respond to Congress's information request 

by reviewing all of the Agency's enforcement files to determine which of
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the documents contained therein were "enforcement sensitive." This was 
an extremely time-consuming task, involving the review of thousands of 
letters, memos, records, and reports.1 03 In addition, approximately thirty 
members of the Agency's career enforcement staff were subpoenaed to 
testify before executive sessions of the Dingell Committee as part of 
its continuing investigation into Superfund abuses.104 Many other staff 
members devoted a good deal of their time to responding to inquiries by 
the press and individual members of Congress concerning EPA's handling 
of particular Superfund matters.1 05 

On February 3,1983, U.S. District Judge John Lewis Smith Jr. granted 
the motion of the House of Representatives to dismiss the DOJ's execu
tive privilege suit. Judge Smith stated, "The difficulties apparent in prose
cuting Administrator Gorsuch for contempt of Congress should encour
age the two branches to settle their differences without further judicial 
involvement. Compromise and cooperation, rather than confrontation, 
should be the aim of the parties."1 06 With this judicial admonishment, 
high officials of the Reagan administration decided to enter into seri
ous compromise negotiations with their congressional adversaries. On 
March 9, 1983, Congressman Dingell and White House Counsel Fred 
Fielding executed a written agreement under which the Dingell Com
mittee was to be furnished all of the documents it had sought regarding 
Superfund sites.107 A similar understanding was reached between the DOJ 
and the Levitas Committee approximately two weeks later.1 08 

As part of the Reagan administration's plan to limit the political dam
age created by the documents controversy, Anne Gorsuch was compelled 
to resign as EPA's administrator.1 09 She left office on March 9, 1983. Im
mediately preceding or shortly following that event, some nineteen other 
top-level EPA officials left their posts, resulting in a nearly complete turn
over in the Agency's highest leadership." 0 

In other fallout from the congressional investigations, Rita M. Lavelle 
was indicted by a federal grand jury for providing false testimony to some 
of the congressional committees that investigated her administration of 
the Superfund Program. On December 1, 1983, Lavelle was convicted by 
a jury of most of the felony charges made against her. She was sentenced 
to six months' confinement, five years' probation (during which time she 
was required to perform community service), and a $10,000 fine." 

By almost any measure, the period from January 1981 until March 1983 
was a devastating time for EPA's enforcement work. The number of new 
civil actions initiated by the EPA fell dramatically during those years.  
Additionally, the Agency's enforcement programs during this period
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experienced unprecedented levels of disorganization, demoralization, 

and internal strife. Although there is disagreement about whether the 

Agency's political leadership specifically intended those results, there can 

be little doubt that it was their actions and omissions that caused them.  

It seems inevitable that every incoming administration will place its 

own political appointees in positions responsible for implementing regu

latory requirements. The approach of the EPA's early Reagan adminis

tration managers, however, led to an almost complete politicization of 

the enforcement process. This politicization interfered with the Agency's 

remedial application of hazardous waste statutes and its enforcement 

of other federal laws, objective tasks requiring persistent professional 

effort and institutional stability. Beyond this, the EPA managers of the 

early 1980s failed from the outset to enunciate a clear and defensible ap

proach to EPA's enforcement work. In this respect, their efforts stand in 

sharp contrast not only to the litigious EPA enforcement strategies of 

the Carter administration but also to enforcement regimes of the Nixon, 

Ford, and George H. W. Bush administrations. Indeed, in the words of 

four congressmen from the Reagan administration's own party: "[T]he 

poor performance of the Superfund program [in the 1981 to 1983 period] 

resulted from a lack of expertise, inexperience, incompetence and mis

management" by those responsible for implementing the program." 2 

If the stormy history of EPA's enforcement efforts in the Gorsuch era 

demonstrates that the political leadership of administrative agencies has a 

practical ability to inhibit or forestall vigorous enforcement, what can it 

teach us with respect to Congress's effectiveness in restoring enforcement 

vitality? Here, the answer appears somewhat more sanguine. In many re

spects, congressional pressure on EPA's leadership to reverse the failings 

of the Gorsuch era was effective. Through oversight hearings, extensive 

requests for information, publicity, and informal attempts at persuasion, 

Congress appears to have motivated EPA's top management in the sum

mer and fall of 1982 to stem the decline of the Agency's hazardous waste 

enforcement programs. In addition, aggressive congressional oversight 

activity during the 1983 documents controversy led to the replacement 

of Gorsuch and her colleagues with new managers who had different en

forcement attitudes and management techniques. 1 3 

In view of these evident congressional successes, it might be surmised 

that our government has created a check on the enforcement failings of 

administrative agencies. On that theory, ineffective administrative agency 

enforcement programs - particularly when they involve regulatory legis

lation that enjoys broad public support-will invariably be identified by
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concerned members of Congress and their staffs. These ineffective en
forcement efforts will be brought to light at oversight hearings and by 
other means, and top administrative managers-fearing unwelcome pub
licity and congressional displeasure-will necessarily be forced to ener
gize and reform their agency's enforcement efforts or face dismissal and 
political disgrace.  

On the surface, this hypothesis has some plausibility. However, upon 
closer examination, it is clear that it fails to grasp some of the larger impli
cations of this phase of EPA's enforcement history. Congress's "victory" 
in its confrontations with EPA's top managers had a number of critical 
components, none of which in retrospect seems the natural or inevitable 
result of EPA's enforcement shortcomings. First, the congressional over
sight effort was led by an experienced and influential legislator, Congress
man John Dingell, who had a reputation for assertive, thorough, and de
tailed oversight work. No matter how politically self-interested his efforts 
may have been, without Dingell and the skillful work of his subcommit
tee staff, the congressional investigation of EPA's enforcement programs 
would probably not have been as successful as it was.  

Second, the dispute between EPA and Congress over the Agency's 
hazardous waste enforcement efforts was marked by a number of costly 
tactical errors on the part of administration officials. For example, the 
decision of administration officials in February 1982 to permit the land
fill burial of liquid hazardous wastes led to an intense, damaging, and en
tirely avoidable public controversy, a dispute that lowered the Agency's 
credibility in the hazardous waste area during a critical time. Similarly, 
the Reagan administration's decision to withhold subpoenaed documents 
from the Levitas and Dingell Committees converted what had been a 
simmering dispute over EPA's enforcement record into a major consti
tutional confrontation. It seems far from inevitable that Congress would 
have achieved the level of dominance in the area of EPA waste enforce
ment that it did if the Reagan administration had avoided these damaging 
errors.  

Third, the competition between EPA and Congress with respect to 
enforcement questions was played out in the spotlight of intense national 
publicity. This situation, which resulted partly from the constitutional di
mensions of the documents dispute and partly from the fact that the dis
pute appeared to the media to parallel the Watergate scandal of the 1970s, 
served to raise the political stakes for all concerned. Had the press chosen 
to pay less attention to the "EPA scandals" of the early Reagan adminis
tration (particularly during the autumn of 1982 and the winter of 1983),
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the March 1983 resignation of the Agency's top leadership would not, in 

retrospect, appear unavoidable.  

Rather than demonstrating that it is inevitable that congressional re

action will effectively reverse poor regulatory enforcement performances 

by federal administrative agencies, EPA's 1981 to 1983 disputes with Con

gress concerning enforcement appear to yield a much more modest con

clusion. They indicate that, at least in some instances, congressional in

vestigation and oversight of weak administrative agency enforcement 

have the potential to effectively force a non-enforcing agency into a 

more vigorous enforcement posture. When the congressional opposition 

to agency non-enforcement is well publicized, when it is spearheaded by 

influential and determined legislators, and when it is aimed at administra

tion officials unable to project a politically credible image of moderation 

and managerial competence, that opposition can indeed create a climate 

in which ineffectual enforcement practices must and will be reversed.



CHAPTER 5

"Away from the Brink"-But Not Out of the 
Woods: EPA Enforcement from 1983 to 1989 

In July 1988, David Andrews, a private attorney who had served in EPA 
during the Carter administration wrote: 

There is no question that Bill Ruckelshaus moved the [Environmen
tal Protection] Agency away from the brink of disaster and put it back 
on the road to recovery. Lee Thomas has kept the Agency on that road, 
but the Agency continued to suffer from a perception that it is not fully 
committed to meet its environmental and public health responsibilities.  
Therefore there is still some distance to travel before Congress and the 

public will view EPA as an agency operating with a full commitment to 
meeting its responsibilities.1 

Andrews's words aptly described the circumstances of the Agency-in its 
enforcement efforts and otherwise -during the final six years of Ronald 
Reagan's presidency. As we have seen, EPA enforcement in the Gorsuch 
era was characterized by considerable confusion, disorganization, and dis
continuity. The Agency's relationship with Congress and the press was 
fraught with discord and confrontation. The number of new enforcement 
actions initiated by the EPA declined precipitously, and enforcement staff 
morale was low. The appointment of William D. Ruckelshaus to be EPA's 
administrator once again marked the start of a different approach to the 
Agency's enforcement responsibilities.  

Having decided to alter many of the policies and procedures of his 
unpopular predecessor, Ruckelshaus and his new management team ini
tiated several well-publicized changes. In confirmation hearings before a 
Senate committee, Ruckelshaus publicly pledged that he would operate 
his Agency "in a fishbowl." He stated, "We will attempt to communicate
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with everyone, from the environmentalists to those we regulate, and we 

will do so as early as possible." 2 Ruckelshaus also committed himself to a 

renewed emphasis on effective enforcement. The hiring ceiling that had 

been applied to all EPA positions, including enforcement-related jobs, 

was lifted for the first time in the Reagan administration. 3 There was a 

gradual increase in the amount of money allocated for enforcement train

ing and travel.4 In addition, the Superfund enforcement staff was sig

nificantly increased, particularly in technical and scientific areas. Beyond 

this, Ruckelshaus and his colleagues displayed a willingness to consider 

the recommendations of EPA's career enforcement staffs.5 This new ap

proach to the permanent staff's concerns helped improve morale.6 In the 

view of one former enforcement attorney: "The employees were once 

again viewed as being a valued part of the Agency. This improved the 

situation immeasurably. It instilled new life." 7 

Despite these reforms, in many quarters of the Agency skepticism 

prevailed regarding the new administrator's true intentions with regard 

to enforcement. That skepticism was deepened by the decision of Alvin 

Alm, EPA's new deputy administrator, not to re-create EPA's pre-Gorsuch 

Office of Enforcement and regional enforcement divisions.8 This deci

sion may well have been based on a genuine belief that further tinkering 

with the Agency's basic enforcement structure would only compound the 

shortcomings of the prior EPA administration's enforcement approach.9 

Nonetheless, it was viewed by the Agency's enforcement staff as an indi

cation that EPA's new top management was less than serious in its com

mitment to reinvigorate the enforcement campaign.' 0 

Concerned with the Agency's lack of progress in restoring its enforce

ment efforts and with the very real possibility of renewed criticism from 

Capitol Hill, Ruckelshaus decided to dramatize his preference for an 

effective enforcement program. He chose as his forum an EPA National 

Compliance and Enforcement Conference in January 1984. Before a large 

audience of nearly all of the Agency's top- and mid-level managers with 

responsibilities in the enforcement field, the administrator announced, 

"I am nervous about what I perceive to be an apparent lack of action 

and serious commitment to ensuring that these [environmental] laws and 
regulations are enforced." Chiding the Agency's managers for their poor 

enforcement performance, Ruckelshaus declared: 

What I was concerned about, frankly, in coming back here was that we 

had a bunch of tigers in the tank, and the minute we took the lid off 

the tank and said, "Go get them," the problem might well be an over-
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reaction-that we might start treating people unfairly, just to show 
everybody how tough we are. Well, I think we opened the tank all right.  
But on the basis of what I see here the past few months, there may be 
more pussycats in the tank than tigers." 

This speech, delivered with passion and followed by sustained applause, 
had something of a catalytic effect. Many of EPA's enforcement staffers 
began to believe that they had finally received the clear signal they had 
sought. They were, for the first time, persuaded that the Agency's new top 
managers had an interest in building the credible and effective enforce
ment effort their immediate predecessors had failed to achieve.  

That signal was reinforced, in several respects, in the months that fol
lowed. As a supplement to Ruckelshaus's speech, the Agency's deputy 
administrator, Alvin Alm, spearheaded a top management effort to pres
sure EPA's regional offices into meeting their enforcement commitments.  
Alm's monthly telephone calls and semiannual visits with regional admin
istrators were intended to be a reminder that EPA's top leaders once again 
viewed enforcement as a priority and that regional managers would be 
held accountable if their regions did not increase enforcement output.  

Beyond this, Ruckelshaus and his staff made efforts to improve the effi
cacy of EPA's fledgling criminal enforcement program. In July 1983 the 
Agency formally requested that the Department of Justice appoint EPA's 
small staff of criminal investigators as special deputy U.S. marshals. This 
request was designed to provide the investigators with legal authority to 
make arrests, execute search warrants, and carry firearms.'2 Initially, the 
Justice Department balked at this request. However, the DOJ was soon 
taken to task by Congress for its intransigence. In a September 1983 over
sight hearing before his House Subcommittee on Oversight and Inves
tigations, Congressman John Dingell pointed out that a number of the 
targets of EPA's criminal investigations had criminal records, operated 
clandestinely, and carried weapons. Without the authority to carry fire
arms and execute warrants, EPA's newly hired investigators were placed 
in a position of disadvantage and, in some instances, personal danger in 
carrying out their duties." Notwithstanding strong congressional pres
sure, the Justice Department continued to resist EPA's deputization re
quest. In April 1984, however, the DOJ finally reversed its position. It ap
proved the Agency's deputization of its criminal investigators for a trial 
period, a period that lasted nearly four years.' 4 

In the area of civil enforcement, Ruckelshaus and Alm took steps to 
improve EPA's relationship with the states and to clarify the Agency's
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policy respecting civil penalties. In June 1983, a task force of senior man

agers was established to develop a set of options outlining state and fed

eral roles in implementing environmental programs. After a brief study, 

this group recommended that EPA develop an oversight program which 

recognized that direct program administration and enforcement were 

primarily state responsibilities, and that the Agency foster more trust and 

mutual respect in EPA-state relationships." 

Several months later, EPA issued a policy framework for individual 

EPA-state enforcement agreements. This document, formally effective in 

June 1984, set forth the Agency's methods for overseeing state enforce

ment programs. It established a set of criteria to be used for assessing 

good enforcement program performance and called for semiannual EPA 

reviews of state enforcement programs, quarterly state reporting on key 

performance measures, and regular EPA evaluations of state progress in 

addressing significant violations.' 6 While far from a permanent resolu

tion of the Agency's often tense relationships with state enforcement offi

cials, this policy, and the individual state-EPA enforcement agreements 

it spawned, helped to improve intergovernmental communication and to 

define better the expectations and roles of federal and state enforcement 

officials.  

EPA's evolving civil enforcement policies were further clarified in Feb

ruary 1984 by the issuance of a Uniform Policy on Civil Penalties. This 

policy required EPA program policies and regional office enforcement 

actions to recover the economic benefit of noncompliance from viola

tors of environmental standards.' 7 Although the Agency's inconsistent 

implementation of the policy was to prove an embarrassment in later 

years, its promulgation was an important step forward in defining EPA's 

formal approach in a particularly controversial area of enforcement case 

negotiation.  

As a result of its significance in the events that led up to Anne Gorsuch's 

resignation as administrator, as well as its continuing importance in the 

minds of many members of Congress and their professional staffs, EPA's 

implementation of the Superfund Program was afforded a high priority by 

Ruckelshaus and his colleagues. In this area the new administrator chose 

to delegate a great deal of authority to Lee M. Thomas, who replaced Rita 

Lavelle as assistant administrator of the Agency's Office of Solid Waste 

and Emergency Response. Thomas, who began his career as an official of 

the state government of South Carolina in the field of criminal justice, 

had gone on to become executive deputy director of the Federal Emer

gency Management Agency (FEMA). In that capacity he had headed the
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federal government's efforts to provide relief to the residents of Times 
Beach, Missouri, who had been imperiled by improperly disposed hazard
ous wastes. An able manager, Thomas quickly impressed his staff with his 
intelligence and decisiveness. The comments of Michael Kilpatrick, an 
EPA manager in the Superfund enforcement program, typify the views 
of many of the agency's career staff: "In my mind, Lee Thomas was the 
reason why things got back on a smooth track here. The guy just works 
incredibly hard and is extremely bright. He very quickly learned what the 
issues were."18 

Under Thomas's leadership, a number of changes were made in EPA's 
Superfund approach. The Agency's strict limitation of expenditures from 
the CERCLA trust fund was abruptly ended, replaced by an emphasis 
on attempting to clean up abandoned hazardous waste site problems as 
promptly as possible. This was to be accomplished primarily through ac
celerated use of the trust fund, as well as through renewed Superfund 
enforcement activities. Thomas increased the use of the CERCLA trust 
fund to finance preliminary assessments and site investigations and to 
conduct RI/FSs at dumpsites on the Superfund's National Priorities 
List. 19 The "lawyers first, shovels later" approach was transformed into 
"shovels first, lawyers later," a resolve not to allow cleanup activities to be 
slowed by lengthy enforcement negotiation or litigation.20 

Lee Thomas also committed himself to the notion that enforcement 
had significance for the Superfund effort. Although the Agency's primary 
focus in that period was on the cleanup of hazardous waste sites with pub
lic funds, Thomas also emphasized the need to initiate more enforcement 
actions, including administrative orders, consent decrees, lawsuits, and 
cost recovery actions. With the cooperation of a sympathetic Congress, 
he expanded the Agency's Superfund enforcement resources, adding new 
staff, especially technically trained staff, in EPA's regional offices as well as 
its headquarters program components. 21 Moreover, Thomas joined with 
other EPA and DOJ managers in insisting that the Superfund statute 
be construed to create strict, joint, and several liability for responsible 
parties in Superfund litigation.22 

This last stance had significant consequences. Beginning in 1983, the 
able efforts of attorneys for the Justice Department and EPA resulted in 
a number of important victories for the federal government in Superfund 
litigation. In a series of landmark decisions, federal district courts in vari
ous parts of the United States upheld the government's strict interpreta
tion of the liability and causation provisions of CERCLA with remarkable
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uniformity. This trend, which continued through 1985 and beyond, had 

great influence on the substance of the Superfund Amendment and Re

authorization Act (SARA) that Congress enacted in 1986. The act estab

lished a set of ground rules for subsequent EPA negotiations with PRPs in 

individual Superfund cases that gave the government immense discretion 

to shape the terms and conditions of settlement agreements.23 

To implement their push to reinvigorate the Superfund effort, Ruckels

haus, Alm, and Thomas delegated responsibility for day-to-day hazard

ous waste management to the Agency's regional offices. 24 As one veteran 

regional official stated, "The top EPA headquarters people began to trust 

the regions again." 25 The stringent concurrence requirement for regional 

initiation of emergency removal actions was lifted.2 6 EPA's regional offices 

were accorded more autonomy to initiate RI/FSs and to negotiate agree

ments for studies and cleanup measures by private parties.27 

Along with augmented regional authority came a gradual increase in 

written policy guidelines on Superfund issues. Over a period of thirty

six months, the Agency issued comprehensive guidance memorandums 

concerning such critical matters as the specific basis on which EPA could 

settle Superfund enforcement actions against PRPs, participation of re

sponsible parties in development of RI/FSs, issuance of notice letters to 

PRPs, use and issuance of administrative orders under CERCLA section 

106, and the preparation of Superfund cost recovery actions.28 In addi

tion, a hazardous waste site planning system was instituted. Under this 

system, regional offices were required to project their Superfund activi

ties over given time periods and to create tentative management plans for 

all priority hazardous waste sites.29 

Taken as a whole, these trends and changes moved EPA's languish

ing enforcement efforts-both in the Superfund area and outside of it
in the direction of renewal and revitalization. Though relatively brief, 

William Ruckelshaus's second term as EPA administrator did succeed 

in pulling the Agency's implementation of Superfund and other envi

ronmental statutes away from what David Andrews has aptly termed the 

"brink of disaster." 

Nonetheless, the success of the administrator's efforts was constrained 

and incomplete. Throughout both Ruckelshaus's and Thomas's tenures, 

EPA's enforcement programs were viewed with intense suspicion by con

gressional oversight committees, environmental organizations, and cer

tain representatives of the media. This lasting residue of mistrust, and the 

response to that mistrust by EPA's top managers, played a critical role in
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determining the substantive content of much of the environmental legis
lation of the 1980s. It also molded EPA's efforts to carry out Congress's 
mandates.  

A crucial focus of congressional concern during Ruckelshaus's second 
term was EPA's deficient administration of RCRA. While the Reagan ad
ministration's second set of EPA managers paid considerable attention 
to restoring the Agency's Superfund Program, federal RCRA enforce
ment efforts continued to languish. Stymied by a chronic shortage of re
sources, particularly among attorneys in the offices of regional counsel,30 
and still the subject of comparatively little top-management attention,3 ' 
EPA's RCRA enforcement effort continued to operate in the shadow of 
the partially revived Superfund campaign.  

This situation did not go unnoticed by EPA's congressional critics. In 
November 1984 Congress modified RCRA by enacting the Hazardous 
and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA), a comprehensive piece of legis
lation. As two EPA officials noted in a candid law review analysis: "[B]e
tween 1980 and 1983, Congress perceived EPA as an agency unwilling or 
unable to fulfill its mandate of environmental protection. Almost every 
section of the RCRA Amendments might be read as expressing a sense of 
frustration over the pace and scope of EPA action."" 

Congressional dissatisfaction with EPA's implementation of RCRA 
gave rise to vigorous investigations into the Agency's enforcement of the 
HSWA. In December 1984 the Dingell Committee conducted a survey 
that revealed high levels of noncompliance with the groundwater moni
toring and financial assurance requirements of EPA's RCRA regulations." 
This survey found that, of the 317 hazardous waste facilities with inade
quate groundwater monitoring wells, 26 percent had no compliance action 
taken against them and 26 percent received only an informal enforcement 
action-a notice or a warning letter. Furthermore, of 188 facilities with 
no groundwater monitoring wells at all, formal enforcement action had 
been initiated only at 89 facilities (approximately 47 percent of the total 
number).3 4 

Dingell's survey formed the basis of a hearing by the Dingell Com
mittee on April 29, 1985, during which the Agency's RCRA enforcement 
record was singled out for pointed and embarrassing criticism. As one 
trade journalist described the proceeding, the EPA officials who testified 
before the subcommittee were "left grasping at straws as they attempted 
to defend their apparent inaction in the face of massive noncompliance 
since the [RCRA] rules took effect in 1981."35 

Now highly sensitive to the potential consequences of congressional
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wrath, EPA's managers responded by giving RCRA enforcement a higher 

priority. Groundwater monitoring and financial assurance requirements, 

along with RCRA's loss of interim status requirements, began to receive 

increasing attention from EPA's enforcement staff. The Agency launched 

a loss of interim status (LOIS) initiative against certain land disposal 

facilities. It targeted facilities that were required to lose their interim 

status (and thus to close down their operation) if their owners or opera

tors had failed to submit a final permit application and certify compliance 

with applicable groundwater and financial responsibility requirements.  

This EPA initiative resulted in the filing of a significant number of civil 

judicial actions by the Department of Justice and the closure of approxi

mately one thousand non-complying facilities.36 

In February 1985 Lee Thomas succeeded William Ruckelshaus as EPA 

administrator. A former Ruckelshaus assistant who had received his pre

decessor's political support in his bid to become the Agency's top man

ager, Thomas promptly pledged to continue the reforms that Ruckelshaus, 

with Thomas's own input and support, had initiated. This was particularly 

true in the enforcement field. In his first major speech as administrator, 

Thomas promised a national conference of EPA and state enforcement 

officials that the Agency would pursue a rigorous enforcement effort that 

would place new emphasis on the pursuit of criminal cases. Specifically, he 

stated, "[T]here won't be any letup, as long as I'm [EPA] administrator, in 

any time and attention you heard Bill Ruckelshaus give enforcement last 

year." 37 In addition, in the Agency's annual Operating Guidance for fis

cal year 1987, a document intended to guide EPA's development of annual 

plans, the new administrator listed ensuring "a strong enforcement pres

ence in all of our Agency programs" as one of his six highest policy pri

orities. At a February 1987 senior management forum for EPA executives, 

Thomas set forth, as one of his "priority themes" for improving agency 

management, the notion that "[w]e will enforce environmental laws vig

orously, consistently, and equitably, to achieve the greatest possible envi

ronmental results." 38 

In the summer of 1986 Thomas appointed Thomas L. Adams Jr. to suc

ceed Courtney Price as assistant administrator for enforcement and com

pliance monitoring. Adams had previously served for three years as EPA's 

deputy general counsel for regional coordination. Before that he had 

been an appellate attorney in the Justice Department's Division of Land 

and Natural Resources and, from 1977 to 1983, assistant director for gov

ernment relations at Republic Steel Corporation. 39 During Adams's two 

contentious years as assistant administrator, EPA's general enforcement
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efforts began to evolve in several new directions. That evolution con
tinued - and in some respects received more emphasis and definition - in 
the period that followed his tenure.  

One important trend was the gradual development of a multimedia en
forcement focus. As the volume of EPA enforcement activity once again 
expanded, career enforcement professionals in several sections of the 
Agency's organizational structure began to realize that EPA's strict seg
regation of enforcement activities by environmental medium (air, water, 
hazardous waste, toxic substances, etc.) was inefficient and counterpro
ductive. Ways were needed to integrate the Agency's enforcement work 
at particular industrial facilities and in specific categories of industry 
and geographical regions in order to provide greater clarity and consis
tency and to increase EPA's overall leverage in case-by-case enforcement 
negotiations.  

This insight appears to have occurred to several Agency officials inde
pendently. In EPA's Midwest regional office, Michael G. Smith, a branch 
chief in the office of regional counsel, recommended a crosscutting 
multimedia enforcement strategy for a heavily industrialized portion of 
northwestern Indiana that won the enthusiastic support of regional ad
ministrator Valdas Adamkus.40 At approximately the same time, Thomas 
Gallagher, the director of EPA's Denver-based National Enforcement In
vestigations Center who had recently been given responsibility for over
seeing the Agency's budding criminal enforcement program, began to 
lobby other Agency officials for the initiation of a coordinated approach 
to enforcement inspections and case development.4 ' In EPA headquar
ters, Senior Enforcement Counsel Richard Mays, with the support and 
encouragement of F. Henry Habicht III, the Justice Department's as
sistant attorney general for lands and natural resources, as well as the 
backing of the Agency's Office of Administration and Resources Man
agement, drafted a formal multimedia enforcement strategy. That inno
vative approach was to be implemented at waste disposal facilities subject 
to RCRA and the Toxic Substances Control Act at which violations of the 
Clean Air and Clean Water Acts were also found.4 2 

Despite these developments, multimedia enforcement, as a meaningful 
component of EPA's enforcement efforts, played a small role during the 
mid-1980s. For the most part, as Thomas Gallagher observed, EPA en
forcement of that period was divided into "four EPAs: the water, the air, 
the hazardous waste, and the toxic substances EPA. It was very, very dif
ficult to get a measure of crosscutting cooperation among all of these."4 3 

Nonetheless, the sporadic multimedia efforts that developed during the
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tenure of Lee Thomas and Thomas Adams ultimately gave rise to a more 

significant attempt to integrate EPA's media-based enforcement programs 

during the presidency of George H. W. Bush.  

Another important development during this time was the advent of 

multi-case enforcement initiatives in designated priority areas. For the 

first time, the Agency and the Department of Justice attempted to stream

line referral and filing procedures for similar civil judicial actions and to 

publicize these efforts as a way of enhancing their deterrent effects. Thus, 

in fiscal year 1985 (i.e., the period between October 1, 1984, and Septem

ber 30, 1985) the Justice Department filed eleven cases nationwide on 

EPA's behalf against violators of Clean Air Act requirements regarding 

asbestos control during building demolition. The Agency also targeted 

for civil suit publicly owned municipal sewage treatment plants that had 

not submitted approvable local pretreatment programs, as required by the 

Clean Water Act. It issued thirteen administrative complaints to redress 

violations of Toxic Substances Control Act pre-manufacture notifica

tion requirements."4 4 Similarly, in March 1986 EPA announced the filing 

of fifteen lawsuits against municipalities that were in violation of Clean 

Water Act requirements other than the pretreatment rules. In the same 

year, the Agency and the DOJ initiated coordinated civil actions against 

ten violators of Safe Drinking Water Act underground injection control 

regulations, eight metal-coating facilities in the Los Angeles basin, and 

twenty-seven electroplating plants located in the New York City metro

politan area.45 

Beyond this, the Agency placed renewed emphasis on an enforce

ment technique upon which it had briefly relied in the early 1970s: the 

debarment of government contractors who were persistent violators of 

environmental standards by publicly listing them in the Federal Register.  

In 1986 EPA revised its regulations to facilitate contractor listing and 

established a separate staff in the Office of Enforcement and Compliance 

Monitoring to work with regional personnel in carrying out this program.  

These efforts yielded at least modest success. Between January 1986 and 

October 1988 the number of facilities on the Agency's Violating Facility 

List grew from three to seventeen, and the realistic possibility of such 

listing actions improved EPA's position in negotiating settlement of addi

tional enforcement cases.46 

EPA's enforcement work during this period was also characterized by 

increased levels of measured formal activity, a fact that the Agency sought 

to publicize by the periodic release of statistics that lauded its enforce

ment accomplishments. Thus, in April 1986 EPA reported that fiscal year
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1985 had been a "record year" for the Agency with respect to the number 
of its civil and criminal referrals to the Department of Justice. In addition, 
it indicated that the Agency had issued 2,785 administrative orders dur
ing the same twelve months, the second highest number of orders issued 
by EPA in a fiscal year since 1981.47 One year later, an EPA report on 
enforcement accomplishments stated that "in fiscal year 1986, state and 
federal environmental civil, criminal and administrative enforcement ac
tions continued to be undertaken at record levels ... the Agency referred 
342 judicial actions to the Department of Justice, compared to 276 last 
year. ... The Criminal Enforcement Program experienced its most suc
cessful and productive year since the program commenced by referring 
an all-time high of forty five criminal cases to DOJ."4 8 In April 1988 the 
Agency indicated that "in fiscal 1987, EPA and the states achieved record 
levels of environmental enforcement, using the full range of enforcement 
authorities. The Agency referred 304 civil cases to the Department of Jus
tice.... The Agency established an all-time record for the largest amount 
of civil penalties imposed in a year.. . over $24 million."49 

Of particular significance during the concluding portion of the Reagan 
administration was the growth of criminal environmental enforcement.  
Under prodding from Congress, this program gradually increased in size 
and importance, both within the Agency and at the Department of Jus
tice. This trend was carefully monitored in the private sector.50 As one at
torney who represents regulated corporations told me: "The willingness 
of the administration to bring criminal actions against corporate officials 
has enhanced their interest in supervising their lower-ranking person
nel to pay attention to environmental values. Reading in the paper about 
criminal actions being brought against one's industry or one's company is 
a great motivator, I would think." 1 

Two other general EPA enforcement trends from the latter part of the 
Reagan administration are also worthy of mention: a continuing attempt 
by the Agency's Washington, D.C., headquarters, and some EPA regional 
offices, to promote cooperative enforcement relationships with state and 
local officials, and the steady decentralization, to EPA regional personnel, 
of authority to initiate and settle enforcement cases. Under Thomas and 
Adams, the Agency made an effort to implement its state-EPA agreement 
guidance by entering into enforcement agreements with relevant officials 
in individual states. This effort did succeed in increasing federal-state co
operation in a number of instances and in improving intergovernmental 
consultation and advance planning concerning certain enforcement cases.
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At the same time, however, federal-state controversies continued to arise 

with regard to EPA's occasional practice of overfilling, i.e., initiating a 

separate federal enforcement action when the Agency determines that the 

terms on which a state government has resolved a particular enforcement 

matter are "grossly deficient" and inadequate.5 2 In addition, certain EPA 

regional offices and states continued to differ with respect to the accept

ability of the definitions employed by the states in assessing and reporting 

on their own enforcement achievements.53 

While decentralization had been a feature of earlier EPA adminis

trations, it was given new impetus under the leadership of Lee Thomas 

and Thomas Adams. These managers saw increased regional autonomy 

as an effective means of streamlining the Agency's overall enforcement 

effort. Despite determined and at times bitter resistance from career pro

fessionals at headquarters and key players on Capitol Hill, Thomas and 

Adams gradually expanded the independence of regional enforcement 

officials in the management of particular enforcement cases.54 

This trend toward regional decentralization was especially pronounced 

in the Superfund Program. In the spring of 1987 EPA regional offices were 

delegated the authority to implement a number of important aspects of 

Superfund, including studies and investigations relating to cost recovery, 

special notices, demand letters and unilateral administrative orders to 

PRPs, and both de minimus agreements and administrative orders on 

consent.55 The following year, regional Superfund authority was further 

extended in a series of memorandums from Thomas Adams to regional 

officials. On January 14, 1988, Adams provided the regions with guidance 

respecting the implementation of an agreement between the Agency and 

the Department of Justice that expanded the categories of civil judicial 

enforcement cases that were to be referred directly from regional offices 

to DOJ without the prior concurrence of EPA's headquarters.56 The fol

lowing month, Adams formally informed the Agency's regional adminis

trators that "a fundamental premise of our efforts is that the Regions have 

the lead in the Agency in case selection, consistent with Agency priori

ties, and in case development and case management." 57 On May 2, 1988, 

that "premise" was acted upon further in a memorandum that listed only 

eight relatively narrow categories of enforcement cases in which the in

volvement of headquarters staff attorneys was deemed warranted. 58 One 

month later, Thomas Adams and J. Winston ("Win") Porter, assistant 

administrator of EPA's Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response, 

jointly issued a memo expanding the authority of regional administrators
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by waiving the requirement of headquarters concurrence in CERCLA 
settlements and agreements, pursuant to Superfund sections 106 and 107, 
where total claims did not exceed $30 million.59 

The Superfund Program, which continued to receive considerable at
tention from top EPA managers during the Thomas and Adams years, 
underwent other changes as well. The most significant of these were a di
rect or indirect result of SARA. As one EPA (and former Justice Depart
ment) official described the period preceding the enactment of this act, 
"SARA had a very difficult birth process. There were two years of legisla
tive debate leading up to the Superfund Amendments of 1986. The legis
lation came late and the funding mechanism for Superfund had lapsed.  
As a result ... it took some period of time for Superfund to come back to 
speed. The program suffered accordingly." 60 

Once in place, however, SARA engendered a somewhat more system
atic and uniform approach to EPA's implementation of Superfund, par
ticularly in the area of enforcement.61 The Agency increased its reliance 
on unilateral administrative orders to PRPs62 and established a standard 
process for negotiating cleanup agreements, by pre-established deadlines, 
on specific terms favorable to government negotiators.63 "Model pack
ages" were also developed for RI/FSs and for the documentation to sup
port successful cost recovery litigation.64 A planning process was estab
lished to monitor regional CERCLA activities and progress.65 EPA put 
greater emphasis on private, rather than public, funding of Superfund 
cleanups. 66 All in all, in the words of one key Justice Department em
ployee of that time, following SARA "the Superfund process became 
regularized, at least to the extent that things now moved in some discern
ible, organized time frame through the system." 67 

With standardization and increased responsibility came additional re
sources. On February 4,1985, the Reagan administration asked Congress 
to increase EPA's operating budget for fiscal year 1986 by 3 percent, in
cluding a 45 percent increase in funding for CERCLA activities, as com
pared with the previous year.68 Congress, anticipating passage of SARA 
the following year, raised the Agency's appropriation for Superfund en
forcement activities from $39 million to $52 million. That funding level 
rose again over the next two fiscal years-to $100 million in fiscal 1987 
and $125 million in fiscal 1988.69 EPA increased the size of its Super
fund enforcement staff during the Reagan administration's final two years 
from 765 to 1,027 full-time employees, including 103 new attorneys in the 
Agency's offices of regional counsel.70
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Notwithstanding the salutary trends and events described above, EPA's 

enforcement programs were beset by a number of significant problems 

during Lee Thomas's tenure as EPA administrator. Some of these diffi

culties were internal to the Agency's administrative structure, and some 

were engendered by criticism of EPA from outside. Some were a result 

of errors and inconsistencies in the approaches of the Agency's top man

agers; others were merely a continuation of troubles that had arisen at 

earlier phases of EPA's development. Whatever their origins, however, in 

their totality these problems diminished the genuine progress that char

acterized EPA's enforcement work in the Thomas years. Because of them, 

EPA enforcement in the mid to late 1980s cannot be said to have been 

"out of the woods." 

Internally, the Agency's enforcement work in this period was marked 

by prolonged and intensive squabbling for influence and decision-making 

authority among the various offices within EPA's headquarters that had 

been given enforcement mandates and responsibilities." The scope and 

intensity of these disagreements varied with the substantive issues and 

personalities involved. Nonetheless, in a number of instances, internal 

EPA headquarters disputes had the effect of prolonging the development 

of Agency policies and negotiating positions. As one headquarters man

ager during that time later stated: 

[EPA] didn't have people [in headquarters] who could give answers 

quickly. [In matters of case development strategy] you couldn't move 

from point A to point B without getting everyone in the Western Hemi

sphere to agree.. .. On any particular issue you might have three or four 

different [Agency] positions, but it was never consistent.... It was the 

worst management nightmare you could think of.72 

These problems were particularly acute in the Superfund Program, where 

headquarters policy-making authority was widely distributed. In March 

1989 the Environmental Law Institute concluded: 

Responsibility for developing and implementing an enforcement strategy 

for the Superfund Program is diffused, on the national level, among four 

EPA offices - the office of waste programs enforcement, the office of 

emergency and remedial response, the office of enforcement and compli

ance monitoring and the office of general counsel. As a result of this dif

fusion of responsibility, it is unclear who has ultimate responsibility for
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a national enforcement strategy. Each office tries to shape the Agency's 
direction, and the Agency's position and performance may be weakened 
in consequence.73 

In addition to interoffice rivalry, EPA's enforcement programs experi
enced continuing shortages of resources during the mid to late 1980s. To 
many observers, this problem reflected general budget shortfalls that det
rimentally affected the Agency as a whole.74 It was particularly acute in the 
RCRA enforcement program and with respect to full-time EPA criminal 
investigators. Even in the Superfund Program, however, resource prob
lems persisted in certain areas, notwithstanding the increases in staffing 
that occurred at this time.75 

EPA's shortage of enforcement resources contributed to two other 
persistent and interrelated problems: noncompetitive salary scales for 
professional staff members and a relatively high level of staff attrition.  
In October 1987 the GAO reported that the annual pay for federal at
torneys, chemists, and engineers-three key EPA enforcement occupa
tions-trailed salary levels in the private sector by $7,800 to $41,300, or 
25 to 60 percent.76 This gap, which was merely an extreme version of a 
general-and continuing-disparity between governmental and private 
pay scales for professional employees, contributed to persistent turnover 
among EPA enforcement attorneys and technical personnel. The attri
tion problem was especially acute among hydrologists, chemists, toxicolo
gists, and attorneys in the agency's growing CERCLA program.77 How
ever, staff turnover was not limited to Superfund. In fact, as one seasoned 
congressional observer noted, in all of EPA's enforcement programs 
"[p]eople go there at a relatively young age, relatively inexperienced.  
Then, just as they get over the learning curve and hit their stride, they get 
hired away [by employers in the private sector]. This happens to everyone 
from inspectors to attorneys.7 8 

In addition to attrition, EPA enforcement managers faced difficulties 
in recruiting qualified and experienced staff members from outside the 
federal government, particularly technical experts with relevant experi
ence in universities or agencies of state government. This was a result of 
excessively rigid civil service classification standards, which overempha
sized the importance of federal agency experience in the rating of job can
didates. It was also caused by time-consuming requirements for posting 
notices of vacant positions and for screening and rating applicants. As one 
EPA regional office noted in exasperation: "Sometimes the procedural as-
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pects of it get to be overwhelming. Often, by the time you've completed 

all the required procedures, the [experienced] candidate you really wanted 

to hire has accepted a position someplace else." 79 

EPA enforcement during the Thomas period was also characterized 

by significant inconsistencies in the approaches of different regional 

offices.80 In part, these discrepancies were a result of differences in the at

titudes and preferences of the Agency's regional administrators, who were 

often appointed with the political support of state environmental officials 

within the regions. As the regulatory historian Alfred A. Marcus has writ

ten, after EPA's regional offices were established in the early 1970s, 

[t]he regional administrators perceived issues not only in terms of their 

own obligation to headquarters, but also in terms of their commitments 

to the states. In fact, if a regional administrator became aligned with the 

states' interests, he or she could block decisive Agency action by refusing 

to carry out national policy. Headquarters could do little to compel a re

gional administrator to change his or her ways because, once appointed, 

a regional administrator quickly became entrenched. EPA in Washington 

could risk firing a regional administrator only if it was willing to alienate 

his or her local supporters.8 1 

Regional enforcement differences were also a result of variations in the 

enforcement attitudes of state officials. Thus, EPA's own inspector gen

eral, in testimony before a subcommittee of the Senate Committee on 

Environment and Public Works, gave the following candid response to a 

question posed by Senator Harry Reid (D-NV): 

[EPA oversight of state enforcement programs] varies from region to re

gion and state to state. Some states have, apparently, a stronger commit

ment on their own to enforcement activities. And so, it is easier for EPA 

to deal with them because they're more in tune with what EPA wants to 

accomplish. Others are more difficult.... There is a fragile relationship.  

On the one hand, EPA has got to seek the cooperation of the states, yet 

on the other hand it's got to beat them over the head if they're not doing 

a good job. That's a difficult thing to pull off. And we think there are re

gions [that] are falling short of being able to pull that off effectively.82 

Whatever its precise causes, EPA's enforcement efforts in the Thomas 

years were characterized by regional disparities in the significance, for-
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mality, and assertiveness of enforcement activities - a phenomenon which 
predated Lee Thomas's terms as the Agency's administrator and con
tinues to some extent to this writing.  

Another shortcoming of EPA enforcement in the second half of the 
Reagan administration was the inadequacy of much of the formal guid
ance provided by the Agency's headquarters to regional enforcement per
sonnel. One regional enforcement supervisor spoke for many when he 
stated: "The [headquarters] guidance that comes out is not that helpful 
to [regional] people who practice every day. It's relevant, but it doesn't 
really wrestle with the hard questions. It's almost obvious. It doesn't get 
to the fine distinctions you need to make." 83 

In some respects, the enforcement guidance from EPA headquarters 
was too extensive. Its remarkable volume led one headquarters attorney to 
complain: "We in headquarters develop so many guidances that we cannot 
keep track of them." 84 On the other hand, the Agency's guidance failed 
to address certain important questions of national enforcement policy, 
including, most notably, the basis for distinguishing civil and administra
tive enforcement cases from matters in which criminal prosecution would 
be appropriate. 85 In other instances carefully constructed national en
forcement policies, widely acknowledged to be equitable and sound, were 
ignored or implemented in the breach by regional enforcement officials. 86 

Another set of enforcement problems that were particularly acute dur
ing this period concern the EPA's collection and use of data regarding 
the compliance status of industrial and municipal sources of pollution.  
For the most part, the Agency's enforcement information support sys
tems were established as media-specific tools for headquarters oversight 
of regional and state enforcement activities. The systems were designed 
with little attention to data quality. They also required regional and state 
compliance personnel to enter a great volume of information into sys
tems that had little operational benefit to them. As a result, according to 
an outside computer consultant employed by EPA's Office of Information 
Resources Management: 

Poor quality and timeliness of data plague several of the centralized 
[EPA enforcement] data bases, limiting their reliability and usefulness 
even as headquarters tools for oversight and external reporting.... Fur
ther, just the inability to answer basic questions . .. frequently causes nu
merous staff to be diverted from their regular duties, and often leads to 
unnecessary friction among Congress, the Agency and various states. 87
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These information management weaknesses posed a particular problem 

during the Agency's initial attempts to institute multimedia enforcement.  

Incompatibilities of design and content, combined with indifference and 

resistance from some regional enforcement personnel, severely restricted 

the utility of EPA's numerous enforcement data systems in cross-media 

initiatives.88 

Federal environmental enforcement of the mid to late 1980s was also 

inhibited by a recurrence of the institutional rivalry between EPA and the 

Department of Justice that had unsettled enforcement efforts in the late 

1970s. In an article in early 1989 one former Justice Department manager 

described the situation in these words: 

The environmental enforcement program is further plagued by constant 

turf fights between the DOJ and EPA over who will actually litigate the 

cases in court. The tension from these turf battles is always simmering, 

and frequently affects the relationship between the DOJ attorney and his 

EPA counterpart. Unfortunately, such tension is an unnecessary drain 

of energy that could be better spent on developing and prosecuting en

forcement cases. 89 

While discord between Agency and Justice Department attorneys af

fected enforcement in all environmental media, it was particularly acute 

in the growing and resource-intensive Superfund Program. The essence 

of the problem there was aptly described in a study by the Environmental 

Law Institute: 

[S]ome EPA and DOJ personnel have expressed dissatisfaction with each 

other's performance in handling Superfund enforcement cases. Com

plaints that DOJ delays approval of settlements (sometimes attributed 

by EPA to bureaucratic delay, sometimes to a line attorney's inability to 

perceive and resolve supervisors' concerns early in the process) are coun

tered by criticism of EPA's preparation of cases. Some EPA personnel 

complain that DOJ is risk averse and unwilling to file certain cases, while 

DOJ officials express reluctance to file certain inadequately prepared or 

inappropriate cases because they fear weakening the enforcement pro

gram. These tensions inevitably weaken the program.90 

Other difficulties between EPA and the Department of Justice were 

caused by resource limitations within the DOJ itself rather than by avoid-
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able frictions in working relationships among professional staff mem
bers.91 One regional enforcement attorney I interviewed stated: 

Frankly, [the Department of] Justice is swamped. They're working as 
hard as they possibly can, but they just don't have the people to do all the 
work that has to be done. There is a problem just moving paper through 
DOJ. It's not unusual for it to take six months for a consent decree that's 
been negotiated and signed by the defendants to be entered. Things are 
really slowing down. They're good attorneys. I have a lot of respect for 
them. I just wish there were more people there.92 

During this period, the work of many EPA enforcement personnel also 
suffered because of a situation that, like interagency rivalry with DOJ, 
had its roots in the 1970s: extraordinarily inadequate physical working 
conditions. This problem was not universal within the Agency. In fact, the 
office facilities that housed professional enforcement staffs in many EPA 
regions were entirely adequate and, in some instances (at least by federal 
government standards) relatively luxurious. In other EPA regional offices 
however, the Agency's enforcement staff worked in small, cramped, noisy 
offices with few windows and battered furniture.  

The situation was most extreme in EPA's Waterside Mall headquarters 
complex. This building, designed in the 1960s as an apartment complex, 
was remarkably ill-suited for housing government offices. Its narrow and 
confusingly arranged corridors, tiny and overcrowded offices, periodic 
security problems, and general physical isolation from most of the rest of 
official Washington were a persistent source of irritation and resentment 
among the Agency's overworked staff.93 

This situation was made far worse in the mid-1980s by the emergence 
of severe indoor air pollution problems that caused serious illnesses for 
several members of the EPA's headquarters enforcement staff.94 In fact, 
the Agency did relocate some of its enforcement staff to better quarters 
in Crystal City, Virginia (at some cost compared to the physical com
pactness and efficiency of its headquarters operations), and other steps 
were also taken to ameliorate the problem. Nonetheless, one EPA en
forcement manager told me at the time: "It's a real blight on the Agency 
that its people have to labor in conditions like this and feel that they have 
to jeopardize their long-term physical well-being in order to serve the 
United States."9 5 

In addition to (and in some cases as a result of) these varied internal 
problems, during the last quarter of Ronald Reagan's first term as presi-
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dent - and the entirety of his second term - EPA's enforcement program 

experienced recurrent difficulties in its relationship with Congress, the 

press, and certain national environmental organizations. Notwithstand

ing the improvements the Agency had made in the nature and volume 

of its enforcement activities, throughout this period the relationship be

tween top EPA officials and Capitol Hill was harsh and adversarial. As one 

observer has noted, Agency officials were called to testify at "frequent, 

acrimonious oversight hearings." 96 EPA enforcement programs were re

peatedly criticized in studies prepared by the GAO and the Agency's own 

inspector general, and many of their criticisms were noted, repeated, or 

supplemented by journalists or environmental citizens groups.  

Some of the mistrust and conflict that characterized EPA-congressional 

relations in this era were undoubtedly a remnant of controversies in the 

Gorsuch years. The stark breakdown of the Agency's enforcement efforts 

between 1981 and 1983 did severe damage to the Agency's reputation on 

Capitol Hill. In retrospect, it seems unlikely that any efforts by top EPA 

managers - no matter how skillful or well intentioned - could have fully 
restored the trust of interested representatives and senators and their 

staffs for the remainder of the Reagan years. Nonetheless, at least some 

of the continuing tensions that pervaded EPA-congressional relations in 

the enforcement area from 1985 through 1988 can be attributed to the 

Agency's own political leaders. Their inability to anticipate and avoid 

criticism from Capitol Hill and to cultivate informal channels of commu

nication with key congressional staff members undoubtedly exacerbated 

the difficulties they faced in obtaining Congress's approval and support.  

One incident that took place very early in Thomas Adams's term as 

assistant administrator for enforcement and compliance monitoring 

served to focus and intensify congressional suspicions. In September 1986 

Adams decided to institute several changes in the management of EPA's 

headquarters enforcement organization. Among these was the transfer of 

Frederick P. Stiehl, then the Agency's associate enforcement counsel for 

hazardous waste enforcement, to the position of associate enforcement 

counsel for pesticides and toxic substances. As Adams later recalled the 

event, his decision was motivated by a desire to replace Stiehl with a man

ager who "knew how to make things work politically within the Agency." 

He viewed Stiehl as "worn down" and maintained that the transfer would 

benefit Stiehl's career.97 Stiehl, on the other hand, remembered the inci

dent differently. He stated that, rather than being worn down, he had 

been quite excited at the prospect of grappling with the challenges he an

ticipated in implementing the soon-to-be-enacted SARA. Stiehl viewed
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his transfer as "disruptive to the staff" and "the wrong decision, made in 
the wrong way, at the wrong time." 98 

Whatever its appropriateness, Stiehl's impending reassignment, which 
became effective on October 12, was promptly made known to Congress 
by concerned EPA staff members. On October 6, 1986, Representative 
Dingell wrote a letter to EPA Administrator Lee Thomas questioning the 
legality of the Stiehl transfer. Describing this personnel action as a matter 
"of some urgency and concern" which had had "a serious impact on em
ployee morale," Dingell wrote: 

Mr. Stiehl is a career member of the Senior Executive Service (SES) and, 
as such, is afforded the protection of 5 U.S.C. 3395(e). The . . . statute 
prohibits, in pertinent part, the involuntary reassignment of a career 

SES appointee within 120 days after the appointment in the agency of 
the career appointee's most immediate supervisor, who is a non-career 
appointee and has authority to reassign the career appointee. In this in

stance the [Thomas] Adams-instigated reassignment of Mr. Stiehl is 
scheduled to occur approximately 50 days after he [Adams] became the 
assistant administrator.9 9 

Lee Thomas responded to Dingell in a letter dated December 9,1986. He 
asserted that, after carefully reviewing the matter, the Agency believed 
that it had acted in "full compliance with statutory requirements," since 
Stiehl's transfer had been formally instituted by another EPA official, 
rather than Thomas Adams. 100 However legally defensible, the reassign
ment of Frederick Stiehl harmed the Agency's enforcement efforts in two 
ways. First, the incident occurred when all of the decisions and policies 
of the newly appointed assistant administrator for enforcement and com
pliance monitoring were likely to be closely scrutinized. It also came at a 
time when Stiehl, who had participated in the Agency's hazardous waste 
enforcement efforts from their inception, had an established and cordial 
working relationship with congressional committee staff members and a 
reputation among them as a dedicated, no-nonsense enforcement offi
cial. Stiehl's abrupt transfer was thus viewed with concern by members 
of Congress, already skeptical of the EPA's publicly announced commit
ment to a vigorous enforcement effort. Second, together with the in
cipient decentralization of enforcement authority to regional officials, 
Stiehl's reassignment caused anxiety to many of the Agency's headquar
ters Superfund enforcement staff. One trade journal noted that Adams's
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organizational changes had "sparked fear among some Agency staff that a 

'less confrontational' style is being developed in the enforcement office, 

that will result in headquarters becoming less willing to oppose the re

gions over controversial enforcement actions."101 Several present and 

former members of the EPA enforcement staff later confirmed that the 

Stiehl transfer contributed to a decline in headquarters staff morale, a de

cline that increased with the passage of time.'0 2 

Rather than being an isolated incident, the congressional response to 

Thomas Adams's transfer of Frederick Stiehl set the stage for a chilly

and at times openly hostile - relationship between the Agency and Capi

tol Hill in the enforcement area. Over the next few years, congressional 

committees and subcommittees conducted frequent, intensive, and often 

adversarial oversight hearings on such diverse aspects of EPA enforce

ment as PCB disposal under the Toxic Substances Control Act, the orga

nization of EPA's criminal enforcement program, "sham recycling" of 

hazardous wastes, implementation of the Superfund Program, hazardous 

waste site closure, and the enforcement of environmental requirements 

at federally owned and operated facilities.103 These investigations were 

supplemented by a number of reports by the GAO, usually prepared at the 

request of congressional committees or individual senators or members of 

the House of Representatives, that found fault with different components 

of the Agency's enforcement program.1 04 EPA was also taken to task in 

reports compiled by its own independent office of inspector general.' 05 

Of all the external castigation that EPA's enforcement programs re

ceived in this period, the most passionate and sustained outcry came in 

the spring and summer of 1988. Once again the focus was the Agency's 

implementation of the amended Superfund statute. On April 11, 1988, the 

Subcommittee on Energy, Environment and Natural Resources of the 

House Committee on Government Operations held a hearing in Crystal 

City, Texas, at the site of a hazardous waste disposal facility that EPA had 

earlier placed on its National Priorities List. The opening statement of 

Representative Mike Synar (D-OK), the subcommittee's chairman, typi

fied the criticism leveled at the Agency throughout the hearing: 

Two years after the [SARA] Amendments became law, the prospect for 

swift and permanent cleanup of these hazardous waste sites is not good.  

We are spending lots of money; we are fattening the pocketbooks of a 

lot of contractors; and we are also subsidizing the development of lots of 

thick, detailed technical documents. But. .. somewhere in these lengthy,
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technical Superfund processes we have lost sight of the ultimate goal, 
and that is the protection of the environment and public health from 
hazardous waste.106 

Similar sentiments were expressed two months later by Representative 
Dennis Eckart (D-TX) at a hearing of the Dingell Committee: 

Is the Superfund Program, in fact, on a course headed for success, or is 
it struggling for a passing grade? From the information we have gathered 
in preparation for this hearing, it appears that all is not well, particularly 

in the pace of remedial activity, the vigor of the enforcement program, 
and the selection of cleanups that emphasize treatment of the waste and 
permanent solutions. 107 

While acknowledging some EPA successes, especially with regard to the 
initiation of preliminary assessments and RI/FSs and the development of 
a "good, solid" removal program, Eckart decried the Agency's inconsis
tency regarding the remedies chosen at Superfund sites and its inattention 
to CERCLA cleanup standards and permanent treatment requirements.  

These concerns found support in two outside assessments of the re
medial aspects of the Superfund Program that were released on the very 
day Eckart's subcommittee met. The first of these, Right Train, Wrong 
Track: Failed Leadership in the Superfund Cleanup Program, was the seventy
three-page product of a joint effort by the Hazardous Waste Treatment 
Council and six national environmental organizations. 108 It analyzed and 
critiqued EPA's Superfund site remedy selection processes by reviewing 
all seventy-five RODs prepared by the agency in calendar year 1987. The 
report found that EPA had emphasized capping and containment of haz
ardous wastes at abandoned dumps to the near exclusion of permanent 
treatment technologies. It accused the Agency of setting cleanup goals 
unscientifically, ignoring natural resource damage, and exempting Super
fund sites from applicable environmental standards. Based on these find
ings, the authors of Right Train, Wrong Track concluded: 

In rewriting Superfund in 1986, Congress provided EPA with the engine 
and resources to run a program sorely in need of strengthening. While 
it is difficult to imagine a more specific or better funded statute, the 
Agency has set its program on the wrong course, a course of repetition of 
past mistakes. Congress has provided the right train, but EPA has chosen 
the wrong track. Unless Agency approach, policy, and attitude to the new
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statute [are] changed in the immediate future, the Agency will derail the 

statute.109 

Equally critical-and even more damaging to EPA-was a report by 

the congressional Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) titled Are We 

Cleaning Up? 10 Superfund Case Studies."0 This study focused on RODs 

and RI/FSs prepared by EPA regional personnel at ten Superfund sites 

across the United States. It found that the Superfund Program had been 

inconsistent in its selection of treatment remedies at similar sites and that 

permanently effective.treatment technologies were being employed too 

infrequently. The OTA noted that hazardous waste cleanup technology 

was still a new and fast-changing field and that the Agency's Superfund 

workforce was relatively young and inexperienced. It criticized EPA for 

failing to use central management controls to further the Agency's collec

tive understanding of common site characteristics and common cleanup 

problems and solutions; and it concluded that, as a result of that short

coming, the site cleanup decisions made by EPA at the ten sites upon 

which OTA had focused were "questionable."" 1 

These reports, which received prominent coverage in the media, were 

seen by many in Congress as independent confirmation that their sus

picions about poor Agency implementation of CERCLA were soundly 

based. At EPA, on the other hand, they were viewed with consternation.  

Almost immediately, the Agency's top managers initiated a public cam

paign to discredit the OTA and Hazardous Waste Treatment Council 

reports and defend EPA's Superfund performance. In a June 18, 1988, 

interview with the New York Times, Win Porter referred to OTA's report 

as "a limited, superficial study" that drew "global conclusions" from in

adequate data. He said that the study had been performed by a few offi

cials sitting in Washington "while I have 3000 people out there working 

hard to make the program a success." He also stated, "I really resent them 

undermining our credibility with the communities we work with."" 2 

Two days later, in remarks to an annual conference of the American 

Pollution Control Association in Dallas, Texas, Administrator Thomas 

took a similar tack. He stated that he resented that the OTA had made 

such broad allegations although it examined only ten sites and had "only 

minimal contact" with the EPA's Superfund workforce." 3 

At a July 21, 1988, seminar sponsored by the Congressional Environ

mental Study Conference, two other agency officials, Lloyd Guerci and 

Walter Kovalick, reiterated the Agency's defense. Guerci accused the au

thors of both Right Train, Wrong Track and the OTA study, who were
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present at the conference, of being "deliberately misleading and unfair." 
He contended that many of the remedies chosen at Superfund sites were 
an inevitable result of the poor financial condition of both the hazardous 
waste site PRPs and the governments of the states involved. Kovalick em
phasized that, in selecting site remedies, the Agency had tried to focus 
on all nine of the remedy selection criteria that Congress had included in 
the statute. He accused EPA's critics of choosing only one or two of those 
criteria and insisting that the Agency apply them to the exclusion of the 
other factors.114 

Whatever impact these countercharges may have had on the Agency's 
Superfund staff, they did little to assuage EPA's congressional critics. In 
fact, they seem to have heightened the legislators' distrust. The contro
versy over EPA's enforcement performance in general - and the Super
fund Program in particular-continued to the end of Ronald Reagan's 
presidency. It provided both a peril and an opportunity for the EPA 
leadership appointed by his successor.



CHAPTER 6

Modest Progress and Renewed Suspicion: EPA 

Enforcement in the Bush I Administration 

Environmental protection was a significant issue in the presidential elec

tion of 1988. To the surprise of many environmentalists, who expected a 

continuation of Ronald Reagan's public conservatism on environmental 

issues, candidate George H. W. Bush attacked the environmental record 

of his Democratic opponent, Michael Dukakis, on the cleanup of Bos

ton Harbor and pledged that he (Bush) would be an "environmental 

president" who would take firm measures to halt the greenhouse effect 

and stop the destruction of wetland areas. Over the course of Bush's ad

ministration, this more pro-environmental attitude resulted in benefi

cial changes in EPA's enforcement efforts, particularly in the early years.  

Nonetheless, those efforts continued to be bedeviled by a range of diffi

culties and, over time, by revived congressional mistrust.  

Bush's post-election appointments to high-level positions at the EPA 

were generally consistent with the conservationist tone of his campaign.  

He began by choosing the president of the World Wildlife Fund and the 

Conservation Foundation, William K. ("Bill") Reilly, to be the Agency's 

new administrator. Reilly had served as a senior staff member of the 

Council on Environmental Quality in the early 1970s and was considered 

a proteg6 of former EPA administrator Russell Train. F. Henry ("Hank") 

Habicht II, who had been assistant attorney general for lands and natu

ral resources at the Department of Justice during the Reagan years, was 

selected as deputy administrator. Both choices were generally well re

ceived by environmental advocates and were confirmed by the Senate 

without significant dissension.  

However, the establishment of a new top management team at EPA 

had little immediate impact on the controversy that had surrounded EPA 

enforcement in general-and the Superfund Program in particular-at
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the close of the Reagan administration. In the spring of 1989, two fur
ther detailed and critical assessments of the Agency's implementation of 
CERCLA were publicly released. Although the first of these, a 210-page 
report by the Environmental Law Institute (ELI) titled Toward a More 
Effective Superfand Enforcement Program (the ELI Report), had been pre
pared by its authors at the request of EPA itself, which had been asked by 
the Appropriations Committees of both houses of Congress to commis
sion a study of CERCLA enforcement, the report's conclusions were far 
from complimentary.1 

The ELI Report found a number of flaws in the existing Superfund 
Program that, in its opinion, prevented the program from achieving 
"effective enforcement," which was defined as a regular, prompt, and 
efficient inducement for private responsible parties to clean up Super
fund sites completely and at their own expense. The Agency was criti
cized for failing to communicate a national enforcement strategy to re
gional personnel, for declining to recognize or rely upon the potential 
power of its statutory enforcement authorities, for conducting ineffective 
PRP searches, and for perpetuating a duplicative and inefficient organi
zational structure at the headquarters level. Its institutional arrangements 
for measuring performance and allocating resources were also seen as ob
stacles to efficient enforcement. 2 In a critical passage of the ELI Report, 
the Agency's leaders were exhorted to provide clear and consistent sup
port for Superfund enforcement: 

A sense of urgency and commitment should accompany the pronounce
ments of Agency leaders in order to promote support for program goals 
and foster cooperation between managers, especially between those 
at headquarters and those in the regions. Clearly stated missions build 
strong cultures and strong cultures drive and control the program. 3 

Further doubts about EPA's approach to Superfund implementation 
were expressed in a 214-page critique issued in May 1989 by Senators 
Frank R. Lautenberg (D-NJ) and David Durenberger (R-MN), the 
chairman and ranking minority member of the Subcommittee on Super
fund, Ocean and Water Protection of the Senate Committee on Envi
ronment and Public Works.4 The Lautenberg-Durenberger Report, 
which was drafted by professional staff members Seth Mones and Jimmie 
Powell, summarized many of the criticisms of EPA's post-1986 Superfund 
Program that had been raised at five public hearings the subcommittee 
had held during 1987. It noted inconsistencies in regional approaches to
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cleanup remedies and in the screening of sites for inclusion on the Na

tional Priorities List, delays in the accomplishment of various cleanup 

steps, "failure to oversee and prevent state noncompliance with EPA re

quirements, and conflicts of interest by the Agency's Superfund contrac

tors." Like the ELI Report, Lautenberg and Durenberger's study found 

that the Agency had underutilized its full range of enforcement tools by 

being unwilling to enhance its negotiating posture through initiation 

of enforcement actions, such as unilateral administrative orders, during 

negotiations. "In fact," Lautenberg and Durenberger concluded, "EPA 

has allowed negotiations to continue beyond the time period the Agency 

itself deems acceptable." 5 

Some of the Lautenberg-Durenberger Report's harshest criticisms 

concerned the Agency's proposed deferral policy, the suggestion by some 

EPA officials that Superfund sites not be placed or maintained on the Na

tional Priorities List if they could be addressed by PRPs or other federal 

or state programs: 

Deferral of sites with rankings sufficient for inclusion on the Superfund 

cleanup list could deprive these sites of the many comprehensive require

ments and authorities applied at other Superfund sites. . . . EPA's attempt 

to limit the size of the Superfund list through a deferral policy threatens 

to be an exception capable of swallowing a good portion of the law.6 

These alarms did not go unheeded by the Agency's new set of top man

agers. At his January 1989 confirmation hearing before the Senate Com

mittee on Environment and Public Works, Bill Reilly committed himself 

to an assertive EPA enforcement effort. He told the assembled senators: 

I want to stress before this committee that I understand and accept as 

my duty, first and foremost, to implement the environmental laws of this 

land as Congress has written them. . . . [E]nforcement must be inspired 

by a sense of vigor and urgency, for the aim of the enterprise is no less 

than the protection of human health, of life, and of the natural order that 

sustains civilization. So I pledge to take aggressive and timely enforce

ment action, whenever it is warranted, to safeguard public health or envi

ronmental quality.7 

Deputy Administrator Habicht made similar statements in testimony be

fore Congress. 8 

Aware that the criticisms that were being made were principally di-
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rected at policies and approaches established by their predecessors in 
office, Reilly and Habicht viewed the situation as an opportunity to 
streamline the Superfund Program and establish the sincerity of their 
pledge to invigorate the EPA's enforcement efforts.  

In one of his first acts as administrator, Reilly directed a task group of 
EPA managers and professionals to undertake "as thorough a review of 
the [Superfund] program as could be completed in about ninety days." 9 

This review, conducted under the supervision of Lewis Crampton, a spe
cial assistant to the administrator who later became the Agency's associate 
administrator for external affairs, was intended to respond to EPA's out
side critics and acknowledge the need for improvement. 10 The report it 
produced, which came to be known as the Ninety Day Study, contained 
detailed recommendations concerning the Agency's implementation of 
CERCLA, a number of which "crystallized" ideas that had been discussed 
within the Agency in the closing years of the Reagan administration." 

The Ninety Day Study began with a candid admission: 

In the often contentious debate that has developed over Superfund 
policy, EPA has operated without its most valuable asset, the benefit of 
the doubt. Though the program has picked up speed, Superfund con
tinues to fall short of public expectations. Whether fairly or not, debate 
centers around the program's flaws, both real and perceived-at all levels 
from national policy to local site management.12 

To help restore public confidence, the Ninety Day Study recommended a 
number of measures that promoted consistency in the selection of Super
fund site cleanup remedies. The report also suggested specific steps for 
accelerating and improving remedial actions, bringing innovative tech
niques to bear on pollution at Superfund sites, giving interested citizens 
a greater role in the Superfund Program, improving CERCLA manage
ment and administrative support, and communicating program results to 
the public.  

In the enforcement area, the Ninety Day Study adopted many of the 
suggestions that had been made in the ELI Report. It recommended that 
EPA increase its use of unilateral administrative orders, take prompt en
forcement measures against viable and recalcitrant non-settling PRPs, 
and conduct response actions at all sites with viable PRPs before using 
the trust fund, except in emergencies. The study also urged the Agency 
to maximize regional office flexibility in shifting funds among sites, im
prove its documentation and recovery of removal action costs, improve its
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coordination with the Justice Department, and undertake a formal study 

of the organization of the Superfund Program to evaluate whether a re

organization among headquarters offices would be appropriate.  

The Ninety Day Study was publicly released, with Administrator 

Reilly's endorsement, on June 13, 1989. In its preface, Reilly endorsed 

all of the report's recommendations. Two days later, at a hearing before 

a subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Environment and Public 

Works, Reilly responded to a question from Senator Lautenberg by stat

ing that he would refrain from implementing the Agency's proposed de

ferral policy, unless and until it was specifically reauthorized by Con

gress.13 He also pledged a large increase in the budgetary resources the 

Agency would request from Congress to implement the Ninety Day 

Study's suggestions.14 

On Capitol Hill these developments were seen as salutary and encour

aging. In the minds of interested members of Congress and their staffs, 

the new administration's approach effectively disassociated Reilly and 

Habicht from the unpopular policies of their predecessors.15 While not 

uniformly endorsed, it substantially succeeded in boosting the Agency's 

credibility while generating what Lewis Crampton referred to as a "rhe

torical cease-fire" with Congress and other critics.16 

Fortunately for the Agency's new leadership, this budding improve

ment in EPA-congressional relations in the enforcement area was accom

panied and strengthened by the appointment of a forceful assistant ad

ministrator for enforcement and compliance monitoring with established 

contacts and credibility on Capitol Hill. James M. ("Jim") Strock's nomi

nation was announced on August 4, 1989, and he was confirmed soon 

afterward with little opposition. Strock had been a special assistant to 

the EPA administrator from 1983 to 1985. For the following two years, 

Strock had been a member of the staff of the Senate Committee on Envi

ronment and Public Works. Then, after a two-year stint as a senior asso

ciate with a Washington, D.C., law firm, he had served from 1988 to 1989 

as general counsel and acting director of the U. S. Office of Personnel 

Management.'' 

Strock's background as a Senate committee staff member proved help

ful to him in improving the frequency and tone of communications be

tween the Agency and its congressional overseers. In contrast with the 

approach of his predecessor Thomas Adams, Strock devoted a good deal 

of his time to holding informal dialogues with interested congressional 

committee staff members. Those meetings, together with his existing 

reputation on Capitol Hill as an advocate of strong and effective EPA
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enforcement, helped restore the faith of at least some congressional ob
servers in the Agency's commitment to a vigorous enforcement effort.18 

Internally, Strock saw a need to overcome the fragmentation of en
forcement authority at the EPA headquarters level by extending the re
sponsibility and influence of the office he headed. In that endeavor, he won 
the support of Administrator Reilly and Reilly's deputy, Hank Habicht.  

On April 18, 1990, the Agency's Office of Enforcement and Compli
ance Monitoring was formally reorganized and renamed the Office of En
forcement. A new multimedia Office of Federal Facilities Enforcement 
was created within this new entity. It included both the former Federal 
Facilities Hazardous Waste Compliance Office (part of the Office of Solid 
Waste and Emergency Response) and the Office of Federal Activities that 
had previously been a part of the Office of Enforcement and Compliance 
Monitoring. The jurisdiction of the Pesticides and Toxic Substances En
forcement Division was expanded to cover enforcement actions under the 
community right-to-know provisions of CERCLA Title III. As a way 
of encouraging a stronger emphasis on RCRA enforcement, the former 
headquarters Hazardous Waste Enforcement Division was divided into 
two new units: a Superfund Enforcement Division and an RCRA En
forcement Division. The latter was headed by Kathie Stein, an aggressive 
attorney who had been recruited from the staff of the Environmental De
fense Fund. In addition, regional counsel, whose offices handled all legal 
aspects of the enforcement work of EPA regional offices, began to report 
to the assistant administrator for enforcement rather than to the Agency's 
general counsel. Regional administrators and deputy administrators were 
required to be rated periodically by the EPA administrator and his deputy 
as to their job performance on enforcement activities.1 9 

These organizational changes were accomplished despite the vigorous 
opposition of certain regional counsel. These officials viewed the admin
istrators of their regions as their primary clients. They viewed Strock's 
proposed reorganization- and his pro-enforcement position generally
as a potential threat to those clients' interests. In addition, the Office of 
Solid Waste and Emergency Response objected to losing control over 
some aspects of federal facilities enforcement. Other headquarters and 
regional officials also resisted various components of Strock's reorganiza
tion plan. As one headquarters enforcement attorney bluntly assessed it, 

Strock pushed hard for a stronger role for the office of [enforcement] 

vis-a-vis other [headquarters] offices within the Agency and vis-a-vis the
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regions. I think he has pissed some regional people off. I know he's pissed 

some program office people off.... But I think there's been more of a 

trend to make this office more powerful and more important. 20 

In the civil enforcement area, Strock established a new set of priori

ties. With the firm and active support of Deputy Administrator Habicht, 

he stressed the development of a regional screening process to judge 

the strategic value of individual enforcement cases, coupled with a re

newed emphasis on multimedia enforcement. As Strock envisioned it, the 

case-screening process should be designed to "aid the decision whether a 

single-media or multimedia response is warranted and what form of au

thority should be used to address the violation." The process "should in

volve coordination among the program directors, regional counsels and 

criminal enforcement agents to assure that the best remedy is selected for 

a particular case."2 ' 

With regard to multimedia enforcement, Strock endorsed the devel

opment of special enforcement initiatives that would more fully concen

trate enforcement efforts and resources toward "resolving specific en

vironmental compliance problems that might fall through the cracks of 

the traditional statute-specific, media-specific enforcement process." 22 

These initiatives would include geographic-based approaches, in which 

one or more EPA programs would identify all polluting facilities in a 

given ecosystem (such as Chesapeake Bay) and then inspect those facili

ties to determine their compliance status and take any enforcement ac

tions necessary to redress noncompliance. Multimedia initiatives would 

also include compliance-based approaches, in which the Agency would 

identify patterns of noncompliance by particular corporations or their 

subsidiaries within and across media. Several EPA programs or regions 

(or both) would then cooperate in a coordinated enforcement response 

to resolve noncompliance across all relevant environmental media.23 

Strock's advocacy of this multimedia approach was endorsed in an im

portant memorandum, dated February 19, 1991, from Deputy Adminis

trator Hank Habicht to the Agency's top managers. Noting that on Sep

tember 25, 1990, Administrator Reilly had established an overall goal of 

"twenty-five percent enforcement with multi-media efforts," Habicht 

stated that that goal "is part of the overall 'integrated' direction in which 

we are trying to move the Agency." He directed each EPA regional office 

to prepare an "end of the year report" on its efforts to achieve the ad

ministrator's 25 percent multimedia enforcement goal and on how suc-
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cessful these efforts had been. He also asked each region to draft a short 
transition plan that mapped out "the base program, program-specific and 
multi-media targeting and enforcement initiatives, and other multi-media 
enforcement initiatives." He directed the Office of Enforcement to create 
an Agency work group of headquarters and regional enforcement officials 
to develop recommendations for multimedia enforcement and "maintain 
an awareness of the progress of the regions and share results." 24 

This directive coincided with an attempt to establish, within the 
Agency's Office of Enforcement, an integrated method for obtaining 
cross-media information. The general concept was that an automated 
system would be employed to compile a list of the different identification 
numbers used in the Agency's major enforcement databases to refer to 
particular regulated facilities. That information would then be employed 
to access data on regulated facilities.25 

In addition to multimedia activities, Strock's approach also emphasized 
better communication of EPA's goals and achievements. In an article pub
lished in August 1990 he explained his preferences in that area in this way: 

To get its enforcement message across to Congress, the media, the pub
lic and the regulated community, EPA plans to develop better explana
tory measures of enforcement improvement-beyond "the numbers" 

when possible - and to communicate such information accurately, clearly 

and concisely. Because no single measure, taken alone, can provide an 
accurate "thumbs up" or "thumbs down" assessment of the enforcement 

program, the Agency is working to develop a series of useful indicators 
of environmental improvement from enforcement. Such indicators will 

range from disseminating compliance rates within targeted industries 
or sectors, to expanding the deterrent impact of large penalties through 

public announcements, to promoting pollution prevention activities in

cluded in settlement agreements.2 6 

Strock's new enforcement agenda contained several other items, such 
as assisting state agencies to develop their own cross-media targeting 
and case-screening capability, developing a comprehensive enforcement 
training capability with an emphasis on multimedia casework, reviewing 
existing permits and regulations with a view to enhancing their preci
sion and enforceability, and developing the right mix of EPA adminis
trative, civil, and criminal enforcement cases.27 In the criminal area he 
favored more resources, improved training of investigators, and the fos-
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tering of a team approach among special agents, enforcement attorneys, 

and technical staff. He also saw a need to attribute proper emphasis to 

large, resource-intensive criminal prosecutions in the Agency's manage

ment tracking and budget systems.28 

One of Jim Strock's most innovative EPA enforcement projects was 

actually completed after his tenure as assistant administrator was over. At 

Strock's request, six work groups of experienced EPA enforcement pro

fessionals prepared a set of reports that analyzed the effectiveness of the 

Agency's enforcement programs and offered detailed recommendations 

for improving the enforcement process. This effort, which came to be 

known as the Enforcement in the 1990s Project, was based on five guiding 

principles that closely reflected the enforcement philosophy Strock had 

developed in informal consultation with interested members of Congress 

and their staffs: 

1. Agency/state relationships represent the key to more effective 

enforcement activity in the future.  

2. In targeting enforcement cases, EPA's management system should 

be sufficiently flexible to encourage multi-media cases.  

3. As a means of measurement, and as a medium of communication to 

the public, the counting of cases, referrals, convictions, penalties and 

the like, which constitutes "an established and important part" of the 

enforcement process, should be supplemented by "alternative mea

surements" which reflect "tangible improvements in environmental 

quality." 
4. Environmental regulations should be developed in such a way that 

their enforceability is assured from the outset.  

5. Positive behavior modifications in the regulated community, and 

more effective enforcement, can be promoted by the use of innovative 

approaches, different incentives, and leveraging actions.29 

The project resulted in a balanced and thoughtful report, finally released 

in October 1991, that addressed critical areas of EPA enforcement policy.  

With the active support of the Agency's two highest officials and other 

appointees within the Bush I administration, Strock's strong-willed pur

suit of his enforcement priorities appears to have had some beneficial im

pact. In February 1990 the Agency's Enforcement Accomplishments Report 

for Fiscal Year 1989 touted "record or near-record levels in virtually every 

category of enforcement activity."30 During the first year of the Bush ad-
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ministration, EPA made 364 civil judicial referrals to the Department of 
Justice and more than four thousand administrative actions. Superfund 
settlements and judicial enforcement actions increased significantly, as 
did the value of civil penalties assessed against violators of environmental 
laws." 

While the significance of these numerical indicators can be overstated, 
they do serve as at least a crude indication of success for the Agency's civil 
enforcement efforts in this period.  

EPA's renewed emphasis on criminal enforcement also bore fruit in 
the early Bush years. This approach received consistent public and pri
vate support from Deputy Administrator Habicht. In testimony before a 
Senate subcommittee Habicht described criminal enforcement as "criti
cally important." He stated that one of its most important results was "to 
encourage companies and executives to put systems in place . . . so that 
they know what's going on, and they know they can't look the other way 
and think everything will be all right."" 

Justice Department environmental enforcement statistics for fiscal 
year 1989 showed a 70 percent increase in the number of pleas and con
victions obtained, an 80 percent rise in the value of assessed criminal fines, 
and a 35 percent increase in jail time imposed on convicted environmen
tal offenders compared with the previous fiscal year.33 The same set of 
records reflected further increases the following year. On November 15, 
1990, the Department of Justice announced it had brought a "record 
number" of environmental prosecutions in fiscal year 1990. The 134 in
dictments returned in that period against alleged violators of federal en
vironmental statutes represented a 33 percent increase over the preceding 
twelve-month period.34 

The environmental criminal enforcement efforts of EPA and DOJ re
ceived an additional boost from the enactment, in October 1990, of the 
Pollution Prosecution Act of 1990. Introduced by Senator Joseph Lieber
man (D-CT), the legislation called for a 400 percent increase in the num
ber of EPA criminal investigators, as well as the addition of fifty new civil 
investigators for the Superfund Program.35 Congress subsequently ap
propriated the funds necessary to augment the Agency's staff of criminal 
investigators. However, it declined to provide monies for additional civil 
investigators.  

Another advance during this period was the issuance of a more strin
gent civil penalty policy for RCRA violations that called for the assess
ment of substantially increased forfeitures. The new policy established
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a matrix with three penalty classifications based upon the seriousness of 

the violations in question. It required EPA regional.offices to provide 

documentation to support the penalties they assessed against RCRA vio

lators and to justify any assessments that were inconsistent with policy 

guidelines. 36 The Agency continued (and intensified) its reliance on state 

enforcement efforts in this period, a trend that improved EPA's institu

tional relationship with some, but not all, state environmental agencies.  

It also made incremental progress in enforcing environmental standards 

against certain federal agencies and facilities,37 although such progress 

was uneven.38 

Despite these gains, however, significant problems continued to plague 

EPA enforcement in the early years of the Bush I administration. Al

though, as mentioned previously, the organizational structure of the 

Agency's enforcement efforts underwent a formal reorganization in the 

spring of 1990, those changes failed to overcome a continuing fragmen

tation of enforcement authority within EPA headquarters. Recognizing 

this, Jim Strock sought, ultimately without success, to strengthen further 

the responsibilities of the office he headed. In a closed December 5, 1990, 

meeting with Bill Reilly and Hank Habicht, Strock presented a plan to 

move technical enforcement personnel from all other EPA headquarters 

offices (with the exception of the Office of Solid Waste and Emergency 

Response) into the Office of Enforcement. This plan, which was outlined 

in a briefing book presented to the administrator, was intended to create 

a more rational chain of command for enforcement policy decisions. It 

contemplated no changes in the prevailing organizational arrangements 

within EPA's ten regional offices. Reilly and Habicht made no commit

ment to Strock at the December 5 meeting. They thanked him for raising 

the question of the workability of the Agency's organizational arrange

ment and promised to give his proposal further consideration. Anticipat

ing this response, however, Strock emerged from the meeting guardedly 

pleased about the prospects for his reorganization plan.39 

Strock's cautious optimism was soon to prove unfounded. On Janu

ary 11, 1991, Inside EPA, an environmental trade journal, published a 

front-page article describing Strock's proposal and noting the substance 

of his recent meeting with Reilly and Habicht.40 The article, which was 

based on information that had apparently been leaked by an individual 

with access to the briefing materials Strock had presented to the admin

istrator, contained language certain to catch the attention of any affected 

EPA official:
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Several EPA staff say that the plan is a power play by Strock, motivated 
more by his wish to command additional resources and policy authority 
than by environmental need.... An EPA staffer warns that by expanding 
his power over EPA enforcement decisions, Strock would be able to drive 
policy and priorities for every office. "He is becoming everyone's boss," 
laments one EPA staffer.41 

Publication of this article ignited a brief but bitter dispute. Caught 
by surprise, other EPA assistant administrators and their allies promptly 
made very plain their fervent opposition to Strock's reorganization pro
posal. Arguing that the plan would undermine their ability to establish 
priorities within their own areas of competence and that it would dis
rupt recent advances in the Agency's enforcement work, these individu
als prevailed upon the administrator and his deputy to reject any further 
enforcement reorganization.42 

Soon after these events, Strock resigned as EPA's assistant adminis
trator for enforcement to assume the newly created position of secretary 
of the California Environmental Protection Agency.43 After a six-month 
interregnum, during which Deputy Assistant Administrator Edward 
Reich served as acting assistant administrator, Strock was permanently 
replaced by Herbert Tate, a former prosecutor for Essex County, New 
Jersey, with close ties to New Jersey's former governor Thomas Kean.44 

Although the question of EPA's ineffectual enforcement structure was 
subsequently reviewed by the GAO,45 no further changes were made to 
that organizational arrangement during the remainder of George H. W.  
Bush's term as president, a situation that hampered the efficiency of EPA's 
enforcement work. Moreover, despite the enthusiasm of the Agency's top 
managers for a multimedia approach to EPA enforcement, this worth
while effort ran into two significant difficulties: inadequate information
management capability and internal resistance from single medium
oriented enforcement personnel.  

In 1989 the Agency's Office of Enforcement began to develop an inte
grated method for obtaining cross-media information from the databases 
of the fourteen separate national information systems EPA had previ
ously created to support its enforcement work. The new method, known 
as the Integrated Data for Enforcement Analysis (IDEA) system, was 
dependent upon another automated system, the Facility Index System 
(FINDS), whose primary aim was to compile lists of the different identi
fication numbers used in the Agency's major databases to refer to particu
lar regulated facilities and to access data, with respect to individual facili-
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ties, in nine of the pertinent databases. Unfortunately, these systems were 

poorly designed and deployed without sufficient field testing. As a result, 

they were far from user-friendly. In some instances, IDEA and FINDS 

required EPA enforcement personnel to refer to manuals that took up 

to six feet of shelf space in order to formulate inquiries and interpret re

sults. They reflected other deficiencies as well, including incomplete list

ings of the names different EPA programs employed to refer to particular 

industrial facilities, facilities that lacked any FINDS identification num

ber, and multiple FINDS identification numbers for the same facilities.  

Furthermore, to compound these problems, the Agency failed to budget 

for proper redesign of the software.46 

In view of these difficulties, a review by the GAO concluded: 

EPA's efforts to bring together data from different environmental pro

grams to accomplish its cross-media enforcement mission and correct its 

material internal control weaknesses are jeopardized by systems devel

opment deficiencies, insufficient maintenance plans and inadequate data 

quality. The cross-media enforcement system does not provide all the 

capabilities users need to assess environmental risks, target and prioritize 

enforcement actions, develop enforcement cases or plan strategically on a 

cross-media basis at the state and regional levels. As a result, EPA cannot 

assure that it can identify the most important cross-media enforcement 

priorities.4 7 

EPA's fledgling multimedia enforcement program was also plagued by 

a paucity of cooperation from officials at both the headquarters and re

gional levels whose primary responsibilities concerned only one environ

mental medium. As one headquarters enforcement attorney described it: 

One of the problems you get into when you start trying to get the law

yers multimedia is that you get some resistance from their clients, the 

program offices, who are much less willing to look at things from a 

multimedia perspective and are not really happy about having their law

yers working on several different areas as well as their area. That's some

thing that's going to have to be worked out.4 8 

Although these difficulties were not enough to thwart the multimedia en

forcement effort entirely, they did meaningfully limit its effectiveness in 

certain EPA regions.49 

In implementing RCRA, EPA and its state agency counterparts largely
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ignored certain important categories of violations. As one Agency study 
frankly admitted: 

Substantially increased compliance and enforcement presence is needed 
for [hazardous waste] generators and non-notifiers [i.e., those who have 
failed to notify the EPA that they are managing a regulated hazardous 
waste site]. . . . Because generators and non-notifiers have consistently 
been a low priority, only about one third of all generators have had even 
one RCRA inspection, and pro-active efforts to deter non-notifier ac
tivity have been limited.50 

Additionally, in many instances EPA and the states failed to take 
"timely and appropriate" enforcement actions regarding other RCRA 
infractions.51 

Beyond this, EPA's enforcement work in all areas continued to suffer 
from a shortage of personnel,52 as well as other chronic problems that 
predated Bill Reilly's tenure as EPA administrator. Those long-standing 
problems included inconsistencies in the enforcement approaches of EPA 
regional offices, difficulties in recruiting qualified staff as a result of in
appropriate civil service limitations, inadequate headquarters guidance, 
poor working conditions in certain Agency facilities, and periodic fric
tions between EPA personnel and the Department of Justice.  

Although the relationship between EPA and its congressional overseers 
concerning enforcement issues improved significantly at the beginning of 
the Bush administration, that trend did not continue indefinitely. While 
not as strident or sustained as it was during the Reagan years, criticism of 
the Agency's enforcement efforts by members of Congress and the GAO 
did increase in intensity over time, especially in the period following the 
departure of Jim Strock as assistant administrator for enforcement.  

As in previous years, a major focus of congressional investigators was 
EPA's administration of the Superfund Program. In December 1990 the 
Dingell Committee held a hearing with regard to oversight of Superfund 
contractors by the Agency's Office of Inspector General. Six months later 
the committee issued a report concluding that EPA's Office of Inspector 
General was plagued by "serious leadership deficiencies" that prevented it 
from "effectively [pursuing] waste, fraud and abuse by the Environmen
tal Protection Agency's major contractors." The committee cited what it 
characterized as "a number of disturbing problems" relating to failures 
by the Inspector General's Office of Investigations. It recommended that
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the Agency "develop and implement a comprehensive plan to investigate 

potential fraud in the Superfund Program."" 

From Superfund contractor abuses, the attention of Congressman 

Dingell, as well as Senator Lautenberg and other interested congressional 

overseers, turned to the pace and consistency of cleanup activities at 

Superfund sites. On June 19, 1991, in an effort to respond to growing con

gressional concerns, Administrator Reilly directed the Agency's Office of 

Solid Waste and Emergency Response to investigate EPA's options for ac

celerating the rate of CERCLA remedial actions and determine whether 

the Superfund Program was using realistic assumptions to evaluate and 

manage environmental risks. Reilly also appointed an Agency task force 

to study EPA's Superfund contracting systems.54 One month later, Don 

Clay, the Agency's assistant administrator for solid waste and emergency 

response, sent the administrator a detailed set of recommendations that 

came to be known as the Thirty Day Study.55 His suggestions were ulti

mately adopted by Reilly and publicly released on October 2, 1991, two 

days before an important oversight hearing that had been scheduled by 

the Levitas Committee.56 Among other things, Clay suggested that EPA's 

CERCLA remedial investigation and remedy selection process be stan

dardized through the development of a "technology-based approach to 

remedies," guidelines for certain contaminated soils and groundwater 

contaminants, and regulations that designated particular cleanup tech

nologies as appropriate for specific categories of sites. He also urged that 

the Agency issue a national policy encouraging PRPs to begin remedial 

design work prior to the entry of consent decrees requiring them to do so 

and that it resolve various intra- and interagency disputes that were de

laying site cleanups.57 

Clay's Thirty Day Study was supplemented by an EPA Alternative Re

medial Contracting Study that was also approved by the administrator 

and made public on October 2. The report found that managerial and 

administrative expenditures by Superfund contractors were, in many in

stances, excessive. It recommended stepped-up EPA audits of contractor 

bills and charges, as well as other measures.58 

To implement the recommendations contained in these two studies, 

the administrator appointed Richard Guimond, EPA's deputy assistant 

administrator for solid waste and emergency response, to oversee Super

fund procurements and budgeting and assure uniformity among cleanup 

decisions. Guimond was assigned a national staff of twenty trouble

shooters to assist him with these tasks.
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Appropriate as they were, these actions by EPA failed to mollify the 
Agency's overseers on Capitol Hill. On October 4,1991, Senator Lauten
berg told a House subcommittee hearing that the Agency had made little 
progress in implementing the reforms it had promised two years earlier 
when it issued the Ninety Day Study. Lautenberg opined that EPA had 
been treating the Superfund Program like an "unwanted stepchild" and 
dismissed the Agency's Thirty Day and Alternative Remedial Contract
ing Studies by stating: "The disturbing thing. . . is that it hasn't already 
been done.... It's time to stop issuing reports and start implementing the 
law." 59 

Congressman Dingell took a similar stance. In a prepared statement he 
indicated that the Alternative Remedial Contracting Study showed only 
that "EPA has a firm grasp of the obvious." In Dingell's view, the report 
was "merely acknowledging what everyone else has known for months....  
[M]any of the EPA's proposals embrace recommendations contained in a 
July 1991 subcommittee report, in GAO reports dating back to 1988, and 
in a forthcoming GAO report requested by this subcommittee." 60 

While Congress's criticisms of EPA's Superfund efforts received much 
attention, other aspects of the Agency's enforcement performance were 
also given negative reviews by congressional investigators, including, 
most significantly, the GAO. In a series of reports, GAO cast doubt on the 
efficacy of EPA's compliance and enforcement programs in such diverse 
areas as inland oil spills, Clean Water Act pretreatment standards, air pol
lution control, and NPDES permits.6 1 In addition, in a study released on 
June 17, 1991, that was widely read by interested members of Congress 
and their staffs, GAO castigated the Agency and its state counterparts 
for failing to follow EPA's penalty policy, which requires assessment of 
civil forfeitures at least as great as the amount by which a company has 
benefited by not complying with applicable environmental standards.6 2 

GAO's report, which owed much to earlier studies on the same topic that 
had been performed by EPA's Office of Inspector General, found that 
in nearly two out of three penalty cases concluded in fiscal year 1990 (by 
EPA's air, water, hazardous waste, and toxic substances enforcement pro
grams), there was no evidence that the economic benefit of violators' non
compliance had been calculated or assessed. Moreover, it concluded, not
withstanding the applicability of state-EPA agreements, state and local 
enforcement authorities adhered to the Agency's Civil Penalty Policy in 
an even smaller percentage of cases than did the Agency's own regional 
officials. 63 

These continuing congressional investigations were carried out against
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the backdrop of intensifying rivalry, within the Bush I administration 

itself, over questions of environmental policy. On a host of issues

including EPA's implementation of the Clean Air Act's permit program, 

the definition of wetlands for purposes of the Clean Water Act, and the 

administration's approach to international treaties on global warming 

and biodiversity-EPA Administrator Reilly clashed with the Council on 

Competitiveness, headed by Vice President Dan Quayle, which advocated 

the relaxation of environmental requirements as a means of reviving the 

flagging national economy. These disagreements resulted in several pain

ful and significant defeats for Reilly during the spring and summer of 

1992.64 
These events -and the national publicity they gave rise to-contrib

uted to a public perception that, contrary to some of its earliest positions, 

the Bush I administration had tilted against environmental protection.  

This view, which was at least partially reinforced by congressional criti

cism of EPA's enforcement activities, led to a further questioning of the 

administration's goals and intentions. Within the Agency, the morale of 

the enforcement staff again declined.65 Among EPA's congressional over

seers, the closing months of George H. W. Bush's presidency were a time 

of renewed suspicion and mistrust.



CHAPTER 7

"Neither the Best of Times nor the 
Worst of Times": EPA Enforcement 
during the Clinton Administration 

The election of William J. ("Bill") Clinton as president of the United 
States, in November 1992, gave rise to high hopes among environmen
tal advocates. Among environmental organizations, EPA staff members, 
pro-environmental representatives, senators and their staffs, some state 
and local officials, and others who favored effective environmental regu
lation, the coming to power of Clinton's administration- coupled with 
the continued dominance of Congress by the Democratic Party- created 
a very real prospect that environmental matters would once again be af
forded a high priority in Washington, D.C. Redoubled EPA enforcement, 
together with vigorous rule making (especially under the 1990 amend
ments to the Clean Air Act) and the prompt passage of additional federal 
environmental legislation, all seemed realistic and within view.  

That rosy assessment, however, was soon abandoned in many quarters.' 
New, inexperienced in federal regulation, and facing an apparent anti
regulatory, anti-environmental backlash (among some leading Demo
crats as well as Republicans) on Capitol Hill, the Clinton administration's 
EPA team took a more cautious and deliberate approach to protecting the 
environment in its first two years than the environmental public inter
est community would have preferred. Distracted by political controver
sies over how to respond to demands that environmental laws be signifi
cantly pared back, Clinton's EPA managers promulgated watered-down 
versions of certain new regulations - making some of them so ambiguous, 
complex, or overbroad as to be all but unenforceable. Those managers 
confused some members of the Agency's enforcement staff by blending 
renewed enforcement initiatives with a new emphasis on "compliance in
centive programs," "compliance assistance," and "reinvention of govern
ment," programs that seemed to some of their employees to be at odds
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with EPA's traditional deterrent enforcement approach. They also en

gaged in a structural reorganization of the Agency's headquarters office 

that, while bold in concept and undoubtedly well-intentioned, was imple

mented too slowly and chaotically to realize its maximum potential.  

As we shall see, these early mishaps resulted, in the fiscal year 1995, in 

a dramatic decline in the traditional output numbers by which EPA en

forcement success was measured. That brief decline came to an abrupt 

end soon thereafter, however, when the Republican Party won a majority 

status in the House of Representatives and the Senate - an unforeseen 

situation that created new sets of obstacles (together with some signifi

cant new political opportunities) for EPA's top managers.  

At the outset, the selection and confirmation of managers to fill EPA's 

highest positions proceeded slowly. Although Clinton's choice for EPA 

administrator (Carol M. Browner) was announced the month after his 

election in 1992, other high-level Agency officials -including its deputy 

administrator and its assistant administrator for enforcement - were not 

nominated by the president until several months after his administra

tion had taken power (and not confirmed by the Senate until May 1993).  

Still other EPA appointees were announced as late as July 1993 -midway 

through the first year of Clinton's term - and not confirmed until a few 

weeks after that. These delays created discomforting uncertainties for 

EPA's professional staff, environmental organizations, and regulated 

firms.  

Nonetheless, once they were finally selected, EPA's new set of top man

agers was greeted with broad approval and prompt Senate confirmation.  

Browner, the Agency's new administrator, was particularly well regarded 

by environmental organizations while remaining acceptable to regulated 

industries. She had previously served for two years as head of the Florida 

Department of Environmental Regulation. In that capacity, she had skill

fully negotiated settlement of a complex, contentious lawsuit regarding 

cleanup of the Florida Everglades. Prior to that, Browner had been legis

lative director for then-Senator Al Gore (D-TN), general counsel for the 

Senate Committee on Environment and Natural Resources, and a legis

lative aide in the office of former senator Lawton Chiles (D-FL).2 She 

was politically associated with Vice President Gore, and her selection as 

administrator was viewed as a political tribute and benefit to him.  

The Clinton administration's nominee for EPA deputy administrator 

was Robert Sussman, an expert in toxic substances law who had been 

a partner in a Washington, D.C., law firm and an active participant in 

Democratic Party politics.3 Sussman's tenure at the EPA proved brief,
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however. He left the Agency in October 1994 to assume another position 
within the Clinton administration. 4 Sussman's replacement as deputy ad
ministrator was Fred Hansen, director of the Oregon Department of En
vironmental Quality, who had previously served as a congressional aide, 
an executive officer in the Peace Corps, and deputy treasurer of the State 
of Oregon.5 

For the position of assistant administrator for enforcement, Presi
dent Clinton nominated Steven ("Steve") Herman, a veteran career at
torney with the Department of Justice, who had specialized in litigating 
cases arising under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). 6 As 
Herman later recalled: 

I was a career attorney at DOJ, an assistant section chief who oversaw the 
case that DOJ had brought on behalf of the federal government against 
the State of Florida to protect the Florida Everglades. I came to know 
Carol Browner professionally while negotiating a settlement in that case.  

When she was named EPA administrator by Clinton, [Browner] called 
and said she wanted someone for the assistant administrator for enforce

ment position who wouldn't be perceived as political. That's how I got 

the job. 7 

Upon assuming office, EPA's new leaders faced unanticipated resistance 
to the Agency's basic mission from some unexpected sources. As Browner 
put it: "In 1993 and 1994, I was fighting for the Agency's survival. The 
anti-regulatory movement, which had considerable support among both 
Republicans and Democrats, was very active in those years. . . . It really 
took us awhile to get up and going." 8 

Congressional demands for steps to roll back and limit the costs of envi
ronmental regulation increased. These demands in turn fueled a vigorous 
debate within the Clinton administration as to the positions the admin
istration should take regarding the renewal of key federal environmental 
legislation. After anxious and heated internal discussion, the administra
tion determined to proceed with proposals to renew and strengthen the 
Clean Water Act, Superfund, and the Safe Drinking Water Act.9 It also 
proposed legislation to elevate the EPA to the status of a cabinet-level 
department. At the same time, however, as part of a strategy to fend off 
anti-regulatory legislation, the Clinton administration proposed a pack
age of regulatory cutbacks that would have waived penalties and granted 
grace periods to small businesses that were making good-faith efforts to 
comply with environmental requirements.10
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In the end, the administration's efforts to build a consensus among 

opposing interests and convince Congress to strengthen federal environ

mental statutes met with defeat. After what Browner later characterized 

as "huge, ugly fights,"" Congress declined to extend the regulatory reach 

of the Clean Water Act or the Safe Drinking Water Act. The adminis

tration's campaign to elevate EPA to cabinet level was also abandoned 

after the House of Representatives voted to allow debate on an anti

regulatory amendment to the EPA cabinet bill that would have required 

EPA to conduct cost-benefit analyses and risk assessments before issu

ing any new regulations." Moreover, notwithstanding the emergence of 

a remarkable consensus among industries, environmental organizations, 

and other interested parties, Congress failed to reauthorize the Superfund 

Act, and the statute's taxing authority subsequently expired, on Decem

ber 31, 1995.11 
Beyond preoccupying EPA's new management team with fending off 

potential threats to the Agency's legislative agenda-and to its funda

mental legal authority as well-the anti-regulatory mood of Congress 

in 1993 and 1994 appears to have had other significant affects on EPA 

(including its enforcement programs) in the early years of the Clinton 

period.  

One such impact was an administration effort to supplement the 

Agency's traditional deterrent enforcement approach - a method that 

emphasized formal enforcement actions, penalty collection, and tracking 

numbers of enforcement inspections, numbers of enforcement actions 

initiated, etc. -with "compliance assistance" to particular regulated in

dustries and "compliance incentive" programs designed to provide regu

latory relief to firms whose alternative pollution control proposals met 

certain EPA criteria.' 4 This change in emphasis, which EPA's political ap

pointees often referred to as the "full tool chest" approach, was intended 

to expand the discretion of EPA enforcement personnel without interfer

ing with traditional enforcement work. Regrettably, though, it gave rise 

to considerable confusion and misunderstanding among EPA's permanent 

career enforcement staff. As Bill Muszynski, a veteran administrator in 

EPA's Region II office, observed: "It is difficult to explain to the staff that 

the Agency must strike the right balance between compliance assistance 

and enforcement. Steve Herman had difficulty doing that, especially in 

the early years of the Clinton administration. He tried not to send a mixed 

message, but he was perceived as doing so nonetheless."' 5 

Herman (and one of his closest aides, Sylvia Lowrance) subsequently 

maintained that aggressive EPA enforcement was emphasized clearly
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and consistently by the EPA's top managers during all eight years of the 
Clinton administration.16 Interviews with experienced members of EPA's 
enforcement programs in several regional offices, however, reveal that 
an unambiguous, pro-enforcement emphasis was not conveyed to the 
Agency's key enforcement personnel in the field in 1993 and 1994.  

One senior enforcement manager in EPA Region V stated: "At the very 
beginning of the Clinton administration, it wasn't terribly clear where 
they stood on enforcement. . . . There was a lot of talk about taking a 
collaborative approach to environmental protection."' 7 Similarly, Walter 
Mugdan, an experienced enforcement administrator in EPA Region II, 
indicated: 

I would not consider the first two years of the Clinton administration as 
standing out with respect to enforcement activity.... On the contrary, 
in those years I believe there was a decreased emphasis on what might be 
called the "hard path" and an increased emphasis on the "soft path." It 
was during this time that compliance assistance - the "soft path" -was 
established as a priority. Many states had become critical of EPA, assert
ing that the agency was too focused on counting penalties and the num
ber of enforcement cases. In the first two years of the Clinton adminis
tration, EPA's leadership seemed to accept some of that criticism, and 
sent signals that EPA regions were to shift resources from hard enforce
ment to compliance assistance and other "soft path" approaches. 18 

Moreover, an attorney in EPA Region IX expressed the view that "there 
was no strong environmental philosophy espoused in the early Clinton 
administration's enforcement activities. Vice President Gore had his pet 
projects and ideas. But even then the idea was to avoid confrontation 
and get to the point where you can still survive. It was a defensive pos
ture. There was not much in the way of an overall enforcement initiative 
at all."19 

One of the more contentious controversies between EPA's career en
forcement staff and the Clinton administration's political appointees dur
ing the first two years of the Clinton era appears to have arisen in the 
Agency's San Francisco regional office. As an EPA enforcement official 
who worked in the Region IX Office of Regional Counsel during much of 
the Clinton administration remembered those disputes: 

During the Clinton period, the politicos weren't really communicating 
their message very well. There was a lot of management nonsense, like
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reinvention, but there was no clear direction. This was especially true 

towards the beginning of the Clinton years. The senior [enforcement] 

staff didn't really know what the politicos wanted. It was a fiasco.20 

The same interviewee added the perspective that Clinton's political ap

pointees were "not the most enforcement-oriented people." Instead, they 

were "very into the political resolution of problems and 'collaborative' 

ways of getting things done. That was a big change from the middle years 

of the Bush I administration, [when] the whole operation seemed much 

more professional."21 

In contrast, Felicia Marcus, the regional administrator in Region IX 

throughout the Clinton era, recalled this disagreement in this way: 

Our view in the administration was: let's find those environmental viola

tors who are really bad, really obvious and describable in terms of harm 

to the environment and public health, and the enforcement staff should 

go after those. But there is a big mass of people who are also confused 

by our complicated EPA regulations, or who say they are committed to 

environmental results and can do better than our regulations if we can 

cut through some of the paperwork burden. Let's do something more 

sophisticated by announcing [that] we are going to enforce, ... go after 

the intelligible targets [and] send a clear message . .. but let's also find 

the companies we can collaborate with and collaborate with them, so we 

can better isolate the truly bad guys and maximize our net environmental 

gain by using different strategies with different actors.  

This culture change was confusing for the [regional enforcement] 

staff. It felt for many of us that many EPA staff had never really been 

managed to the degree that our administration was stepping in to do.  

They had been allowed to be cowboys, for want of a better word. [They] 

liked going after the bad guys and keeping the world relatively simple.  

"We" were good and "they" were bad. That is sometimes true but it is 

rarely that simple. . . . We [the administration staff] were trying to get 

people to be a little less judgmental and a little more strategic and cre

ative, and that was hard for some people.  

Our administration came in, Democrats, all very environmental, and 

we underestimated what we had to do. I think the staff people thought 

we would come in and they would just get to enforce even more. Instead, 

it was sort of like Nixon going to China, we came in and we wanted to 

do reinvention.... Some people heard the "reinvention" part and heard 

"instead of enforcement" which was not at all what we meant. We meant
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a combination of strong enforcement and new incentives to do more en

vironmental protection. We eventually did the course correction when 
we realized how we were being misheard. 22 

EPA's compliance assistance and compliance incentive programs (such 
as Project XL, the Small Business Compliance Policy, the Common Sense 
Initiative, Compliance Auditing, and the Self-Audit Program) may well 
have created good will among some of the many entities regulated by the 
Agency. Nonetheless, as former Region V Regional Counsel Gail Gins
berg put it: 

These programs sometimes siphoned off resources from enforcement, 

especially where regional program managers did not believe in enforce
ment. As a result, the [regional] technical staff who remained devoted to 
enforcement [in those programs] were not the shining stars of the staff, 

i.e., not the most capable people. Also, when technical people [in EPA 
regional offices] left enforcement they were replaced by very inexperi
enced staff that did not know how to do enforcement.23 

In addition to that, from the perspective of another manager familiar with 
EPA enforcement efforts, compliance assistance and incentive programs 

made it more difficult to do enforcement, because where you are trying 

to reach collaborative solutions with people they sometimes have the im

pression that they have some kind of a pass from enforcement and that, if 
we bring an enforcement action against them, we are somehow.. . be

traying them. . . .There was a need for some clear policy direction that 
just because we were working together did not mean that we were not 

going to enforce.2 4 

Another unfortunate EPA response to congressional anti-regulatory 
pressure in the early Clinton years (and thereafter, in some instances) 
was the promulgation of new sets of Agency regulations that contained 
a number of difficult-to-enforce requirements. As a former assistant re
gional counsel in EPA Region IX aptly observed, "excessive flexibility 
within EPA's regulations make it very difficult to establish compliance.  
This was especially true in the underground storage tank area, and it is 
also true as to some maximum achievable control technology (MACT) 
clean air standards. . . . In the long term this will lead to environmental
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problems and pressure for more rigid regulations."" Similarly, another 

EPA enforcement official observed that 

EPA has written many rules [the way that it has] ... because of a desire 

to move quickly, to not offend the people fighting over what the rules 

should say, or to obfuscate in order to get the rules through the regu

latory and OMB approval process. However, that all comes home to 

roost when the Agency tries to write a permit or take an enforcement 

action. The enforcement program bears a lot of the weight for that lack 

of clarity and it hurts the [enforcement] program's reputation. [The 

enforcement staff] is seen as unreasonably stretching the law when the 

problem is really the vagueness - or overbroadness - of the regulations 

themselves.2 6 

One early regulatory controversy in the Clinton administration 

with important enforcement implications - concerned the continuous 

emission monitoring requirements for stationary sources of air pollu

tion, called for by the 1990 Clean Air Act amendments. EPA proposed an 

effective set of regulations in that area but subsequently pared them back.  

As Bruce Buckheit, a senior Agency enforcement manager, later viewed 

it: "The 1990 amendments were written to have better self-monitoring.  

There we won the battle in the legislation but we lost the battle in the 

implementation. We do not have better self-monitoring today, by and 

large."27 Another EPA employee who works primarily on Clean Air Act 

enforcement issues, substantially agreed: "In the Clinton administra

tion there was a pervasive 'let's make a deal' atmosphere. This was prob

ably most true in air [policy matters]. Enhanced monitoring was greatly 

watered down in the Clinton administration. Industry won more than it 

should have in that debate."28 

Non-enforceability problems also arose with respect to EPA's MACT 

standards, which the Agency was required to establish to control the 

emission of toxic air pollutants. Significant portions of those regulations 

were drafted, at the invitation of EPA's Office of Air Quality Planning 

and Standards, by the very industries that were later subject to them.29 

In interviews, EPA enforcement personnel were highly critical of certain 

sections of those regulations including (but not limited to) the MACT 

requirements that apply to wood-coating and degreasing operations, and 
to bulk gasoline terminals.30 Bruce Buckheit conceded that EPA's MACT 

enforcement was "spotty, scattered and not coordinated," and observed
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that "there are an enormous number of [MACT] standards coming out.  
Who can know them all? We try to put some organization on it but it 
is very difficult."" Steve Rothblatt, formerly the director of the Air and 
Radiation Division in EPA Region V held a similar view. In an interview, 
he exclaimed: "There is. . . so much complexity in how to manage this 
[set of MACT regulations] that it is just mind-boggling!" 32 

One of the most significant management initiatives undertaken by the 
Clinton administration in its first two years in office was a large-scale re
organization of EPA's headquarters in order to create a new, expanded 
Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance (OECA). Touting this 
restructuring as "a major accomplishment" of his tenure in office, Steve 
Herman, EPA's former assistant administrator for enforcement and com
pliance assurance, explained some of the rationale for the changes his 
office engineered: 

The reorganization consolidated headquarters enforcement personnel 

in one office. It also led to some reorganizations in the regions. The re
organization at headquarters allowed us to use resources more efficiently.  

Having both attorneys and technical people in one office allowed us to 
focus on big, difficult issues and cases. It gave the office independence in 
terms of looking at and addressing enforcement problems. . . . Once it 

was done it really worked.33 

Herman's deputy assistant administrator, Sylvia Lowrance, had a simi
lar opinion of the benefits of the 1993-1994 headquarters reorganization.  
She stated: 

It was a wonderful concept because there was a single assistant adminis

trator-decision maker, not a series of fiefdoms, as long as the administra
tor backed the assistant administrator up (which Carol Browner routinely 
did). The reorganization was an attempt to go back to square one and set 

up an entire framework for compliance. It was massive. It created syner
gies between and among enforcement people from different media work
ing together for the first time.34 

Following a relatively lengthy review by a thirty-five-member EPA task 
force, headed by Associate Deputy Administrator Michael P. Vanden
bergh, Carol Browner expanded the headquarters Office of Enforcement 
into a new office that housed both EPA headquarters enforcement lawyers
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and headquarters enforcement technical personnel who had previously 

been situated in media-specific program offices.  

The newly formed OECA incorporated several previously existing 

entities as well, such as an Office of Criminal Enforcement, the Office of 

Federal Activities, and the National Enforcement Investigations Center.  

It also included a new Office of Site Remediation, with jurisdiction over 

Superfund matters; and it became the institutional home of two entirely 

new organizational units: the Office of Regulatory Enforcement (ORE) 

and the Office of Compliance (OC).  

ORE was given the lead role in supporting enforcement case devel

opment, and it was organized along media-specific lines. ORE thus con

tained separate divisions devoted to enforcement of the Clean Air Act, 

the Clean Water Act, RCRA, etc., along with a new Multi-Media En

forcement Division. In contrast, the OC was given the leading role in en

forcement planning, data management, inspection targeting, compliance 

monitoring and compliance assistance, and it was organized by regulated 

sectors (such as manufacturing, energy and transportation, and chemical, 

municipal, and commercial services). The OC also contained separate 

divisions for environmental planning, targeting, data analysis, agricul

ture, and ecosystems.35 

After deliberation, Administrator Browner decided not to require 

EPA's regional offices to create separate regional enforcement divisions 

that paralleled the structure of the new OECA. Instead she allowed the 

regional offices discretion to fashion their own new enforcement struc

tures. The regions, however, were subject to a minimum requirement: 

each region that did not reestablish an enforcement division was required 

to appoint a single enforcement coordinator who reported directly to the 

deputy regional administrator, and to create an identifiable, separate en

forcement unit within each regional program division. 36 

Without question, EPA's reorganization of 1993-1994 did succeed in 

accomplishing some of the laudable, ambitious goals of its designers. Thus 

the Clinton administration's restructuring efforts successfully eliminated 

some redundancy and waste within the Office of Enforcement. The re

organization allowed for some helpful cross-media and interdisciplinary 

contact that had not previously been a feature of EPA's enforcement cul

ture. Additionally, the mere fact that it was taking place sent a signal to 

at least some EPA headquarters and regional managers that enforcement 

was indeed an administration priority.37 

At the same time however, in both its design and its implementation,
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the Agency's massive reorganization of the early 1990s was flawed and 
incomplete. As one of the reorganization's principal architects later re
flected: "I can't look back at the reorganization that I was a part of and say 
that it was an unqualified success. I think we probably took some wrong 
turns in some places."38 In fact, EPA enforcement officials who had de
signed, observed, or been professionally affected by the reorganization 
did subsequently identify a number of specific wrong turns in the way it 
was conceived and carried out.  

One such imperfection concerned the organization's disruptive affect 
on ongoing enforcement work. As one knowledgeable EPA enforcement 
official candidly stated: "Planning the reorganization took a little over one 
year. It took an additional year to put it in place. We lost some momentum 
in enforcement during that time period." 39 

In particular, the reorganization appears to have had a negative (al
though temporary) impact on the Agency's previously established efforts 
in the areas of compliance monitoring, state-federal relationships, and the 
integration of enforcement strategies.4 0 Ann Lassiter, then an EPA head
quarters enforcement supervisor, viewed it this way: 

In the reorganization, the compliance assessment and analysis function 
of EPA headquarters simply got lost.... OECA lost control of some 
of headquarters' tools for looking at enforcement program trends and 
overall performance at the regional office level. A fair amount of the re
sources associated with the compliance assessment and analysis function 
were lost in the transfer to the new organization; and people in head
quarters who had been performing that work were suddenly asked to 
carry out the mostly new function of compliance assistance.4 1 

Beyond this, the reorganization gave rise to new institutional jealousies 
and rivalries within EPA headquarters. According to Eric Schaeffer, 
OECA's first director of the Office of Regulatory Enforcement: 

When the headquarters program offices lost [their enforcement compo
nents] in the reorganization, it became a lot easier for the programs to 
take potshots at enforcement. They no longer had internal people who 
lobbied for balance in execution in the regulations. They also lost an im
portant link to the regions, and they became further involved in inside
the-Beltway policy questions, and more removed from what was going 
on in the field.4 2
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Understandably, the post-reorganization program offices had not been 

happy about ceding their enforcement components to a new, very power

ful OECA. In some cases, this resentment soon evolved into an increased 

antipathy to enforcement work itself, which some of the now-reduced 

program offices viewed as very much "a legalistic obstacle" to the collabo

rative approaches they were pursuing.4 3 As will be seen further in the next 

chapter, this friction grew more intense and troublesome after the Clin

ton administration left office.  

In addition, significant antipathy developed between the new Office 

of Regulatory Enforcement (ORE) and the Office of Compliance (OC).  

Some of this rivalry concerned the distribution of scarce OECA resources 

since the creation of ORE and OC had split up OECA's resources in such 

a way that "neither office really was left with enough to get a lot of things 

done."44 Other aspects of this intra-OECA dispute involved questions of 

professional prerogative (since ORE contained more attorneys and the 

OC tended to be dominated by non-lawyers) and "turf issues" regarding 

which office was to handle what enforcement function(s). 45 

The EPA reorganization of 1993-1994 was a chaotic and highly uncer

tain process for many EPA enforcement employees, especially for those 

(mostly technically trained) staff members who ended up situated in the 

OC. Some insight into their disorienting experiences may be gleaned 

from the recollections of one EPA employee, initially a program analyst 

in EPA's headquarters Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards, who 

began his career at EPA in September 1992 just a few months before the 

reorganization was planned: 

In the spring of 1993 EPA announced the reorganization and I didn't 

quite know what that meant for me. I was then still new at the Agency, 

and trying to learn about the Clean Air Act and what my job was.  

Reorganization work groups were started and then, some time later, 

a reorganization plan [for EPA headquarters] was ultimately put in 

place. Then they had competitions to select the new OECA office direc

tors, then the division directors, then the branch chiefs. At that point, 

I thought that someone would put together position descriptions [for 

staff-level] jobs and start having people compete for those jobs, or else be 

assigned to them. That was not done.  

So they said to the staff in OE [Office of Enforcement] and the pro

gram offices who were in the reorganization mix, "This is your chance 

to go wherever you want to." We on the staff were given the opportunity
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to select three job choices and they would try to place us in one of them.  
But of course, how can you choose to go work someplace if you don't 
know what the job is? 

The people who formulated the reorganization didn't appear to know 
what many of our existing jobs were and they never really bothered to 
ask. I thought to myself "this is a recipe for chaos." 

Anyway, some staff people were beginning to be told where they 
would or could move to in the restructured OECA so I went to my 

deputy division director and asked him, "Where is my job going?" He 
said, "I have no idea." I also called several newly appointed branch chiefs 
and asked them what work their branches would be doing. They too said, 
"Heck, I don't know." 4 6 

Beyond its unplanned, chaotic quality- especially as perceived by the 
Agency's headquarters technical enforcement staff- the reorganization 
has also been criticized on the basis that, in the drawn-out interoffice 
negotiations that had preceded it, OECA came away with too few (and 
sometimes the wrong) resources. As one experienced federal enforcement 
manager saw it, 

OECA got taken to the cleaners on resources during the reorganization.  

We really missed out on getting some key people in. The program offices 
did not cough up all that they should have.47 

Finally, with the benefit of hindsight, the reorganization has been criti
cized by some of its own principal proponents for not creating sufficient 
changes in the structure of EPA's regional offices. As Steve Herman now 
sees it: 

If I had to do [the reorganization] over again I would try to ensure a bit 
more uniformity across the regions. I'm now not sure that the geographi

cal differences that exist among the regions drives the need for different 
organizational structures at the regional level. I would also try to build in 
more direct accountability from the regions to headquarters in terms of 

enforcement. We did have that in some regions and we didn't have that 
in other regions.48 

In sum, the EPA reorganization of 1993-1994 was a mixed success. On 
the positive side, it boldly restored some of the historical size and pres
tige of the Agency's headquarters enforcement component; it also set the
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stage for some important enforcement successes in the balance of the 

Clinton era. Nonetheless, the Agency's reorganization resulted in a tem

porary loss of enforcement momentum, a decline in the morale of some 

components of the enforcement staff, the creation of an avoidable set of 

intra-institutional rivalries, a smaller resource base for enforcement work 

than was later found to be needed, and an inconsistent set of regional or

ganizational structures which allowed some regional managers a degree of 

autonomy in enforcement matters that was denied to their counterparts 

in other EPA regions.  

Overall, the Clinton administration's first two years in office were a 

period of uncertainty and confusion with respect to EPA enforcement.  

During this time, the Agency's new top managers were still inexperienced 

at federal agency management. They were also still unskilled in commu

nicating and negotiating with their enforcement staff, and in some cases 

they seem to have been distracted by sharply negative congressional re

actions to the administration's legislative agenda.  

This is not to suggest that 1993 and 1994 saw no progress in the EPA 

enforcement programs. In this beginning period, EPA's new management 

team strengthened the Agency's initial commitment to environmental 

justice.49 EPA also placed long overdue emphasis on environmental pro

tection of Native American tribal lands.50 Moreover, in the same period, 

the Agency began its staunch (and ultimately successful) opposition to 

misguided state legislation intended to grant "amnesty" or "immunity 

from prosecution" to environmental law violators who conducted envi

ronmental self-audits and then reported their firm's violations to state 

environmental authorities." 

These achievements and successes notwithstanding, the first two years 

of the Clinton era in EPA enforcement remain, on balance, an undistin

guished time. As we shall see, though, 1993-1994 was the precursor of a 

very different sort of period in American political history, an era when 

issues of EPA enforcement were located at the epicenter of a bitter, highly 

publicized, partisan budgetary dispute, whose resolution had important 

consequences for all involved in it. Moreover, as we shall see further, the 
initial two years of the Clinton period stand in sharp contrast to the inno
vations, initiatives, and solid achievements in EPA enforcement that ulti

mately characterized Clinton's second term in office.  

Meanwhile, the results of the election of 1994 came as a shock to many 

observers. For the first time since the early 1950s, the Republican Party 
won majority control of both the House of Representatives and the Sen

ate. Led by Representative (and Speaker of the House) Newt Gingrich
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(R-GA), a fiery partisan with very conservative views, who had angrily 
criticized "abuses of power" by the Democratic House leadership before 
and during the 1994 campaign, the Republican victory became known as 
the "Gingrich Revolution." Its "manifesto" was a slim volume of proposed 
reforms, the Contract with America,5 2 some of whose provisions seemed 
likely to all but dismantle the then-existing federal environmental laws 
and the enforcement of those laws by EPA.  

Specifically, the Contract proposed a new "Job Creation and Wage 
Enhancement Act" that would have granted individuals being inspected 
or investigated by a federal agency the right to remain silent, refuse a 
warrantless search, be warned that statements they made might be used 
against them, have an attorney or an accountant present (or both), be 
present at the time of the agency inspection or investigation, and receive 
reimbursement for "unreasonable damages." The proposed act would also 
have authorized individuals to bring lawsuits against any federal agency 
that had threatened them with "a prohibited regulatory practice," which 
was defined as "an inconsistent application of any law, rule or regula
tion causing mismanagement of agency resources by any agency or em
ployee of the agency."" The Contract with America also contained pro
posals-quickly introduced as legislative bills after the 104th Congress 
convened - that would have required elaborate risk assessment and cost
benefit analyses prior to the promulgation of any new agency regulations, 
imposed a "regulatory budget" which would have imposed a specific ceil
ing on the cost of complying with all federal regulatory requirements, and 
mandated additional requirements regarding regulatory flexibility, regu
latory impact analysis, and compensation of owners of private property 
that was subject to regulation.54 

EPA's leadership responded swiftly to these radical legislative propos
als, which began to be passed by various House committees -and then 
by the entire House of Representatives-in the winter of 1995."5 Admin
istrator Carol Browner declared that the Republican legislative initiative 
undermined every single environmental and public health standard in the 
country.56 She further stated that "every person in this administration" 
was "greatly alarmed" by the GOP proposals,57 saying that "this legisla
tion is not reform, it is a full frontal assault on protecting public health 
and the environment." 5 8 Browner also declared: 

There is a very hostile tone that has been set, and I am fearful it will en
dure. Congress [has] acted in haste, did not involve the people on whose 
behalf they serve and did not do their business in the open. It doesn't
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serve anyone well [for Congress] not to work with the agencies of the ex

ecutive branch, which has the ultimate responsibility for implementing 

the laws.... There is no doubt that we need reform. Unfortunately, they 

weren't willing to do the hard work with us and the American people to 

do an intelligent system of change. 59 

Environmental organizations, working cooperatively with the Clinton 

administration, mounted a concerted lobbying effort to defeat the Re

publican reforms. Those proposals, in turn, received the active backing 

of a broad coalition of business interests.  

Ultimately, in July 1995, the anti-regulatory measures that had passed 

the House were defeated in the Senate, when the Republicans were unable 

to overcome a Democratic filibuster against them. At that point, however, 

the Republican congressional leadership shifted tactics. Following Newt 

Gingrich's declaration that "when you have revolutions you never give 

up; you keep looking for pressure points to break through," 60 House Re

publicans began to look to the federal budget as the principal means of 

accomplishing their anti-regulatory goals.61 

In the final week of July 1995, the House of Representatives consid

ered legislation that would cut approximately one-third, or $2.4 billion, 

from EPA's overall budget (including a $431 million cut from the Super

fund Program), and that would target a 50 percent cut in funding for 

the Agency's enforcement work.62 The bill, which President Clinton 

promptly threatened to veto, 63 included some seventeen specific riders 

intended to curtail EPA's enforcement authority and limit its regulatory 

powers, along with provisions that would force Congress to reauthorize 

the Clean Air Act, the Clean Water Act, and the Safe Drinking Water Act 

in order for the implementation of those statutes to receive funding.6 4 

After initially rejecting the measure, 65 the full House reversed itself and 

passed the bill on a vote of 228 to 193.66 President Clinton responded by 

labeling the bill a "polluter's protection act," and once again threatening 

to veto it.6 7 

The House-passed EPA spending bill then moved to the Senate. There 

the Committee on Appropriations (followed soon afterward by the full 

Senate) voted to cut approximately $1 billion from what had been the 

EPA's 1995 fiscal-year budget- an immense cut, but one that was none

theless somewhat more modest than the EPA budget reductions and re

strictions that had passed the House.  

This development was followed by a series of House-Senate confer

ence committee meetings in which House negotiators agreed to remove,
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or soften, the most intensely disputed "rider provisions" of the legislation 
that the House had originally adopted and to cut EPA's budget only to the 
extent that the Senate bill had called for.  

The compromise spending bill (which would still have cut the Agency's 
overall budget by 14 percent and EPA's enforcement budget by 21 percent 
from the prior year) remained unacceptable to the Clinton administra
tion. President Clinton formally vetoed the bill along with certain other 
proposed appropriation measures, in mid-November 1995. That decisive 
action by the president led to an immediate, disruptive, and extensively 
publicized, six-day partial shutdown of the federal government, including 
the EPA and numerous other federal agencies and departments.68 

This shutdown- the first of two that would be caused by this dispute
was resolved by a stopgap agreement to finance EPA and other agencies 
at a reduced level, on a temporary basis, until mid-December. In the 
meanwhile, President Clinton agreed to meet directly with the Repub
lican congressional leadership - including House Speaker Gingrich and 
Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole-to work out a compromise spending 
package.6 9 

These high-level negotiations soon stalled, however.70 The House and 
Senate responded to that stalemate by passing a new set of spending bills 
almost identical to the bills that President Clinton had previously vetoed 
with respect to the levels of spending they permitted, and which also 
added back a number of the anti-regulatory riders that House negotiators 
had previously agreed to abandon in conference committee sessions.7 1 

President Clinton vetoed these bills as well, and the budgetary impasse 
continued.72 

In the meanwhile, on December 15, the temporary spending authority 
of a number of executive branch agencies and departments, including 
EPA, expired. As a result, 280,000 federal workers, including nearly all 
EPA employees, were classified as "non-essential" and placed on "fur
lough status." Their forced layoffs (for which the employees did ulti
mately receive full back pay) lasted for some twenty-seven days. Virtually 
all EPA operations were suspended during this period-including on
going work at approximately five hundred Superfund sites - and the EPA 
administrator publicly warned that if the Republican budget cuts went 
into effect, three thousand to five thousand EPA employees would lose 
their jobs on a permanent basis, beginning in May 1996.73 

Finally, after returning from a holiday recess, Congress voted on Janu
ary 5, 1996, to approve three bills that reopened closed federal programs 
to various degrees and returned many federal workers to their jobs. Presi-
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dent Clinton quickly signed that legislation. With the federal government 

(including EPA) open and operating once again, negotiations between 

Congress and the White House over the federal budget were renewed.74 

Following the January 5 vote, Rep. John R. Kasich (R-Ohio), chair

man of the House Budget Committee, publicly declared, "[W]e're not 

anywhere near raising a white flag."75 Soon afterward, however, events 

were to prove that statement false. During their holiday visits to their 

districts, a number of representatives found many of their constituents 

angry over the continuing government shutdown, and also tending to 

blame congressional Republicans more than the Clinton administration 

for the continuing impasse. These impressions dovetailed with the results 

of several public opinion polls, commissioned by Republican politicians, 

which found broad public disdain for the anti-environmental positions 

of the Republican leadership. 76 In addition, early in February 1996, Ron 

Wyden, a Democrat, won an upset victory in a special election to replace 

Bob Packwood, U. S. senator from Oregon. Exit polls from that election 

indicated that the efforts of congressional Republicans to undermine EPA 

had played a crucial role in Wyden's victory.77 

In response to those clear public signals, Republicans in the House and 

Senate, with the support of their allies in regulated industries, 78 gradually 

began to back away from further confrontations on environmental issues.  

On March 6, 1996, faced with the potential defection of a bloc of Repub

lican representatives, House Republican leaders postponed debate on a 

conservative bill to roll back government regulations, and they promised 

to work on less-sweeping versions of the legislation. 79 Two days later they 

entered into an agreement with the administration to extend the govern

ment's borrowing authority for two more weeks, thus averting a third un

popular government closure.80 

Finally, in the last week of April 1996, after continued, contentious 

negotiations, Congress and the administration reached an agreement on 

a $160-billion spending bill for fiscal 1996. This bill eliminated riders that 
would have impaired EPA's enforcement and regulatory activities and re

stored funding for the Agency (including its enforcement programs) at a 

level of $6.6 billion, only slightly below the amount that EPA had spent 

in the previous fiscal year.81 

Although it ended with little immediate change in the EPA's resource 

levels, the lengthy and often bitter partisan struggle over fiscal policy in 

late 1995 and early 1996 did have very significant impacts-both in the 

short-term and in the longer run - on the EPA and its enforcement work.  

The lengthy dispute, with its two employee furloughs and months of un-
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certainty, led to a precipitous (if short-lived) decline in the morale of the 
Agency's career staff. The controversy also created a "chilling effect" on 
EPA enforcement work.82 As Ann Lassiter later recalled: 

People got scared that their reputation among Congress was that they 
were heavy handed and beat up on the little guys. This created a tough 
environment for [EPA] enforcement to be aggressive. The Agency's re
action was to be cautious, not to do anything that would get it negative 

publicity.83 

In addition, the EPA employee furloughs in the winter of 1995-1996 set 
back the Agency's internal timetable for conducting inspections of regu
lated facilities, and some EPA regional offices, unsure what their budgets 
would ultimately be, held back resources from inspections and other rou
tine enforcement-related tasks during the entire budget dispute, in favor 
of what they perceived as higher-priority projects. These steps delayed 
EPA's enforcement process for the rest of 1996. They contributed to a 
significant drop in the Agency's enforcement output levels (number of 
administrative enforcement actions taken, number of civil case referrals 
to the Department of Justice, amounts of civil penalties collected, etc.) 
for fiscal year 1996.84 

Over the longer term, the budget impasse of 1995-1996 resulted in a 
substantial change in the political dynamics in Washington, at least with 
respect to environmental policies. The Republicans' spring 1996 retreat 
on environmental issues proved relatively lasting, at least on a publicly 
visible level. Throughout the rest of the Clinton presidency, in fact, the 
Republican Party attempted to reposition itself in the public mind as 
champions of the environment.85 Their disagreements with the Clinton 
administration over environmental issues were greatly downplayed, even 
during the tumultuous period when President Clinton was impeached 
in the House of Representatives and partisan bickering in Washington, 
in general, was acrimonious and intensive. As Carol Browner later as
sessed it: 

In some ways, the Gingrich Congress was the best thing that ever hap
pened to the EPA. We really drew a line in the sand with them over 
certain issues. For years after that, the Agency was relatively free of 
Congressional directives and interference. We came out of it much 

stronger.86
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EPA's budget-including its allotment for enforcement-did (as will be 

seen) experience some significant decreases during the remainder of the 

Clinton years. Nevertheless, none of those monetary decreases were as 

dramatic or as devastating as the EPA budget cuts that had been proposed 

by the leaders of the 104th Congress.  

Beyond this, the policies and preferences of EPA's top managers took 

on a more distinctive form and shape in the aftermath of the budget im

passe. With regard to enforcement, as Walter Mugdan later recalled: 

[F]rom then on, the signals from OECA changed. The message to the 

regions now was: Wait a minute, you misinterpreted us in the past. We 

never wanted less enforcement. We wanted more and better targeted en

forcement. Yes, we want you to do compliance assistance; but we also 

want you to follow the "hard path" by taking actions and collecting 

penalties. We even expect you to overfile if a state enters into a clearly 

inappropriate settlement.87 

As we shall explore, with that unambiguous direction from headquarters, 

and the threat of elimination by a hostile Congress no longer present, in 

many regions, at least, EPA enforcement embarked on a period of notable 

success and accomplishment during President Clinton's second term in 

office.88 

One potential measure of the successfulness of a presidential admin

istration's enforcement efforts at a federal administrative agency or de

partment is the impact that administration has on the sensitive set of 

intra-governmental relationships that are an important aspect of fed

eral enforcement work. These working relationships are often affected 

by past events - some of which may predate a given administration's 

term in office. Moreover, these relationships are sometimes entirely out

side federal officials' control. Nonetheless (at least within the limits just 

noted), the positions, attitudes, and actions of an agency's political ap

pointees do, at least sometimes, have a significant impact on both the 

agency's internal and its external government relationships respecting 

enforcement.  

With respect to the working relationship of EPA's headquarters and 

EPA's regional offices in the Clinton years, little consensus emerged 

among those whom I interviewed. A clear plurality-but not a majority

of the people I spoke with expressed partial or full satisfaction with the 

way that relationship had functioned during the Clinton era. 89 This ap-
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pears to have been particularly the case in the Superfund Program, where 
differences that arose tended to be ironed out in frequent headquarters
regional conferences at the staff and mid-management levels.90 

Other people I interviewed perceived some improvement in 
headquarters-regional relationships, in the enforcement area, during 
Clinton's second term in office.9 1 Those individuals differed, however, as 
to how and why those improvements occurred. Thus, some participants 
felt that headquarters had upgraded its working relationship the most 
with regions that participated in large-scale, sector-based enforcement 
initiatives.92 Another senior EPA enforcement official, on the other hand, 
noted Clinton second-term improvements in the extent of headquarters
regional cooperation mainly in regional offices that had chosen to re
structure their organizations in order to re-create regional enforcement 
divisions that reported directly to OECA.93 

Still other members of EPA and DOJ's enforcement staff emphasized 
the inherent variability of the relationship between EPA headquarters 
and the Agency's regional offices. Of that group, some interviewees de
scribed the relationship as "cyclical" within each region. 94 Others noted 
high levels of variability based upon the environmental medium in which 
particular issues arose95 and differing professional styles and personalities 
of managers and staff members.96 

Another subset of individuals with whom I spoke was more negative in 
its assessment of the relationship between headquarters and regional office 
enforcement personnel during the Clinton era. Some regional office en
forcement officials, for example, complained that the level of knowledge, 
experience, and expertise of the headquarters enforcement staff had de
clined over this time. 97 This perceived decline seems consistent with the 
view that the headquarters staff had become "overseers and second guess
ers" of regional decisions in particular cases, as opposed to providers of 
valuable information as to what other regions were doing regarding simi
lar problems, what national policies were being developed by OECA, and 
what the trends were likely to be with regard to EPA's budget.98 

Some I interviewed noted that, as was always traditionally true at EPA, 
conflicts between headquarters and regional offices in the enforcement 
area often centered on whether considerations of national consistency 

outweighed the need of the regions for flexibility in resolving problems 
and settling priorities consistent with unique regional or local circum

stances. 99 Similarly, other EPA officials noted tensions in particular sub
ject areas-such as with regard to pesticide enforcement cases, asbestos
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matters, lead in drinking water, and the levels of pollution control to be 

placed on SO2 and NOx emissions in industry-wide settlement agree

ments-areas in which regional and national priorities differed. 100 

Many of the individuals I spoke with were wholly or partially pleased 

with the quality and professionalism of the interaction between EPA's 

enforcement attorneys and engineers in the Clinton years.101 Others in

dicated that relationships had improved over the course of the Clinton 

administration,10 2 particularly after the Agency reorganization of 1993

1994.103 In contrast, though, another subset of EPA enforcement offi

cials viewed the attorney-scientist relationship as continuing to be mostly 

strained and troubled,104 or at least highly variable in this period.105 Some 

attributed the Agency interdisciplinary tensions they had identified to 

personality differences among particular sets of individuals1 06 and the 

varied approaches of EPA regional managers1 07 during the 1990s. Other 

interviewees noted that, until relatively late in the Clinton administra

tion, EPA headquarters enforcement attorneys worked for higher pay 

than EPA headquarters enforcement engineers. This unfair disparity in 

compensation was evidently a source of some interdisciplinary tension 

and discontent during much of the Clinton era.108 

Although it had fluctuations, and it included several periods of rela

tive calm, the relationship between EPA enforcement officials and their 

counterparts in a number of state environmental departments and agen

cies was frequently stormy and contentious during the Clinton admin

istration. A number of the EPA and DOJ enforcement officials whom I 

interviewed noted a great deal of variation-by state, by program, and by 

EPA region-in the tenor of EPA's dealings with the states.1 09 Many fed

eral enforcement staff members and managers also expressed the view that 

EPA-state relations were often more cooperative at the career staff level 

than at upper management levels, where political and ideological factors 

tend to play a greater role." 0 

EPA and DOJ did make an active effort to "reach out to the states" 

in the enforcement area."' As a result, EPA and the states (usually act

ing through the offices of their attorneys general) acted as co-plaintiffs 

in a number of federal civil enforcement matters," 2 and EPA and DOJ 

established cooperative relationships as well with state and local law en

forcement officials with regard to some criminal enforcement cases." 3 

Moreover, immediately following EPA's reorganization, the Agency's en

forcement oversight of the states declined,1 4 and the Agency created a 

new, more flexible policy framework, the National Environmental Per-
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formance Partnership System (NEPPS), to govern a number of aspects 
of federal-state relations." 5 

Notwithstanding NEPPS, however, after the middle of the 1990s EPA 
tried to convince the states to continue following critical aspects of its 
traditional deterrence-based enforcement approach, as set forth in the 
Agency's 1986 Revised Policy Framework (RPF) for state-EPA enforce
ment agreements. As Clifford Rechtschaffen and David Markell have per
ceptively observed in their fine book, Reinventing Environmental Enforce
ment and the State/Federal Relationship,"6 this inconsistent federal approach 
had the unfortunate effect of sending "mixed signals" to the states as to 
what EPA truly expected of them. It resulted in increased state-level frus
tration with Agency oversight of state enforcement work. As one EPA re
gional enforcement coordinator described it, "NEPPS raised the expec
tations of some states that EPA would leave them alone. When that didn't 
happen, it raised their hackles."117 

Some of EPA's initial policy changes, which the states generally favored, 
were lobbied for or supported by the Environmental Council of States 
(ECOS), an organization composed of state environmental commis
sioners that was formed in 1993 to increase the influence and autonomy of 
state officials in environmental policy making." 8 From the outset, ECOS 
expressed dissatisfaction with what it viewed as inflexible EPA oversight, 
burdensome reporting requirements, and a paucity of state input in EPA 
policy decisions. With regard to enforcement, a number of its members 
favored greater reliance on compliance assistance, the enactment of envi
ronmental immunity and privilege laws, and a reduced emphasis on tra
ditional inspections, formal enforcement actions, and penalties.119 

As the Clinton administration progressed, state-federal enforcement 
relationships gradually became more strained. EPA began to increase its 
pressure on the states to make use of a more traditional deterrent enforce
ment approach.1 20 This policy shift-which came in the aftermath of the 
administration's protracted budgetary struggle with Congress in 1995 and 
1996 - gave rise to angry protests from state officials, particularly during 
Clinton's second term in office. 1 2 ' As Gail Ginsberg described it, "ECOS 
developed a bash-EPA orientation. They would invite people like Steve 
[Herman] and Sylvia [Lowrance] and other high-ranking EPA officials 
to come to their meetings, and then they would just attempt to humiliate 
them."12 2 

Although it had multiple causes, a good deal of the animosity between 
EPA and state officials in the Clinton years seems to have been inspired
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by partisan rivalry. As Mike Stahl later pointed out, during much of the 

Clinton period "thirty-seven or so governors were Republican, and EPA 

was run by Democrats. That fact alone led to friction."' 
Whatever its precise genesis however, many of the disputes between 

EPA and state environmental enforcement personnel in the Clinton era 

focused on a limited set of policy questions. One of these issues was a 

controversy over state privilege and immunity statutes. In the 1980s, in 

response to more aggressive environmental enforcement by both gov

ernment agencies and private citizens, a number of companies had begun 

to conduct voluntary audits in order to make an independent, systematic 

review of their facilities' compliance with environmental requirements.  

Some of those firms subsequently lobbied both Congress and the states 

for audit privilege and immunity laws.124 Although these companies were 

unsuccessful in gaining the passage of favorable federal legislation, they 

did convince nearly half of the states to pass some version of an audit 

privilege or immunity statute.125 

Throughout the Clinton administration, EPA and the Justice Depart

ment staunchly and consistently opposed these state laws on the basis that 

they severely undercut state enforcement efforts. The Agency threatened 

to revoke previously issued delegations, and withhold delegation of new 

authority for federally delegated environmental programs until the states 
effectively repealed their audit and privilege statutes. 26 In the end, nearly 

all states that had enacted such laws did later modify or narrow them to 

EPA's satisfaction.1 27 Nonetheless, the battling that took place over this 

issue left a bitter taste in the mouths of some state environmental officials.  

Another key point of dispute between EPA and the states concerned 

EPA's occasional practice of "overfiling," i.e., initiating a federal enforce

ment action after the completion of a state enforcement action for the 

same environmental violations. Such actions, which usually reflected 

EPA's strong dissatisfaction with a state's failure to assess sufficient penal

ties to redress the violations in question, have tended to provoke bitter 

protests from state enforcement officials. Ultimately, the overfiling issue 

was addressed by the federal courts.  

In 1999, in Harmon Industries, Inc. v. Browner, the U. S. Court of Ap

peals for the Eighth Circuit invalidated an overfiled EPA administrative 

enforcement order that had assessed penalties under RCRA against a firm 

that had previously entered into a consent decree with the state of Mis

souri covering the same violations.128 This surprising decision, which has 

subsequently been squarely rejected by several other federal courts,129 re-
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suited in an especially "cautious approach" to overfiling by EPA and DOJ 
during the final years of the Clinton era. Regrettably, that self-imposed 
federal caution took away some of EPA's negotiating leverage, both with 
individual violators and with recalcitrant states, because it undercut the 
perceived probability that EPA might overfile in any given case.130 

In stark contrast with EPA's frequently troubled enforcement relation
ship with the states during the Clinton period, the Agency's working rela
tionship with the Department of Justice during the same era was generally 
harmonious. Some twenty-two of the officials I spoke with described the 
EPA-DOJ relationship as being "excellent," "great," "respectful," "good," 
"cooperative," "harmonious," or "collegial.""' A far smaller number of 
interviewees took the view that the Clinton era EPA-DOJ relationship 
varied depending on the individuals involved 2 or made note of occa
sional contention between the organizations over questions of policy. 3 

With respect to the kinds of issues that arose when the relationship did 
experience some frictions, a significant number of EPA and DOJ employ
ees whom I spoke with referred to an ever-increasing shortage of DOJ 
attorneys to work on EPA enforcement cases.134 As George Czerniak, an 
experienced enforcement manager in EPA's Region V's program, put it: 

DOJ has limited resources for [enforcement] cases. They can get con
sumed by very large cases. Cases you refer to them may not get filed for a 
couple of years. Then, when they do get filed, the cases may not proceed 
as quickly as you want them to.135 

Other common points of tension arose from the attitudes and percep
tions of EPA and DOJ staff attorneys. As one EPA regional enforcement 
attorney saw it: 

DOJ attorneys sometimes viewed themselves as superior to EPA attor

neys, and as in charge of [enforcement] cases, despite their relative lack 
of experience. Also, DOJ often treated EPA with skepticism, as bean 
counters who go after smaller cases and ignore larger ones. [Additionally] 
DOJ sometimes rushed cases to settlement, despite EPA's wishes.136 

Moreover, as EPA Region II manager Bill Muszynski observed: 

There were tensions as a result of DOJ concerns about taking weak cases 
and establishing bad national precedents. That view conflicted with 
EPA's desire to be more assertive [in enforcement].13 7
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These occasional rivalries and tensions, however, should not obscure 

the extent to which EPA and DOJ's enforcement staff typically worked 

together effectively and harmoniously during the Clinton administration.  

Substantial credit for that beneficial - and far from inevitable -situation 

must go to Assistant Administrator Steve Herman and Assistant Attor

ney General Lois Schiffer. The smooth and respectful working relation

ship that those two political appointees established with one another set a 

healthy, positive tone for the rest of their respective organizations.1 8 As 

Steve Herman recollected: 

DOJ was always brought in at the beginning when EPA was developing 

a policy, and Justice did the same thing with their policies that affected 

EPA. Lois Schiffer and I talked an awful lot. If a problem came up, we 

didn't let it get out of hand. God knows, we didn't always agree. But it 
was always handled in a professional way, with no backbiting, and always 
with the best interests of both agencies in mind. There was an awful lot 

of constructive collaboration present, which really paid off.1 39 

Lois Schiffer's observations were to the same effect: 

I had hired Steve Herman at DOJ back in the 1970s. We were friends.  
That really helped because it meant that if our staffs were at loggerheads 

on a particular issue we would work it out together. ... We set an ex

ample for working things out between the agencies that our staffs ob

served and followed.' 4 0 

In contrast to its largely effective dealings with "main Justice," EPA's 
enforcement relationship with the U.S. Attorneys' offices in the Clinton 
years was played out on a much smaller stage. According to a number of 

the EPA and DOJ people I spoke with, U.S. Attorneys' offices are usually 
far more interested in handling environmental criminal prosecutions than 
they are in initiating civil enforcement actions. 4 1 Their collective role in 
environmental enforcement in the 1990s was thus relatively minor.  

The interest of U. S. Attorneys in environmental matters appears to 
have varied considerably from office to office.' 42 Thus, in a few (mostly 
large) cities around the United States, U.S. Attorneys did voluntarily be
come involved in important EPA enforcement cases during the Clinton 
era.'4 3 For the most part, however, as noted above, those relatively autono
mous political appointees chose not to involve themselves in redressing 
environmental violations during that period.
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As we have previously seen, the lengthy budgetary dispute between the 
104th Congress and EPA had significant short-term and long-term im
pacts on the Agency's enforcement efforts during the Clinton administra
tion. Congressional hostility to environmental regulation was also influ
ential in other ways. From 1995 on, the fundamental message of Congress 
to EPA altered dramatically. As David Nielsen put it: 

Expectations changed. In the late 1980s Congress's oversight focused 
on [the adequacy of] EPA's implementation of regulatory requirements.  
[During the mid-1990s] the focus on the Hill was on things like: Are you 
being too harsh on small businesses? Are you imposing penalties that are 
too great?' 44 

As noted above, the Clinton administration's long battle with Congress in 
1995-1996 culminated in what appeared to be a victory for the opponents 
of drastic budget cuts for EPA and its enforcement programs. Nonethe
less, using techniques that were far less visible to the public, from the 
mid-1990s forward Congress made modest (but cumulatively significant) 
annual cuts in the money available for environmental enforcement at EPA 
and DOJ.  

In significant part, this was accomplished by what some EPA employ
ees refer to as "Congress's cost-of-living allowance (COLA) trick." Con
gress mandated that all federal agencies and departments provide their 
employees with cost-of-living salary increases. At the same time, Con
gress did not appropriate any funds to pay for these required payroll in
creases. Federal agencies and departments (including EPA) were thus 
forced to economize on other items that were included in their suppos
edly "approved" and "funded" budgets in order to comply with congres
sional dictates.  

Federal agencies and departments chose to cope with this situation
which continued into the Bush II administration - in several ways. Some 
froze staff hiring, and saved money by diminishing the size of their staffs 
by attrition. Others left staff positions (for which funds were appropri
ated) vacant for extended periods -a strategy that tended to present the 
false impression that the agency or department had a larger work force 
than it actually did.  

The most widely used response to the "COLA trick," however, was 
for agencies to increase their salary pools by diverting funds from their 
"extramural budgets," which-in EPA's case-are used to contract the 
services of needed expert witnesses and to pay for other crucially impor-
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tant enforcement litigation expenses. This approach (which began in the 

Clinton years but continued long after the Clinton administration left 

office) led to long-term imbalances. In particular, a number of EPA's re

gional offices suffered to a very significant extent from the ever-growing 

resource crunch that it created.  

In addition to open budget cuts and the reduction of EPA enforce

ment funding through the "COLA trick" Congress also interfered with 

the Agency's enforcement work in the latter part of the Clinton adminis

tration by earmarking enforcement funds for particular, narrow purposes.  

It also sometimes included language in committee reports ordering that 

the Agency not engage in certain types of enforcement activities, e.g., 

settlements under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Com

pensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) involving the removal of sedi

ment deposits. 145 

EPA's bickering with the Congress clearly affected the outlook of the 

Agency's enforcement employees throughout the Clinton years. As one 

former DOJ official put it, "after the GOP took over the House, EPA felt 

tremendously under siege - the whole Agency. They felt their funding 

was going to be cut and that lots of other things would happen."146 Some 

EPA employees had a sense of "looking over their shoulders" through

out the Clinton administration, and of having to be careful not to have 

any of their cases become a "poster child" for anti-regulatory forces on 

Capitol Hill.14 7 As Steve Herman expressed it, "[W]e had to do our work 

very, very well and not make stupid mistakes that would serve to help the 

people who wanted to undercut enforcement. . . . The Agency was cer

tainly a target for people who did not like it."14 8 

Finally, with respect to EPA's relationship with the White House dur

ing the Clinton administration, a majority of the enforcement officials I 

spoke with indicated that, as far as they were aware, the president and his 

staff consciously avoided any direct involvement in ongoing Agency en

forcement matters.1 49 As Steve Herman observed: "The White House 

generally stayed out of enforcement. They appreciated that environmen

tal enforcement was a law enforcement function. They tried to avoid even 

the appearance of manipulation."5 0 

Notwithstanding its self-imposed lack of direct involvement in indi

vidual enforcement cases, however, the Clinton White House was still 

perceived as generally supportive of the Agency's enforcement work 

by a number of EPA and DOJ enforcement personnel."' In part, this 

perception stemmed from the Clinton administration's firm defense of 

the Agency's enforcement budget in its clashes with Congress. It may
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have also been a result of the fact that, on the rare occasions when Carol 
Browner became involved in controversies with other federal agencies 
and departments over proposed EPA regulations, President Clinton con
sistently supported the positions that Browner had taken.5 2 

EPA's relationship with the White House Office of Management and 
Budget (OMB), however, contrasted sharply with the cordiality of its ties 
with the rest of the White House. OMB was sharply critical of some as
pects of EPA management, and it often pressed the Agency to find new 
ways in which to economize. As Carol Browner bluntly observed: 

OMB was a pain in the ass, no two ways about it, and you know, in the 
end, [it was] not a helpful one. It could have been helpful but it was not.  
[OMB Director] Sally Katzen tried, to her credit, to be constructive.  
However, she was stuck with the work product of the OMB's small staff, 
who just put the same junk out there all the time-the same stuff that 
those people had been grinding out for years. Sally Katzen tried hard to 
help us think creatively, but she didn't really have the backup.153 

As noted above, in the months that followed the Clinton administra
tion's showdown with the 104th Congress in 1996 over the federal bud
get, EPA enjoyed a period of relative freedom from congressional threats 
and interference. Additionally, the Agency's reorganization was by then 
completed, and its top managers communicated to the regional offices
unambiguously and with enthusiasm - their support for vigorous enforce
ment of environmental enforcement. These convergent conditions cre
ated fertile ground for the rapid growth of EPA enforcement and for the 
implementation of some innovative enforcement approaches that yielded 
excellent results. As Walter Mugdan thoughtfully observed: "The latter 
four to five years of the Clinton administration hold their own against any 
comparable period in the Agency's enforcement history." 54 

Perhaps the most significant new enforcement approach of this era was 
the vastly increased use of "targeted national enforcement initiatives." 
At the direction of OECA, EPA regional offices began to deemphasize 
single-facility, single-medium enforcement cases. Instead, the Agency 
devoted many more of its enforcement resources to company-wide or 
industrial sector-wide efforts to compel compliance and extract penalties.  
During the late 1990s EPA and DOJ proceeded with quite a few of these 
large-scale initiatives.  

Under the leadership of Eric Schaeffer and Bruce Buckheit, and with
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DOJ's full and active support, the Agency developed and brought com

prehensive cases against violators in the petroleum refining, wood prod

ucts, mini-mill steel, diesel engine, coal-fired electric utility, and farming 

industries, as well as against universities and large municipalities found to 

have violated EPA's requirements as to combined sewer overflows. These 

cases were typically preceded by intensive EPA investigations and analy

ses, a key purpose of which was targeting companies and industries whose 

exceptionally poor environmental compliance records made the initia

tion of large-scale cases against them an efficient use of federal enforce

ment resources.155 EPA also made an effort to bring its larger enforcement 

cases in populous areas, where people were more likely to be affected by 

pollution.156 

Targeted national enforcement cases were often managed by OECA 

staff attorneys and (after referral to the Justice Department) by DOJ law
yers. EPA regional office enforcement personnel were offered an oppor

tunity to participate in those cases, and many in the regions did so. The 

cases were frequently settled by consent decrees that mandated very sub

stantial cutbacks in emissions, along with payment of substantial civil 

penalties by the defendants.1 57 

The largest targeted sector-wide initiative of the Clinton era involved 

the electric utility industry. In the late 1990s, EPA's targeting efforts fo

cused on which industrial sectors were "the dirtiest," along with which 

sectors were growing the most rapidly. As Bruce Buckheit stated: 

Coal consumption [in the United States] had increased greatly since the 

Clean Air Act Amendments were passed. Yet there had been virtually 

no new power plants built. So the question arose: where is all this addi

tional coal burning happening? EPA's investigation of that sector found 

approximately a 70 percent rate of noncompliance with new source re

view (NSR) requirements. In 1999 [following referrals from EPA] the 

Justice Department filed lawsuits against twelve power companies rep

resenting approximately 40 percent of the megawattage in the coun

try. [At EPA] we also continued to investigate another 40 percent of the 

megawattage.1 58 

Regrettably, as described in more detail in the next chapter, EPA's con

tinued investigation of electric utility noncompliance with NSR regula

tions was long-delayed in the Bush II administration for essentially po

litical reasons.159 Thus, the full potential of this particular, high-priority,
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resource-intensive EPA enforcement initiative took a very long while to 
be realized as a means of forcing the abatement of millions of tons of the 
utility industry's air pollutants, and significantly improving public health.  

Part of the reason for the dramatic success of many of EPA's targeted 
enforcement initiatives in Clinton's second term was the fact that, from 
the mid-1990s forward, the Agency developed greatly improved methods 
of targeting for potential large-scale national enforcement cases. Those 
included the use of enhanced computerized databases, such as IDEA/ 
ECHO.160 The implementation of these improvements (which one EPA 
participant described as "a very resource-intensive process" ),161 together 
with increased EPA use of other databases (such as Public Utility Com
mission and Federal Energy Regulatory Commission records of utility 
capital projects) greatly enhanced the Agency's ability to do enforcement 
targeting that was far more accurate, swift, and effective.16 2 

In addition, the effectiveness of EPA's targeted enforcement initia
tives as deterrents to all other violations was further enhanced by EPA's 
practice of publicizing its own enforcement objectives and achievements.  
During Clinton's second term, Eric Schaeffer, Mike Stahl, and their staffs 
routinely described EPA's new enforcement agenda (including its ongoing 
and planned initiatives) in a regularly published, widely subscribed to 
OECA publication titled Enforcement Alert.163 Carol Browner and Janet 
Reno also made it a frequent practice to appear together at press confer
ences, in order to publicize the filing or settlement of large federal envi
ronmental cases.164 Beyond this, as Eric Schaeffer described: 

[W]e also wrote letters to some companies (refineries, [telecommuni

cations] firms, metal finishers, municipalities, airlines) flagging compli
ance problems and inviting them to disclose and correct in exchange for 

a significant penalty reduction. We almost always got a good response 
to these initiatives. These were most effective where the compliance cost 

was fairly low (e.g., where it involved reporting instead of big capital 
spending), but it saved the Agency a lot of resources relative to the re

sults we obtained.16 5 

Another significant EPA enforcement achievement of the late Clinton 
administration was what one perceptive observer described as "a relatively 
dramatic increase in the criminal enforcement program."166 In the early 
1990s, at the direction of Congress, as expressed in the Pollution Prosecu
tion Act of 1990, EPA expanded its permanent criminal investigation staff 
from approximately sixty-five to nearly two hundred investigators.1 67 The
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Agency then established a number of criminal investigation "field offices" 

around the United States. This change "placed the criminal investigators 

much closer to the places they had to investigate, and dramatically in

creased their capabilities."168 It also put the investigators in closer touch 

with local U. S. Attorneys' offices, who began playing more of a role in 

environmental criminal prosecutions.169 

As a result of these developments, together with considerable man

agement attention to criminal enforcement on the DOJ side by Assistant 

Attorney General Lois Schiffer and a growing sophistication about envi

ronmental crime among federal district court judges, the federal environ

mental criminal enforcement effort "revved up into high gear" in the late 

1990s.17  EPA and DOJ brought many more criminal cases than they had 

done in the past. Moreover, upon the conviction of criminal defendants, 

those cases resulted in more stringent prison terms than had been given 

previously.1'7 

With respect to Superfund, beginning in 1995 and continuing into 

President Clinton's second term, the administration's emphasis shifted 

from the passage of "consensus legislation" that would have reformed 

the program to administrative reforms that the Agency could imple

ment unilaterally to make the Superfund Program (in Carol Browner's 

words) "faster, fairer, and more efficient."172 These reforms included such 

measures as an increased emphasis on the completion of construction 

at Superfund sites, expanding the use of orphan shares and de minimus 

settlements, establishing de micromis contributor policies, targeting a 

wider range of PRPs, streamlining oversight costs, increasing community 

participation in site decisions, promoting CERCLA settlements more 

effectively, establishing new measures of program success, and addressing 

the special problems of lending institutions, municipalities, and legiti

mate recyclers. 73 Taken together, this reform package "defused" much of 

the criticism of the Superfund Program and "got rid of a lot of the irri

tants that were creating part of the call for new legislation."174 It also - at 
least to a modest extent- appears to have promoted better functioning of 

the CERCLA Program at the Agency.  

Another useful enforcement innovation in the late 1990s was the EPA's 

increased willingness, during that time, to forego some amount of civil 

penalties in particular enforcement cases in exchange for Supplemental 
Environmental Projects (SEPs), i.e., environmentally beneficial activities 
by defendants that do not profit the defendants in any way and that pro
vide sound environmental results. 75 Although the significance of SEPs is 
difficult to gauge, a number of EPA (and DOJ) enforcement professionals
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appear to agree with Gail Ginsberg's judgment that SEPs have resulted in 
"some worthwhile community-oriented projects and some good environ
mental results." 176 

The EPA's administrative enforcement program also took some steps 
forward in the late 1990s. EPA added a contingent of new administrative 
law judges (ALJs) to this program in the mid-nineties, a welcome change 
which greatly speeded up administrative enforcement under FIFRA, 
RCRA, and the Clean Air Act. 177 Following that, the Agency began to 
handle many more routine enforcement matters administratively
including National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants 
(NESHAP) enforcement in asbestos demolition or renovation cases and 
Clean Air Act automobile emission tampering cases -rather than refer
ring them to DOJ for civil litigation as had been done in the past. 178 

EPA also continued to devote significant resources to multimedia 
enforcement cases. These cases were resisted by some of the Agency's 
career enforcement staff, in both the regional program offices and head
quarters.1 79 Nonetheless, multimedia cases were supported by other 
career enforcement staffers, and also by a number of senior enforcement 
managers in OECA and the regions, as representing an effective use of 
scarce Agency enforcement resources to achieve favorable environmental 
results.  

Finally, EPA's enforcement programs seem to have benefited, at least 
incrementally, from the Agency's adoption of additional measures of the 
successfulness of environmental enforcement work. After a lengthy, in
tensive evaluation of various potential enforcement metrics by a task 
force headed by Deputy Assistant Administrator Mike Stahl, the Agency 
began to supplement its reliance on enforcement "outputs" (e.g., number 
of inspections, penalties, etc.) by attempting to measure the actual envi
ronmental impacts of its individual enforcement cases on a regular basis.  
This approach may well have had the advantage of explaining the value of 
enforcement efforts "in layperson's terms."180 Its adoption may also have 
goaded the Agency into taking bolder, industry-wide enforcement cases 
because of their potentially greater environmental impacts.' 8 ' 

At the same time, however, the quantification of the environmental 
results of cases is an inherently "inexact science,"' 8 2 and it certainly has 
no applicability to programs whose main focus is to prevent pollution.'83 

Thus, Sylvia Lowrance may well have been correct when she stated, "I'm 
not sure that this effort can be taken much further without an enormous 
investment in new data collection-well beyond EPA's financial means." 184 

Overall then, as described above, the second term of the Clinton ad-
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ministration was a time of considerable progress and innovation in EPA 

enforcement. It is worth noting, however, that this period was something 

less than a golden era in the Agency's enforcement history. Some of the 

problems that began in the early days of the Clinton period continued 

into its final four or five years. These included the lingering sense on the 

part of some career staff members that they still needed to look over their 

shoulders for the possibility of congressional interference with EPA en

forcement work,185 the slow but steady erosion in the enforcement re

sources of EPA and the DOJ as a result of Congress's "COLA trick,"186 

the absence of adequate funding for certain aspects of the Superfund Pro

gram due to expiration of the Superfund tax,187 and the EPA's continu

ing poor enforcement relationship with a number of state environmental 

agencies. 188 

In the late 1990s, EPA also suffered from a series of misguided at

tempts to impose various inconsistent and largely irrelevant managerial 

approaches on the Agency's career staff. As one thoughtful, experienced 

Agency enforcement manager recalled: 

Every three to four years, EPA seemed to change its overall management 

philosophy. This required a lot of training of the managers and it got in 

the way of the work. It was time-consuming and completely process

oriented. This problem seemed to build to a crescendo until the end of 

the Clinton administration. It was a boon to high-priced consultants. Yet 

[the management approaches they espoused] seemed totally unrelated to 

governmental regulatory programs.1 89 

Of the various management schemes imposed upon EPA during the Clin

ton years, the least beneficial appears to have been a government-wide re

quirement- created by Vice President Al Gore's Reinvention of Govern

ment Program -that required every manager in the Agency to supervise 

no fewer than eleven employees. This mandate, known to EPA employ

ees as "the 1 to 11 ratio," may well have made good sense in other federal 

agencies and departments as a means of combating the "thickening of 

hierarchy" that plagues a number of governmental entities. Nonetheless, 

as implemented, it had an unfortunate, negative impact on EPA enforce

ment personnel, particularly in some of the Agency's regional offices. As 

one enforcement official viewed it: 

As a result [of the 1 to 11 ratio requirement] Region V had to take forty

five to fifty people out of management and back into senior staff posi-
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tions. No matter how you try to do that you are going to end up with 
unhappy people.... [The ratio requirement contributed to] a climate of 
distrust and discontent within the region.190 

Similarly, from a headquarters perspective, Mike Stahl was especially 
critical of the impact of the 1 to 11 ratio: 

This had an impact on the reorganization. It torqued the structure of 
the [new] organization. It also required that some existing supervisors 
be placed in non-supervising jobs after they switched from program 

offices to OECA. Many of them were very bitter about that. This caused 
morale problems for two to three years after the reorganization [was 
completed] .191 

As I was told by one former EPA attorney who has a fondness for the 
writing of Charles Dickens: "EPA enforcement in the Clinton adminis
tration was neither the best of times nor the worst of times."192 In fact, 
the period from January 1993 to January 2001 was an era of sharp con
trasts, bitter partisan conflicts and, toward its end, some bold innovations 
and significant strides for the Agency's enforcement efforts. The Clinton 
administration's first two years in office were clearly that administration's 
least distinguished period with respect to EPA enforcement work. How
ever laudable their motives may have been during that time, the Agency's 
top leaders were widely seen as sending mixed messages as to the impor
tance of an assertive enforcement effort. They were also immersed in un
productive political wrangling with a Congress that, while controlled by 
Democrats, was substantially anti-regulatory in philosophy. Moreover, in 
that period, EPA's enforcement program was in the throes of an Agency
wide reorganization that was, on balance, only a partial success in stream
lining and bolstering EPA's enforcement efforts.  

In late 1994 and 1995, the Agency experienced a major confrontation 
between the administration and the Gingrich Congress over the size of 
the budget for a number of federal agencies and departments, promi
nently including EPA. This protracted partisan struggle led to a victory 
for the Clinton administration that allowed EPA some measure of au
tonomy and breathing room for the remainder of the Clinton era. None
theless, among some of the Agency's professional staff it also left a legacy 
of continuing anxiety and resentment. Moreover, through a low-visibility 
scheme known as the "COLA trick," EPA's opponents in Congress were
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able to continue to gradually erode EPA's extramural budget for enforce

ment, one of the Agency's key budget accounts for enforcement work.  

Finally, however, during President Clinton's second term in office, 

EPA enforcement blossomed. Thanks to a more clear set of signals from 

EPA's political appointees, a gradual settling in by all concerned to a re

cently reorganized enforcement structure, and the relatively smooth 

working relationship between EPA and the DOJ on enforcement mat

ters, EPA and the Justice Department were able to launch a number of 

"targeted enforcement initiatives" against multi-facility companies - and 

entire industrial sectors - that yielded impressive results. Moreover, not

withstanding rocky relationships with ECOS and a number of individual 

states - along with some self-imposed distractions and dislocations caused 

by counterproductive managerial initiatives - EPA's enforcement leaders 

fashioned a number of innovations (from SEPs to CERCLA administra

tive reforms) that moved EPA's enforcement programs forward to new 

levels of achievement.  

Clearly, the Clinton administration's EPA enforcement efforts were 

uneven and even problematic at times. Nonetheless, particularly toward 

the end of its tenure, that administration gave responsible, stable leader

ship to an innovative, assertive, and well-coordinated federal environ

mental enforcement program.



CHAPTER 8

Suspicions, Schisms, and Partial Revival: 
EPA Enforcement during the Bush II 
Administration 

Although it is scarcely unique to them, the permanent career staff at EPA 
who are tasked with enforcing the nation's environmental laws have an 
exquisite sensitivity to signs and signals from their politically appointed 
leaders that relate to the work they do. These employees often have well
developed, informal channels of communication with one another, and 
(particularly at the beginnings of new presidential administrations) they 
engage in frequent and earnest discussions among themselves regarding 
the actions, leanings, quirks, and tendencies of the presidential appoin
tees whose policies and decisions will importantly affect the direction and 
pace of their work.  

In part for this reason, the ways in which these politically appointed 
officials present themselves and their policy preferences to their career 
staffs is of immense practical importance. As David A. Ullrich, a highly 
experienced and well-respected former EPA regional manager, ex
plained it: 

Because enforcement has always been and will always be controversial 
and contentious, it is very critical that the people working on it have en

tirely clear signals that enforcement is important, that compliance with 
environmental laws is important, and that the people who do the work 

will be supported. Those signals have to come from the top. They have 
to come from the administrator and from the assistant administrator for 

enforcement and compliance assurance [OECA].1 

Regrettably for all concerned, the first contacts between EPA's career 
enforcement staff and the Agency's new top managers in the administra
tion of President George W. Bush (the Bush II administration) did not
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go well. Instead, many such staff members quickly came to view those 

early meetings and actions as the harbinger of an era in which federal en

forcement of environmental laws would be given short shrift. Many EPA 

enforcement staff members assumed that the states would be given a far 

more prominent role in enforcement than the federal government would 

be permitted to play, and that the Agency, in general, would drastically 

cut back on its commitment to regulate and enforce actively, in the public 

interest.  

The first perceived sign of what the new set of political appointees at 

the EPA would do regarding enforcement occurred only a few days into 

the tenure of Christine Todd Whitman as EPA's administrator. Whitman, 

a former governor of New Jersey who had actively supported and cam

paigned for George W. Bush in the general election of 2000, had never 

previously managed a regulatory agency. At the time Whitman assumed 

office at EPA, her environmental policy views were largely unknown to 

her career staff, and her positions on enforcement issues were similarly 

an enigma. At least some staff members, however, viewed her as at least 

moderately progressive. It thus came as a shock to some that, without 

consulting with or notifying in advance any members of her enforcement 

staff, Whitman publicly announced that the president's first budget for 

EPA would ask Congress to set aside $25 million from the OECA budget 

and use it for grants to individual states to help fund their enforcement 

programs.  

That proposal provoked an immediate outcry from environmental or

ganizations and their allies among the Democratic minority on Capitol 

Hill. As then-EPA Deputy Administrator Linda Fisher later remembered 

it, "nobody really liked [the state grant proposal] other than the states, 

and the states didn't even fight for it that much." 2 Concerned about the 

potential harm that the fund transfer arrangement would have on the 

ongoing efforts of OECA, these administration critics, after eliciting an 

analysis from the General Accounting Office (GAO) which found the 

proposal deeply flawed, moved swiftly and successfully to defeat it in the 

Senate Appropriations Committee. One year later, a scaled-down Bush II 

administration proposal to convert $15 million in OECA funds into fed

eral enforcement grants to the states, also went down to defeat in congres

sional committees.3 

Notwithstanding congressional rejection of these administration 

moves, some of the EPA career enforcement staff viewed these proposed 

state enforcement grant proposals as particularly worrisome. Not only 

had the new administrator tendered a proposal that would have cut sig-
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nificantly into OECA's already resource-starved work in several areas, she 
had done so, the staff noted, without any prior discussions with them. The 
staff thus began to have concerns that the new administration might be 
anti-enforcement in its orientation-and also unwilling to accept their 
own input on important issues.  

Those perceptions were strengthened soon thereafter by the Bush II 
administration's unsuccessful attempts to gain congressional approval for 
Donald Schregardus, the former head of the Ohio EPA, who was the ad
ministration's first nominee to be assistant administrator for enforcement 
and compliance assurance. Schregardus had little direct experience in en
vironmental enforcement. His nomination, which was made late in June 
2001-once again without any advance consultation with the Agency's 
career staff- almost immediately engendered sharp opposition from both 
Ohio-based and national environmental organizations.  

Schregardus did not help his own faltering cause when he submitted 
written answers to questions posed by Democrats on the Senate's Com
mittee on Environment and Public Works, responses that some members 
of that committee viewed as "incomplete, evasive and implausible." 4 In 
the end, however, Schregardus's confirmation chances were irrevocably 
damaged by the release of a report prepared in EPA's Midwest regional 
office that was sharply critical of the Ohio EPA's enforcement record dur
ing the eight-year period in which Schregardus had headed that agency.' 

At EPA headquarters, and in some regional offices, the Agency's career 
staff viewed the entire Schregardus nomination and confirmation battle 
with deep anxiety. Career staff members had not been consulted on an 
important decision affecting enforcement, and only the actions of Con
gress, rather than the preferences of the new administration, seemed to 
have protected the integrity of EPA's enforcement program.  

As time went by, the EPA staff also began to note what they perceived 
as other signs of trouble. They observed, for example, that in her public 
statements and speeches, Administrator Whitman repeatedly declined to 
single out enforcement of applicable laws as a high Agency priority. In
stead, Whitman often referred to enforcement in the context of a litany of 
EPA activities - including regulatory standard-setting, compliance assis
tance, and research-as examples of what the Agency did. Enforcement 
was almost never specifically identified by her as an important and worth
while EPA task.  

In addition, in at least some EPA offices, Bush II administration politi
cal appointees continued to leave experienced EPA career staff members
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out of decision loops, or even to seek from the staff pertinent information 

that would have been highly useful to them. As Gail Ginsberg, the former 

EPA Region V regional counsel observed: 

This administration showed no respect for the knowledge base that 

existed among EPA career staff employees and managers. People at the 

career level were not only cut out but decisions were made that were 

stupid, avoidable, and politically disadvantageous to the administration.  

People were not consulted who had the institutional knowledge to at least 

help them know when sensitive issues might arise.6 

Other senior staff members observed early administration reluc

tance to enforce in certain circumstances. Sylvia Lowrance, for example, 

indicated: 

The [Bush II] administration would typically say "Oh, I want you to en

force, but can you please check in with us before you do any major new 

cases," e.g., concentrated animal feeding operations (CAFOs). That was 

taken by the staff as a directive not to enforce. . . . Whitman also sent 

her political staffers out to check on particular cases. That also chilled 

enforcement.7 

Beyond the enforcement realm, EPA's staff was well aware of other 

highly publicized early Bush II administration decisions that affected 

EPA's enforcement work and its reputation for independence and scien

tific integrity. The first of those determinations, announced in March 

2001, was an ill-advised decision not to finalize a standard proposed by 

EPA at the end of the Clinton administration as to the allowable concen

tration of toxic arsenic in drinking water.8 That major regulatory shift was 

met with a loud and sustained outcry from scientists and environmental 

organizations. It proved to be a significant political embarrassment to the 

administration, and a lasting stain on its environmental reputation.  

Even more damaging than the arsenic fiasco, however, was the Bush II 

administration's controversial announcement, in March 2001, that the 

United States would not ratify the Kyoto Protocol with regard to carbon 

dioxide pollution. 9 This international agreement, which George W. Bush 

had unambiguously endorsed during his campaign for the presidency in 

2000, would have required significant cuts in CO 2 emissions to the atmo

sphere from power plants and other sources. Within the administration,
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Christine Whitman had vigorously advocated continued adherence to the 
Kyoto Protocol, and her position on the issue had been widely known.  
The sudden decision by the White House to abandon the Protocol was 
thus viewed, both outside of the EPA and among its permanent staff, as 
a public slap in the face to the EPA's administrator, as well as a clear sign 
that the Agency was anything but its own boss on important, contentious 
issues of environmental policy.  

The work of the Agency's senior career staff was also affected, begin
ning in November 2001, by an Agency-wide plan, devised by then-EPA 
Deputy Administrator Linda Fisher, to rotate members of EPA's Senior 
Executive Service (SES) - its highest-ranking career staff members 
from program office to program office in headquarters, and among top 
management positions in the program divisions at EPA regional offices.  
As Fisher subsequently explained the plan's rationale: 

We had situations where people had been in their jobs for over ten years.  
We had people who wanted other [career] opportunities but did not 
know how to create them. The main idea was to keep people fresh. Very 
few people do their job well if they have done it for ten years. We all get 
stale. Secondly, the Agency has more and more been looking at issues 
from a multimedia point of view. But a lot of senior EPA managers have 
not had jobs in their careers outside of one program. There was a lot of 
interesting work going on in different programs. It was really an oppor
tunity to strengthen career managers and get them prepared to lead the 
Agency in a more holistic way. Also, it gave new managers coming up an 
opportunity to work for someone new.10 

To implement this new personnel rotation plan, the EPA administrator 
and her deputy administrator asked each member of the SES to fill out and 
return a survey regarding long-term career goals and ambitions, and to 
identify several other SES positions within the Agency that the executive 
would like to be considered for. These surveys were followed up by indi
vidual interviews with SES members conducted by Linda Fisher and her 
staff, to further elicit SES job preferences and plans.  

Over the course of twelve years, approximately seventy people (roughly 
one-fourth of the SES staff) did rotate to new positions within EPA under 
this rotation plan. Most of those job changes occurred at the headquarters 
level; EPA regional office personnel were affected less significantly.  

Unfortunately, however, this SES position rotation came at a time
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of growing suspicion among EPA's career staff as to the motives of the 

Agency's political appointees and other Bush II administration officials.  

Not surprisingly, among some staff members the move raised caveats 

and concerns. As EPA SES member Mike Walker stated, "[T]he idea 

for many of the skeptics was that this [rotation] was a chance to make 

[SES] people more vulnerable. You could be removed. There might now 

be some retaliation [against dissenters]."" Similarly, Gail Ginsberg noted 

that "there was a lot of angst among the SES corps, because they didn't 

even know where they would be a week from now, and even more angst at 

the [line] staff level, not knowing whom their boss was going to be."' 2 At 

the same time, however, other SES members either welcomed the rotation 

pledge or viewed it as a mixed blessing." 

In the end, the EPA may have benefited modestly from the rotation of 

some of its senior career executives. Certainly, the appropriateness and 

utility of a round of forced high-level staff changes for a governmental 

agency like EPA is a question as to which reasonable people may differ.  

Moreover, from her demeanor during our interview, I am fully convinced 

of the sincerity of Linda Fisher's statement that "the rotation was not 

politically motivated. I felt that it needed to happen, that it was good for 

the Agency and good for the career folks."' 4 

Nonetheless, particularly coming when it did, the SES rotation initi

ated in November 2001 would undoubtedly have benefited if its aims and 

potential benefits had been more clearly articulated at the time -beyond 

the circulation of a memorandum-both to those who were directly af

fected by it and to those who were not. Regrettably, that explanation was 

not provided effectively. Thus, in the event, the SES rotation proved to be 

yet another dry stick tossed on the glowing embers of discontent and fear 

that were quietly smoldering among EPA's permanent enforcement staff.  

The policy change which EPA's staff viewed as the clearest and most 

deleterious signal of Bush II administration antipathy to EPA enforce

ment, however, occurred in a different context. It stemmed from a de

cision, apparently made in mid-2001 within the White House, over the 

express objections of EPA Administrator Whitman, to "reform" EPA's 

Clean Air Act new source review (NSR) regulations." This obtuse, en

tirely avoidable error weakened the equitable basis of EPA and the DOJ 

for pursuing already-initiated lawsuits against electric utility companies 

found in violation of NSR requirements. It slowed and then brought to 

a temporary but damaging standstill the vast, time-consuming, labor

intensive investigations that a number of EPA regional offices had pursued
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with regard to suspected NSR violations at aging generating stations.  
Moreover, it complicated the work of DOJ attorneys, harmed the repu
tation of EPA's enforcement efforts, demoralized a significant segment of 
EPA's enforcement staff, and cast a pall of gloom and disaffection over 
almost all of the Agency's ongoing enforcement work, for many months.  

The NSR reform debacle had its roots in a comprehensive set of 1977 
amendments to the Clean Air Act.16 At that time, codifying a compromise 
among politically opposed lobbyists, Congress accepted the notion that 
electric utility companies should not be required to improve air pollution 
problems at their oldest power plants all at once. Instead, it was deemed 
best to have the industry gradually improve its air pollution problems by 
replacing the plants with new facilities, equipped with the best available 
pollution control technology, as the old facilities became obsolete. The 
amendments also required that if existing plants were "modified" through 
a physical change that resulted in increased pollutant emissions, those 
facilities too were to be subject to the strict standards imposed under new 
source review. These standards generally necessitated the installation, at 
electric generating stations, of sulfur dioxide scrubbers, electrostatic pre
cipitators, and other very effective, although in some cases relatively ex
pensive, air pollution control technology.  

From the late 1970s through the early 1990s, with only a few excep
tions, EPA did little to enforce NSR requirements against electric utili
ties.17 Focusing on other priorities, the Agency's regional offices typically 
deferred to state governmental findings that virtually no aging power 
plants were being modified in a way that would subject them to NSR 
requirements.  

In the mid-1990s, however, EPA's regulatory and enforcement pas
sivity with respect to aging power plants and NSR standards evaporated.  
An important catalyst for that change was the appointment of Bruce 
Buckheit- an energetic and experienced DOJ attorney who had also pre
viously worked on auto safety issues with the Department of Transporta
tion - to direct the Air Enforcement Division of the Office of Regulatory 
Enforcement in OECA. As Bob Kaplan (one of Buckheit's former col
leagues at the Justice Department and now himself an enforcement offi
cial in EPA) told me: 

To a large extent, this [power plant] initiative was leadership- and 
personality-driven. To do something big takes a lot of energy and per
sonal investment, and it takes someone who can really do the stuff. Bruce 

Buckheit is someone who can. He is a person who accomplishes things.18
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Together with his staff, Buckheit became aware that since the 1977 

Clean Air Act amendments had been passed, coal consumption across the 

United States had increased significantly. At the same time though, vir

tually no new power plants had been commissioned and almost no utility 

companies had applied for or received governmental permits to oper

ate modified facilities under NSR standards. "Thus," Buckheit later in

dicated, "the question that arose was where was all this additional coal

burning happening?" 19 

With the full support of Eric Schaeffer, then the head of the Office 

of Regulatory Enforcement, as well as Steve Herman, at that time EPA's 

assistant administrator for enforcement and compliance assurance, Buck

heit launched a massive investigation of the electric utility industry that 

involved numerous EPA enforcement personnel in headquarters and in 

several regional offices. This investigation rather stunningly revealed 

that approximately 70 percent of coal-fired generating stations across the 

United States were in violation of NSR standards.20 The violations it un

covered ranged from failures by utility officials to complete Clean Air Act 

permit applications properly to instances in which power plants had not 

sought modification determinations from appropriate authorities on the 

pretext that they were merely engaged in "routine maintenance activities" 

while actually engaging in very large and costly equipment replacement 

projects that increased their plant capacity and emission levels.21 

On the basis of these findings, in 1999 EPA referred to the Justice 
Department nine lawsuits against large electric utility companies whose 

plants generated approximately 40 percent of the megawattage created in 

the United States.22 It also continued its investigation of electric utility 

companies, with a view toward filing subsequent lawsuits against power 

plants generating yet another 40 percent of U.S. electricity megawattage.23 

The potential environmental implications of those civil enforcement 

cases, which DOJ filed in 1999, were immense. As one current EPA head

quarters enforcement official indicated: 

There is no bigger air pollution problem than utility pollution. It is an 

order of magnitude bigger than the second-biggest problem (refineries), 

which is in turn an order of magnitude bigger than anything else. 24 

The potentially vast environmental gains of these enforcement lawsuits 
were significantly delayed, however. Viewing EPA's enforcement suits as 

overregulation, as well as a potentially expensive problem for them, sig

nificant parts of the electricity industry devised a massive political lobby-
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ing strategy to derail the suits and avoid liability. The utilities contended 
that EPA's NSR regulations subjected them to harsh penalties for "light 
bulb changing." Their first step was to turn to Congress and request that a 
rider be attached to the appropriations bill which would fund EPA, allow
ing electric utility companies to perform "routine maintenance" while the 
EPA's lawsuits were pending. That effort was unsuccessful.25 

At that point however, segments of the utility industry took a differ
ent tack. They began to contribute heavily to the presidential campaign 
of George W. Bush, in the hope that, if elected, a Bush II administra
tion would be more sympathetic to measures that would eliminate the 
industry's regulatory exposure under NSR. In fact, a number of utility 
lawyers and lobbyists earned the label of executive "Pioneers" in Bush's 
campaign by personally raising more than $100,000 in campaign con
tributions. These included executives from electric companies (such as 
First Energy, Reliant Resources, MidAmerican Energy, and the Southern 
Company) that were already in litigation with the government regarding 
NSR regulations, or else under active investigation by EPA's enforcement 
staff.26 Their contributions to Bush's 2000 election campaign were the 
largest sum donated to it by any single industry.  

After Bush was sworn in as president, the utility industry did indeed 
find helpful, influential supporters within his administration. Their new 
inside allies included appointed officials at the Department of Energy 
(DOE) and the White House Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ).  
The industry found a steadfast friend in Vice President Richard ("Dick") 
Cheney who, when he was president and chief executive officer in the 
Halliburton Company, had been a member of a National Petroleum 
Council Committee on Refining that had sharply criticized new source 
review and the lawsuits EPA had brought against oil refiners.27 In addi
tion, the industry had a good friend in Jeffrey ("Jeff") Holmstead, an 
attorney who had worked with the law firm of Latham and Watkins that 
had represented electric utilities and sympathized with their perspective.  
Holmstead, who had served in the Office of the White House Counsel 
during the Bush I administration, served as a consultant at EPA from 
March through July of 2001. He was confirmed as the Agency's assistant 
administrator for air and radiation in August 2001.28 

Jeff Holmstead entered EPA with strongly held views regarding the 
Clean Air Act, based on his past experiences with that statute. He told 
me in an interview that "in some ways [the Act] has been very successful, 
but what happens, at every stage, is that they keep adding things without 
figuring out how it will all fit together.29 Holmstead had a particularly
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negative view of the Act's NSR provisions that, as he saw them, "did more 

harm than good in terms of discouraging companies from doing good." 

In Holmstead's words, "I was convinced that in order to have a fair, pre

dictable regulatory program that functioned, we really ought to reform 

the way that NSR worked." 30 

Only nine days after assuming office, Bush created a task force headed 

by Vice President Cheney, the National Energy Policy Development 

Group, which was given responsibility for crafting a new national energy 

policy. According to the best available information, this task force re

ceived considerable advice and information from utility industry sources, 

and relatively little input from any other sources. Its recommendations, 

released in May 2001, called for changes and rollbacks in a number of as

pects of U. S. energy and environmental laws, along with a formal review 

of both EPA's NSR rules and the legal basis for the DOJ's already-filed 

lawsuits." 
Soon thereafter, President Bush ordered the EPA to conduct a three

month public review of its NSR rules, and he directed the Justice Depart

ment to review the adequacy and appropriateness of its previously filed 

NSR cases. The latter review was conducted by the Office of Legal Policy 

(OLP), a previously obscure office within DOJ best known for its role in 

screening judicial candidates. OLP closely scrutinized the Justice Depart

ment's files in each of the ongoing NSR power plant cases. According to 

one former DOJ lawyer, this extraordinary review raised concerns among 

the Justice Department attorneys litigating the power plant NSR cases, 

because they feared that anything detrimental that the OLP found would 

have undermined the ongoing cases, both in court and on Capitol Hill. 2 

In the end, however, the OLP issued an opinion that was largely limited 

to constitutional issues, and reasonably favorable to the positions taken 

by DOJ's utility NSR case litigators.  

Within the EPA, however, events developed quite differently. Dur

ing the pendency of the ninety-day NSR rule review, Holmstead and his 

staff, with active input from the Department of Energy and other utility 

industry sympathizers within the executive branch, began the task of re

writing EPA's NSR rules. A key focus of their efforts was the regulatory 

definition of "routine maintenance," i.e., the amount of money a utility 

company would be permitted to spend annually to upgrade a power plant 

without "modifying" the facility, and thus triggering the NSR require

ments. OECA, through its then-Acting Assistant Administrator Sylvia 

Lowrance, recommended that companies be allowed to spend annually 

up to 0.75 percent of a generating unit's replacement cost without be-
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coming subject to NSR requirements." In August 2003, however, when 
the Agency's final NSR revisions were at last announced, EPA's new regu
lations included an "equipment replacement rule" that permitted elec
tricity manufacturers to spend as much as 20 percent of generating unit 
replacement costs on plant upgrades each year before NSR standards 
could be applied.34 In effect, although the framework of new source re
view was retained, the new rules established a threshold so extraordinarily 
high as to make it almost inconceivable that NSR standards would ever 
apply to generating stations in particular cases.  

As J. P. Suarez, EPA's assistant administrator for enforcement and 
compliance during parts of 2002 and 2003, perceived it: 

It became clear to me, fairly early on, that the NSR reform was focused 
solely on power plants. It also became clear to me during my tenure at 
EPA that the goal of NSR reform was to prevent any enforcement case 
from going forward. Some people thought the [NSR power plant en
forcement initiative] should never have been brought. The reform was 
really designed to thwart our ability to do it.3" 

Suarez, who (along with Administrator Whitman) had opposed the re
form proposal in private debates within the administration, called the 20 
percent rule that was finally adopted "overdone," and he stated that the 
"reason for reform was oversold." Suarez indicated that, while some form 
of NSR reform might have been beneficial, "because we were so inflamed 
and overheated about the reform, we ended up with a reform package that 
doesn't pass the laugh test." 36 

The protracted struggle within the Bush II administration over NSR 
enforcement "reform" (and its regulatory outcome) did not escape the 
notice of the administration's critics among environmental groups and 
some state officials, along with their allies on Capitol Hill. In fact, begin
ning in 2002, a number of prominent state attorneys general, senators, 
representatives, and environmental organizations expressed serious sub
stantive and procedural concerns with the way EPA was going about re
considering its NSR regulations, concerns that were ultimately ignored 
by the administration.37 

Meanwhile, the Justice Department continued to pursue the NSR law
suits it had filed against power plants, and to attempt settling those cases 
on terms favorable to the government. Those negotiations soon faltered, 
however. Utility company defendants began to anticipate that the suits 
pending against them would be eviscerated by EPA changes in the NSR
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rules." As Bruce Buckheit remembered the situation, "we were 80 per

cent of the way done, with seven or eight companies, and one by one they 

backed away." 39 

EPA's investigations of additional NSR violations also continued dur

ing 2001 and 2002. The pace and scale of those investigations began to 

diminish however, amid staff uncertainty and concern over the future di

rection of the NSR power plant enforcement initiative.  

The impact of EPA's approach to NSR reform on the Agency's enforce

ment program was profound and long-lasting. A number of high-ranking 

Agency officials, including Eric Schaeffer, Rich Biondi, and Bruce Buck

heit, as well as Christine Whitman herself, all resigned or retired from 

the government within a relatively short period. Some, like Schaeffer and 

Biondi, publicly announced that their departure was in protest against the 

new direction the Agency was taking with regard to NSR.40 Others, such 

as Administrator Whitman, gave more personal reasons for leaving their 

posts.4 1 J. P. Suarez, the assistant administrator for enforcement and com

pliance, who was to resign from the EPA himself early in 2004, regretfully 

informed members of his staff in November 2003, that the Agency would 

very likely not further pursue NSR investigations against utility com

panies that were not directly related to already-filed NSR enforcement 

cases.4 2 

Soon thereafter, in late December 2003, the U.S. Court of Appeals for 

the D.C. Circuit breathed some new life into the federal government's all

but-defunct power plant enforcement initiative. Ruling in a lawsuit initi

ated by a group of state governments in challenge to EPA's NSR reforms, 

the court issued an order staying EPA's implementation of the equipment 

replacement rule that was at the heart of the promulgated reforms.43 In 

response, EPA's then-Administrator Michael Leavitt announced that the 

Agency's policy of abandoning its investigation of NSR violations at elec

tric generating stations would be reversed.4 4 

The NSR controversy was far from resolved at that stage, however.4 5 

In October 2005, in an undated memorandum sent out to all EPA regional 

administrators and state environmental commissioners, the Agency's 

deputy administrator, Marcus Peacock, wrote: 

[I]t is time to update the agency's coal-fired NSR enforcement strategy.  

I have asked EPA's Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance 

(OECA) to ... refocus its resources on other areas that will likely pro

duce significant environmental benefits. EPA should continue to pursue 

existing filed utility cases and those matters in ongoing negotiations. In
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deciding which additional cases to pursue, it is appropriate to focus on 
those that would violate our NSR reform rules and our latest NSR utility 
proposal, which the Agency is releasing today."4 6 

This memorandum, which one EPA enforcement manager described 
as "our biggest stumbling block,"47 effectively stalled the development 
of new NSR cases against electric utilities for several years. It also weak
ened the hand of EPA and Justice Department attorneys, who were still 
attempting to negotiate settlement of cases that had already been filed 
against electric utilities. As one regional office participant in those nego
tiations remembered: 

This [Peacock memo] had a chilling effect. We treaded more lightly than 
we would have if we had had more confidence in the underpinnings of 
our rules.... We were consistently backtracking, figuring out what our 

position was. The defense bar is well organized. They exchange informa
tion. They sometimes knew before we did what was going on.... It was 
very difficult.48 

EPA's new NSR regulation was challenged in court by a coalition of 
environmentalists and approximately a dozen state governments. After 
an intense struggle, these challengers won a major victory in the D.C.  
Circuit, in March 2006, when that court ruled that EPA's equipment re
placement rule violated the plain language of the Clean Air Act. 49 Writing 
for a unanimous three-judge panel, Circuit Judge Judith Rogers indicated 
that the statute's wording clearly required that NSR requirements be ap
plied to "any type of physical change" to an industrial plant that increases 
emissions. She opined that "[o]nly in a Humpty Dumpty world would 
Congress be required to use superfluous words while an agency could 
ignore an expansive word that Congress did use." 50 This important deci
sion buoyed EPA's continuing NSR enforcement actions against utilities 
and dealt a crucial blow to the efforts of EPA's Office of Air and Radi
ation, and its allies in industry and within the Bush II administration, to 
"reform" the NSR rules.  

EPA's NSR enforcement initiative against utilities was also consider
ably bolstered in 2007 by a unanimous decision of the U.S. Supreme 
Court in Environmental Defense v. Duke Energy Corporation." In that case, 
the Justice Department had filed a civil enforcement action against Duke 
Energy after the company had replaced tube assemblies in a number of 
its power plant boilers in order to extend the life of the units and allow
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them to run longer each day, increasing pollutant emissions in the pro

cess. In court, Duke Energy argued that EPA was required to define the 

"baseline" against which its emissions increases were to be measured in 

terms of kilograms per hour of pollutant discharges, rather than focusing 

on the actual average of the company's pollutant emissions for the prior 

two years. The utility prevailed on that theory in the trial court and the 

U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit. The U.S. Supreme 

Court disagreed however. Ruling in favor of the government, the court 

upheld the interpretation of the Clean Air Act that had, from the begin

ning, been the legal underpinning of EPA's NSR enforcement initiative.  

Ultimately, after years of delay, fierce intra-Agency and intra

administration struggle, and an enormous investment of resources at both 

EPA and the Department of Justice,52 EPA's NSR enforcement initia

tive against electric utilities yielded rather dramatic results. In 2008, the 

government settled pending civil cases against a number of large coal

burning utilities in the Midwest. The largest settlement, with American 

Electric Power Company, resulted in commitments to abate more than 

800,000 tons of air pollutants (including sulfur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, 

and particulate matter) at a cost of approximately $4.2 billion. Moreover, 

the company agreed to spend $60 million on environmental improve

ment projects and to pay $15.5 million in civil penalties.53 Other settle

ments-with such large utility companies as Ohio Edison, Illinois Power, 

and Southern Indiana Gas and Electric -also yielded immense pollutant 

reductions, high penalties, and commitments to perform very substantial 

amounts of environmental mitigation.  

These impressive case settlements, which are a source of considerable 

pride and satisfaction to those government employees who participated in 

them, reflect favorably on the persistence and dedication of the enforce

ment attorneys, engineers, and managers at EPA and the Department of 

Justice, whose indefatigable efforts yielded huge benefits to public health 

and environmental quality. They also reflect well on the role of courts, 

as the impartial interpreters of important legislation. However, as I will 

discuss further below, it seems clear that the internal governmental bick

ering that pervaded the development of these large, complex enforcement 

actions delayed and complicated their resolution to an extraordinary (and 

needless) extent, while greatly exacerbating tensions among EPA's offices 
at the same time. The prolonged controversy provides a cogent illustra

tion of the disruption and inefficiency that can result when indirect, yet 

potent, political interference affects inherently nonpolitical, professional 

enforcement of environmental laws.
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Beyond the drastic changes that it fashioned in the area of NSR en
forcement, and its early manifestations of antipathy to-or disinterest 
in -EPA enforcement activities, the Bush II administration's initial han
dling of EPA enforcement matters had a number of other unfortunate 
distinguishing characteristics. One of those was secretiveness in the de
velopment of enforcement policies. In the words of one well-respected 
regional office career manager whom I interviewed in 2003: 

Nearly all of the political appointees in the Bush [II] administration play 
things very close to the vest. They are now open in terms of getting in
formation [from their staffs] that will help them make decisions. But 
then when it comes time for them to make those decisions they will re

tire to their own chambers. 54 

A perception-both outside of and within EPA-that the Bush II ad
ministration had "politicized" EPA enforcement took firm hold, particu
larly in 2002 and early 2003. In addition to the NSR reform controversy, 
that view was reinforced by two long-standing controversies, also internal 
to EPA, with regard to enforcement-related policy questions.  

The first question involved an air pollution problem with signifi
cant public health implications: concentrated animal feeding operations 
(CAFOs). These operations emit vast quantities of harmful air pollutants.  
As the late Steve Rothblatt, director of EPA Region V's Air and Radiation 
Division told me: "[T]he amount of pollutants [CAFOs] give off-both 
PM-25 and ammonia-is mind-boggling; and the ammonia contributes 
to fine particulate formation, too. It is very bad."55 In the early days of the 
Bush II administration, OECA, then under the acting leadership of Sylvia 
Lowrance, was told that no Clean Air Act enforcement actions regarding 
CAFOs were to be taken without the advance approval of the headquar
ters Office of Air and Radiation (OAR), headed by Jeff Holmstead. Con
vinced that approval of such cases would never be forthcoming, the head 
of the Office of Regulatory Enforcement at that time, Eric Schaeffer, de
cided not to seek CAFO enforcement cases from regional offices or to 
refer any such matters to DOJ.56 As Bruce Buckheit saw it: 

Regarding CAFOs, the politics have slowed us down. It has been a battle 
within EPA, and with the Department of Agriculture, to mount an effec
tive enforcement program there. Again, we started getting some momen
tum and we were stopped.57
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The next phase of EPA's contentious in-house struggle with respect 

to CAFO enforcement was described quite candidly by J. P. Suarez in an 

interview: 

OECA had been working with industry for six months on an agreement 

whereby the industry would sign up and pay a modest penalty and then 

EPA would gather data for eighteen months about air emissions from 

CAFOs-mostly from chickens and hogs. We worked with the industry 

and we pounded out a deal. The industry agreed with us that more data 

was needed [to set more specific emissions limits] because a National 

Academy of Sciences report has told us that we had inadequate data.  

We told the Air Office that we were doing all this. We wanted their 

buy-in. We coordinated with them.  

We finally got to the point, in our negotiations with the industry, 

where we were literally on the doorstep, ready to go within a week, when 

the Air Office contacted us and told us they were drafting a regulation 

that would treat all CAFO air emissions as "fugitive" and [thus] take 

them outside the realm of regulatory control. To say that something like 

that brings you to a grinding halt is an understatement. We scrambled 

back to the head of the Air Office who told us, "I don't understand that.  

That's not the direction I've given." Then we went back to our negotia

tions with the industry only to find, three weeks later, that the Air Office 

had in fact decided, and had started to communicate with people that 

they were going to treat [CAFO emissions] as fugitive emissions. It was 

unbelievable and it was frustrating!58 

The best available evidence suggests that Suarez's account was accurate 

and that his frustrations were justifiable. In 2003, the National Academy 

of Sciences (NAS) issued a report evaluating the scientific basis for es

timating the emissions to the atmosphere of pollutants from CAFOs.59 

This report found that the "emission factors" that the Agency had de

veloped to estimate the air emissions from individual CAFOs could not 

be supported because the "model farm construct" that EPA had used to 

develop its emission factor had inadequately characterized feeding opera

tions. As a result of this NAS report, in the words of a well-informed EPA 

enforcement manager: "It was a rocky road. We became really worried 

about our authority to bring new cases and, given the NAS study, about 

our ability to prevail." 60 

In light of this, EPA decided not to bring additional CAFO Clean Air
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Act enforcement actions. Instead, it entered into lengthy negotiations 
with various components of the feedlot industry that ultimately resulted 
in a controversial administrative order (known as the "AFO/CAFO").  
Under the terms of this agreement, a large number of agricultural con
cerns promised to cooperate with EPA in the design and implementation 
of a study of a representative number of farms with the aim of developing 
a scientifically supportable emissions factor for CAFOs. In return, EPA 
promised the companies that consented and signed the order a covenant 
not to bring any enforcement actions while the study was being performed 
unless the farm owners in question refused to pay a share of the costs of 
the research, denied the researchers access to their property, or refused to 
accept the emission factor that resulted from the study. Pursuant to this 
agreement, EPA Clean Air Act enforcement against CAFOs halted for 
the remainder of the Bush II administration. The emission factor study 
called for in the AFO/CAFO was ultimately designed and carried out over 
a multiyear period. As of this writing, its results are pending.  

Another intra-Agencycontroversy that arose regarding an enforcement
related policy during the Bush II period concerned a draft guidance docu
ment for permit users, prepared by EPA's Office of Water at the urging 
of representatives of sewage treatment operators. That guidance docu
ment would have permitted sewage treatment plants to blend fully treated 
sewage with rainwater and partially treated sewage during periods of 
heavy rainfall. OECA objected to the proposal on the basis that it would 
not be enforceable against companies that blended sewage in a way that 
ran afoul of the proposed guidance, and that the only way that dischargers 
could have complied with NPDES permit limitations, consistent with the 
guidance, would have required the use of such limited amounts of chlo
rine that health threatening pathogens would be discharged through un
treated sewage treatment plant outfalls. 61 

From the perspective of EPA's career enforcement staff, these develop
ments were still further evidence that EPA's enforcement work, which had 
mostly been managed to that point on a professional, nonpartisan basis, 
was now far more politicized. As one EPA regional official put it in 2003: 
"There is now a greater sense, among the staff, that there is greater politi
cal scrutiny of our cases."62 Moreover, for at least some of the Agency's 
enforcement managers, that perception led to a more constrained, cir
cumspect approach to potential enforcement cases. To quote Tom Bram
scher, then a water enforcement manager in EPA Region V, whom I also 
interviewed in 2003:
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There is now always attention, that we did not have in the past, to "What 

are the political ramifications [of our cases] ?" It is always an internal 

issue. We always ask ourselves: "Where can we expect conflicts to arise 

from specific cases, and why?" 63 

Taken together these various developments had powerful, negative 

effects on the morale of a number of members of EPA's career enforce

ment staff. Thus, when I interviewed EPA enforcement employees dur

ing the first term of the Bush II presidency, I received such comments as: 

"We are hunkered down. There has been a chilling effect. There is a per

vasive concern that if you pick up the ball and run with it you are going to 

get hammered by Washington."6 4 "People are nervous," Cheryl Wasser

man said. "They are trying to keep a low profile. They don't have that fire 

in the belly."65 According to Mike Walker, "We've been treading water 

and marking time. There's a lot of nervousness." 66 "The situation is very 

depressing," said Tom Mintz, 67 while another staffer said, "If I were writ

ing a book on EPA enforcement right now I might title it Bleak House. I 

just try to push out of my mind all of the changes I see happening right 

now.... The situation is dire." 68 

Beyond these difficulties, certain components of EPA's enforcement 

program faced some unique, specific obstacles during the first years of 

the Bush II era. For example, late in 2003, in the area of wetlands en

forcement, a knowledgeable, experienced EPA enforcement official con

fided that "wetlands enforcement in general is in a mess."6 9 That indi

vidual explained that the problem stemmed from Solid Waste Agency of 

Northern Cook County (SWANCC) v. US. Army Corps of Engineers,70 a U.S.  

Supreme Court decision, handed down in 2001, that had interpreted the 

Clean Water Act as not conferring federal authority over "an abandoned 

sand and gravel pit in Northern Illinois which provided habitat for mi

grating birds." The court's opinion left in doubt the precise extent of 

federal jurisdiction to regulate the dredging and filling of wetlands. In its 

aftermath, the DOJ objected to the filing of any civil enforcement cases 

referred to it by EPA that had facts at all similar to those in SWANCC.7 ' 
The Justice Department also declined to bring cases that sought the res

toration of relatively small tracts of damaged wetlands. At the same time, 

however, EPA was also limited in its authority to obtain wetlands restora

tion by means of administrative orders. The Agency was thus stymied in 

key facets of its regional wetlands enforcement initiatives.  

These difficulties were magnified in 2006 when the U.S. Supreme
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Court decided another wetlands case, Rapanos v. United States.72 The 
Rapanos decision set aside the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers interpre
tation of the jurisdictional limits of the federal government's authority 
to regulate wetlands. In an unusual 4-1-4 split, Justice Anthony Kennedy 
(who concurred in the court's result but rejected its reasoning) fashioned 
a legal test under which the government's wetlands jurisdiction depended 
upon the existence of a "significant nexus" between the wetlands in ques
tion and waterways that are traditionally navigable. Kennedy's legal test
which most (but not all) observers took to be the prevailing Supreme 
Court doctrine -created immense practical problems for EPA's enforce
ment program. In effect, the new rule required EPA's inspectors to "walk 
the watershed" of each wetland where they suspected that unpermitted 
dredging and filling might be taking place simply in order to determine 
whether the Agency had the legal authority to bring an enforcement 
action. As a result of this difficulty, and the strain it placed on EPA's lim
ited enforcement resources, the Agency's wetlands enforcement efforts 
ground to a halt for the remainder of the Bush II administration.  

With respect to criminal enforcement, at the end of 2001 and in the 
first half of 2002, the EPA's efforts were set back considerably by a large
scale diversion of EPA criminal investigators to non-environmental mat
ters. In the aftermath of the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks on New 
York City and Washington, D.C., many of those investigators were re
assigned to focus on the adequacy of security for public water supplies, 
chemical manufacturing facilities, pipelines, and the like. Other agents 
were diverted to "security details" which provided personal security for 
Administrator Christine Whitman. Beyond this, a number of FBI agents, 
who would previously have been available to accompany EPA criminal 
investigators on witness interviews, and to testify in court with regard to 
the results of such interviews, were also ordered to spend all of their work 
time on national security matters.  

Those personnel shifts had major consequences for federal envi
ronmental criminal enforcement. As I was told by an attorney familiar 
with EPA's criminal enforcement program who requested anonymity, 
"that [diversion of investigators] . . . had a big impact. It has not been 
easy to integrate that role with the Agency's traditional environmental 
responsibilities."73 

Toward the end of his tenure, OECA Assistant Administrator Suarez 
initiated a review and ultimately a restructuring of EPA's criminal enforce
ment program. These actions appear to have had some beneficial effect 
after Suarez left the Agency. During the second term of George W. Bush,
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the program brought a significant number of indictments, and developed 

a small, but successful system to help train assistant U. S. Attorneys in en

vironmental criminal enforcement. It also established improved coordi

nation with the civil enforcement side of EPA's enforcement program.74 

The EPA's Superfund Program faced continuing financial shortfalls, 

and other systemic problems, during the Bush II administration. Not

withstanding some sporadic, unsuccessful efforts in Congress (which that 

administration declined to support) to revive the tax on petroleum and 

chemical feedstocks that had been the source of Superfund trust monies 

until that tax expired late in 1995,"5 the Superfund Program was drasti

cally underfunded. This circumstance had several consequences. First, 

EPA put more effort into Superfund enforcement, particularly in the area 

of "cost recovery" cases against PRPs, than it had done previously. Sec

ond, with the encouragement of some state environmental agencies, EPA 

became very reluctant to list new hazardous waste sites on the National 

Priorities List.76 Finally, the Agency put more emphasis on short-term 

removal actions at disposal sites than on long-term remedial actions, an 

approach which tended to "piecemeal" hazardous waste site cleanups, in 

the view of some at the Agency.77 

Not surprisingly, particularly during the first few years of the Bush II 

administration, the trends, events, and obstacles described above had the 

cumulative impact of decreasing the "outputs" of civil enforcement re

ferred to the DOJ, Superfund site cleanup completions, and other tradi

tionally employed measures of enforcement success. Despite their wide

spread use by critics of EPA enforcement, those statistics standing alone 

do not provide a complete and accurate picture of the Agency's enforce

ment effectiveness. Nonetheless, as noted previously, these numbers may 

sometimes present a crude measurement of how active EPA's enforcement 

personnel have been in a particular period. For that reason, it seems sig

nificant that the number of cases that EPA referred to the DOJ in 2002 

for civil judicial enforcement fell by 20 percent from earlier much higher 

levels, from 203 to 158.78 In fiscal year 2002, the federal government re

ceived $51 million in civil enforcement case settlements, a decline by half 

compared to the average of civil settlement funds received in the pre

ceding three fiscal years.79 Criminal enforcement penalties declined from 

$122 million in fiscal year 2000 to $62.2 million in fiscal year 2002. Dur
ing that same period, the number of annual facility inspections conducted 

by EPA plummeted from 20,417 to 17,668.80 Moreover, the rate of Super

fund cleanups fell from an average of eighty-seven per year during the 

Clinton administration to forty-seven in fiscal year 2002.81
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Notwithstanding the significant shortcomings in EPA enforce
ment, there were also some modest EPA enforcement successes during 
George W. Bush's first term in office. Most of those successes occurred 
during the fourteen-month period (from August 2002 to January 2004) 
in which the Agency's enforcement program was led by J. P. Suarez, some 
of whose views and perceptions I have recounted above. After the Sen
ate's September 17, 2001, rejection of Donald Schregardus as the Bush II 
administration's choice to be EPA assistant administrator for enforce
ment and compliance assurance, 82 the administration engaged in a rela
tively lengthy search for a second nominee to fill the position. Suarez, 
whose selection by the president was announced on February 26, 2002, 
was strongly supported by EPA Administrator Christine Whitman. He 
was then thirty-seven years old. He had served as an assistant U. S. Attor
ney in New Jersey from 1992 to 1998, as counsel for Whitman for crimi
nal justice matters when she was the governor of New Jersey, and for three 
years as the director of the New Jersey Division of Gaming Enforce
ment. 83 His nomination was approved by the Senate in August 2002, after 
having been temporarily blocked by California Senator Barbara Boxer in 
a protest against EPA's refusal to provide her with documents she had re
quested concerning the Superfund Program.84 

Personable, dynamic, passionate, and a quick study, J. P. Suarez quickly 
won the approval of both those he reported to at EPA and the career staff 
who worked for him. Thus, Linda Fisher, EPA's deputy administrator dur
ing Suarez's tenure, told me: "J. P. came in and he kind of energized the 
place." 85 Along similar lines, Bob Tolpa, a member of Suarez's headquar
ters staff, stated: "J. P. Suarez was very energetic, very personable, and 
worked well with the staff. You wanted to do good work with him. He had 
charisma and a good environmental heart. He was a firm manager who 
was not afraid to take on the big issues." 86 

Under Suarez's leadership, EPA's enforcement program made several 
modest, but not insignificant, strides forward. OECA rededicated itself 
to gathering more (and more accurate) data on industrial and munici
pal compliance with environmental requirements, on the environmental 
outcomes of enforcement actions, and on the environmental impacts of 
EPA's compliance assistance efforts. The same office also pressed for the 
creation of an Enforcement Compliance History Online (ECHO) data
base that would make environmental compliance information regarding 
EPA-regulated facilities available on the Internet. After some resistance 
by industry,87 and delay at the White House pending a review of whether 
the proposed website would provide information of potential benefit to
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terrorists, this database was ultimately launched as a publicly accessible 

pilot in November 2002 and (following a public comment period) con

verted to a fully operational public website in August 2003.88 

Perhaps the most publicized of Suarez's actions was the so-called 

"Smart Enforcement Initiative," developed by the assistant administra

tor and his staff during "a little retreat, including all of the [OECA] office 

managers, in which we really focused on how to make the enforcement 

program go to the next level." 89 Although the results of that thinking pro

cess were not entirely original, 90 they were nonetheless sensible, reason

able, and largely noncontroversial.  

As Suarez later explained, this policy initiative 

forced people in EPA enforcement to ask themselves, "Is this the most 

significant case we should be working on?" And also, as a corollary to 

that, "Is this really a federal enforcement case?" We don't have limit

less resources for enforcement at EPA, and thus we should only be doing 

those cases that are the most significant because, for example, they are 

trans-boundary cases, they are significantly complex, they have signifi

cant [environmental] impacts, or we are uniquely situated to make sure 

that nobody gains an unfair competitive advantage by complying in 

one state but not another. We should not be doing work that is merely a 

duplication of what a state could be doing."91 

In a more formal sense, the "Smart Enforcement" policy asserted five "key 

areas of focus" for EPA enforcement officials: 1) addressing significant en

vironmental, public health, and compliance problems, 2) using data to 

make strategic decisions for better utilization of resources, 3) using the 

most appropriate tool to achieve the best outcome, 4) assessing the effec

tiveness of program activities, and 5) communicating effectively the en

vironmental, public health, and compliance outcomes of the Agency's 

enforcement activities. 92 

Notwithstanding these modest EPA enforcement gains during late 

2002-2003, however, the good intentions and focused efforts of Assis

tant Administrator Suarez and his personal staff met with numerous ob

stacles - and very determined resistance - from within the EPA itself. As 

we've seen, in the intra-administration disagreement over NSR reform, 

Suarez-a firm supporter of maintaining the regulatory status quo and 

continuing to pursue vigorously the EPA's NSR enforcement initiative as 

to fossil-fuel-fired power plants-did not prevail. 93 Beyond this, Suarez 

and his staff were embroiled in a number of other internal controversies
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in which they made determined but unsuccessful efforts to alter proposals 
for Agency guidance documents or policy changes that would seriously 
complicate, if not thwart completely, EPA's enforcement of environmen
tal requirements. Suarez later described these intense policy debates as 
"an unforgiving assault by the program offices on the enforcement pro
gram." 94 He stated: 

Except for [the office of] research and development, I cannot point to 
one single media program that looked on us as a team player to be called 
upon to help, but rather as an obstacle to be gotten around or to be 

ignored, and hopefully avoided at all costs. Every single one of the media 
programs in EPA resents the existence of enforcement... . It was con
founding to me that we would reach out to our fellow program offices, 
we would tell them what we were going to do, we would get their "buy
in" and "communication," only to find that they had gone out and tried 
to undermine what we were doing.  

It makes our job [at OECA] very difficult when at the end of the day 
we are asked to enforce a regulation where we have never been asked be
fore ... whether it is even enforceable. It becomes a real impediment 
when we are asked to sign off on a regulation that is not protective on its 
face, that is not enforceable by us or [by] the states. [When we refuse, 
however, OECA] is then viewed as a roadblock to good regulation.95 

J. P. Suarez's position in internal EPA negotiations was further under
mined when, on May 21, 2003, his principal supporter within the Bush II 
administration, EPA Administrator Christine Todd Whitman, resigned 
from her post. Whitman cited personal reasons-particularly the hard
ships caused by a commuter marriage - as the principal factor in her deci
sion to leave the Agency. 6 It seems very likely that those hardships were 
at least part of what motivated her departure. Whether other factors were 
also involved in that decision, including the EPA administrator's reported 
isolation and powerlessness within the Bush II administration, is a ques
tion on which this account can shed no light.97 Without doubt, however, 
Whitman's departure did deprive Assistant Administrator Suarez of a 
key EPA ally at a time when his office was participating in a number of 
sensitive discussions as to policy matters with major implications for the 
Agency's enforcement efforts.  

In reflecting on the reasons for his own resignation from office, in 
January 2004, Suarez confided that his time of service in EPA was "a
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long, long fourteen months, a very long fourteen months." 98 He candidly 

indicated: 

I got tired of going at it on every front, internal and external.... You 

know, you find the daggers are drawn at every turn. It becomes very dif

ficult when you feel that the people who are your colleagues do not be

lieve in you or your mission, the people on the outside do not believe in 

you or your mission, and you are a little island out there trying to do the 

right thing. You start to question: what on earth am I doing here? 99 

The resignations of Christine Whitman and J. P. Suarez initiated an

other period of anxiety and concern, among members of EPA's career 

enforcement staff and others, as to the identity of those top officials' suc

cessors and the positions those appointees might take regarding Agency 

enforcement questions. That apprehension was compounded when EPA 

Deputy Administrator Linda Fisher-who had been rumored to be a 

candidate to replace Whitman, and whose professionalism and manage

rial ability were highly regarded by many on the Agency's enforcement 

staff-announced that she, too, would be leaving her post at EPA.  

After a search in which a number of candidates were considered, 100 

the Bush II administration nominated the Republican governor of Utah, 

Michael Leavitt, to be EPA's new administrator in August 2003. Leavitt's 

confirmation by the Senate was temporarily delayed when five Demo

cratic senators placed "holds" blocking a Senate vote on his nomination 

pending resolution of their particular concerns or submission by the ad

ministration of certain specific information. 101 In the end, however, after 

partisan debate, Leavitt's nomination was confirmed by the full Senate, 

on October 28, 2003, by a vote of 88-8.102 

Anxious to avoid similar delays, debates, and public controversies con

cerning its EPA appointees in an election year, the Bush II administration 

took a decidedly different approach to replacing J. P. Suarez as assistant 

administrator for enforcement and compliance assistance. Rather than 

nominate a permanent replacement for Suarez, whose selection would 

require Senate confirmation, the administration instead chose to appoint 

Tom Skinner, EPA Region V's regional administrator, to serve as the en

forcement assistant administrator on an "acting" basis, beginning in April 

2004.  
Skinner, who had deliberately taken a "hands off approach" to enforce

ment case development while heading Region V,1 03 attempted no new
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major initiatives or "signature programs" during his term as acting assis
tant administrator. As one high-ranking career civil servant remembered 
Skinner's tenure: 

I actually like Tom very much and I enjoyed him a lot, but I have the im
pression that Tom took his role in OECA kind of as a broadening experi
ence for himself and maybe one to prepare him for something bigger.  
I always thought of Tom as approaching things with a short-term time 
horizon. He stayed very much within the case [management] part of the 
job and didn't do a lot with the data or other parts of the organization. 104 

Skinner, who subsequently denied that he had aspired to become EPA's 
administrator, 05 "managed to keep the power plant cases alive" in the 
words of an EPA enforcement manager.106 Nonetheless, the temporary 
nature of his position left a number of OECA employees frequently won
dering who would succeed him, and what that individual's attitude toward 
enforcement would be.  

EPA enforcement during the second term of the Bush II administra
tion was a period of continued and deepening conflict between EPA's en
forcement personnel and the staff and leadership of several of the pro
gram offices. It was also a time of surprising successes in certain areas, 
together with notable decline and a loss of enforcement momentum in 
other respects.  

Mike Leavitt's tenure as EPA administrator proved to be brief. He re
signed from that post in January 2005 and moved on to become the ad
ministration's secretary of health and human services. Tom Skinner left 
his acting assistant administrator position and resumed his job as regional 
administrator in Region V for a short period before leaving the Agency 
to practice law with a private firm in Chicago. To replace Leavitt, Presi
dent Bush appointed Steve Johnson, a longtime career EPA civil servant 
with no independent political base. The president's choice to lead EPA's 
enforcement office in his second term was Granta ("Grant") Nakayama, 
a partner with the Washington, D.C., law firm of Kirkland and Ellis, who 
had previously served under Admiral Hyman Rickover as an engineer in 
the U. S. Navy's nuclear submarine program.  

Steve Johnson's term as EPA administrator was steeped in controversy.  
The visible representative of an administration that had already raised the 
ire of environmental advocates and congressional critics of EPA, Johnson 
was seen by his adversaries as a "hatchet man" who was prepared to do the 
bidding of regulated industries and anti-environmental elements within
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the Bush administration. His denial of a waiver to the State of Califor

nia that would have allowed it to reduce the emission of greenhouse gases 

from automobiles met with fervent opposition from environmentalists 

and their congressional allies. So too did Johnson's failure to respond to 

a U. S. Supreme Court directive that he determine whether greenhouse 

gases cause or contribute to climate change, 107 as did his decision to close 

certain EPA libraries both in headquarters and in several regional offices 

which had been used extensively by EPA staff members-including en

forcement staff members-in their daily work. 108 Johnson also clashed 

with politically influential unions representing the Agency's employees, 

who (for an extended period) viewed him as unwilling to negotiate with 

them in good faith.109 

Notwithstanding these controversies, and despite the low regard in 

which he was held by a number of members of EPA's enforcement staff,1 10 

Johnson, like his predecessors in the Bush II administration, declined 

to reorganize the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assistance." 

Moreover, there appear to have been no instances in which Administrator 

Johnson attempted to interfere politically with any specific enforcement 

action. To the contrary, Grant Nakayama, who directed the Agency's en

forcement office during almost all of Johnson's tenure as administrator, 

later stated that "Steve Johnson never asked me to do a single thing on 

any case. He said 'enforce the law, that's what I'm going to tell you to 

do.' He always said, 'you've got to do what you think is right, Grant.' I'm 

eternally grateful to him."1 1 2 Nonetheless, Johnson's hands-off approach 

to enforcement controversies within his Agency, together with his active 

support for numerous voluntary programs that detracted from the EPA's 

enforcement efforts, contributed significantly-in ways explored below

to deep interoffice divisions at the Agency that slowed and greatly com

plicated EPA's enforcement work.  

In the summer of 2005, Grant Nakayama arrived at EPA very shortly 

after Hurricane Katrina had devastated New Orleans and much of the 

Gulf Coast. The administration's maladroit handling of that disas

ter, along with tensions within the Bush II administration that followed 

the storm, had created significant pressure on EPA from some parts 

of the administration to suspend its enforcement of environmental laws in 

the areas affected by flooding. Nakayama flatly refused to do so, however.  

He insisted that considerations of public health mandated that the Agency 

continue to pursue environmental violations in communities damaged by 

the storm. Nakayama's strong stance prevailed within the administration 

and was noted by EPA's enforcement staff, which formed a very positive
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first impression of their new leader's dedication, decisiveness, and work 
habits. As one EPA headquarters attorney remembered it, the new assis
tant administrator's handling of the challenges caused by the hurricane 
"gave us a sense of whether this new guy had enforcement in his blood or 
would just say 'do whatever you want.' What he did set the tone for what 
Grant wanted to do and where he was going to take us."" 3 

Following this auspicious beginning, Nakayama quickly earned lasting 
respect and admiration from many on his staff. Patterning his managerial 
approach after that of Admiral Rickover- his former boss and mentor 
Nakayama challenged his staff to identify programmatic problems and 
concerns and bring them to his attention. He also established a modified 
open-door policy, which became known as "Fridays at Five," where all 
EPA employees who wished to do so could talk with him about any issue 
they wanted to bring to his attention beginning at 5:00 p.m. on Friday 
afternoons.114 A number of members of his staff did take Nakayama up 
on this invitation, and the Agency's enforcement program-as well as the 
morale of at least some EPA employees, particularly in EPA headquar
ters-benefited as a result." 5 

Nakayama made a concerted effort to develop a positive working re
lationship with the Agency's regional administrators, and to be support
ive of regional enforcement programs. He traveled to each region at least 
once or twice a year to discuss enforcement matters, always making it 
a point to speak directly with that region's administrator regarding the 
positive value of enforcement as a means of protecting the environment.  
A charming and persuasive individual with a polite and friendly man
ner, Nakayama met regularly with every regional administrator appointed 
during his tenure in office, very soon after they took office.116 These meet
ings, in which he also touted the environmental benefits of vigorous en
forcement, built some effective working partnerships that strengthened 
EPA's enforcement work" 7 and provided Nakayama with very valuable 
regional support when OECA later objected to proposed Agency rules 
on the basis that they were unenforceable or that they would undercut 
ongoing enforcement cases.118 

Under Nakayama's shrewd and strong leadership, certain aspects of 
EPA's enforcement work enjoyed a partial revival. The Agency continued 
to devote resources in the pursuit of "global settlements" in cases with 
the greatest potential for protecting human health and the environment.  
It put greater emphasis on explaining enforcement success in terms of 
pounds of pollutants reduced - and medical costs avoided - as a result of
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enforcement actions. 119 Moreover, beyond its long-delayed but nonethe

less striking successes in its NSR cases against electric utilities, which 

yielded meaningful public health benefits, EPA's enforcement program 

negotiated important environmentally beneficial settlement agreements 

with oil refineries, acid plants, cement plants, and large homebuilders.12 0 
OECA and the Justice Department reached enforcement agreements re

quiring abatement of environmental violations at certain federal facilities, 

as well as agreements reducing "wet weather discharges" from both mu

nicipal combined sewer systems (CSOs), and sanitary sewers (SSOs).m21 

Nakayama also oversaw a change in the Agency's self-audit policy that 

created a substantial incentive for companies that purchase facilities with 

environmental problems to bring those facilities into compliance with 

environmental requirements. 2 2 Moreover, he established a "tips and con

cerns" link for citizen complaints on the EPA website that led to the de

velopment of some successful enforcement cases, as well as an electronic 

"most wanted list" that resulted in the capture of some fugitive environ

mental criminals.123 

Notwithstanding these successes and improvements, however -and de

spite Grant Nakayama's diligent, well-motivated efforts to upgrade EPA's 

enforcement work-the Agency's enforcement efforts in the Bush II sec

ond term remained troubled in important respects. The problems that 

plagued EPA enforcement during this period emanated from all three 

branches of the federal government. Although they did not negate or 

overshadow all of EPA's enforcement achievements in the second term of 

Bush II, when viewed together these obstacles and shortcomings present a 

less sanguine picture of that period in EPA's enforcement work than some 

participants and observers might wish.  

As described above, the internal EPA debates regarding NSR enforce

ment and proposals for "NSR reform" were intense, time-consuming, 

and at times acrimonious. Following Jeff Holmstead's return to private 

practice, he was succeeded by his top assistant, William ("Bill") Wehrum, 

who served as EPA's acting assistant administrator for air and radiation 

from August 2005 to June 2007. Wehrum had been an engineer in the 

chemical industry for seven years before going to law school. He then 

practiced law privately for eight years for the law firms of Swidler & Ber

lin and Latham & Watkins. At the latter, Wehrum had worked closely 

with Holmstead, who offered him a job at EPA when Holmstead became 

an assistant administrator, and Holmstead supported Wehrum to be his 

successor at the Agency.' 24 Wehrum's negative views of parts of the Clean
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Air Act and of NSR enforcement closely resembled those of Holmstead.  
Thus, for example, Wehrum was sharply critical of the reorganization of 
the Agency that had taken place in the early 1990s: 

This [organizational arrangement] creates a disconnect between the 
people who know the rules best and people who interpret and enforce the 
rules.... At the end of the day, the guys in enforcement are not the guys 
who are the sector experts. They are not the people who rolled around in 
the data to develop what the standards are. They are not the people who 
sat through the interminable meetings to decide how to structure these 

very complicated regulations. They are just guys who parachute in at the 
end of the process and look at the regulation and decide what it means.12

1 

Wehrum also opined that the NSR regulations "create incentives for 
regulated entities to do silly things from a productivity and efficiency 
standpoint," and he defended the NSR reforms he had championed as "an 
attempt to orient the program with [appropriate] incentives," and to make 
the NSR regulations "smarter and more efficient."126 

With the exception of J. P. Suarez, the Bush II administration's politi
cal appointees who were involved in the internal disputes regarding NSR 
enforcement were reluctant to discuss them in greater detail, or to be 
openly critical of other participants with whom they had disagreed. Grant 
Nakayama, for example, simply indicated that "there were strong policy 
differences between the offices," and he remarked that those disputes had 
been "natural," since "where you stand depends on where you sit."12 7 

Nonetheless, as Jeff Holmstead observed, EPA's interoffice disputes gen
erated "a lot of tension" and "it was fairly out in the open."128 In fact, the 
NSR dispute was a well-publicized, closely watched, protracted internal 
battle that attracted the attention and involvement of Congress, the De
partment of Justice, other executive departments, environmental orga
nizations, and some states. It had an immense effect on the Agency's en
forcement. As one longtime EPA regional enforcement official recalled: 

There was just a huge gulf between the enforcement program and the 
rest of the Agency, and in particular the [headquarters] Office of Air and 
Radiation. There was absolute outright antagonism between those two 
offices. I had never experienced anything of that nature. It certainly made 
it harder for us to do our jobs.... We had to divert lots of energy into 
fighting internal battles, energy we could have used for doing something 
for the environment. It was kind of lost energy.129
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The schism that developed between EPA's enforcement and air offices 

was not unique. In the Bush II administration, the Agency's enforcement 

office also came into conflict with EPA's Office of Water on several issues.  

As Ben Grumbles, EPA's assistant administrator for water told me (with 

some irritation in his voice), there was "a lot of friction" between the en

forcement and water offices: 

In a growing number of instances in the second term of the [George 

W.] Bush administration, the enforcement office made environmental 

policy by establishing criteria and guidelines and standards, in the con

text of an enforcement action that would become, in essence, a driving 

rule or policy.... The enforcement office really began to own much of 

that arena. . . . Within the Agency, some of the heads of the waste, water, 

and air offices felt as though there was some encroachment, where the 

enforcers were expanding their role in permit decisions and regulatory 

policy making.130 

EPA's enforcement program was involved in a significant number of 

interoffice disputes in this period. One such conflict involved an EPA rule 

proposed by EPA's Office of Environmental Information (OEI) with re

gard to "cross-media reporting, monitoring, and record-keeping" (CRO

MERR). This proposed rule was strenuously objected to by OECA's 

Office of Criminal Enforcement, Forensics, and Training (OCEFT) on 

the basis that it would eliminate the paper signatures of corporate officials 

that had previously been required on reports to the government in favor 

of electronic reporting, and in the process eliminate requirements with 

regard to the authentication of monitoring data that OCEFT reasonably 

saw as essential for criminal prosecutions for the false reporting of pol

lutant data on emissions and discharge. One EPA attorney recalled that 

OCEFT's discussions with OEI over this issue were exceptionally lengthy 

and bitter. The attorney stated: "For years we were fighting with them 

over this. We strove mightily to get every inch in negotiating that rule.""1 

In the end, OEI acceded to OCEFT's request that the CROMERR rule 

be modified to protect the enforcement process. However, the protracted 

and immensely contentious negotiation that led to that result left some 

lingering resentments among the EPA career staff members who partici

pated in it.  
Another controversy that developed in the Bush II administration had 

to do with Performance Track, a voluntary program favored by Steve 

Johnson and other high-ranking Agency officials. Performance Track was
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begun in 2000, at the end of the Clinton administration. Its stated ob
jective was relatively uncontroversial: "To recognize and encourage top 
environmental performers, those who go beyond compliance with regu
latory requirements to attain levels of environmental performance and 
management that benefit people, communities, and the environment." 3 2 

Membership in the Performance Track program was initially limited to 
companies and facilities that had a sustained record of compliance (as 
determined through an initial "screening" process), an ongoing environ
mental management system, and a commitment to make future improve
ments to their environmental performance.  

Under the Bush II administration the Performance Track program, 
which was administered by EPA's Office of Policy, Economics and Inno
vation (OPEI), grew rapidly, both in terms of the number of its mem
bers- more than 470 in March 2007- and with regard to the prominence 
the program was given by top Bush II administration political appointees 
in EPA. 133 Under Johnson's leadership, the Agency significantly increased 
the personnel resources it devoted to Performance Track. EPA offered 
numerous rewards to the program's corporate members, whom it referred 
to as its "preferred customers." Those rewards included positive publicity 
for member companies, access to the administrator and other top EPA 
officials that was not given to other companies or to any representatives of 
environmental organizations or members of the general public, access to 
a members-only website, marketing materials (such as flags and posters), 
advance notification in cases of forthcoming EPA rule making, and other 
regulatory incentives. 34 Performance Track members also received low 
priority for EPA inspections. EPA regional personnel who wished to in
spect a Performance Track member facility were required to obtain the 
prior approval of EPA headquarters, and to demonstrate a "reason to be
lieve that a compliance problem existed."' 

While not opposed to its goals, EPA's enforcement program very 
firmly objected to the way that Performance Track was implemented by 
OPEI. They believed that OPEI's managers did an inadequate job of as
suring that program members were meeting the environmental improve
ment commitments that they had made. OECA maintained that the low 
inspection priorities given to program participants had created an unfor
tunate incentive for some of them to shirk their environmental responsi
bilities and fall out of compliance. The enforcement office also contended 
that positive publicity and other valuable rewards were being given to 
some firms that had poor overall compliance records, and that scarce EPA 
resources were being spent on this and other cooperative Agency partner-
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ships with industry that could and should have been put to more produc

tive use in protecting health and the environment.  

The conflict between OECA and OPEI over Performance Track 

reached a head in 2006, when OPEI proposed that Monsanto Company 

be given an award by EPA's administrator for its overall corporate envi

ronmental performance. Monsanto was being prosecuted at that time by 

the Department of Justice under the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act for 

having allegedly bribed an Indonesian environmental official, and the Jus

tice Department, together with OCEA, strongly objected to the proposed 

award. OECA also objected to an OPEI proposal to admit U.S. Steel's 

Clairton Works to the Performance Track program on the ground that 

Clairton Works had a poor record of environmental compliance. Per

formance Track's managers vigorously opposed these objections, and the 

controversy between these two EPA offices became emotionally charged 

and highly acrimonious. As one EPA enforcement official remembered, 

It was very bitter. To the Performance Track people, anything their 

members told them was true, and anything told to them by anyone else 

was an attack or a lie. That was the atmosphere that developed. Any chal

lenge to the Performance Track program was met forcefully, sometimes 

with very personal attacks. 136 

For their part, OPEI's Performance Track personnel resented what they 

perceived as officious intermeddling by OECA. In Deputy Administrator 

Marcus Peacock's words, "there was a perception [in OPEI] that at every 

turn the enforcement office would undermine the policy office."' 3 7 

In the end, OPEI withdrew its proposal to award Monsanto's envi

ronmental performance and it did not admit U. S. Steel's Clairton Works 

to the Performance Track program. In March 2006, EPA's independent 

Office of Inspector General investigated the performance of a sampling 

of Performance Track members and issued a report that sharply criticized 

the program. The Inspector General's report found that 

Performance Track did not have clear plans that connected activities 

with its goals, and did not have performance measures that show[ed] if it 
achieve[d] anticipated results. The program tied an EPA goal to member 

commitments, but did not meet the goal because members did not make 

sufficient progress toward their commitments. The implementation chal

lenges detracted from EPA's anticipated results (only 2 of 30 sampled 

Performance Track members met all of their environmental improve-
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ment commitments).... [T]he presence of underperforming facilities in 
this leadership program reduces the integrity and value of the brand. 3 8 

In fact, in May 2009, several months after George W. Bush left the 
presidency, a new EPA administrator terminated the Performance Track 
program, and the controversy regarding it between OECA and OPEI 
came to an end. Among EPA's career staff, however, the ill feelings created 
by those controversies lingered.  

Certainly intra-Agency disputes involving EPA's enforcement office 
were nothing new in the Agency's history. What seems striking about 
the internal enforcement controversies that arose within EPA during the 
eight years of the Bush II administration, however, is their remarkable 
bitterness and intensity, and the extraordinary public openness that char
acterized some of them. This pattern appears to have resulted from sev
eral circumstances. One factor was the strong personalities of some of the 
competing assistant administrators who were involved. Grant Nakayama, 
Jeff Holmstead, J. P. Suarez, and Bill Wehrum, for example, were skillful, 
intelligent, strong-willed individuals who were strongly committed to the 
positions that they took. These men enlisted passionate allies, within and 
outside of EPA, and they advocated forcefully for the positions they es
poused. Another factor was some preexisting antipathy among the EPA 
career staff in the various Agency offices which were involved in the dis
putes, some of which had its roots in the 1993 reorganization of EPA's 
headquarters described in the preceding chapter. With few exceptions, 
during the Bush II administration these EPA career employees liked and 
were loyal to the political appointees who headed the offices in which they 
worked. The attitudes and dispositions of office leaders shaped and re
inforced the policy positions taken by their staff members, and the views 
of career staff members in turn reinforced the leaders' own fervor for the 
positions they favored. Finally, throughout this period, EPA's top leader
ship seems to have done very little to mediate and quietly resolve the 
interoffice conflicts that arose. EPA's administrators and deputy admin
istrators during the Bush II administration made few attempts to pacify 
the internal strife that had arisen. Steve Johnson and Marcus Peacock, 
for example, relied excessively on EPA's assistant administrators to work 
out most disputes. In performing his work, Peacock actually did arbitrate 
a number of intra-Agency policy disagreements that concerned enforce
ment. Nonetheless, he seems to have rarely-if ever-taken it upon him
self to get to the roots of ongoing clashes and to encourage interoffice 
teamwork. With regard to the bitter OPEI- OECA controversy regarding
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Performance Track, Peacock candidly stated: "I was never able to come to 

grips with that.... It was too shadowy, too difficult to try to get people 

together to resolve the issue."1 39 His passivity in that and other disputed 

matters, despite bitter internal Agency dissension, appears to have con

tributed indirectly (yet significantly) to the length and intensity of EPA's 

widely noted interoffice squabbles.  

The need for OECA's assistant administrator and staff to invest con

siderable time and effort pursuing intra-Agency disputes was scarcely 

the only problem that plagued EPA's enforcement efforts in the Bush II 

period. EPA's enforcement program was also undercut by a trend that had 

begun in the second term of the Clinton administration: resource and 

budget constraints in a period of ostensibly flat EPA budgets.  

Many people I spoke with in 2003 and 2004 at the Agency echoed 
the view of one experienced EPA official that "enforcement resources 

has been an issue almost constantly in the 1990s and the 2000s. There 

are a lot of budget constraints at the present time, especially in the area 

of compliance monitoring inspections. Payroll has [also] been an area 

where there has been growth, and that has put pressure on other aspects 

of the account. There is much less money available than previously."' 4 0 

These resource shortages continued through the balance of the Bush II 

presidency.  

Some EPA regional office enforcement efforts suffered to a very sig

nificant extent in the Agency's resource crunch. Thus, for example, be

ginning in the mid-1990s, EPA Region V lost approximately 10 percent 

from its budgetary allocations for regulatory enforcement programs.'14 

As a result, that region's Office of Regional Counsel was forced to cut its 

workforce (mostly by attrition) to a notable extent. The number of en

forcement attorneys in that office declined from a peak of 116 to under 100 

in late fiscal year 2002.142 Region V and other EPA regions also sustained 

deep cuts in their important enforcement extramural budgets, the funds 

used to contract the services of expert witnesses and for other crucially 

important expenses in support of litigation. In Region V, the regional 

budget decreased from $1.46 million in fiscal year 1996 to $746,000 in 
the 2004. Moreover, because Congress ordered EPA to use some of those 

extramural budget funds only for specifically designated purposes (e.g., 

for lead paint inspections and enforcement on tribal lands), Region V 

had only $438,500 in extramural discretionary funds available to it in Fis

cal Year 2002, a paltry sum relative to the region's urgent need for those 

monies. 4 3 

At the root of most of these persistent budgetary problems was Con-
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gress's "COLA trick," described in the preceding chapter, as a result of 
which EPA and other federal agencies and departments were forced to 
economize on other budgeted items in order to comply with Congres
sional mandates that they provide cost-of-living raises to their employees.  

As it had done in the Clinton years, EPA responded to the financial 
constraints created by this budgetary scheme by diverting funds from its 
already tight extramural budgets. This understandable response had its 
long-term difficulties, however. In 2004, not long after he resigned as the 
head of OECA, J. P. Suarez remarked: 

We [in OECA] do not have enough extramural dollars. I actually think it 
is at a crisis stage. The last budget I worked on, EPA [enforcement] was 
going to be in a position where we had people and not enough dollars to 
support them. We did not have money for travel, for technical support, 
for investigations, for depositions, [or] for experts. .. . I can tell you that 
there is going to be a major collapse if that is not rectified in terms of our 
ability to get work done. 144 

Five years later, another well-positioned EPA headquarters enforcement 
manager indicated that these sorts of resource shortfalls had continued: 

Could we do more with additional resources? Absolutely yes! We need 
more people. Enforcement work, by its nature, is not something you 
can farm out to a contractor. It is core government work.... To iden
tify problems and address those problems you have identified, you need 
bodies. 145 

Other present and former EPA enforcement officials whom I spoke with 
in 2009 identified some specific aspects of EPA's enforcement work as 
having been especially affected by resource constraints during the Bush II 
administration's second term. Those included the Superfund Program,146 

the data management work of OECA's Office of Compliance, 47 the crimi
nal enforcement program,'1 48 compliance assistance,'149 and enforcement 
of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA).1 50 

Notably, the same kinds of resource limitations that were harmful to 
EPA's enforcement effort also raised problems for EPA's counterparts at 
the Department of Justice. The situation came to a head in the spring 
of 2003, when the Justice Department was forced to postpone the filing 
of a large number of EPA civil enforcement case referrals until the end of 
the fiscal year.'5' The resulting delays caused understandable frustrations
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among EPA's enforcement staff, and temporary strains in the Agency's 

working relationship with the DOJ. As former DOJ manager David 

Buente perceptively noted in 2004, funding for the DOJ's and EPA's en

forcement work was then basically equal to 1994 levels. However, over 

the preceding decade there had been slow but steady inflation and also an 

increase in the number of entities that had to be regulated. Thus, Buente 

declared, "you have to wonder whether, in the long range, the available 

resource base [for federal environmental enforcement] will be even re

motely adequate to the task."' 52 

The deterrent aspect of EPA's enforcement work was also undermined 

in the Bush II years by the Agency's failure to publicize its enforce

ment successes as fully as it might have done. Under prior administra

tions, EPA's enforcement program regularly issued press releases when 

the Agency took enforcement actions. In some regional offices, including 

Region V, press releases were routinely issued regarding enforcement ac

tions ranging from the issuance of notices of violation to the filing and 

settling of enforcement lawsuits. In 2005 however, Region V stopped 

issuing such releases, as did some other EPA regional offices.1 " Not all 

regions followed suit, 54 and EPA did continue to issue an annual "Ac

complishments Report" touting the Agency's enforcement achievements.  

Nonetheless, in the aggregate, the amount of publicity given to EPA en

forcement achievements declined a good deal in the Bush II years, and 

the extent of some of its more significant achievements were sometimes 

understated. As Catherine McCabe observed in the aftermath of the 

Agency's very significant settlements in NSR enforcement cases against 

large electric utility companies, "we were quietly proud with each other, 

but we weren't exactly allowed to celebrate here very much." 55 EPA's re

luctance to publicize fully its own enforcement achievements contributed 

to a widespread but inaccurate perception that the Agency had entirely 

abandoned its enforcement efforts, a notion that was reinforced by some 

negative newspaper coverage of the EPA's record.156 

Finally, despite the helpful leadership of Grant Nakayama and the 

EPA's important successes in 2008 in NSR utility enforcement cases, low 

morale continued through George W. Bush's second term among signifi

cant segments of EPA's career staff. As one thoughtful regional enforce

ment manager later described it: 

The enforcement community [including enforcement people at EPA, the 

Justice Department and some state environmental agencies] was really 

its own island. If you were in enforcement you could feel, down to the
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secretary level, a kind of under-appreciation. . . . You just knew that the 
work you did was not valued. The only support you got was within the 
enforcement community. The mental oppression I felt during this period 
was worse than during the Gorsuch era.1'" 

Others interviewed after the Bush II administration was out of office 
shared this assessment. Mike Walker said, "I saw many examples of mo
rale problems throughout the eight years [of the Bush II administration].  
There was fear of retaliation if you said the wrong thing."158 Other former 
staffers concurred, citing "significant morale problems"159 and saying that 
"people were most frustrated."1 60 

The web of institutional intra-governmental relationships that have 
a crucial effect on EPA's enforcement work continued throughout the 
eight years of George W. Bush's presidency, and within EPA's enforce
ment programs many of the patterns that had prevailed during the Clin
ton administration continued to prevail. A number of the EPA employees 
whom I interviewed expressed satisfaction with the working relationship 
in enforcement matters between EPA headquarters and regional per
sonnel.161 In fact, to some within the Agency, the sense of being under 
siege by anti-enforcement elements within and outside of EPA during the 
Bush II period brought enforcement people in the regions and headquar
ters closer together. In one senior enforcement manager's view, 

These were some of the best years in headquarters-regional relations, 
primarily because everybody felt they needed to stick together or perish 
separately. So there was a greater sense of collegiality. 6 2 

On the other hand, however, some EPA enforcement professionals 
who served during the same years did note some frictions and tensions 
between EPA headquarters and regional enforcement staffs.16 3 Within 
some regions, for example, complaints were voiced regarding the "hierar
chical" and "bureaucratic" culture of OECA, delays in settlement nego
tiations resulting from requirements that the regions obtain headquarters 
approval or concurrence, the relative inexperience of some headquarters 
staff members, and the absence of communication between some head
quarters offices.  

Mimi Newton, an attorney in EPA Region IX, took the position that 
regional attorneys were frequently not provided with needed informa
tion as to whom they should speak with within EPA headquarters regard
ing particular questions of enforcement policy.164 She also opined that
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headquarters did an inadequate job of making certain that the Agency's 

regional offices responded, in a consistent fashion, to large information 

requests submitted under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). 65 

Moreover, Bill Muszynski, a former deputy regional administrator in EPA 

Region II, noted some ongoing tensions between the national case pri

orities of OECA and the more narrowly focused, locally oriented priori

ties of EPA's regional offices, especially (but not exclusively) with regard 

to the enforcement of requirements regarding asbestos in demolition and 

renovation, violations of pesticide application standards, and enforce

ment of requirements as to lead in drinking water.166 

From the comments of regional EPA attorneys who are most familiar 

with the Superfund Program, it appears that regional-headquarters re

lationships in that program continued to be close and cooperative during 

the Bush II era.' 67 The major exception to that was evidently with respect 

to the occasionally contentious issue of regional office autonomy and in

dependence in settlement negotiations with PRPs.'6 8 

The headquarters enforcement managers I met with were mostly sat

isfied with the nature of their interactions with regional office enforce

ment personnel. However, they seemed to feel that regional-headquarters 

relations were a "mixed bag." One former headquarters manager felt the 

relationship had "improved" relative to the early to mid-1990s, 6 9 and 

most would probably agree with David Nielsen's statement that the re

lationship of headquarters with regional enforcement people is "cyclical." 

"These things go up and down," Nielsen stated. "In some regions the re

lationship with headquarters is good. In others the relationship is more 

problematic. It depends on personalities and the problems that come 

up."'7 0 Many would also agree with the observation of Adam Kushner, 

however, that the headquarters-regional relationship benefited during the 

second Bush II term from the institution of a personnel rotation policy 

under which regional and headquarters experts in particular substantive 

areas of enforcement were put on enforcement teams in other regions 

where their expertise could be made use of on a temporary basis.' 7 ' 

Many EPA enforcement managers and staff members were of the view 

that the interrelationship of EPA enforcement attorneys and EPA scien

tists and engineers varied widely from individual to individual, and from 

enforcement team to enforcement team during the Bush II period. They 

also agreed that those relationships were substantially unaffected by the 

actions and approaches of the administration's political appointees. 72 

Both within the regional offices and in OECA, a clear majority of those 

whom I interviewed felt that (with occasional exceptions) the Agency's
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enforcement staff worked effectively across disciplinary lines. Many cred
ited that success to the positive motivation and maturity of the staff mem
bers involved, as well as sound guidance provided to the staff by the EPA 
enforcement program's first-line supervisors.1 7 3 

As in prior administrations, during the Bush II years EPA's relation
ships with state environmental officials varied immensely from state to 
state (and sometimes from environmental medium to environmental 
medium within particular states). Some EPA officials perceived at least a 
marginal improvement in these relationships, as compared with the 1990s.  
Others observed that EPA-state enforcement relationships were most 
fruitful and cooperative at the staff level, as opposed to the relationship 
that existed at higher levels of the respective governmental entities, where 
discussions tended to be higher profile, more "ideological," and more di
visive than those which occurred at the career staff level.' 74 

One complicating factor in EPA-state enforcement relations was the 
budget shortfalls experienced by many state agencies, especially toward 
the end of the Bush II administration when economic conditions in the 
United States declined overall. A number of the EPA enforcement pro
fessionals whom I interviewed made note of that problem.175 However, 
none of them mentioned any change in the EPA's relationship with state 
enforcement personnel, as distinct from the negative impact that eco
nomically forced budget cuts had on state environmental enforcement 
capability and morale.  

With regard to EPA's interactions with Department of Justice during 
the Bush II administration, many EPA and Justice Department lawyers 
and managers opined that the solid foundation of cooperation and mutual 
respect that had been established between the two institutions over the 
1990s remained intact. John Cruden, a key Justice Department manager, 
went so far as to state in 2009, "We are probably at a high point right now 
in our relations with the regions and EPA headquarters. Although there 
are occasional bumps on the road, I have a profound respect for the men 
and women of EPA."' 76 

EPA and Justice Department enforcement managers met on a regu
lar basis during this time to discuss the status of every filed and potential 
enforcement case. Each civil enforcement case referred by EPA to the 
Justice Department was reviewed and "triaged" by the latter, with the 
top priority afforded to "health impact cases," and cases in which there 
was concern that a defendant was about to file a petition for bankruptcy.  
This procedure appears to have helped eliminate or avoid some inter
departmental tensions and rivalries. Another helpful factor was the con-
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certed effort made by Assistant Attorney General Tom Sansonetti to co

operate with EPA. Nonetheless, some tensions and problems between 

EPA and Department of Justice did remain.  

From EPA's perspective, resource shortages among the Justice De

partment's staff sometimes unduly delayed the filing of civil enforcement 

cases that the Agency referred to the DOJ. That gave rise to frustration 

on the part of some of EPA's enforcement staff.177 In addition, certain 

EPA regional attorneys perceived that some Justice Department law

yers viewed themselves as "superior" to EPA lawyers, notwithstanding 

the relative lack of experience of some of those same Justice Department 

attorneys in environmental enforcement matters. In a similar vein, J. P.  

Suarez told me: 

[The] Department of Justice has good attorneys. However, some of them 

overanalyze everything. My biggest frustration with them [was] that they 

second-guessed EPA's policies on cases. It is not the Justice Department's 

job to tell us we should get better environmental results in cases. They 

sometimes [saw] themselves as superior to EPA and that it [was] appro

priate for them to question EPA's substantive policy judgment. 178 

In contrast with the "main" Justice Department, the offices of the U. S.  

Attorneys appear to have played only a very minor role in EPA civil judi

cial enforcement matters. Where they were involved in such cases, how

ever, the quality of their work earned the praise of several of the EPA 

employees I interviewed.1 79 U. S. Attorneys often have a relatively greater 

role in prosecuting criminal cases developed by the EPA's criminal inves

tigators and criminal enforcement attorneys. In that context, their level 

of interest and their willingness to invest staff resources in pursuing such 

cases evidently varied greatly from office to office during the Bush II 

period.  

With regard to the EPA's relationship with Congress, quite a few of 

the officials I spoke with made a point of noting the extent to which con

gressional oversight of the Agency's enforcement work declined during 

this period, particularly when compared to the very active (and effective) 

oversight that Congress undertook in the 1980s and early 1990s. Many 

enforcement officials at EPA and the Justice Department would clearly 

agree with the opinions of one experienced attorney (who not to be iden

tified): "Candidly, from the 1990s on, I don't think Congress has done a 

particularly good job in its oversight of either EPA or the Department of 

Justice. The public has not been well served by that." Another senior EPA
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enforcement official, Catherine McCabe, was even more negative in her 
2009 assessment of Congress's role in EPA enforcement: 

Congress has not been able to do anything functional that is pro
environmental in a long time and that is a sad state of affairs.... There 
are a lot of hearings [on Capitol Hill] and there is a lot of puffing and a 
lot of racing around calling each other names. We [at EPA] get to be the 
pawns in the middle because enforcement is explosive. The Agency gets 
pushed one way and then the other depending on who is in power. It is 
quite exhausting for the Agency frankly because it requires a lot of head
quarters attention.so 

Aside from occasional congressional oversight hearings and general
ized requests for information, the main contact that EPA enforcers ap
pear to have had with Congress during the Bush II period was responding 
to requests for information submitted by individual senators and repre
sentatives regarding particular enforcement care. These so-called con
gressionals are viewed as "just a fact of life" by the EPA enforcement staff 
members who are assigned to respond to them. Typically, however, they 
have little impact on the progress of the cases they concern.  

The collective influence of Congress on federal enforcement of envi
ronmental laws is not limited to its oversight activities and its requests for 
information, however. The federal legislative branch is the architect
and, potentially, the modifier-of the fundamental environmental legis
lation that EPA and the Justice Department are charged with enforcing.  
Moreover, Congress has ultimate control over the size and direction of 
the Agency's (and the Justice Department's) budget. With regard to the 
last of those functions, the record of Congress during the Bush II admin
istration was decidedly mixed.  

On the one hand, Congress tended to rebuff attempts by the Bush ad
ministration for decreases in EPA's budgetary allotments, including cuts 
in the monies the Agency would use for its enforcement work. On the 
other hand, however, as we have seen, the congressional "COLA trick" 
once again had the result of reducing the environmental enforcement 
budgets of EPA while presenting a misleading appearance of budgetary 
stability. The congressional practice of "earmarking" certain EPA funds 
for particular types of enforcement and compliance work (compliance 
assistance, for example) also limited the discretion of Agency officials to 
spend EPA's very limited enforcement funds where they were the most 
needed.
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The relationships between EPA's enforcement programs and federal 

agencies and departments (other than the Department of Justice and 

U.S. Attorneys and their staffs) generally tended to be short-lived, case

specific, and highly varied in the Bush II years. The government officials 

I interviewed mentioned that they had collectively worked with numer

ous federal agencies and departments in the course of their enforce

ment work. These institutions included the Customs Service, the De

partment of Energy, the Department of Defense, the Drug Enforcement 

Agency, the Department of Agriculture, the Army Corps of Engineers, 

the Bureau of Indian Affairs, the Fish and Wildlife Service, the National 

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, the Department of Housing 

and Urban Development, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Na

tional Park Service, the Securities and Exchange Commission, the Coast 

Guard, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration, the Depart

ment of Veterans Affairs, and the federal trustees of natural resources.  

Some of these entities provided EPA with expert assistance in developing 

its enforcement cases; other agencies sought EPA's help with environmen

tal pollution problems. Some federal institutions opposed EPA's positions 

in intra-administration policy discussions, and still other federal depart

ments were the targets of EPA enforcement investigations or actions.  

For the most part, those EPA officials I spoke with indicated that their 

contacts with the other federal institutions they mentioned were too rela

tively temporary in nature to provide a basis for characterization. One of 

the few exceptions to that was with respect to the Army Corps of Engi

neers, which, together with EPA, is responsible for administering the wet

lands protection program established under the Clean Water Act. In that 

regard, a difference of opinion emerged among those I spoke with. Some 

interviewees discussed EPA's working relationship with the Army Corps 

of Engineers in terms of persistent conflict. 181 Others viewed EPA's inter

actions with the Army Corps in a more positive light.'8 2 

Another federal entity with which EPA had very frequent contact

albeit in an adversarial context-was the Department of Defense (DOD).  

One protracted conflict between the Agency and the DOD-which was 

never fully resolved during the Bush II administration-concerned which 

of those two federal entities' budgets would be used to fund oversight 

costs at Superfund sites.' 83 Another contentious issue was whether EPA 

had the legal authority to issue unilateral administrative enforcement 

orders to military facilities that were in violation of federal environmen

tal laws. On that question, the Defense Department sought the opinion 

of the Justice Department's Office of Legal Counsel, which, in Decem-
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ber 2008-to the great satisfaction of Grant Nakayama and his staff
indicated that EPA did indeed have such order-issuing authority.1 84 In this 
period, EPA and the DOD also locked horns over whether the Agency 
should exempt the armed forces from the requirements of the Clean Air 
Act and the Ocean Dumping Act when military personnel fired weapons 
into the navigable waters of the United States during training exercises.  
That dispute -in which OECA and EPA's Office of Water were perhaps 
atypically unified in their opposition to an exemption - remained unre
solved when the Bush II administration left office. 185 

Finally, with regard to the White House, the consensus among those 
I met with is that, following a tradition established in previous presiden
tial administrations, there was virtually no attempt by the Bush II ad
ministration to interfere directly in the enforcement of specific, indi
vidual environmental cases. In sharp contrast however, the Bush II White 
House appears to have had a far greater involvement than its predecessor 
administrations in the establishment of EPA policies that affected sig
nificant numbers of enforcement matters. As discussed previously, the 
White House apparently played a critical role in the attempted anti
enforcement reform of EPA's Clean Air Act NSR regulations as they af
fected electric generating stations.1 86 Moreover, several of the EPA en
forcement staff members whom I interviewed had a clear impression that 
the White House, including particularly its Office of Management and 
Budget (OMB) and the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ), were 
involved, quietly but nonetheless quite directly, in the development of 
other enforcement-related Agency policies.187 

What may be gleaned from this summary of the Agency's recent insti
tutional relationships in enforcement about the Bush II administration's 
role in, and impact upon, EPA enforcement? On balance, the answer ap
pears to be less than one might expect.  

While, in the words of Bruce Buckheit, "To my knowledge, the 
[Bush II] White House has not called over and killed [enforcement] cases, 
at least not directly,"188 as noted above, the bulk of the available evidence 
suggests that the White House did involve itself- quietly but directly, and 
to an unprecedented extent- in decision making involving EPA policies 
that had major implications for EPA's environmental enforcement work.  
This major exception aside, however, the Bush II administration's pref
erences and activities seem to have had no more than a minimal impact 
on EPA's ongoing institutional enforcement relationships. The Agency's 
headquarters-regional office and attorney-technical staff interactions re
mained substantially unchanged from what they were under the Clinton
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administration. The same may be said with respect to the EPA's working 

relationships in the enforcement realm with the Department of Justice, 

U. S. Attorneys, and other federal agencies and departments. Finally, al

though the Congress played less of a role overall with respect to EPA en

forcement questions during the Bush II administration than had been the 

case in prior years, that fact seems to have been more a result of decisions 

made in the legislative branch than a function of anything that the Bush II 

administration did or did not attempt.  

In sum, the eight years of the presidency of George W. Bush were a 

contradictory period for EPA's enforcement program. Particularly dur

ing Bush II's second term, the Agency had some meaningful enforce

ment successes. Nonetheless, during much of the Bush II presidency 

EPA's enforcers faced a host of obstacles-from resource restrictions 

to confusing court opinions to fierce and sustained conflicts with other 

Agency offices-that consumed much of their scarce time and energy.  

The fact that the Agency's beleaguered enforcement program was able 

to score any victories during this period is a testament to the fortitude 

and dedication to duty of a number of members of EPA's career enforce

ment staff and their counterparts in the Department of Justice. The pas

sionate work of J. P. Suarez and the steady and capable leadership of the 

Bush II administration's last assistant administrator for enforcement, 

Grant Nakayama, also merit praise. Nevertheless, one can't help but won

der how many more successes the Agency's enforcement program might 

have achieved-for human health and the environment-if it had been 

fully funded and staffed, openly supported by the Bush II White House 

and administration officials, and freed of ideologically motivated political 

constraints. We can only guess, with some measure of sorrow and disap

pointment, at what might have been.



CHAPTER 9

Lessons Learned: Some Observations on 
Congressional Oversight, Organizational 
Structure, Management Approaches, 
and Career Staff Trends 

What are the larger lessons of EPA's enforcement history? What does 
the Agency's past performance in this critical aspect of its responsibili
ties contribute to our broader understanding of regulatory enforcement 
in general? What has been the impact of congressional oversight of EPA 
enforcement? How has Agency enforcement been affected by changes in 
organizational structure and the managerial styles of political appointees? 
And what has been the role of the EPA's career enforcement staff ? 

In the past few years, the writings of American scholars have reflected 
a modest but growing interest in both congressional oversight of fed
eral agency activities and the general nature of the enforcement pro
cess in regulatory bureaucracies. In addition, a handful of academics, 
writing from differing perspectives and on varying themes, have as
sessed EPA's performance of its statutory mandates and broader societal 
responsibilities.1 

The study of regulatory enforcement-as an aspect of agency be
havior-was given new impetus in 1984 by the publication of Enforcing 
Regulation, a collection of essays edited by Keith Hawkins and John M.  
Thomas.2 In their introduction to this provocative volume, the editors 
make a distinction between two vastly different approaches to regula
tory enforcement by governmental agencies: the "compliance system" 
and the "deterrence system." In a compliance system, they write, the pri
mary concern of agency personnel is with satisfying the broad aspirations 
of applicable regulatory statutes by preventing violations and remedying 
underlying problems. Enforcement officials rely heavily, if not exclusively, 
on "privately practiced, low-visibility bargaining and bluffing." Formal 
legalistic enforcement tools are resorted to with extreme reluctance in a
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compliance system. Instead, emphasis is placed on the development and 

maintenance of an amicable social relationship between regulatory per

sonnel and regulated entities -a relationship presumed beneficial for the 

discovery of future problems and the effective detection of violators. A 

deterrence system of regulatory enforcement, in contrast, is much more 

an arm's-length process whose essential purpose is to detect offenses and 

punish violators. The enforcement style is generally "accusatory and ad

versarial," and formal legal processes are routinely relied upon for the 

resolution of enforcement disputes. In a deterrence system, the major 

preoccupation of agency officials is with punishing wrongdoers, both as a 

means of doing justice in individual cases and as a way of deterring future 

violations of regulatory standards.3 

This formulation raises an empirical question: should the enforcement 

process that prevails at EPA be seen as a compliance system or a deter

rence system? The better view seems to be that the Agency's enforcement 

activities as they have developed over time constitute a deterrence sys

tem of regulatory enforcement. With the brief exception of the Gorsuch 

era of the early 1980s, both the EPA's written enforcement policies and 

its actual practices have consistently emphasized the initiation of formal 
enforcement actions against violators of federal environmental stan

dards. Those formal actions have ranged from notices of violation and 

administrative orders to civil judicial actions and, more recently, criminal 

prosecutions.  

The formal, legalistic nature of EPA's enforcement efforts is reflected 

in the Agency's system for measuring and publicizing enforcement suc

cess. It is also evident in the EPA's sizeable legal staff, the high volume 

of cases it regularly refers to the Justice Department for civil action or 

criminal prosecution, the monetary value of the civil and administrative 

penalties it has assessed against violators, and the large body of enforce

ment policies, guidance documents, and studies it has issued that require 

or urge the use of formal enforcement methods.  

One clear example of the Agency's preference for a formal approach to 

enforcement can be found in an RCRA implementation study that it pre

pared. In discussing the compliance and enforcement aspects of the im

plementation of RCRA, the study included a sort of declaration of prin

ciples that comes very close to defining a deterrence system: "An effective 

enforcement program must detect violations, compel their correction, 

ensure that compliance is achieved in a timely manner, and deter other 

violations. The RCRA enforcement program will obtain substantial vol-
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untary compliance only if the regulated community perceives that there 
is a greater risk and cost in violating a requirement than in complying 
with it."4 

It should be acknowledged that these formal measures, practices, and 
policies do not represent every aspect of EPA's enforcement approach.  
For various reasons the written policies and guidance documents drafted 
at the Agency's headquarters have not always been followed by enforce
ment officials in regional offices or state agencies. This is particularly true 
with respect to state officials, some of whom have traditionally favored 
informal enforcement activities and resisted the imposition of monetary 
penalties on environmental violators.5 The commitment of at least some 
EPA inspectors to a formal legalistic approach to enforcement has also 
been questioned by some Agency attorneys.6 

Notwithstanding these circumstances, however, it seems most accurate 
to describe EPA's enforcement practices as constituting, in the main, a 
deterrence system. Though the Agency's enforcement approach may lack 
uniformity, its legalistic nature is historically rooted and deeply ingrained.  

Another pertinent set of inquiries concerns a different topic: the 
effects of congressional oversight on EPA's enforcement performance.  
To what extent have congressional investigations of EPA activities had an 
impact on the Agency's policies and practices? Steven Shimberg, former 
minority staff director and chief counsel of the Senate Committee on En
vironment and Public Works, contends that congressional influence on 
EPA has been minimal: 

With respect to the hundreds or thousands of relatively minor deci
sions confronting EPA, congressional oversight, or the mere threat of 
oversight, can be used to alter behavior and change decisions. With re
spect to the major policy decisions, however-decisions that shape fed
eral environmental policy- traditional forms of congressional oversight 
have little effect. Behavior may be altered but rarely are decisions altered 
solely as a result of congressional oversight. When a major policy ques
tion is working its way through the system (first within EPA and then 
within the executive branch as a whole) the voices heard from Congress 
in the name of "oversight" are treated just like those from any other 
interest group. 7 

This observation stands in stark contrast to the conclusion reached by 
Joel D. Aberbach in his analysis of the politics of congressional oversight.
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After examining the relationship between congressional investigators and 

executive branch officials in some detail, Aberbach concludes that 

[c]ongressional oversight has a significant effect on agency behavior....  

Congress plays an active role both in writing the laws that establish the 

skeleton and muscle and in setting the budgets that give the lifeblood 

to administrative agencies. When Congress shows an interest, agencies 

ignore it at their peril.8 

Who is correct? Do congressional investigations affect agency policy 

decisions significantly or marginally? While not dispositive of the ques

tion, aspects of the record of congressional oversight of EPA enforcement 

activities suggest that both Aberbach and Shimberg are partially correct.  

In a number of instances, important EPA decisions regarding the ap

proach the Agency should take in carrying out its enforcement responsi

bilities have been shaped more or less directly by congressional oversight 

and concern. On the other hand, during some time periods, Congress has 

done little to influence the direction of EPA's enforcement policies.  

One good example of the potential impact of congressional oversight, 

which we considered in Chapter Five, is the Agency's renewed emphasis 

on enforcement (both generally and in the Superfund context specifi

cally) in the period that followed Anne Gorsuch's departure as EPA ad

ministrator in 1983. Having forced Gorsuch's resignation, Congress con

tinued to press the EPA for improvements in its enforcement programs.  

The Agency's attempt to intensify its enforcement efforts, to empha

size civil penalties based on the economic benefits attained by violators 

through noncompliance, and to elevate the importance of enforcement in 

the CERCLA Program can all be traced to congressional influence.  

Similarly, EPA's 1985 decision to launch a loss of interim status (LOIS) 

initiative -to enforce various requirements of RCRA against land disposal 

facilities - was a result of intensive pressure on the Agency for stronger 

action in this area by the Dingell Committee. Additionally, the "enforce

ment first" approach to EPA's administration of CERCLA, adopted by 

William Reilly in the Ninety Day Study of 1989, was part of an attempt 

by the Agency's then-new leaders to satisfy persistent congressional crit

ics by taking a new direction in that closely watched field.  

Beyond these direct effects on EPA enforcement policies, congres

sional oversight has also sometimes influenced EPA decision making in

directly in other critical respects. Thus, for example, the sustained in-
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sistence of Congress on active and vigorous enforcement activity has 
encouraged the Agency to emphasize the volume of its formal enforce
ment actions (including its annual count of civil judicial referrals, admin
istrative orders, criminal prosecutions, civil penalties, etc.) in measur
ing and evaluating its enforcement successes. Congressional interest has 
motivated EPA officials to expand the scope of EPA's criminal enforce
ment work, and congressional inquiries have periodically placed demands 
on the time and energy of the Agency's top managers, as well as its pro
fessional enforcement staff.  

In the 1990s, the prevailing congressional attitude toward EPA en
forcement shifted dramatically. Faced with anti-regulatory pressure from 
Capitol Hill, EPA's leadership reacted initially by modifying its enforce
ment program in ways that partially blunted the program's vigor and ag
gressiveness. That "softer" approach changed in 1995 however, when the 
Clinton administration openly and successfully challenged a more radical 
attempt by a Republican Congress to undermine almost all of the EPA's 
activities. Bold executive branch resistance, combined with overreaching 
by the Agency's congressional opponents, opened the door to a six-year 
period of active and largely effective enforcement unfettered by congres
sional pressures.  

Finally, as I have noted, congressional interest in EPA's enforcement 
activities waned considerably in the 2000s. Although there were some 
notable exceptions - including congressional hearings into Bush II ad
ministration attempts to scuttle Clean Air Act new source review (NSR) 
enforcement through a strategy of regulatory changes and certain other 
enforcement failings-most EPA enforcement employees viewed the 
Bush II years as a period of congressional quiescence and a gradual de
cline in the Agency's enforcement effectiveness.  

The more active periods of congressional attention to EPA enforce
ment give rise to a normative question: was what Congress did during 
these times helpful? Taking congressional oversight of the Agency's en
forcement programs as a whole, has it contributed to a more effective and 
credible effort in this area or, as some have contended, was it one impor
tant cause of a generalized regulatory failure? 

One thoughtful, productive scholar, Richard Lazarus, has been largely 
negative in his assessment of congressional oversight of EPA. He believes 
that the consistently adversarial tone of Congress has unduly harmed the 
Agency's reputation, chilled innovative decision making, placed excessive 
demands on EPA resources, skewed the Agency's priorities, and damaged 
the morale and self-esteem of its employees.9
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Lazarus's analysis conflicts with the conclusion of Joel Aberbach.  

Though his work does not concentrate on EPA specifically, Aberbach is 

far more optimistic than Lazarus concerning the impacts of congressional 

oversight. He defends the overall performance of the federal legislature 

in these terms: "It seems fair to say that oversight addresses problems and 

checks, or even corrects, many errors affecting at least the more organized 

and articulate members of the polity. As a result, congressional oversight 

probably improves policy at the margins." 10 The history of EPA's relation

ship with Capitol Hill in the enforcement area seems largely supportive 

of Aberbach's conclusion. While some of Lazarus's criticism of congres

sional oversight of EPA is undoubtedly well taken, a careful review of 

the performance of Congress in overseeing the Agency's enforcement 

efforts-particularly during the 1970s and 1980s-reveals more success 

than failure. Although not free of mistakes, during these years Congress 

mainly pushed EPA's enforcement policies in directions that improved 

their efficacy and benefited the public at large.  

At the outset, it is important to note that much of Lazarus's thesis is 

premised on the notion that EPA's history has been characterized by what 

he refers to as "a destructive pattern of regulatory failure." As Lazarus 

sees it, the competing efforts of the OMB, on the one hand, and EPA's 

congressional critics, on the other, combined with frequent judicial re

jection of important EPA regulations have given rise to a "pathological 

cycle" in which "agency distrust has begotten failure, breeding further 

distrust and further failure." This seems an overstatement. While EPA's 

situation has been regularly enveloped in conflict, in part for the very 

reasons that Lazarus describes, his assessment of the Agency's overall effi

cacy seems unduly gloomy and overdrawn.  

Other observers have taken a different position. In a thoughtful evalua

tion of the Agency's work, for example, Steven A. Cohen opined: 

The U. S. Environmental Protection Agency has made a significant 

positive contribution to the protection of environmental quality in the 

United States.... My argument is simply that, given its mission and re

sources, and the political bureaucratic arena in which it operates, the 

EPA's performance can be termed a success, albeit a qualified one." 

To the same effect is the writing of Dean E. Mann, who stated respect

ing the Agency's work, "That environmentally protective policies were 

adopted and implemented with modest effectiveness is obvious."' 2 

Moreover, even the GAO, whose persistent criticisms of EPA's work I
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have earlier noted, has expressed a more favorable view of the Agency's 
achievements than has Lazarus. In a detailed and lucid analysis of EPA's 
management of environmental programs, the GAO stated: "EPA has ac
complished much to protect human health and the environment since its 
creation in 1970. It has put in place a comprehensive regulatory structure 
and has made notable progress in identifying and combating many of the 
major causes of pollution."" 

When one turns to EPA's overall enforcement record, Lazarus's un
diluted negativism seems all the more misplaced. Although significantly 
flawed in a number of respects, the Agency's enforcement programs have 
also enjoyed some notable successes. As Kevin Gaynor observed: "In fact, 
[EPA's] civil enforcement of many environmental programs is arguably 
quite good and may be the best kept secret."' 4 Over time, the Agency has 
gradually increased both the volume of its enforcement casework and the 
total amount of the penalties it has assessed against environmental viola
tors. Additionally, EPA's criminal enforcement program, which has also 
expanded, has had a significant impact on the behavior of regulated cor
porate officers. In the words of one private environmental attorney: "The 
fact that there is a serious threat of criminal enforcement out there for 
serious violations has certainly gotten people's attention in the private 
sector. It has had a vast impact." Other private lawyers and consultants 
in the environmental field have expressed a similar view.' 6 

In his examination of congressional scrutiny of EPA, Lazarus takes the 
position that the actions of Congress have "chilled decision making and 
innovation within the EPA" and denied the Agency needed flexibility to 
respond to "the uncertain contours of environmental problems."" What
ever validity this conclusion may have with respect to the EPA's rule
making activities, it seems of little relevance in the enforcement arena.  
EPA's management and staff have devised some innovative approaches in 
several areas of the Agency's enforcement work, as illustrated by EPA's 
multimedia enforcement efforts and its thematic enforcement initiatives.  
In addition, as described earlier, EPA's RCRA loss of interim status en
forcement initiative and its "Superfund enforcement first" policy were 
bold changes in EPA practices that were stimulated, rather than inhibited, 
by congressional interest. Moreover, with the exception of the 1992-1993 
period, congressional anti-regulatory pressures appear to have stimulated 
innovation and efficiency in the Agency's enforcement efforts.  

Equally difficult to credit is Lazarus's claim that congressional over
sight has made unreasonable demands on EPA resources that have "sig
nificantly reduced" the Agency's capabilities.1 8 Though several of the
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present and former Agency enforcement officials I spoke with did identify 

this as a problem,19 the overwhelming majority of the individuals whom 

I interviewed in that category did not mention this concern. Indeed, a 

number of those who talked with me saw positive value in congressional 

oversight of EPA, especially during the Gorsuch period. 20 

In noting this, however, I do not wish to suggest that the resource de

mands placed on EPA by congressional investigations are either minimal 

or unimportant. Nor do I contend that the congressional method of over

seeing the Agency is efficient and non-duplicative. EPA's budget is not 

presently designed to take account of the Agency's work in responding to 

congressional oversight, a fact that contributes to a chronic underestima

tion of EPA's workload. This situation should be remedied. Furthermore, 

as Lazarus persuasively demonstrates, EPA is potentially subject to in

tense and adversarial oversight from an immense number of committees 

and subcommittees with overlapping concerns and, at times, conflicting 

agendas. Given this, Lazarus's suggestions that Congress reduce the num

ber of committees and subcommittees with jurisdiction over the Agency 

and that it take steps to improve oversight coordination among existing 

committees seem well worth considering.2 ' 

Another objection that Lazarus raises regarding congressional over

sight of EPA relates to EPA's policy priorities. He contends that exten

sive congressional investigations "skew" EPA's agenda as it responds to 

the multiple requests and complaints of individual committee and sub

committee chairs with oversight leverage. 22 At least as it relates to EPA's 

enforcement policies, this concern seems exaggerated. In responding to 

Lazarus, Steven Shimberg aptly noted: "While oversight does affect EPA's 

priorities, this is not necessarily a bad thing. EPA must be responsive to 

public concerns. If the Agency cannot garner public support for its pri

orities, those priorities should be 'skewed' by Congressional oversight."23 

Shimberg's point is borne out by the experience of congressional over

sight of EPA in enforcement matters. Although Congress has indeed had 

considerable influence, both directly and indirectly, over the shape and 

thrust of the Agency's enforcement programs, that influence has, for 

the most part, been constructive. Administrative agency autonomy is, in 

many instances, efficient and worthwhile. However, it should not be seen 

as an end in itself. To the extent that EPA's congressional overseers have 

succeeded in guiding the Agency in the direction of improved effective

ness and societal benefit, it seems inappropriate to condemn their efforts.  

Finally, Lazarus identifies two additional difficulties with congres

sional scrutiny of EPA: it damages EPA's reputation among the public
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at large and it harms the self-esteem of Agency professionals. Of those 
two concerns, the first seems far more valid than the second. Lazarus 
believes that "the intensity and negative quality of Congressional over
sight of EPA has done much to create and perpetuate the view that EPA 
is incompetent, negligent and even corrupt." He argues that this negative 
public image, which has been mostly unjustified in his opinion, has eroded 
judicial and public confidence in the Agency's decisions and undermined 
EPA's ability to implement federal statutes.24 

Lazarus's point has some merit. As the EPA enforcement oversight 
experience reveals, congressional investigations of EPA's work have been 
almost unrelievedly critical in both tone and substance. In many respects 
this is quite understandable. From its initial investigations of EPA and 
Justice Department implementation of the Clean Air and Refuse Acts 
in the early 1970s, through its first examinations of EPA's lackluster re
sponse to uncontrolled hazardous waste dumping, its confrontations 
with Anne Gorsuch and her colleagues, its inquiries into the inadequa
cies of EPA's enforcement of RCRA, and its investigations of Superfund 
administration in the late 1980s and early 1990s, congressional critiques 
of the Agency's activities have often been based on genuine and serious 
problems. A number of these problems were later corrected by executive 
branch officials in ways that significantly improved the quality of govern
mental administration.  

That achievement notwithstanding, congressional oversight in its 
cumulative impact indeed may have excessively diminished EPA's overall 
public reputation. As noted previously, a number of objective observers 
from well-regarded scholars to the GAO - have found much to praise in 
the Agency's overall performance. Most oversight hearings and reports 
on EPA do not reflect this. If public confidence and respect are prerequi
sites for enhanced EPA effectiveness, then the Agency's congressional 
critics should tailor their rhetoric accordingly.  

Regrettably, such an approach creates problems. When congressional 
investigators find fundamental flaws in an administrative agency's prac
tices and policies, it is entirely appropriate for them to bring those short
comings to public attention. Attempts to present a full portrait of the 
agency's overall performance may, in the event, mute the investigators' 
message and thus diminish the likelihood of their success in coaxing 
needed reforms. Moreover, as several scholars have noted, oversight pro
ceedings which present and dramatize only the negative aspects of agency 
performance often have obvious political advantages for their sponsors, 
advantages that many elected officials will be loath to abandon.
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Despite this, it seems reasonable to urge members of Congress and 

their staffs to be aware of the unintended as well as the contemplated 

consequences of their oversight of administrative agencies. When the ac

tivities of EPA and other agencies merit praise, congressional overseers 

should give it openly.26 Rather than undercutting its efforts, such candor 

would, in the long view, only serve to reinforce the credibility of Con

gress. It would also provide the public with a balanced and undistorted 

picture of how some of its most important governmental institutions are 

performing.  

With respect to the impact of congressional oversight on the self

esteem of EPA employees, however, Lazarus appears to miss the mark.  

He writes: "Another victim of oversight has been Agency morale, since 

the barrage of [congressional] criticism has inevitably affected employee 

self-esteem.... This has made it more difficult for EPA to recruit the 

most qualified Agency personnel and may also be a cause of high Agency 

turnover."" Among the numerous present and former EPA enforcement 

officials I interviewed, not one shared this perception.  

To be sure, some EPA employees were highly critical of congressional 

oversight of the Agency. For example, one former EPA headquarters offi

cial told me that "the number of oversight hearings, in toto, was exces

sive." 28 Another Agency employee referred to congressional oversight 

committee staff members as "arrogant, snobbish and very tough to deal 

with" and stated: "[At] times, their job was to grandstand and make politi

cal hay out of what they could and annoy working stiffs like myself."29 

The majority of EPA officials I interviewed, however, were generally, 

although not uniformly, positive in their view of congressional investi

gations of the Agency's enforcement work.30 Most significantly, none of 

the officials I spoke with identified congressional criticism as a significant 

source of diminished Agency morale, a barrier to effective personnel re

cruitment, or a contributing cause of generalized turnover among EPA's 

professional staff. In view of this arguably subjective but nonetheless tell

ing evidence, that facet of Lazarus's argument seems misinformed. At 

the same time, my interviews with EPA personnel only partially support 

Steven Shimberg's claim, in response to Lazarus, that more often than 

not EPA's staff feels "betrayed from within." Although that may have been 

true during the relatively brief Gorsuch period, and (in certain respects) 

much of the Bush II administration, it was not the case much of the time.  

Congressional oversight of EPA enforcement raises one final question: 

to what extent have other aspects of the work of Congress, including the 

decentralized nature of the lawmaking process and the manner in which
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Congress allocates resources to EPA, affected the efficacy of the Agency's 
administration of federal environmental statutes? Lazarus has addressed 
this question as well.  

As Lazarus sees it, the oversight responsibilities of congressional com
mittees and subcommittees are divided in such a way that each committee 
and subcommittee tends to examine environmental problems through its 
own "narrow jurisdictional lens." The result of this "excessive fragmen
tation," in Lazarus's opinion, is "different laws and even different pro
visions of the same laws working at cross purposes."" In some respects, 
this observation is certainly correct. There are, indeed, a number of ways 
in which federal environmental statutes are duplicative and conflicting.32 

Moreover, overlapping demands from congressional investigators can, at 
least sometimes, strain the scarce resources of EPA's management and 
staff.  

At the same time, the enforcement provisions of the legislation imple
mented by the Agency have not, in general, posed a serious barrier to 
EPA's work. As Jeffrey G. Miller concluded in his thorough discussion of 
EPA's statutory enforcement authorities and their interpretation in the 
courts: "While the [EPA's] enforcement tools ... could be sharpened and 
augmented in some respects, EPA generally has sufficient enforcement 
authority to mount credible and effective enforcement programs, if it has 
the will to do so."" 

With respect to the resources made available to EPA by Congress, 
Lazarus concluded: "Increases in EPA's budget have lagged far behind in
creases in the agency's statutory responsibilities." 34 In this regard, his dis
cussion is entirely accurate and is fully confirmed by EPA's enforcement 
programs.  

Budgetary shortfalls have long characterized EPA's situation. As early 
as 1980, John Quarles, a former deputy administrator of EPA, observed: 
"In the nine years of EPA's existence, its manpower has roughly doubled 
while its program responsibilities have been multiplied by a factor of 
twenty.... Today, it cannot perform its workload."35 Inadequate as it may 
have been in 1980, this situation clearly worsened during the 1980s. In an 
analysis presented to the Senate Committee on Environment and Pub
lic Works in March 1991, Richard L. Hembra, then the director of envi
ronmental protection issues of the GAO's Resources, Community, and 
Economic Development Division, testified that for over a decade EPA's 
budget had been "essentially capped" despite a considerable growth in its 
responsibilities. In Hembra's words:
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In constant (1982) dollars, EPA's operating budget, which covers all its 

programs except for the Superfund cleanup program and construction 

grants for sewage treatment plants, went from $1.7 billion in 1979 down 

to $1.0 billion in 1983 and rose back up to $1.7 billion again in 1991.  
Yet during this same period, EPA's responsibilities grew enormously.  

The 1984 amendments to the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, 

for example, known as the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments, sig

nificantly broadened EPA's responsibilities for regulating the generation, 

treatment, storage and disposal of hazardous waste. The amendments 

also directed EPA to issue regulations for underground storage tanks. In 

1986, the Safe Drinking Water Act was amended, requiring EPA to regu

late 83 specific drinking water contaminants. In the same year, the Asbes

tos Hazardous Emergency Response Act was passed, requiring EPA to 

set standards for responding to the presence of asbestos in school build

ings, and to study the problems of asbestos in other public buildings. The 

1980's also saw significant new responsibilities for the EPA under amend

ments to the Clean Water Act, the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and 

Rodenticide Act, and Superfund legislation (in Title III, the Emergency 

Planning and Community-Right-to-Know Act).36 

EPA's budgetary woes in enforcement continued through the 1990s and 

early years of the new millennium. As noted in Chapters Seven and Eight, 

Congress mandated staff salary increases during most of this period while 

increasing the Agency's budget, a disingenuous approach-the so-called 

"COLA trick" - that caused little-noticed cuts in important enforcement 

programs.  

These financial shortfalls, combined with a persistent paucity of re

sources at the Environmental Enforcement Section of the Department of 

Justice, have caused significant problems for EPA's enforcement efforts.  

In recent years, the most acute problems have surfaced in the areas of 

criminal enforcement, RCRA enforcement, and Superfund enforce

ment. Nonetheless, the entire enforcement program has been unable to 

keep pace with overall economic growth that has spawned new pollu

tion sources that require monitoring and enforcement attention. More

over, budget limitations have stymied EPA's efforts to upgrade its data 

management systems, a key facet of its high-priority, targeted initiative 

programs.  

Beyond this, chronic budgetary problems have made it more difficult 
for EPA to handle information requests under the Freedom of Informa-
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tion Act, to maintain accurate records of enforcement activities, to in
fluence state enforcement appropriately, and to identify PRPs in Super
fund cases.37 These difficulties are also an important cause of what is 
widely perceived to be inadequate clerical and secretarial support for the 
Agency's enforcement staff, a situation that often leads to inefficient use 
of the scarce time of professional enforcement personnel. 38 

Why has EPA been persistently underfunded? Part of the answer lies in 
the opaque and intensely competitive process by which Congress allocates 
monies to all federal agencies and departments. After protracted, com
plex, and contentious discussions within EPA and the executive branch 
as a whole, the president usually presents a budget request to Congress 
in January or February of each year. 39 That request includes proposals 
for EPA as well as for all other components of the federal government.  
Following this, the Budget Committees of both houses of Congress pass 
budget resolutions that contain advisory recommendations with respect 
to different budget functions, as well as binding limits on domestic dis
cretionary spending. The House and Senate Appropriations Committees 
then allocate domestic discretionary funds among thirteen subcommit
tees, each of which has jurisdiction over particular federal agencies or 
departments. At that point, each subcommittee becomes responsible for 
preparing a bill that divides its particular allocation among the various 
agencies that fall within its jurisdiction. At this stage, the subcommit
tee chairs frequently give priority to the preferences of members of their 
subcommittee, as well as members of the Appropriations Committee as a 
whole. The views of representatives of interest groups are also considered, 
and there are continuing discussions among subcommittee staff members 
and representatives of the agencies and departments whose budget re
quests are being considered.4 0 

In EPA's situation, most critical decisions with respect to the Agency's 
funding are made by the House and Senate Appropriations Committees' 
subcommittees on veterans' affairs, independent agencies, and trans
portation, housing, and urban development. These panels have remark
ably broad and diverse budgetary responsibilities. In addition to EPA, 
their jurisdiction includes, among some twenty-four other agencies and 
entities, the Consumer Products Safety Commission, the National Sci
ence Foundation, the Department of Veterans Affairs, the Department 
of Housing and Urban Development, and the Selective Service System.  
The competition among those various agencies and departments for the 
limited allocations available to the same subcommittee is remarkably 
intensive.
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While EPA does have supporters among individual members of Con

gress, as well as lobbyists representing a coalition of interests that range 

from state and local governments to national environmental organiza

tions, the Agency is chronically disadvantaged in this process by several 

factors. First of all, in the tangle of powerful agencies and interests that 

regularly vie for HUD, VA, and Independent Agencies Subcommittee 

funding, EPA's needs are easily overlooked. Despite its size and relative 

importance to the environmental and economic life of the nation, EPA is 

perennially cast in the role of small fish in an extraordinarily big subcom

mittee pond.  

Second, unlike several of its more formidable competitors-such as the 

Department of Veterans Affairs and the National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration-EPA does not have a single, unified, and well-organized 

constituency in support of its budget requests. Instead, members of Con

gress with an interest in EPA issues range from strong supporters of envi

ronmental protection to bitter opponents of specific Agency programs or 

activities. This hampers EPA in its efforts to compete with agencies and 

departments whose work does not engender controversy.4 ' 

Third, in the House of Representatives there is no single committee 

whose responsibility it is to authorize substantive legislation for EPA to 

administer. Instead, as we have observed, EPA is overseen by a multi

plicity of standing committees with varying and sometimes directly com

peting interests. This situation denies the Agency a unified institutional 

base of support within the House itself in the rough and tumble of bud

getary competition.42 

Another unfortunate outcome of this diffuse situation, as well as of 

the overall budgetary stringency that began in the late 1980s, has been a 

tendency for individual members of Congress to lobby for appropriations 

that are both narrow in scope and clearly identified in budget legislation.  

This procedure, known as "earmarking," has increased in recent years 

with respect to EPA's budget. Several typical examples of this practice 

can be found in the bill reported by the Subcommittee on HUD, VA, and 

Independent Agencies of the Senate Appropriations Committee for fis

cal year 1992. With regard to EPA abatement, control, and compliance, 

this bill included appropriations of "$1,000,000 for the Lake Onondago 
management conference" and $500,000 for lake-water-quality activities 

by the State of New Jersey, including such activities at Lake Hopatcong, 

Swartswood Lake, Musconetgong Lake, and other lakes the state might 

deem appropriate.43 

How might the congressional appropriation process be reformed to
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allow EPA a greater chance of receiving the budgetary allocation it needs 
to function effectively? Several changes would be helpful. First, the juris
dictions of the various subcommittees of the House and Senate Appro
priations Committees could be restructured to create a separate subcom
mittee for environmental protection. While this subcommittee would still 
need to compete with other appropriations subcommittees with respect 
to the relative size of its pot of money, such a rearrangement would mini
mize, at least at the subcommittee level, the need for EPA to compete 
against a large number of agencies and departments that enjoy united and 
potent political backing. Second, the committee structure in the House 
of Representatives could be modified to create a single committee with 
the exclusive authority to authorize legislation pertaining to pollution 
control. This would create a core of support and sympathy for adequate 
EPA funding. It would also decrease the burden that widely decentralized 
oversight places on EPA resources. Finally, committee memberships in 
both the House and the Senate could be altered so that there is an overlap 
between the members of committees who draft the statutes EPA must im
plement (and oversee its performance) and the committee members who 
have control over the Agency's budget. This reform, too, would make it 
more likely that Appropriations subcommittee members would be famil
iar with the Agency's needs and supportive of its budgetary requests.  

Even if all of these changes were accomplished, however, EPA would 
still face formidable barriers to obtaining all the funding it needs. Since 
the mid-1980s, Congress has operated in an atmosphere of extreme bud
getary restraint as it has grappled with the problem of an ever-expanding 
federal deficit. This difficulty paints a grim backdrop against which the 
budgetary dramas of the next several years must be played out.  

Nonetheless, in considering future funding levels for EPA, one can 
hope that Congress will take account of the true dimensions of the 
Agency's expanded workload, the urgency of its budgetary needs, and 
the larger cost to society if federal environmental legislation is not imple
mented effectively. If Congress fails to do this, it seems certain that many 
of our environmental laws, so proudly heralded at the time of their enact
ment, will be administered haltingly-and inadequately enforced.  

As noted in Chapters Four and Seven, the organizational structure of 
EPA's enforcement program experienced wrenching changes in 1981 and 
1993-1994. Administrator Anne Gorsuch abolished the Agency's Office 
of Enforcement and placed EPA's enforcement engineers and attor
neys in separate offices, both in headquarters and the Agency's regional 
offices. In an attempt to remedy the perceived harm which that change
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caused, Administrator Carol Browner reestablished a headquarters en

forcement office that included both legal and technical components but 

allowed regional offices the discretion to fashion their own organizational 

arrangements for enforcement work. These changes have had important 

consequences.  

In the face of challenges from other components of the Agency dur

ing the Bush II administration, EPA's unified headquarters enforcement 

structure proved an effective bulwark against strong pressure to thwart 

the Agency's enforcement work-particularly its complex and environ

mentally important new source review initiative against coal-fired power 

plants. The determined effort made by EPA's Office of Air and Radiation 

(OAR) to undermine that program would doubtless have succeeded if the 

EPA's air enforcement engineers and scientists had been housed in OAR, 

rather than the Agency's enforcement office.  

At the same time, however, the relocation of enforcement technical 

people from headquarters program offices to a unified OECA left a resi

due of bitterness in the offices that were required to give up some of their 

personnel. It also left enforcement without a voice in headquarters pro

gram offices, whose remaining staff members often had little sense of the 

value or importance of EPA's enforcement function. This fact left the 

Agency more prone to the sort of interoffice staff rifts and rivalries that 

characterized much of the Bush II period.  

There may be no easy solution to the unintended problems that re

sulted from the enforcement reorganization of the 1990s, a change that in 

retrospect seems, on balance, justified and worthwhile. Nonetheless, some 

innovations in workforce management-and additional structural adjust

ments at the regional office level-may well prove constructive. One ap

proach that seems worth trying would be for EPA to systematically rotate 

some portion of its personnel, so that OECA staff members are tem

porarily detailed to program offices while program office personnel are 

placed in an enforcement office setting. Such an arrangement-which 

would have to be done carefully, to avoid disrupting ongoing projects

might give program office staff a greater appreciation of the demands and 

rigors of enforcement work. It might also expose enforcement staffers 

to the intricacies and difficulties of drafting regulations amidst cross

pressures from regulated entities and environmental organizations.  

Another needed change is a realignment of personnel in those EPA re

gions where enforcement attorneys and engineers are housed in separate 

regional offices and divisions. This restructuring-which was contem

plated but never completed during the Clinton administration-will end
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the rivalry among headquarters offices for influence at the regional level.  
It will also end the confusion engendered by the Agency's multiplicity of 
regional enforcement arrangements. Undoubtedly and unfortunately, re
gional reorganizations may cause some temporary slowdowns in enforce
ment casework, and (regrettably) it may also limit the opportunities for 
career advancement of some attorneys in large offices of regional coun
sel. Nonetheless, such a realignment will prevent future regional pro
gram division directors and regional administrators from withdrawing 
resources from enforcement work by "reassigning" enforcement engi
neers to other tasks in the event that enforcement is once again besieged 
by its opponents in a future administration. Reassignments of that sort 
can clearly impair regional enforcement effectiveness by draining the en
forcement effort of badly needed resources.  

This account of EPA's enforcement history has made clear that cer
tain political appointees play a critical role in the Agency's enforcement 
work. The most important of those appointees are EPA's administrator 
and deputy administrator, the assistant administrator for enforcement and 
compliance assurance, and the Agency's regional administrators. Each of 
the officials faces unique challenges, and each has the potential to make 
an important contribution to EPA's enforcement success.  

Beyond keeping the Agency in the good graces of Congress, the White 
House, and interested segments of the general public, EPA's administra
tor and deputy administrator can bolster enforcement work in two distinct 
ways. First, they can negotiate with steadfastness and skill for additional 
resources for the Agency in general and OECA in particular. Second, 
they can actively communicate, both outside of EPA and to the Agency's 
hard-pressed enforcement staff, that they fully support a vigorous en
forcement posture. William Ruckelshaus did this with some success, in 
both of his terms as administrator, as did deputy administrators Hank 
Habicht, Alvin Alm, and Barbara Blum during their respective terms in 
office. In contrast, as we have seen, the absence of supportive signals from 
Administrator Christie Todd Whitman, combined with some apparently 
unintended miscommunication at the outset of her term, had a negative 
effect on enforcement staff morale and program effectiveness. So too did 
the passivity of Administrator Steven Johnson and Deputy Administrator 
Marcus Peacock in the face of bitter (and public) interoffice disputation.  

The EPA's assistant administrator for enforcement and compliance 
assurance must carry out an exceedingly challenging set of tasks. As 
the most visible representative of the Agency's enforcement program,
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he or she must "carry the flag" for the enforcement cause at meetings 

with state officials, the Justice Department and other federal entities, the 

White House, other appointed EPA officials, representatives of regulated 

companies, and others. The assistant administrator must also cultivate 

favorable working relationships with key members of Congress and their 

staffs, and also communicate effectively with members of the Agency's 

own career enforcement staff.  

On balance, EPA has been quite fortunate with regard to the individu

als who have led its enforcement efforts. Just as Steven Herman effec

tively defended EPA enforcement against external attacks from Capitol 

Hill, Grant Nakayama ably fended off internal efforts to undercut the 

Agency's enforcement effectiveness. Along with Nakayama, John Quarles 

and J. P. Suarez each did a skillful job of encouraging the productivity and 

earning the respect of EPA's career staff; and, with support from others 

within the Bush I administration, Jim Strock was an innovative manager 

who displayed great skill in dealing with a skeptical Congress at a difficult 

time. The outstanding work of these individuals - and others -helped to 

build (and, in some cases, to salvage) a credible enforcement program at 

the Agency.  

EPA's regional administrators are also in a position to have an impor

tant impact on the Agency's enforcement work. As I have noted, by tra

dition those officials are selected with the consent of the leadership of the 

state environmental protection agencies in particular regions. As a re

sult, a number of regional administrators have made efforts to curry favor 

with state officials - some of whom view enforcement activities with dis

favor. Thus, those regional administrators have shown little enthusiasm 

for regional enforcement work, sometimes setting an anti-enforcement 

tone that has diluted enforcement effectiveness within their regions. At 

the same time, however, other appointed regional administrators-such 

as Valdas Adamkus in Region V and Wayne Nastri in Region IX-were 

staunch supporters of their regional enforcement programs. As those 

individuals and others have shown, the politicized manner in which EPA's 

top regional officials are vetted does not guarantee that regional adminis

trators will support state efforts to dilute enforcement effectiveness.  

Nonetheless, to the extent that Congress can muster the political will 

to do so, the selection of EPA regional administrators from the ranks of 

senior career civil servants seems a more workable arrangement. Such an 

approach, which prevails in other federal agencies and departments, will 

add more stability and predictability to a number of regional programs,
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including but not limited to enforcement. It will also take away the (some
times misused) leverage that some state officials enjoy in the setting of 
EPA regional office enforcement policies and priorities.  

Beyond being lucky with many of the individuals who have been ap
pointed to EPA positions that affect enforcement work, overall the 
Agency has also had good fortune with respect to the quality and dedica
tion of its professional enforcement staff. For the most part, members of 
that staff have proven dedicated, resourceful, capable, and well focused.  
Over time the staff has collectively gained in experience, know-how, and 
maturity, and from time to time it has provided both momentum and sta
bility in the midst of changes at the political appointee level.  

Despite this - and notwithstanding notable improvements in employee 
working conditions from the bleak days of the 1970s-certain problems 
among the enforcement staff have persisted. As noted above, staff morale 
has fluctuated dramatically over time, from relatively hopeful and upbeat 
times during significant periods of the 1970s and much of the Bush I and 
Clinton eras to decidedly negative during the Gorsuch era and much of 
the Bush II administration. For reasons divorced from logic, enforce
ment attorneys and engineers are subject to pay scales that are unfairly 
weighted in favor of attorneys. Moreover, as we have seen, pervasive re
source shortages have continuously overtaxed EPA enforcement employ
ees, many of whom have had to log numerous hours of unpaid overtime 
to complete their demanding work assignments. Despite what appears 
to be genuine recent progress, relations with the Department of Justice 
have sometimes been fractious and, like other federal agencies over the 
next decade, EPA faces the prospect of the retirement of large numbers 
of experienced enforcement staff members from the baby boom genera
tion, along with the on-the-job knowledge and institutional memory that 
those individuals possess -a problem considered further in Chapter Ten.  

Many of these staff-level problems will not be easily solved. None
theless, the Agency's managers would certainly do well to work with the 
federal Office of Personnel Management to equalize pay scales for dif
ferently trained enforcement professionals, to step up their recruitment 
of well-qualified younger staff members, to expand opportunities for 
career advancement, and to devote time and effort to training new gen
erations of enforcement professionals. All of these measures are essential 
if staff-level weaknesses are to be shored up and the most successful and 
effective aspects of EPA's enforcement programs are to be preserved and 
perpetuated.



CHAPTER 10

Did Industry Capture EPA Enforcement? 

Captive Agency Theory and Its (Partial) 

Applicability 

EPA's varied enforcement experiences raise a further question that de

serves systematic attention: has the Agency enforcement program been 

"captured" by the entities that EPA monitors and regulates? This chap

ter examines the extent to which the captive agency theory, first articu

lated in 1955 by Princeton University professor Marver Bernstein in his 

influential book, Regulating Business by Independent Commission,1 applies 

to EPA's enforcement work. After summarizing Bernstein's theories of 

administrative regulations as a paradigm of captive agency theory, and 

describing the legislative reforms of the 1970s and 1980s that attempted 

to take account of the insights and criticisms of captive agency theorists 

in reshaping key facets of U.S. administrative law, I will critically evalu

ate Bernstein's captive agency theory in light of the key trends, develop

ments, and events in EPA regulation and enforcement.  

The basic notion of the captive agency theory of administrative agen

cies is that such agencies have a tendency to move so far in the direction of 

accommodating the interests of the entities they are charged with regulat

ing that ultimately these agencies may be fairly considered a "captive" of 

those regulated firms.2 Captive agency theory typically views regulators 

as subject to unique pressures and influences that invariably push their 

actions and their decisions on policy questions in a direction favored by 

regulated firms. Among other things, the theory posits, captive agencies 

tend to be unduly inefficient, passive, and ponderous, failing to enforce 

their own regulatory requirements with needed vigor and enthusiasm.3 

This chapter assays the extent to which the captive agency theory first 

formulated by Bernstein continues to have viability as an explanation of 

the behavior of federal regulatory agencies in the twenty-first century in
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general and EPA in particular. It asks whether the theory is still valid and 
if so how and to what extent.  

EPA and its enforcement work seem an apt subject of study in this 
context for several reasons. First, in a number of respects, the regula
tory legislation under which EPA operates was fashioned by Congress 
with certain lessons from captive agency theorists in mind. The Agency's 
authorizing statutes (the Clean Air Act, the Clean Water Act, the Re
source Conservation and Recovery Act, etc.) tend to be lengthier, more 
detailed, and more directive of specific agency actions than the legisla
tion that authorized the independent commissions (such as the Interstate 
Commerce Commission, the Securities and Exchange Commission, and 
the Civil Aeronautics Board) that Marver Bernstein studied in the early 
1950s. EPA's authorizing statutes also include provisions for judicial re
view, and for lawsuits by private citizens to enforce Agency standards and 
requirements, and they give EPA power to regulate a broad range of in
dustries, rather than only one or a small number of industries (as had been 
common prior to the 1970s). If EPA is a captive agency notwithstanding 
these legislative reforms, one may well conclude that captive agency theo
rists were far more effective at diagnosing administrative maladies than 
they were at prescribing cures for them.  

EPA enforcement work is also highlighted because other scholars have 
concluded that administrative agency enforcement efforts are especially 
vulnerable to capture by regulated activities. 4 Enforcement takes place 
at low visibility. It lacks the regularity and transparency of agency rule 
making, and it often calls for close interactions between government 
regulators and individual companies. If agency capture can be found 
anywhere, it therefore seems likely to be manifested in the enforcement 
context.  

In the middle years of the 1950s, Marver Bernstein set out to evaluate 
critically the role of independent regulatory commissions.5 Focusing on 
seven such federal agencies,6 Regulating Business By Independent Commis
sion, a slim, concise volume, also had two other objectives: to develop a 
more realistic concept of governmental regulation than that which sup
ported the commission form and to appraise the independent commission 
as an agent of governmental regulation at the national level.7 

Bernstein's book began with a two-chapter overview of the intellec
tual development of the regulatory movement.8 From the efforts of the 
agrarian, post-Civil War Granger movement to establish state commis
sions that regulated railroad practices in rates and competition, Bernstein 
traced the evolution of U. S. regulatory reform through the Progressive
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Era (1906-1917), the decade of the Great Depression, and World War II 

and its aftermath. He noted that progressive reformers of the early twen

tieth century were urban, middle-class citizens who believed in purify

ing government of fraud and corruption by tinkering with the machinery 

of government, making government more efficient by using sound busi

ness management methods, and allocating responsibility to independent, 

nonpolitical regulatory commissions that made decisions based upon ex

pert knowledge and impartial judgment. In the 1930s, the imperatives of 

economic recovery turned the regulatory spotlight away from the inde

pendent commission and toward new emergency relief agencies and ex

panded programs administered by older federal departments such as Agri

culture and Interior. Nonetheless, throughout the New Deal period, the 

public remained interested in independent commissions like the SEC, 

which were widely viewed as a potential antidote to the stock market 

scandals of the late 1920s and (to many in Congress) as a bulwark against 

presidential domination of government. During World War II, as Bern

stein describes, the demands of mobilization for war and defense drama

tized economic programs and policies outside the scope of the indepen

dent commissions, and thereafter the government emphasized promotion 

of maximum employment, production, and purchasing power in a free

market economy-an effort that still involved and implicated independent 

regulatory commissions at the time that Bernstein wrote his major work.  

Bernstein viewed regulatory reformers, particularly those of the Pro

gressive Era, as simplistic and naive. From his standpoint, "a middle class 

tradition of genteel reform has resulted in reliance on simple panaceas 

to achieve far reaching changes." 9 Regulatory reformers "lacked staying 

power and the ability to maintain the interest of the public in their pro

grams." 10 Moreover, they were "unable to understand the nature of the 

major problem the commissions had to face - tendencies in Congress to 

undermine the independence of the commissions."" 
In particular, Bernstein took issue with the Progressive Era reformers' 

central belief that administrative regulation requires a high degree of ex

pertness, a mastery of technical detail, and a neutral institutional envi

ronment that is entirely free from partisan political considerations. As 

Bernstein saw it, the expertise of governmental administrators does not 

give them any special competence to formulate regulatory policy, espe

cially where the problems that face agencies are complex and the scope 

of agency discretion is great.12 Expertness does not improve the ability 

of agencies to plan their activities or to relate to public needs and de

sires. Instead, Bernstein wrote, it promotes "myopia" in interpreting the
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public welfare' 3 and creates "a special kind of class system which views 
public policy through blinders."1 4 Similarly, agency independence "does 
not insure judge-like wisdom, balance and insight."15 Instead, according 
to Bernstein, it stands in the way of needed coordination of government 
policy, and leads to bureaucratic lethargy, lack of imagination, inefficient 
management, isolation, and insularity.16 

The reformers' misguided premises led, in turn, to the enactment of 
inadequate regulatory legislation. In Bernstein's words: 

Regulation often deals with matters about which there is no settled na
tional policy and no stable communal consensus. A regulatory statute 

more likely than not represents a vaguely worded compromise of con
flicting attitudes in Congress as well as the country. It is accepted as a 

basis for commencing regulation but does not furnish a workable set of 

goals and policies.. . . No agency finds a regulatory recipe or formula 
ready-made for its use.'7 

In this legally guideless, unstructured setting, regulatory agencies are 
subject to persistent challenge and antagonism. Their search for the pub
lic interest in regulatory matters "must be carried on against formidable 
obstacles."18 They are frequently at the center of a rivalry between Con
gress and the president to have more influence over their policy making.19 
Moreover, especially in their early years, regulatory agencies are subject 
to intense pressures from the well-organized interests they regulate.  

In a concerted attempt to influence the regulatory process, these indi
viduals and companies often initiate litigation with respect to the legal 
scope of the agency's regulatory powers and the meaning of its legislative 
mandates. 20 Bernstein suggested that regulated groups publicly criticize 
the agency as biased against them and unduly zealous. Those regulated 
may also resort to "subterfuge, distortion and concealment," and they 
may "simulate a campaign of propaganda to make the environment of the 
regulatory agency as hostile as possible."21 

At the core of Bernstein's concept of the "captive agency" is his dis
cussion of the "life cycle" of regulatory agencies. As Bernstein saw it, 
the useful lives of these governmental institutions may be divided into 
four phases: gestation, youth, maturity, and old age. During the ges
tation phase, public pressure on Congress to produce regulatory legis
lation gradually mounts. Despite vigorous resistance from opposition 
groups, the passage of such legislation is finally achieved. However, as
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noted above, the statute that is finally enacted is often an ambiguous com

promise that fails to provide clear directions to the regulatory agency it 

establishes. 22 

In its youthful stage, following passage of pertinent regulatory legis

lation, the agency is endowed with "an aggressive, crusading spirit." 23 It 

tends to take a broad view of its mission, and it may develop daring and 

inventiveness in resolving regulatory problems.24 

Gradually, however, the circumstances of the agency change. Until the 

courts have outlined the legal scope of the agency's regulatory powers, 

litigation forms the framework for much of the regulatory process. In 

addition, open public support for regulation fades away. The agency be

gins to operate in a technical climate that defies public comprehension.  

Congress is reluctant to champion public control of business activities 

without strong, active public support, and public supporters of regulation, 

tired after their long struggle to pass regulatory legislation, mistakenly 

tend to regard administration as automatically following legislation.2 

In this environment, according to Bernstein, the regulatory agency 

enters a period of "maturity" or "devitalization." It relies more and more 

upon settled procedures, its goals become routine and accepted, and it 

slowly becomes primarily concerned with the health of the industry it 

is charged with regulating. Unable to count on either public or congres

sional support for firm regulation, the agency grants regulated parties 

numerous opportunities to challenge its positions and to persuade it that 

contemplated action is unfair or incorrect. Agency passivity grows until 

it borders on apathy, and there is an ever-increasing desire to avoid con

flicts and enjoy good relationships with regulated groups.26 

At the close of its maturity phase, the regulatory agency enters a period 

of "old age" in which it completes its "surrender" to the groups it is nomi

nally regulating. As Bernstein described it: 

Politically isolated, lacking a firm basis in public support, lethargic 

in attitude and approach, unsupported in its demands for more staff 

and money, the commission finally becomes a captive of the regu

lated groups. During old age, the working agreement that a commission 

reaches with regulated interests becomes so fixed that the agency has no 

creative force left to mobilize against the regulated groups. Its primary 

mission is the maintenance of the status quo in the regulated industry, 

and its own position as recognized protector of the industry. ... In their 

declining days, commissions can be described as retrogressive, lethargic,
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sluggish and insensitive to their wider political and social setting. They 
are incapable of securing progressive revision of regulatory policies and 
fall further behind in their work.27 

In Bernstein's opinion, the length of each life cycle phase varies from 
one regulatory agency to another, and some agencies may skip an entire 
period as they evolve. 28 However, in his view, the best antidote to agency 
capture is a strong and continuing internal sense of agency mission,29 

combined with astute agency leadership actively engaged in seeking po
litical support from the president, Congress and the public at large.30 

Thus, for Bernstein, 

the area of [regulatory agency] freedom from the standards of private 

parties depends heavily on the prestige and competence of the regula
tory officials, the prevailing political temper of the times, the capacity of 
the agency to find support in the presidency and Congress, the vitality of 

public opinion in favor of regulation and the [political] strength of the 
private parties themselves.3 ' 

The eighth chapter of Regulating Business by Independent Commission 
contains Marver Bernstein's thoughts with respect to regulatory enforce
ment. Bernstein envisioned enforcement as a vital component of regula
tory work. He observed that "[o]ne of the crucial tests of the effectiveness 
of a regulatory commission is its capacity to obtain the compliance of 
persons subject to regulation and to enforce its regulations against viola
tors." 32 Moreover, Bernstein observed that: 

[t]he attitude of a commission towards its enforcement responsibilities 
affects its entire regulatory program. Unless it demonstrates a capacity 
to enforce its regulations, they will be honored more in the breach than 
in the observance. Those (regulated firms) who discover that violations 
go undetected and unpunished will have little respect for the commis
sion and will violate regulations with impunity if it is to their financial or 
commercial advantage.33 

The more passive a regulatory agency is, the less likely it is to organize 
effective compliance and enforcement activities. Conversely, the absence 
of vigorous enforcement typically reflects an agency's lack of active regu
lation in the public interest.34 

Bernstein saw eight elements as being crucial to the establishment and
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maintenance of effective regulatory enforcement. First and foremost, 

the regulatory agency must have broad public support for the goals of 

the regulation and the agency's general regulatory policies." Second, the 

agency's regulations themselves must be drafted so as to be understand

able to all regulated parties,36 and they must be enforceable in the sense 

that violations can be readily detected and proven by the agency's staff.37 

Third, the inspection and enforcement work of an agency should be im

plemented by a separate, designated unit of the agency that has no other 

program responsibilities. 38 Fourth, when participating in litigation in

volving or affecting enforcement, a regulatory agency must have access to 

a judiciary "sympathetic to the broad purpose and goals of the statute and 

regulations that have been violated." 39 Fifth, where regulating enforce

ment is undertaken, the level of sanctions and penalties assessed should be 

commensurate with the type of violation that is the basis for the enforce

ment action.4 0 Sixth, effective enforcement requires the close coopera

tion of investigators, attorneys, and other personnel trained in different 

disciplines. 4 ' Seventh, Bernstein recommended that regulatory agencies 

issue explanatory materials describing their regulations and explaining 

how they might be complied with, in order to promote regulatory com

pliance.4 2 Finally, Bernstein suggested that government agencies take ad

vantage of the importance of government as a source of credit, as a source 

of supply, and/or as a consumer, to help create additional incentives for 

regulated parties to comply with applicable standards.43 

These enforcement and compliance elements are not present in most 

regulatory agencies, according to Bernstein. Thus, he concluded his ob

servations on regulatory enforcement with the pejorative comment that 

[e]nforcement activities of the regulatory commissions tend to be weak, 

poorly staffed and inadequately supported. They are marked by overall 

inadequacy and reluctance to experiment with new enforcement tech

niques. Incentives to induce compliance are rarely articulated, and delib

erate planning of compliance programs is conspicuously absent.4 4 

Although well received by other scholars of regulation, it took some 

time for Marver Bernstein's work to result in changes in government poli

cies. Gradually, however, the findings and suggestions of Bernstein (and 

captive agency theorists like him) proved immensely influential with re

spect to the ways in which regulation by administrative agencies was au

thorized by Congress, implemented by the agencies themselves, and re

viewed by federal courts. Particularly in the late 1960s and early 1970s,
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in response to the criticisms that Bernstein and his colleagues initiated, 
Congress enacted a series of new regulatory statutes that were longer, 
more detailed, and more specifically directive toward regulatory agencies 
than had been true in the past. For the first time, these statutes encour
aged citizen participation in agency decision making, direct citizen in
volvement in regulatory enforcement, and greater openness and account
ability in the work of administrative agencies. Additionally, the federal 
courts began to scrutinize more carefully the administrative procedures 
adopted by agency administrators, together with the reasoning those ad
ministrators relied on to support their regulatory decisions.  

One type of regulatory legislation enacted in response to the cap
tive agency theory of Bernstein and his fellow theorists has been termed 
the "coercive model" of regulatory delegation. In a perceptive article,45 

professors Sidney Shapiro and Robert Glicksman describe the coercive 
model in these terms: 

Congress mandates agency regulation by removing an agency's discre
tion to regulate, but permits the agency to choose the appropriate model 
of regulation.... This model typically forces the agency to regulate by 
mandating some kind of agency action - such as listing chemicals as haz
ardous or issuing regulations applicable to industrial polluters - before a 
set deadline. The substantive delegation, however, is couched in general 
terms.46 

Shapiro and Glicksman also posit a "ministerial model" of congressional 
control. Under the latter approach, Congress includes in a regulatory 
statute both a set of detailed regulatory criteria that the administrative 
agency is required to follow in establishing regulations and a binding set 
of deadlines by which it must act.47 

In their analysis of federal pollution control legislation, Shapiro and 
Glicksman aptly note that not all statutory prescriptions to EPA fit 
squarely into the models of control of regulatory agencies that their work 
describes.48 Nonetheless, many sets of amendments to EPA-authorizing 
statutes enacted in the late 1970s and 1980s clearly exemplify coercive 
control legislation that attempts to accelerate the pace of regulation (and 
facilitate legislative oversight) by forcing the EPA to make particular 
regulatory decisions within a specified time.49 Other environmental regu
latory statutes supplement mandatory deadlines with specific regulatory 
criteria that bind EPA in its rule making. 50 Both species of this legislation 
are responsive to the concerns of Bernstein and others that regulatory
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legislation not endow agencies with unfettered discretion to regulate as 

they see fit.  

Beyond this, as mentioned above, much of the federal environmental 

regulatory legislation enacted since the late 1960s reflects captive agency 

theory in another significant respect: it includes specific provisions in

tended to open up the regulatory process to participation by members 

of the public at large. One example of such a provision is the statutory 

authorization of private petitions for initiation of rule making proceed

ings and other agency actions. Typically, such petition sections allow for 

judicial review of all agency decisions that deny citizen petitions." 

Other common provisions of federal environmental statutes permit 

private citizens to initiate lawsuits to enforce certain requirements im

posed in other portions of the same legislation. The "citizen suit provi

sions" generally authorize individuals to act as "private attorneys general" 

by instituting civil enforcement in federal district court against any per

son who is violating an applicable substantive requirement of the statute 

(or an EPA regulation promulgated thereunder). Additionally, they en

title citizens to bring civil actions to compel the EPA administrator to 

carry out nondiscretionary requirements of the statute.5 2 

The influence of captive agency theory on regulatory policy was not 

limited to the regulatory enactments of Congress, however. As Thomas 

Merrill perceived: 

[C]apture theory also suggests that aggressive judicial oversight and con

trol of agencies is needed in order to counteract the distortions of the 

administrative process introduced by interest group capture and other 

pathologies. Specifically, by forcing agencies to adopt an administrative 

process that is more open, and to give greater consideration to underrep

resented viewpoints in that process, courts may be able to counteract the 

distortions emphasized by the theory.53 

The judicial responses to the concerns embodied in the writing of 

Bernstein and other proponents of the captive agency theory were effec

tively catalogued - and then criticized - in an important law review article 

by Richard Stewart, "The Reformation of American Administrative 

Law." 54 Stewart observed that judicial skepticism regarding the efficacy 

and fairness of administrative agency regulation had led the courts to 

abandon a more restrained traditional model of judicial review in favor 

of what he termed a "fundamental transformation" of American admin

istrative law.55 As Stewart saw it, that transformation, which took place
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in the late 1960s and early 1970s, had three significant aspects. First, the 
courts substantially eliminated the doctrine of standing to sue as a bar
rier to challenging agency action in court.56 Second, the courts granted 
individuals broad permission to intervene in proceedings pending before 
regulatory agencies. 7 Finally, in reviewing regulatory agency decisions, 
federal judges imposed on administrators a duty to consider, fully and 
adequately, the views of all participating interests in decisions regarding 
agency rules and policies. 58 

How accurately does the captive agency theory enunciated by Marver 
Bernstein describe the circumstances of EPA's enforcement programs? 
Did the governmental responses to that theory, described above, succeed 
in resolving the problems that Bernstein identified? 

In a 1991 law review essay,59 Howard Latin stated: 

I have found little evidence that EPA and other agencies are "captured" 
by regulated interests as a result of bribes or career opportunities for bu
reaucrats who adopt pro-industry practices. More subtle influences, how
ever, often do condition the behavior of administrators in favor of regu

lated interests. . . . Industry representatives appear regularly in Agency 
proceedings and can usually afford to offer detailed comments and criti
cisms on possible Agency decisions, while environmental groups inter
vene on an intermittent basis and the unorganized public seldom partici
pates at all. This routine asymmetry will increase Agency responsiveness 
to industry criticism. No matter how sincere and public spirited officials 

are when appointed, a process of negative feedbacks will produce shifts 
toward the positions espoused by regulated parties.60 

Latin concluded that, to the extent that agency capture does take place, 
it is a result of eight "laws" of administrative behavior that he sets forth 
in his article.6 1 

Mark Seidenfeld reached conclusions substantially similar to those of 
Latin. As Seidenfeld saw it: 

Although evidence suggests that traditional capture mechanisms are not 
a pervasive problem today, that does not mean that domination is not a 
potential threat or that particular interest groups no longer exert undue 

influence on agency decisionmaking.62 

Seidenfeld noted that firms in regulated industries and interest groups 
with strong central staffs continue to occupy "a favored position" in regu-
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latory and political structures, a position that grants them "an advantage 

in influencing Agency decisions."6 3 Such industries and groups have the 

incentive and means to monitor what EPA does on a day-to-day basis.  

They also have information that the Agency requires to do its job.64 

Dan Esty expressed agreement with Howard Latin's point with respect 

to asymmetries of political involvement between regulated industrial 

interests and environmentally concerned citizens. Esty adroitly observed: 

[T]he complexity and opacity of many environmental issues and the 

public's difficulty in perceiving its own interest make the risk of special 

interest manipulation much more severe in the environmental realm than 

in other fields of regulation or government activity. Simply put, the aver

age citizen knows if he or she is getting adequate roads or schools and 

even has a sense of whether the government regulation of banks seems 

appropriate. In many environmental circumstances, however, no compa

rable basis for judging the adequacy of outcomes exists. .. . In this non

transparent world, the threats of special interest manipulation and public 

choice failures are very real and also very large. 65 

Matthew Zinn wrote that environmental regulation is "not immune 

from capture,"6 6 and that "the risks of capture of environmental regula

tion in general are mixed." 67 At the same time, however, Zinn found that 

environmental enforcement "appears uniquely susceptible to influence by 

regulated entities."6 8 He explained: 

An agency's choices about monitoring, whether or not to bring an en

forcement action, and the type of enforcement action to bring, lack the 

regularity and transparency of rulemaking. Much more so than policy 

development, enforcement activity is insulated from the close scrutiny of 

pro-regulatory interests, of Congress, and of the general public. It also 

calls for closer interaction between regulators and individual firms. This 

confluence of obscurity and familiarity allows agencies and regulated 

firms to move closer together.69 

Finally, citing the work of others, Clifford Rechtschaffen noted both 

the general dangers of special interest ascendancy in environmental law 

and the susceptibility of environmental regulatory enforcement person

nel to special interest influence. 70 Rechtschaffen rejected a proposal by 

Shapiro and Glicksman that administrative agencies use their enforce

ment discretion to adjust general regulatory commitments in specific cir-
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cumstances in order to accommodate unique or anomalous situations.  
In doing so, he pointed out that "providing regulators with additional 
enforcement discretion could exacerbate the already-existing tendency 
toward special interest influence or domination."" 

In the remainder of this section of this chapter, I will examine how 
Bernstein's notions of agency capture have or have not been borne out in 
the EPA's enforcement record. Before that, however, some words of cau
tion and qualification seem in order. First, while instructive and (I hope) 
provocative, this chapter's assessment of the captive agency approach 
through the lens of EPA enforcement may not present a complete and 
definitive test of the descriptive and predictive value of that theoretical 
approach. EPA is, after all, only one of many federal regulatory agen
cies. This chapter does not attempt to evaluate the regulatory work of 
any other federal agencies, nor does it consider state or local regulatory 
activity in any comprehensive or systematic way. The conclusions I will 
reach are thus limited to that extent and more research on this area, focus
ing on other agencies than EPA, will surely be beneficial.  

Second, in emphasizing EPA enforcement, I consider the regulatory 
policymaking activities of EPA only at the margins. While I have no basis 
for criticizing Bernstein's assertion that "the lack of a vigorous [enforce
ment and] compliance program probably reflects the lack of vigorous 
regulation in the public interest,"72 the data on which my assessment of 
his work will be based will not be extensive enough to either prove or 
negate that observation.  

Third, in Industry Influence in Federal Regulatory Agencies, Paul J. Quirk 
aptly wrote that "[j ]udging the validity of [accusations of capture] can be
come quite complex and uncertain. [A]n allegation of industry influence 
usually rests on an (often unstated) assumption about what the agency 
would have done in the absence of industry influence-an assumption 
that tends to derive from what the critic thinks should have been done."73 

In this analysis, I have made an effort to separate my own personal pref
erences about the past direction of the EPA's implementation of environ
mental legislation from objective observations regarding what the Agency 
has actually done - and how its actions do or do not coincide with Marver 
Bernstein's captive agency notions (along with other aspects of his writ
ings). Nonetheless, Quirk's overall point is well taken. To the extent that 
my analysis simply reflects my own policy biases, my own conclusions may 
be fairly questioned.  

Finally, one further caveat: Bernstein obviously could not predict the 
future nor could he have been expected to. In particular, Bernstein can-
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not be faulted for failing to anticipate the extraordinary success of his 

own work in influencing Congress and the federal courts. Nor can he be 

justly criticized for not predicting the future existence of agencies like 

the EPA, which regulate the practices of a very broad range of U.S. in

dustries (as well as many municipalities and, at times, all members of the 

public). Moreover, Bernstein can scarcely have prognosticated the myriad 

profound changes in American society - and political culture - that have 

occurred since Regulating Business by Independent Commission appeared in 

1955. In reviewing his work of fifty years ago, I have attempted to keep 

those precepts in mind.  

That being said, let us move to Bernstein's capture theory, beginning 

with his pronouncement that regulatory agencies must operate in a con

stant atmosphere of antagonism and challenge. Does EPA's enforcement 

experience support that finding? The answer is an emphatic yes. As we 

have noted, the enforcement process is indeed highly demanding and con

tentious. EPA's conduct of enforcement has certainly been subject to vig

orous criticism from a variety of quarters. In the late 1970s, for example, 

EPA's new policy of "file first, negotiate later" led to a marked increase in 

industry resentment of the Agency. EPA's managers and staff were pub

licly criticized at that time-and subsequently-as antibusiness zealots 

and ineffective bureaucrats.74 EPA's enforcement work was also subject 

to periodic, harsh criticism from Capitol Hill,75 state officials,76 and (in 

intra-governmental internal disputes) from the Department of Justice, 

the Department of Energy, and other agencies and departments. More

over, EPA has experienced repeated budgetary shortfalls that have de

tracted from the effectiveness of its enforcement efforts.  

Bernstein wrote that, particularly in the early stages of an agency's im

plementation of regulatory legislation, regulated parties often resort to 

litigation to gain favorable judicial interpretations of the statutes them

selves. This has certainly been true in the EPA's case. In many instances, 

regulated industries or trade associations have taken advantage of the pre

enforcement review provisions included in most federal environmental 

legislation to file lawsuits challenging the stringency or affordability of 

regulations promulgated by the EPA. In addition to giving EPA's indus

trial critics the prospect of having to comply with requirements that they 

find more acceptable, these suits also benefit their proponents by delay

ing the enforceability of the regulatory standards being challenged until 

judicial review of them has been completed.  

Bernstein mentioned that industrial opponents of regulation might re

sort to subterfuge and propaganda in order to gain public support for
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their political positions. This has been true with regard to the EPA as 
well. Beginning with the "jobs versus environment" controversy that 
emerged in the Ford and Carter administrations, various regulated indus
tries have engaged in overdrawn, orchestrated media campaigns to con
vince the public that EPA and its fellow regulatory agencies were obtuse, 
dictatorial, unreasonable, and a drag on national economic prosperity.  

Notably, public issue advertising by U.S. industries is anything but a 
new phenomenon. As political science professor Tom Konda wrote in 
1993, in a letter to the editor of the New York Times regarding a Times 
article on television campaign ads against the early Clinton administra
tion health-care plan: 

The idea that only "rarely" and on a few issues has industry used ad
vertising to sway public opinion on policy issues is dead wrong. Issue 
advertising is not new. It was not new 10 years ago, when the nuclear 
power industry initiated a $30 million television ad campaign as part of 
its lobbying efforts. Only 20 years ago ... Russell Train, EPA director, 
attacked "a well organized campaign ... to propagandize the public into 
believing that our environmental concerns have been overstated." 

Issue advertising was not even new in 1950, when the American Medi
cal Association fought President Harry Truman's health care plan with 
advertising in 10,000 newspapers, 30 national magazines and 1,000 radio 
stations. Or in 1936, when "The Ford Sunday Evening Hour" of orches
tral music devoted its commercial time to "talks" excoriating New Deal 
policies such as Social Security. Or even when President Woodrow Wil
son complained that the "newspapers are being filled with advertisements 
calculated to mislead the judgment not only of public men, but also the 
public opinion of the country itself." 

Eighty years ago, when Senator Charles Thomas denounced the sugar 
lobby's advertising during a tariff battle, issue advertising was new. Since 
then, business has repeatedly turned to advertising to sell its policy views 
to the public." 

Despite its lack of originality, however, inaccurate industry advertise
ments castigating government regulation in general (and EPA implemen
tation of environmental laws in particular) are certainly an unfortunate 
fact of life for EPA and its public supporters.  

Marver Bernstein also posited a "life cycle" for regulatory agencies 
in which they pass through four distinct stages-gestation, youth, matu
rity, and old age -while becoming ever-increasingly dominated by the
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industries they have been asked to regulate. How close of a fit is there 

between this key aspect of Bernstein's theory and EPA's regulatory en

forcement experience? Here the evidence appears ambiguous. As to most 

of the environmental legislation that EPA became responsible for imple

menting, the Agency did indeed pass through a "gestation period" in the 

early 1970s as Congress debated and ultimately enacted the Clean Air Act, 

Clean Water Act, Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act, 

and a number of other environmental regulatory statutes. Moreover, EPA 

seems to have experienced the "youthful phase" that Bernstein wrote of 

at least twice in its enforcement history. In its first two years of existence, 

EPA took vigorous steps to enforce then-existing environmental laws 

against various Fortune 500 corporations under the Refuse Act and other 

federal laws. Acting out of a strong sense of mission, the young Agency 

enjoyed strong public support for its work in that period. Similarly, EPA's 

pre-Superfund hazardous waste enforcement under 7003 of the Resource 

Conservation and Recovery Act, as carried out by the Agency's short

lived Hazardous Waste Enforcement Task Force,78 also exemplified the 

sort of idealistic, highly motivated regulatory programs that, according to 

Bernstein, typify regulatory agencies in their early days. However, since 

that time, how far the EPA has moved into what Bernstein described as 

"maturity," and whether or to what extent it has been captivated by indus

try groups in an "old age" phase, are more difficult questions.  

Undoubtedly, in Bernstein's terms, the Agency is no longer youthful.  

Since the early 1970s, EPA has relied more and more on settled proce

dures (in its enforcement activities and elsewhere). Moreover, its goals 

also seem to have become more routine and accepted. It is much more 

questionable, however, whether EPA has consistently manifested the "pas

sivity that borders on apathy" which Bernstein referred to as "the most 

marked development" in a mature regulatory entity.79 And only occa

sionally and temporarily has EPA manifested the complete debility that 

Bernstein considers characteristic of a captive agency that has reached 

"old age." A more accurate conclusion appears to be that EPA is an agency 

that has only partially matured, and is still vulnerable to further decline 

and industry captivity.  

Over the years of its existence, EPA enforcement work has, at the very 

least, bordered on captivity at several points. For example, during the 

tenure of Anne Gorsuch as EPA administrator, in the opening years of the 

Reagan administration, the Agency narrowly survived an attempt by its 

own political leaders to dismantle the Agency's enforcement programs. In 

the face of determined congressional opposition, that misguided attempt
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at agency capture failed. Had it succeeded, however, that anti-regulatory 
initiative would have gone far in the direction of rendering EPA the 
toothless, ineffectual bureaucracy that Bernstein's theoretical "maturity" 
and "old age" phases so vividly describe.  

Industrial capture of EPA might also have occurred if in 1992, during 
the late Bush I administration, the vice president's Council on Competi
tiveness had made more headway in forcing the Agency to relax environ
mental requirements, or if the Clinton administration, in 1993, had tilted 
further than it did in the direction of regulatory reform and compliance 
assistance as a substitute for an assertive, deterrent enforcement program.  

In 1995, after a bitter political struggle, the EPA succeeded in defeat
ing an effort by the newly elected, anti-regulatory "Gingrich Congress" 
to slash drastically the Agency's budget for enforcement and other im
portant functions. Had those budget cuts become effective, they would 
undoubtedly have disabled the EPA's ability to regulate industry effec
tively. In addition, during the Bush II administration, a political deci
sion to use regulatory interpretations to undermine EPA's massive, on
going enforcement initiative against the electric utility industry appears 
to have brought about at least a partial capture of the Agency's enforce
ment work, by a politically influential industry that successfully gained 
support for its anti-regulatory positions from key political figures within 
the EPA and other parts of the executive branch.  

These examples of near and partial EPA capture notwithstanding, 
however, throughout most of its history the Agency does appear to have 
maintained at least a measure of independence and a reasonably progres
sive outlook on the appropriate role of environmental regulation and 
regulatory enforcement. Additionally, EPA has displayed little of the ex
treme passivity-and entrenched resistance to change and innovation
that Bernstein described as exemplifying regulatory agency maturity and 
old age.  

In the enforcement area, the Agency's record contains several examples 
of innovation and a willingness to walk along fresh paths to encourage 
regulatory compliance. These include EPA's adoption of a multimedia en
forcement approach, the "enforcement in the 1990s" reforms championed 
by then-Assistant Administrator Jim Strock, and the EPA enforcement 
innovations of the Clinton period (including targeted national enforce
ment initiatives, letters to regulated companies inviting voluntary correc
tions of known violations, and publicizing enforcement objectives).  

Overall, then, the key trends and events in EPA's enforcement history 
do appear to support the conclusions of Matthew Zinn, Clifford Recht-
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schaffen, Mark Seidenfeld, and Daniel Esty that EPA is not immune from 

regulatory capture, and that its enforcement program is uniquely suscep

tible to influence by regulated parties. The Agency does indeed work in 

an atmosphere of antagonism and challenge, and most of the criticism it 

encounters comes from regulated entities and their allies in Congress and 

the executive branch - opponents much better situated than the EPA and 

its political allies to use public advertising, sometimes in disingenuous 

ways, to influence public opinion in their favor.  

As we have seen, at several points in the Agency's history, the viability 

of EPA's enforcement work has been greatly threatened by its industry 

critics. Moreover, with regard to new source review of power plants, some 

of those regulated parties did succeed in halting a high-priority, resource

intensive EPA enforcement initiative during the Bush II administration.  

Nonetheless, despite those notable near misses and the partial capture, 

EPA's enforcement programs thus far appear to have avoided complete 

capture at the hands of the very industries whose governmental impacts 

the Agency regulates. Whether that pattern will continue remains an 

open question.  

If EPA has not followed key aspects of the captive agency model spelled 

out by Bernstein, it seems fair to inquire why not? Why (at least thus far 

in its history) has the EPA not become a consistently and completely dys

functional, reactionary captive of the industries it has been charged with 

regulating? The happy coincidence of several independent factors seems 

to supply at least a tentative answer.  

First, EPA was fortunate to enjoy strong political support from the 

president at a time -during the challenge of the Gingrich Congress to 

the Agency's integrity-that such support was desperately needed. Con

versely, when EPA's enforcement work was obstructed by an adminis

tration with strong anti-regulatory preferences early in the Reagan ad

ministration, the Agency had the good luck to be defended skillfully and 

resolutely by influential, politically sophisticated leaders in Congress.  

Second, throughout its history, EPA has maintained at least some sup

port from organized, politically active environmental groups. Those pub

lic interest groups did not exist when Marver Bernstein first posited the 

captive agency theory in the mid-1950s. Notwithstanding the political 

"asymmetries" that Esty, Latin, and Seidenfeld aptly noted, the work of 

these groups appears to have succeeded, at least in part, in helping the 

EPA avoid the complete political isolation-i.e., the absence of a base of 

regular political support-that Bernstein described with respect to the 

small, regulatory commissions which preceded EPA's existence.
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Third, throughout its history, EPA has been blessed with a highly 
motivated, dedicated, mission-oriented professional staff. Although the 
permanent staff's collective preferences were not always heeded, the 
Agency's staff clearly did serve at times as an anchor of stability in a sea 
of political turmoil.  

Fourth, at least for the most part, EPA's appointed leadership has been 
neither as uninspiring nor as mediocre as the regulatory commissioners 
whom Bernstein criticized, nor have those leaders been as politically naive 
and uninvolved. Concededly, the EPA has had its share of weak (and even 
destructive) leadership-particularly during the early Reagan adminis
tration. Nonetheless, the Agency has also been fortunate to have been 
led for lengthy periods by such able administrators as Bill Ruckelshaus, 
Russell Train, Douglas Costle, Bill Reilly, and Carol Browner. All of those 
top EPA leaders were savvy, decent, and institutionally loyal individu
als. They understood the U.S. political system and were able to find and 
maintain political support for EPA, both in the executive and legislative 
branches and among the public at large, when that support was critical to 
the Agency's autonomy and integrity.  

Finally, EPA's failure to follow the pessimistic pattern described by 
Bernstein and other capture theorists must be credited, in no small mea
sure, to the success of Bernstein's own scholarly work. As we have seen, in 
the 1960s and 1970s, captive agency theory was widely respected in both 
Congress and the federal courts. As a result, in fashioning environmental 
statutes, Congress was highly receptive to the recommendations of cap
tive theorists that agencies like the EPA have a single administrative head 
and that it have numerous industries as its regulatory "clients." Congress 
also saw to it that the Agency's decision making did not result primarily 
from a sterile process of administrative adjudication, and that environ
mental regulatory legislation did not grant EPA the unlimited discretion 
to set and alter its own regulatory agenda. In EPA's case, these congres
sional decisions -all traceable to the writings of Marver Bernstein and 
other captive agency theorists - have played no small part in preventing 
the traditional forms of regulatory agency captive by industry that those 
theorists so passionately decried.  

If EPA has not-at least not yet-been a captive agency (at least in 
the way that Bernstein defined that term) to what extent do Bernstein's 
notions, preferences, and predilections as to regulatory enforcement 
itself jibe with the realities of the Agency's stormy, uneven enforcement 
history? In fact, as this brief overview will illustrate, with few exceptions
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Bernstein's observations on regulatory enforcement have proven to be 

sensible and remarkably prescient.  

As I have noted, Bernstein viewed it as essential that regulatory agen

cies have broad public support for their goals and policies. For the most 

part, EPA has enjoyed such support. As mentioned above, a number of its 

administrators have skillfully garnered public sympathy for the Agency's 

efforts, including its enforcement programs. At critical times, the Agency 

has also received key assistance from allies in Congress, the executive 

branch, and environmental organizations.  

Bernstein also stressed the importance of the comprehensibility and 

enforceability of regulatory requirements. His point was well taken and 

widely acknowledged. Nonetheless, in that regard, EPA's record appears 

mixed. For example, the first set of Clean Air Act state implementation 

plans (SIPs), drafted by the states and hastily approved by the Agency, 

were very general in nature and lacking in meaningful reference to the 

kinds of industrial facilities they ostensibly controlled. As a result, once 

the early SIPs became enforceable, EPA was forced to devote a good deal 

of time and effort to determining how to apply these requirements to 

specific pollution sources. Non-enforceability problems have also arisen 

under the maximum achievable control technology (MACT) standards 

established by EPA to control the emission of toxic air pollutants. In the 

enforcement process, those regulations have proven opaque, enormously 

complex, and immensely difficult to administer.  

Bernstein soundly recommended that the enforcement work of regu

latory agencies be implemented by a separate, designated agency unit.  

EPA's record in this area has been uneven. In 1981, EPA Administrator 

Anne Gorsuch abolished such a separate unit in EPA headquarters (the 

Office of Enforcement) and divided its legal and technical personnel into 

separate organizational units. Although the Agency's enforcement efforts 

underwent a formal reorganization in 1990, those changes failed to over

come the continuing fragmentation of EPA enforcement authority. Only 

in 1993 and 1994 did the EPA again reorganize its headquarters to cre

ate a new, expanded Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance 

(OECA). That massive change once again brought the Agency's enforce

ment attorneys and technical staff at headquarters into the same head

quarters organizational unit -a beneficial shift in the long term.  

Bernstein noted the importance for regulatory agency enforcement of 

having access to a generally sympathetic judiciary. In that respect, EPA 

has been fortunate. Together with the Department of Justice-which
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represents the Agency in the federal courts - EPA has compiled a reason
ably successful record in its judicial enforcement cases. EPA's (and the 
DOJ's) most striking and notable achievement, perhaps, came in the early 
1980s when the federal government won a series of key cases under the 
Superfund statute that established the principle of strict, joint, and sev
eral liability, and various other doctrines that gave the government con
siderable authority to enforce the statute against potentially responsible 
parties (PRPs) at hazardous waste sites.  

Bernstein sensibly recommended that the level of sanctions and penal
ties assessed be commensurate with regulatory violations being redressed.  
At least in its formal enforcement policy pronouncements, EPA has at
tempted to do precisely that. The Agency's RCRA penalty policy, for ex
ample, attempts to distinguish among more serious and less serious viola
tions, and to assess penalties against violators that are appropriate to their 
offenses.  

Bernstein suggested that regulatory enforcement be characterized by 
cooperation between attorneys and technically trained personnel. Al
though it is difficult to draw definite conclusions regarding EPA's perfor
mance in this area, the best evidence seems to be that the Agency has done 
reasonably well in that respect. Interdisciplinary disputes among the staff 
have arisen on occasion. Nonetheless, for the most part since the 1970s, 
EPA's enforcement attorneys and technical staff appear to have worked 
together efficiently and harmoniously toward shared goals.  

Bernstein also recommended that government agencies promote 
regulatory compliance by issuing explanatory materials describing 
their regulations and appropriate ways of complying with them. EPA 
has done relatively little in this regard, with one notable exception. Be
ginning in the Clinton administration, EPA did make a conscious, sus
tained effort to provide "compliance assistance" to regulated industries.  
While likely beneficial, however, this compliance assistance program had 
the initial, unwanted result of creating confusion and misunderstanding 
among the EPA's permanent career enforcement staff as to whether tradi
tional Agency enforcement approaches were still in favor with EPA's top 
managers.  

Finally, Bernstein urged that government agencies promote regula
tory compliance by taking advantage of the importance of the federal 
government as a creditor, supplier, and consumer. Congress accepted this 
notion by including provisions in the Clean Water Act and Clean Air Act 
that prohibit criminal violators of those statutes from doing business with 
the government unless and until those parties have brought their offend-
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ing facilities into compliance with applicable regulatory standards.80 EPA 

has dutifully implemented those provisions. They have proven effective 

in enforcement cases, however, only as to the relatively small minority of 

environmental polluters who do most or all of their business with federal 

agencies and departments.  

In sum, Marver Bernstein's Regulating Business by Independent Commis

sion presented an informed, thoughtful, and vigorous critique of business 

regulation in the United States at the time it was written. His volume 

gave impetus to a highly influential movement to alter the ways in which 

regulatory agencies are legally authorized and politically controlled. This 

chapter has shown that, despite the passage of more than half a century, 

many of Bernstein's notions regarding regulation of business and the en

forcement of regulatory requirements still ring true.  

Ironically, what I have just asserted seems to be least true regarding the 

part of Bernstein's work for which he is best known: his ideas regarding 

the life cycle of administrative agencies. My review of highlights from 

the EPA's enforcement history has suggested that for the most part EPA 

has only partially matured (to use Bernstein's term), and that the Agency 

has successfully managed to avoid the complete domination by regulated 

industry that Bernstein posited. In part, this salutary situation may be a 

result of the success of Bernstein, other captive agency theorists, and their 

political allies, in convincing Congress to reform regulatory legislation in 

ways that they favored.  

Nonetheless, EPA's record also has a bleaker side. It suggests that EPA's 

enforcement work has been nearly captured by industry several times and 

that it was partially captured on one occasion. The political mechanisms 

by which this industrial domination occurred -through policy initiatives 

of two presidents and a Congress highly sympathetic to industries regu

lated by the EPA-were different from those that Bernstein predicted.  

Nonetheless, the record makes clear that in some political settings EPA 

and its enforcement program - is distressingly vulnerable to the industry 

capture that Bernstein's writing described and protested against. Indeed, 

the Agency's enforcement efficacy and integrity seem anything but as

sured. In view of the immense practical significance of EPA enforcement 

as a means of redressing and preventing environmental lawlessness and 

pollution, their protection must remain a continuing priority for con

cerned citizens, environmental organizations, Congress, and the general 

public.



CHAPTER II

EPA Enforcement in the Context 
of Federal Civil Service Decline 

EPA is only one of a plethora of federal agencies and departments that 
collectively employ millions of people and a large (and apparently inde
terminate) number of contractors. In 2008, in an important book-length 
contribution to the literature of public administration, A Government Ill
Executed: The Decline of the Federal Service and How to Reverse It,1 Paul C.  
Light carefully examined and documented an overall decline in the quality 
of the federal civil service and the manner in which it implements federal 
laws. In Light's view, "[t]he federal service is suffering the greatest crisis 
since it was founded in the first moments of the Republic. At best, it is 
running out of energy at what seems to be an accelerating rate. At worst, 
it is already unable to faithfully execute the laws."2 

For the most part, Light adopts a normative framework suggested by 
the writings of Alexander Hamilton in The Federalist Papers. Hamilton be
lieved that an energetic federal service was necessary to the faithful execu
tion of the laws, and he contended that seven characteristics were central 
to such an energetic service: 

1. Missions that matter for the public benefit; 
2. Clarity of command among the chief executive and other officers of 

government; 

3. Civil servants with merit and expertise, drawn from the highest ranks 
of society; 

4. A commitment, up and down the hierarchy of government, to execute 

the laws with vigor and expedition; 
5. Excellent training for civil servants; 

6. Steadiness in administration; and 

7. Safety and accountability through transparency of results.
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For most of his book, Light introduces empirical evidence, derived 

from surveys regarding the opinions and experiences of government em

ployees and the public at large, to assess the institutional performance 

of contemporary federal agencies as measured against the seven Hamil

tonian notions mentioned above. Light notes that some agencies, and 

some programs within agencies, have been relatively successful in main

taining a high level of efficiency and effectiveness. Nonetheless, his over

all assessment of the performance of the federal career civil service - and 

current prospects for it -is relatively bleak: 

As the federal government's agenda has expanded over the decades, 

Hamilton's energetic federal service eventually became the victim of 

his own vision. Its mission is far broader than its capability; its chains 

of command are complex and confused; its process of filling the senior 

offices of government has become a source of embarrassment and delay; 

its workforce is drawn more by pay, benefits and security than the chance 

to make a difference; its future employees would not know how to find 

a federal job even if they wanted one; its reform agenda has become a 

destination for fads; and execution of the laws now involves a large and 

mostly hidden work force that cannot be held accountable for results."3 

In his final chapter, Light offers recommendations for building an 

energetic federal service. He suggests that Congress and the president 

need to make hard decisions about which of the federal government's 

missions it can sustain, and reduce the distance between the top and bot

tom of federal organizations. He also recommends that the president and 

Congress create an appointments process that makes it easier to attract 

talented Americans to government service, provide enough organiza

tional resources to allow federal agencies to achieve their goals, concen

trate on a handful of workable management reforms, and create more 

flexible careers and a clearer purpose for government employees.  

To what extent does EPA's enforcement program, as we have examined 

it, fit into Light's model of civil service decline? At the outset, it must be 

observed that, in a number of respects, EPA's enforcement program ap

pears to be among the least dysfunctional parts of the federal service. Its 

employees are generally dedicated and highly motivated, they have a clear 

sense of the importance of their mission, they are professionally capable, 

and, for the most part, their work is ably supervised by competent, hard

working managers. These virtues notwithstanding, however, EPA's en

forcement program does indeed suffer from a number of the maladies
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that Light identified in his more general overview of trends in the fed
eral service. Although some of his critique appears inapposite, on bal
ance the EPA enforcement program's tendencies and attributes tend to 
lend credence to Light's findings with respect to federal service decline, 
and to underscore the validity of his recommendations for governmental 
reform.  

In discussing Hamilton's notion that the federal service has public 
beneficial missions that matter, Light observes that, particularly during 
the 1960s and early 1970s, Congress created a large number of federal 
missions. Even though the number of new laws requiring government im
plementation has slowed since that time, "there has not been any signifi
cant decline in the number of federal missions." 4 Moreover, for most of 
the past three decades presidents have urged that the federal government 
"do more with less," and Congress has gone along in a number of respects.  
As a result, in Light's words, "the federal government has emerged with 
fewer resources, but an ever-expanding agenda."5 

Without question, this aspect of Light's analysis describes the circum
stances of EPA's enforcement programs. As noted previously at several 
points, throughout much of EPA's history the Agency's enforcement re
sources have either remained constant or been cut back. At the same time, 
the demands on the EPA enforcement program have grown rapidly. Con
gress has passed new environmental laws that have placed new challenges 
before EPA's staff, and economic expansion has spawned a large num
ber of new sources of pollution that EPA is charged with regulating. Al
though, by design, much environmental enforcement in the United States 
is done at the state level, state resources for environmental enforcement 
have also contracted considerably in recent years, and EPA cannot dele
gate to states enforcement work that it can no longer do itself. As a result, 
as we have seen, EPA's enforcement resource base remains woefully in
adequate, and still more work demands may be imposed by proposed fed
eral legislation to curb greenhouse gas emissions, demands that may well 
put EPA's beleaguered enforcement staff under even greater strain if they 
come without the addition of new resources.  

In his chapter "Clarity of Command," Light decries the "thickening" 
of the federal hierarchy, at all rungs of the organizational ladder, by the 
addition of "more layers of leaders and more leaders per layer." 6 As Light 
sees it: 

The thickening of government has a host of unsavory consequences for 

an energetic federal service. It clearly dilutes accountability, but also in-
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creases the distance between the top and bottom of government and 

shrouds the federal hierarchy in a dense thicket of reporting relation

ships. It distorts information, weakens the unity of command that presi

dents seek, and creates enormous frustration in guiding the federal 

bureaucracy." 7 

EPA's enforcement program has not been immune to the trend towards 

thickening that Light describes. In EPA Region V, for example, line en

forcement attorneys and engineers must report to a cohort of managers 

that includes section chiefs, branch chiefs, division directors, the deputy 

regional administrator, and the regional administrator. Their work is also 

subject to review by other sets of managers at both EPA headquarters and 

the Department of Justice. Lower-level enforcement staff professionals 

in EPA's headquarters must report to similar, although somewhat more 

attenuated, layers of managerial hierarchy.  

Despite this arrangement, however, at least thus far EPA's enforcement 

work has displayed relatively little of the distortion of information, weak

ening of unity, and managerial frustration that Light refers to. Although 

the Agency's management structure is less than ideal, EPA's enforcement 

staff and managers appear to have adapted effectively to the Agency's 

multilayered and complex organizational structure. Generally, effective 

leadership at the political appointee and mid-management levels, com

bined with a strong sense of mission among the staff and considerable 

(even if intermittent) congressional oversight, has resulted in a reasonably 

effective system for sharing information with regard to ongoing enforce

ment matters. Moreover, despite periodic rivalries between the Agency's 

regional and headquarters components, and between some of its enforce

ment attorneys and engineers, EPA's enforcement program has been able 

to achieve a unity of purpose that seems - in view of the numerous chal

lenges it has faced - quite impressive.  

Light is also critical of the current process for nominating and con

firming presidential appointees. He describes a "centralization" of the 

presidential appointments process that in his opinion places undue em

phasis on "political and ideological loyalty as a primary marker of a candi

date's qualifications for office." 8 Light describes a highly involved vetting 

process, in which potential presidential appointees are subject to numer

ous checks and counterchecks that unreasonably delay appointments and 

which may well drive talented leaders away from government service.  

EPA's enforcement program has certainly suffered from appointment 

delays. As we have seen, those slowdowns were especially problematic in
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the Reagan and Clinton administrations, and overall they were unhelpful 
to the effective management of the Agency's enforcement efforts. EPA 
has been quite fortunate, however, in that many of its assistant admin
istrators for enforcement have been non-ideological and professional in 
their managerial approaches - with the exception during early Reagan ad
ministration. As noted in Chapter Eight, even in the difficult period of 
the Bush II administration, EPA's top enforcement leadership supported 
a vigorous, deterrent enforcement approach and provided a buffer be
tween the Agency's career enforcement staff and anti-regulatory, anti
enforcement elements within EPA and elsewhere in the executive branch.  

Paul Light's treatment of the "vigor and expedition" of the federal 
workforce is also downbeat and pessimistic. Although he concedes that 
"[t]here are numerous examples of highly motivated federal employees 
who come to work each day for the chance to make a difference," 9 Light 
writes: 

Nevertheless, the federal service as a whole appears to be at the edge of 
losing the vigor and expedition to execute. Too many federal employ
ees come to work for the pay, benefits, and security, not the chance to 
make a difference on missions that matter; too many report that their 
coworkers are closed to new ideas and that their organizations are unwill
ing to encourage risks; too many say that they do not have the resources 
to do their jobs well; too many believe their organizations fail at help
ing people; and too many do not trust their own organizations to do the 
right thing. 0 

As we have seen, on the whole, EPA's enforcement employees tend to be 
highly motivated and idealistic. For that reason, a number of Light's ob
servations may not apply in the EPA enforcement context. Nonetheless, 
other concerns that Light expressed with regard to institutional vigor 
and expedition do have relevance to EPA's enforcement program. As ad
verted to at several points, EPA's resource base is simply inadequate, and 
the Agency's enforcement staff and managers I interviewed were certainly 
well aware of that fact. Moreover, although my research was not specifi
cally directed at eliciting the perceptions of EPA's enforcement employees 
with regard to the overall efficacy of the Agency's enforcement work, the 
comments I received did make quite clear that-particularly during cer
tain periods in EPA's history-those enforcement employees lacked con
fidence in the boldness and effectiveness of their organization.  

Light's study of the federal service noted that the aging of the federal
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workforce is likely to result in a flurry of retirements over the next de

cade. He cites research that concludes that 60 percent of the federal gov

ernment's white-collar workforce and 90 percent of the Senior Executive 

Service will be eligible to retire by 2016.11 Light also cautions that the 

federal government is poorly configured to handle the changing supply 

of potential recruits. In a telling survey of college seniors, Light found 

that the government is often out-competed by nonprofit organizations 

in its quest for the "best and brightest." He blamed the government's 

public reputation for poor performance, its lack of consistent advertising 

of meaningful work, the slowness and complexity of its hiring process, 

and the negative attitudes of federal employees themselves, for the fed

eral government having become a "destination of last resort" for talented, 

young, public-service-minded Americans.12 

Without a doubt, EPA in general, including its enforcement program, 

faces the problems of the imminent retirement of its more experienced 

employees." How well the Agency will respond to this challenge re

mains an open question. EPA's enforcement program has an advantage 

over other federal agencies and departments in that its current workforce 

is generally invested in their Agency's mission and EPA's enforcement 

program may perhaps have a better public reputation than that of other 

agencies. Additionally, overall economic conditions may have changed 

sufficiently since Light surveyed college seniors that entirely motivated 

graduating students may now be more attracted to the security and higher 

pay of government service than was true a few years ago. Nonetheless, 

it remains to be seen whether EPA's managers will make the concerted 

effort to sharpen the Agency's recruiting techniques, and provide suffi

cient opportunities for on-the-job training and career advancement for 

EPA staff members, that will be needed to attract a talented crop of new

comers to replace the Agency's graying workforce.  

Light's chapter "Steadiness in Administration" tracks the sometimes 

conflicting trends in government reform that have been fashionable since 

World War II. He identifies four reform philosophies. Two of them, 

which he labels "scientific management" and "liberation management," 

reflect a generally trusting view of the federal service and its capability to 

execute the laws. The other two approaches, "the war on waste" and "the 

watchful eye," take a more distrustful attitude toward the federal service 

and are concerned about the perceived tendencies of federal agencies to 

overspend or cover up mistakes.14 Light notes that 50 percent of the fed

eral employees he surveyed said that the reforms they had encountered 

had made their jobs somewhat or much more difficult.' 5
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Instead of the numerous, inconsistent governmental management 
"fads" that have prevailed in recent decades, Light looks to the views of 
two founding fathers for a more lasting and effective solution: 

The answer perhaps is to take the best of Hamilton and Jefferson, and 
leave the war on waste behind. Use Hamilton's scientific management 
sparingly to improve performance measurement so that pay and other re
sources can be tied to actual impacts; Jefferson's watchful eye sparingly 
to make sure that government is exposed to the scrutiny needed for hon
est evaluation; and a mix of Hamilton and Jefferson to liberate the fed
eral government from Hamilton's execution in detail and tight chains of 
command, and temper Jefferson's attacks on fraud, waste, and abuse. 16 

EPA has clearly been affected by three of the four reform philoso
phies that Light refers to. Many of the statutes the Agency is charged 
with implementing were premised on a "watchful eye" approach, as was 
much of the congressional oversight that was directed toward EPA dur
ing the Reagan and Bush I years. A "war on waste" ethos motivated the 
strong congressional opposition to EPA enforcement that arose during 
parts of the Clinton administration along with the budgetary constraints 
that have consistently limited the scope and effectiveness of EPA's en
forcement work, and notions of scientific management have been relied 
upon to bolster various structuring and restructuring of the Agency's 
organizational arrangements. Although EPA's enforcement has persisted 
throughout these tides of reform, it is at best unclear that the Agency has 
benefited from all of them. Moreover, under different sets of top man
agers, EPA's enforcement program has had to adjust to a shifting array 
of management philosophies, including management by objective, zero
based budgeting, total quality management, and other managerial innova
tions. Given the staff time and energy required to respond to these varied 
approaches, Light's call for a stable approach to reform, abandonment of 
the war on waste, and for a moderate philosophy with regard to account
ability and chains of command, seems entirely sensible in the context of 
EPA enforcement.  

Finally, Light advocates "safety" in the executive branch, which "flows 
in large part from the ability to oversee those who actually deliver the 
goods and services for the government."17 He views with alarm what he 
refers to as "today's vast collection of mostly hidden contractors, grantees, 
and other partners of government" whose proliferation, in his view, "viti
ates the transparency that provides accountability."' 8 He calls for tight
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performance terms in contracts and grants, increased competition in the 

selection of contractors, improved oversight of contractors and grantees, 

and transparent financial statements.  

Although contracting plays a role in EPA's enforcement program, most 

enforcement work there is performed by full-time government employ

ees. Nonetheless, the Agency's enforcement program does make use of 

contractors in a variety of ways, from retaining expert witnesses to tes

tify in enforcement litigation to performing important tasks at Superfund 

sites. Light's recommendations undoubtedly provide a sound guide for 

EPA to follow in all of its enforcement contracting work.  

In sum, a number of the disquieting trends in the performance of the 

federal work force that Paul Light identifies may be perceived in EPA's en

forcement programs. While EPA enforcement does not suffer from all of 

the shortcomings that Light describes, as we have observed, it does share 

some of the weaknesses of EPA's sibling agencies. As a result, the Agency's 

enforcement program faces numerous obstacles and challenges, and the 

efficacy of its collective efforts-in the medium and long term-remains 

far from certain.
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Persons Interviewed 

Note: All of the persons listed below presented their personal views during the 
interviews referred to in this Appendix. In none of the interviews conducted with 
employees of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency did any of those em
ployees purport to represent the Agency in the interview or indicate that they 
were providing the official, formal positions of the Agency.

INTERVIEWEE DATE(S) AND PLACE(S) OF INTERVIEW

Valdas Adamkus 

Thomas Adams 

Anne Allen 
David Andrews 

Carrie Apostolou 

Anne Asbell 
Julie Becker 
Michelle Benson 

Charles Bering 

Kirby Biggs 

Frank Biros 

Jane Bloom 
Joan B. Boilen 
Phil Boxell 
Joe Boyle 
Tom Bramscher 

Michael Brown 

Carol Browner 

Gerald Bryan 

Dale Bryson 

Bruce Buckheit

May 3, 1988, Chicago 
March 18, 1991, Washington, DC 
April 19, 1981, Washington, DC 
March 28, 1986, Washington, DC 
May 28, 1992, Washington, DC 

May 6, 1986, Atlanta 
April 18, 1991, Washington, DC 
June 24, 2003, and October 13, 2009, San Francisco 
July 28, 1984, Boston 

July 9, 1984, Washington, DC 
April 17, 1991, Washington, DC 
May 27, 1992, New York 

May 5, 1986, Atlanta 

October 12, 1984, Boston 

March 4, 2004, and April 29, 2009, Chicago 
March 3, 2004, Chicago 

March 21, 1986, Washington, DC 
May 17, 2004, Washington, DC 
July 25, 1986, Washington, DC 
September 8, 2009, Chicago 

June 18, 2003, Dulles Airport, Virginia
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DATE(S) AND PLACE(S) OF INTERVIEW

David Buente 

Jim Bunting 

Michelle Burkett 

Jonathan Cannon 

Keith Casto 

Maria Cintron 

Stephanie Clough 

Eric Cohen 

Bill Constantelos 
Douglas Costle 
John Cruden 

Phil Cummings 

George Czerniak 

Michael Deland 

Charlie de Saillan 

Bill Drayton 

Rick Duffy 

Barbara Elkus 

Richard Emory 

Doug Farnsworth 

Margie Fehrenbach 

Linda Fisher 

Ben Fisherow 

Dick Frandsen 

Bert Frey 

Scott Fulton 

Tom Gallagher 

Kevin Gaynor 

Bruce Gelber 

Gail Ginsberg 
Anne Gorsuch 

Don Gray 

John Gregory 

Joel Gross 
Louise Gross 

Ben Grumbles 

Lloyd Guerci 
George Harlow 

Arthur Haubenstock 

George Hayes 

Bill Hedeman

April 4, 1986, and March 22, 1991, Washington, DC 

March 27, 1986, Washington, DC 

May 29, 1992, Washington, DC 

March 19, 1991, Washington, DC 

May 6, 1986, Atlanta 

April 19, 1991, Washington, DC 

May 28, 1992, Washington, DC 

March 2, 2004, and April 29, 2009, Chicago 

May I, 1986, Chicago 

July 25, 1984, Washington, DC 

April 1, 2004, and May 22, 2009, Washington, DC 

March 22, 1991, Washington, DC 

March 2, 2004, and May I, 2009, Chicago 

July 28, 1984, Boston 
March 4, 1991, Washington, DC 

May 28, 1992, Washington, DC 

April 17, 1991, Washington, DC 

April I, 1986, Washington, DC 

May 8, 2009, Davie, Florida 

July 25, 1984, Washington, DC 

July 25, 1986, Washington, DC 

April 14, 2004, Washington, DC 

April 2, 2004, Washington, DC 

March 28, 1986, and March 5, 1991, Washington, DC 

April 22, 1991, Washington, DC 

April 18, 1991, Washington, DC 
April 18, 1986, and March 15, 1991, Denver 

March 4, 1991, Washington, DC 

April 14, 2004, and May 22, 2009, Washington, DC 

March, 8, 2004, Ridgeway, Wisconsin 

March 19, 1986, Washington, DC 

March 20, 1991, Washington, DC 

June 16, 2003, and April 16, 2009, Washington, DC 

May 19 and 22, 2009, Washington, DC 

October 5, 2009, Chicago 

December 29, 2009, Phoenix 

April 28, 1986, and March 8, 1991, Washington, DC 

May 5, 1986, Atlanta 

June 27, 2004, San Francisco 

June 27, 2003, San Francisco 

March 27, 1986, Washington, DC

INTERVIEWEE
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INTERVIEWEE DATE(S) AND PLACE(S) OF INTERVIEW

Richard Hembra 

Steve Herman 
Jeff Holmstead 

Art Horowitz 
Tinka Hyde 

John Johnson 
Kathleen Johnson 

Gary Jonesi 
Bob Kaplan 
David Kee 

Peter Kelly 
Mike Kilpatrick 
Alan Kirk 

Edward Kurent 
Adam Kushner 

Lawrence Kyte 
Ann Lassiter 

Stan Legro 

Steve Leifer 
Jonathan Libber 
Sylvia Lowrance 
Gene Lucero 
Lisa Lund 
Ann Lyons 

John Lyons 
Doug MacMillan 
Felicia Marcus 
Nancy Marvel 

Richard Mays 
Catherine McCabe 
Jim McDonald 
Jeff Miller 
Lamar Miller 
Bill Miner 
Tom Mintz 
Jim Moorman 

Walter Mugdan 
Bill Muno 
Bill Muszynski 

Grant Nakayama 
Rett Nelson

April 22, 1986, Washington, DC 

June 17, 2003, Boston 
September 24, 2009, Washington, DC 
June 2, 2003, and May 19, 2009, Washington, DC 
March 10, 2004, Geneva, Illinois 
May 5, 1986, Atlanta 

June 23, 2003, and October 6, 2009, San Francisco 
May 18, 2009, Washington, DC 
June 17, 2003, Washington, DC, and October 9, 2009, Chicago 
June 19, 1984, Chicago 
June 29, 1984, Chicago 
April I, 1986, Washington, DC 
July 9, 1984, Washington, DC 
March 30, 1986, Washington, DC 
April 15, 2009, Washington, DC 
May 2, 1986, and April 22, 1991, Washington, DC 
April 2, 2004, Alexandria, Virginia 

July 9, 1984, Washington, DC 
March 6, 1981, Washington, DC 
September 22, 2009, Washington, DC 
June 18, 2003, Bethesda, Maryland 

April 28, 1984, Washington, DC 
September 25, 2009, Washington, DC 
June 25, 2003, San Francisco 

June 24, 2003, San Francisco 

April 4, 1986, Washington, DC 
June 23, 2003, San Francisco 
June 24, 2003, and Dec. 18, 2009, San Francisco 
March 20, 1986, Washington, DC 
December 1, 2009, Washington, DC 

June 26, 1984, San Diego 
March 21, 1986, Washington, DC 
April 14, 1986, Gainesville, Florida 
May 3, 1986, Washington, DC 

June 26, 2003, San Francisco 
April I, 1986, Washington, DC 
March 30, 2004, New York 

July 31, 1986, April 23, 1991, and March 2, 2004, Chicago 
May 18, 2004, Philadelphia 
May 18, 2009, Washington, DC 
April 22, 1991, March 3, 2004, and April 28, 2009, Chicago

|| | MM|
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DATE(S) AND PLACE(S) OF INTERVIEW

Mimi Newton 

Norm Niedergang 

David Nielsen 

Sheldon Novick 

Ann Nutt 

Erik Olson 
Chuck Orzihoskie 
Marcus Peacock 

Jimmie Powell 
James Prange 

Courtney Price 

Martha Prothro 

Mark Raabe 

Steve Ramsey 

Joyce Rechtschaffen 

Ed Reich 

Mark Reiter 

Tony Roisman 

Steve Rothblatt 

John Rothman 

Jay Sargent 

Amy Schaeffer 

Eric Schaeffer 

Lois Schiffer 
Jane Schulteis 
Dave Schultz 

Tom Skinner 

Al Smith 

Art Smith 

Bruce Smith 

Mike Smith 

Rich Smith 
Walker Smith 

Jane Souzon 
Mike Stahl 
Elaine Stanley 

Jud Starr 

Rena Steinzor 

Allyn Stern 
Fred Stiehl 
Jack Stonebraker

June 27, 2003, and October 12, 2009, San Francisco 

April 22, 1991, Chicago 
June 16, 2003, Washington, DC 

March 7, 1986, Washington, DC 

June 25, 2003, San Francisco 

March 30, 1991, Washington, DC 

September 8, 2009, Chicago 

September 24, 2009, Washington, DC 

March 22, 1991, Washington, DC 

April 18, 1946, Denver 

March 26, 1986, Washington, DC 

July 9, 1984, Washington, DC 

March 28, 1986, Washington, DC 

May 2, 1986, Chicago 

March 7, 1991, Washington, DC 

July 9, 1984, and March 7, 1991, Washington, DC 

March 22, 1991, Washington, DC 

March 31, 1986, Washington, DC 

June 25, 1986, Chicago 

June 25, 2003, San Francisco 

May 6, 1986, Atlanta 

April 29, 1986, Washington, DC 

April 13, 2004, Washington, DC 

April 14, 2004, Washington, DC 

April 30, 1986, Chicago 

April 30, 2009, Chicago 

September 10, 2009, Chicago 

May 6, 1986, Atlanta 

June 29, 1984, Chicago 

April 21, 1986, Philadelphia 

August I, 1984, and April 22, 1991, Chicago 

March 18, 1986, Washington, DC 

April 13, 2004, Washington, DC 

July 28, 1984, Washington, DC 

March 31, 2004, and December 2, 2009, Washington, DC 

March 19, 1991, Washington, DC 

April 3, 1986, Washington, DC 

March 31, 1986, Washington, DC 

June 24, 2003, San Francisco 

March 19, 1986, Washington, DC 

May 6, 1986, Atlanta

INTERVIEWEE
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INTERVIEWEE DATE(S) AND PLACE(S) OF INTERVIEW

Ann Strickland 

Jim Strock 
J. P. Suarez 

Bill Sullivan 
David Swack 

Anne Swofford 

Dave Taliaferro 
Bob Tolpa 
Dave Ullrich 
Tom Voltaggio 

Mike Walker 

Jacqueline Warren 

John Warren 

Cheryl Wasserman 

Bill Wehrum 

Dick Wilson 

Neil Wise 

Noel Wise 
Deborah Woitte 

Doug Wolf 

Allan Zabel

March 17, 1986, and December 29, 2009, Washington, DC 
March 22, 2008, Miami 

May 21, 2004, Bentonville, Arkansas 
April 29, 1986, Washington, DC 
April I, 2004, Washington, DC 

August I, 1984, Chicago 
March 3, 2004, and April 30, 2009, Chicago 
March 31, 2004, Washington, DC 
June 28, 1984, and March 5, 2004, Chicago 
April 21, 1986, Philadelphia 
March 29, 2004, and April 16, 2009, Washington, DC 
May 27, 1992, New York 

March 29, 2004, Washington, DC 
March 21, 1991, June 16, 2003, and April 14, 2009, 
Washington, DC 
December 17, 2009, Washington, DC 
July 26, 1984, Washington, DC 
April 21, 1983, Washington, DC 
June 26, 2003, San Francisco 

March 18, 1991, Washington, DC 
March 5, 1991, Washington, DC 
June 25, 2003, and October 5, 2009, San Francisco



APPENDIX B

Government Service Job Titles of 

Individuals Interviewed by Author 

This list indicates all government job titles of persons interviewed for this book, 

up to the day of the author's last interview with those individuals. Some people 

interviewed held additional government positions subsequent to the time of their 

interview that are not reflected in this list. A number of the interviewees held 

more than one position prior to being interviewed. Additionally, in some in

stances, more than one person interviewed had the same job title(s) as one or 

more other interviewees. All of the individuals I interviewed spoke in their per

sonal capacities only and not in any official capacity. The views that they expressed 

did not reflect the positions of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, the 

U. S. Department of Justice, or any other entity or institution. Asterisks in the list 

indicate positions outside the Environmental Protection Agency.  

Acting Assistant Administrator for Air and Radiation 

Acting Assistant Administrator for Enforcement 

Acting Assistant Administrator for Enforcement and Compliance Assurance 

Acting Assistant Administrator for Solid Waste and Emergency Response 

Acting Assistant Administrator for Water 

Acting Assistant Attorney General for Environment and Natural Resources, 

U.S. Department of Justice* 
Acting Chief, Hazardous Law Branch, Office of Regional Counsel, EPA 

Region IV 
Acting Chief, Special Projects and Policy Branch 
Acting Deputy Assistant Administrator for Hazardous Waste Enforcement 

Acting Deputy Division Director, Office of Waste Program Enforcement 

Acting Director, Enforcement Division, EPA Region III 

Acting Director, Hazardous Waste Enforcement Division 

Acting Director, Legal Division, Office of Hazardous Waste Enforcement 
Acting Director, Office of Legal Enforcement Policy 

Acting Director, Office of Waste Programs Enforcement 
Acting Legal Director, Criminal Enforcement Program 

Acting Regional Counsel, EPA Region V
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Administrative Officer, Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response 
Administrator, U. S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Assistant Administrator for Air and Radiation 
Assistant Administrator for Enforcement 
Assistant Administrator for Enforcement and Compliance Assurance 
Assistant Administrator for Enforcement and Compliance Monitoring 
Assistant Administrator for Planning and Management 
Assistant Administrator for Water 
Assistant Attorney General, Lands and Natural Resources Division, U. S.  

Department of Justice* 
Assistant Chief, Environmental Enforcement Section, U. S. Department of 

Justice* 
Assistant Chief, Hazardous Waste Section, U. S. Department of Justice* 
Assistant Chief, Pollution Control Section, U. S. Department of Justice* 
Assistant Regional Counsel, Office of Regional Counsel, EPA Region V 
Assistant Regional Counsel, EPA Region IX 
Assistant to the Assistant Administrator for Solid Waste and Emergency 

Response 
Associate Branch Chief, Office of Regional Counsel, EPA Region V 
Associate Director of Policy Analysis, Office of Federal Activities 
Associate Division Director, Office of Superfund, Waste Management Division, 

EPA Region V 
Associate Division Director, Waste Management Division, EPA Region V 
Associate Enforcement, EPA Region V 
Associate Enforcement Counsel for Waste 
Associate Enforcement Counsel for Waste Enforcement 
Associate General Counsel for Waste Enforcement 
Associate Regional Counsel, Office of Regional Counsel, EPA Region V 
Associate Regional Counsel, EPA Region IV 
Associate Regional Counsel and Senior Attorney, RCRA and Superfund 

Enforcement Program, EPA Region V 
Attorney, International Enforcement Compliance Division 
Attorney, National Projects Branch, Office of Enforcement and Compliance 

Monitoring 
Attorney, Office of General Counsel 
Attorney, Office of Regional Counsel, EPA Region I 
Attorney, Solid Waste and Emergency Response Branch, Office of Regional 

Counsel, EPA Region V 
Attorney/Advisor, Office of Enforcement 
Attorney and General Counsel, Senate Committee on Environment and Public 

Works 
Branch Chief and Deputy Division Director, Air Management Division, EPA 

Region V 
Branch Chief, Office of Enforcement and Compliance Monitoring 
Budget Officer, Hazardous Waste Enforcement Task Force 
Budget Officer, Office of Emergency and Remedial Response
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Chemical Engineer, RCRA Enforcement Program, Office of Enforcement 

Chief, Air and Hazardous Waste Enforcement Branch, EPA Region III 

Chief, Air and Toxics Branch, Office of Regional Counsel, EPA Region V 

Chief, Air Branch, Office of Regional Counsel, EPA Region V 
Chief, Air Compliance Section, Enforcement Division, EPA Region V 

Chief, Air Enforcement and Compliance Branch, EPA Region V 

Chief, Air Enforcement Branch, Enforcement Division, EPA Region V 

Chief, Air Enforcement Proceedings Branch 

Chief, Air Legal Section, Enforcement Division, EPA Region V 

Chief, Air, Water, Toxics and General Law Branch, Office of Regional Counsel, 

EPA Region V 
Chief, Compliance Branch, Office of Waste Programs Enforcement 

Chief, Compliance Evaluation Branch, Office of Enforcement 

Chief, Compliance, Policy and Planning Branch, Office of Enforcement and 

Compliance Monitoring 

Chief, Compliance Section, Office of Waste Programs Enforcement 

Chief, Cost Recovery Branch, CERCLA Enforcement Division, Office of Solid 

Waste and Emergency Response 

Chief, Emergency and Remedial Response Branch, Waste Management 

Division, EPA Region IV 
Chief, Enforcement Branch, Enforcement Division, EPA Region I 

Chief, Environmental Enforcement Section, Environment and Natural 

Resources Division, U.S. Department of Justice* 

Chief, Guidance Development Branch, Office of Legal Enforcement Policy 

Chief, Hazardous Waste Branch, Office of Regional Counsel, EPA Region IV 

Chief, Hazardous Waste Enforcement Branch, EPA Region III 

Chief, Hazardous Waste Enforcement Branch, EPA Region V 

Chief, Hazardous Waste Section, Lands and Natural Resources Division, U. S.  

Department of Justice* 

Chief, Legal Branch, Division of Stationary Source Enforcement 

Chief, Legal Review Section, Enforcement Division, EPA Region I 

Chief, Legislative and Policy Analysis Branch, Office of Planning and 
Management 

Chief, Litigation Branch, Office of Waste Programs Enforcement 

Chief, Multi-Media Branch I, Office of Regional Counsel, EPA Region V 
Chief, Multi-Media Branch II, Office of Regional Counsel, EPA Region V 
Chief, National Projects Branch, Hazardous Waste Enforcement Division 

Chief, Pollution Control Section, U. S. Department of Justice* 
Chief, Program Integration Branch, Program Evaluation Division 

Chief, RCRA Branch, Office of Enforcement and Compliance Monitoring 

Chief, RCRA Enforcement Section, Waste Management Division, EPA 

Region V 
Chief, Remedial Response Branch, Waste Management Division, EPA Region V 

Chief, Superfund Branch, EPA Region III 
Chief, Superfund Branch, Hazardous Waste Enforcement Division 

Chief, Technical Section, Air Enforcement Branch, EPA Region V
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Chief, Technical Support Branch, Office of Waste Programs Enforcement 
Chief, Technical Support Group for Hazardous Waste Enforcement, EPA 

Region III 
Chief, Waste Compliance Section, Enforcement Division, EPA Region V 
Chief, Water Quality Branch, Water Division, EPA Region V 
Chief Attorney, Hazardous Waste Enforcement Task Force 
Chief Counsel and Staff Director, Subcommittee on Oversight and 

Investigation, House Committee on Energy and Commerce* 
Chief Investigator, Subcommittee on Environment, Energy and Natural 

Resources, House Committee on Government Operations* 
Chief of Criminal Investigations, Criminal Enforcement Program, National 

Enforcement Investigations Center 
Combustion Process National Oracle, Air Enforcement and Compliance 

Assurance Branch, EPA Region V 
Counsel, House Committee on Energy and Commerce* 
Counsel to the Assistant Administrator for Air and Radiation 
Deputy Administrator, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Deputy Assistant Administrator for Civil Enforcement 
Deputy Assistant Administrator, Office of Solid Waste and Emergency 

Response 
Deputy Assistant Administrator for Water 
Deputy Assistant Attorney General, Environment and Natural Resources 

Division, U. S. Department of Justice* 
Deputy Assistant Enforcement Counsel for Waste 
Deputy Chief, Emergency and Remedial Response Branch, EPA Region IV 
Deputy Chief, Enforcement Division, EPA Region V 
Deputy Chief, Environmental Enforcement Section, U.S. Department of 

Justice* 
Deputy Director, Office of Compliance 
Deputy Director, Office of Emergency and Remedial Response 
Deputy Director, Office of Waste Programs Enforcement 
Deputy Director, Office of Water Standards and Regulations 
Deputy Director, Waste Management Division, EPA Region IV 
Deputy Director, Water Division, EPA Region IV 
Deputy Director, Water Division, EPA Region V 
Deputy General Counsel and Acting Enforcement Counsel 
Deputy General Counsel for Litigation and Regional Operations 
Deputy Regional Administrator, EPA Region V 
Deputy Regional Counsel, EPA Region V 
Deputy Regional Counsel and Enforcement Coordinator, EPA Region V 
Director, Air and Hazardous Materials Division, EPA Region V 
Director, Air Enforcement Division, Office of Enforcement and Compliance 

Assurance 
Director, Air Management Division, EPA Region V 
Director, CERCLA Enforcement Division, Office of Solid Waste and 

Emergency Response 
Director, Division of Stationary Source Enforcement
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Director, Enforcement Division, EPA Region V 

Director, Enforcement Division, EPA Region VII 

Director, Environmental Crimes Unit, Lands and Natural Resources Division, 

U.S. Department of Justice* 

Director, Environmental Protection Issues, Resources, Community and 

Economic Development Division, U.S. General Accounting Office* 

Director, Hazardous Waste Division, EPA Region V 

Director, Hazardous Waste Enforcement Task Force 

Director, National Enforcement Investigation Center 

Director, Noise and Radiation Enforcement Division 

Director, Office of Civil Enforcement 

Director, Office of Compliance 

Director, Office of Compliance Analysis and Program Operations 

Director, Office of Superfund 
Director, Permits Division, Office of Water 

Director, RCRA Enforcement Division, Office of Waste Programs Enforcement 

Director, Stationary Source Compliance Division 

Director, Water Division, EPA Region V 

Director, Water Enforcement Division, Office of Enforcement 

Director of Mobile Source Enforcement 

Director of Public Affairs, EPA Region IX 
Director of Waste Programs Enforcement 

Enforcement Counsel 
Enforcement Counsel and Deputy Associate Administrator for Enforcement 

Environmental Counsel to Senator Joseph Lieberman* 

Environmental Engineer, Enforcement Division, EPA Region V 

Environmental Protection Specialist, Office of Solid Waste and Emergency 

Response 
Environmental Protection Specialist, RCRA Enforcement Program 

Environmental Scientist and Compliance Enforcement Manager, Land and 

Chemicals Branch, Waste, Pesticides, and Toxics Division, EPA Region V 

Interim Supervisor, Office of Regional Counsel, EPA Region V 

Legal Advisor for Nationally Managed Cases, Hazardous Waste Enforcement 

Task Force 
Legal Counsel and Special Assistant for Policy to the Deputy Administrator 

Principal Deputy Assistant Administrator, Office of Enforcement and 

Compliance Assurance 
Professional Staff Member, Senate Appropriations Committee, Subcommittee 

on HUD, VA and Independent Agencies* 

Professional Staff Member, Senate Committee on Environment and Public 

Works* 

Professional Staff Member and Investigator, House Committee on Government 

Operations* 
Program Analyst, Office of Compliance 
Program Analyst, Office of Permit Programs 
Program Assistant, Hazardous Waste Enforcement Task Force 
RCRA Program Attorney, State of North Carolina*
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Regional Administrator, EPA Region I 
Regional Administrator, EPA Region V 
Regional Coordinator, Hazardous Waste Enforcement Task Force 
Regional Counsel, EPA Region III 
Regional Counsel, EPA Region IV 
Regional Counsel, EPA Region V 
Regional Counsel, EPA Region IX 
Regional Liaison Specialist, Office of Waste Programs Enforcement 
Remedial Project Manager, Superfund Branch, Waste Management Division, 

EPA Region V 
Section Chief, Solid Waste and Emergency Response Branch, Office of 

Regional Counsel, EPA Region V 
Senior Attorney, Enforcement Division, EPA Region V 
Senior Attorney, Environmental Enforcement Section, U. S. Department of 

Justice* 
Senior Attorney, EPA Region IV 
Senior Attorney, Office of Regional Counsel, EPA Region V 
Senior Attorney/Advisor, Special Litigation Process Division, Office of 

Enforcement and Compliance Assurance 
Senior Counsel for Homeland Security, Office of Criminal Enforcement, 

Forensics, and Training 
Senior Counsel for Strategic Litigation, Office of Civil Enforcement, Office of 

Enforcement and Compliance Assurance 
Senior Enforcement Counsel, Office of Enforcement 
Senior Enforcement Counsel, Office of Enforcement and Compliance 

Assurance 
Senior Policy Coordinator, Office of Waste Programs Enforcement 
Special Agent, Office of Criminal Investigations, EPA Region X 
Special Assistant for Policy and Planning 
Special Assistant to the Assistant Administrator for Enforcement 
Special Assistant to the Assistant Administrator for Enforcement and 

Compliance Monitoring 
Special Assistant to the Deputy Assistant Administrator for Enforcement 
Special Assistant to the Enforcement Counsel 
Special Assistant to the General Counsel 
Special Assistant to the Regional Administrator, EPA Region III 
Special Litigator for Hazardous Waste, U.S. Department of Justice* 
Staff Assistant, Subcommittee on HUD, VA and Independent Agencies, House 

Appropriations Committee 
Staff Attorney, Division of Stationary Source Enforcement 
Staff Attorney, Enforcement Division, EPA Region IV 
Staff Attorney, Hazardous Law Branch, Office of Regional Counsel, EPA 

Region IV 
Staff Attorney, Hazardous Waste Enforcement Task Force 
Staff Attorney, Office of Criminal Enforcement, Forensics, and Training 
Staff Attorney, Office of Enforcement and Compliance Monitoring 
Staff Attorney, Office of Pesticide and Toxic Substances Enforcement
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Staff Attorney, Office of Regional Counsel, EPA Region IV 

Staff Counsel, House Subcommittee on Commerce, Transportation, and 

Tourism* 

Staff Director, Subcommittee on Environment and Natural Resources, House 

Committee on Government Affairs* 

Staff Director, Subcommittee on Intergovernmental Relations, Senate 

Committee on Government Affairs* 

Staff Engineer, Hazardous Waste Enforcement Task Force 

Staff Engineer, NPDES Permit Program, EPA Region V 
Staff Engineer, Office of Waste Programs Enforcement 

Staff Engineer, Technical Section, Air Enforcement Branch, EPA Region V 

Supervisor, Legal Section, Enforcement Division, RCRA and Superfund 

Enforcement Program, EPA Region V 

Supervisor, Superfund Branch, Waste Management Division, EPA Region V 

Supervisory Attorney, Office of Regional Counsel, EPA Region IX 

Supervisory Attorney, Office of Waste Programs Enforcement 

Supervisory Attorney, Steel Enforcement Task Force 

Technical Director and Deputy Director, Hazardous Waste Enforcement Task 

Force 
Trial Attorney, Environmental Crimes Section, U.S. Department of Justice* 

Trial Attorney, Environmental Enforcement Section, U. S. Department of 

Justice* 
Unit Chief, Enforcement Division, EPA Region V 
Unit Chief, Water and Hazardous Materials Enforcement Branch, EPA 

Region V 
Vice Counsel, Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigation, House 

Committee on Energy and Commerce*



APPENDIX C

Standard Interview Questionnaire 

in Interviews Prior to 2003 

I. Preliminary Questions of a General Nature 
A. What position (or positions) did you hold which involved EPA enforce

ment work? 
B. As you look back on each of the periods in the history of EPA's enforce

ment program in which you were personally involved (or were aware of), 
what do you consider the most significant events, developments, and 
trends? 

C. As to those same periods, what do you view as the most important achieve
ments in EPA enforcement programs and the most significant problems 
which arose in those programs? 

II. Questions Regarding the Management and Working Environment of EPA 
Enforcement Programs 
A. Please comment upon the following aspects of EPA enforcement 

programs: 
1. The adequacy of EPA's resources.  
2. The capability of EPA's professional staff.  
3. The quality and extent of supervision given to EPA's professional staff.  
4.The adequacy of the training given to EPA's professional staff.  
5. The physical conditions under which EPA's professional staff works (ar

chitecture, noise level, etc.).  
6. The adequacy of the clerical and secretarial support given EPA's profes

sional staff.  
7. The adequacy of the agency's system for keeping records of enforce

ment activities.  
8.The opportunities for promotion and career development given to 

EPA's professional staff.  
9. The salary level of EPA's professional staff.  

III. Questions Regarding Institutional Relationships in EPA Enforcement Work 
A. How would you characterize the following sets of institutional interrela

tionships among EPA enforcement personnel?
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1. EPA regional enforcement people and EPA headquarters enforcement 

people.  
2. EPA enforcement attorneys and EPA enforcement technical people.  

B. How would you describe the institutional interrelationships between EPA 

enforcement people and the following other government entities? 

1. State environmental protection agency personnel.  

2. Department of Justice attorneys and managers.  

3. U.S. Attorneys and their professional staffs.  

4. Congress.  

5. Other federal agencies and departments.  

6.The White House.  

IV. Question Regarding the Elements of an Effective Enforcement Program 

A. What elements do you feel are necessary for the creation of an effective 

and appropriate EPA enforcement program?



APPENDIX D

Standard Interview Questions Asked in 
All Interviews Beginning in 2003 

I. Preliminary Questions of a General Nature 
A. What position (or positions) did you hold which involved EPA enforce

ment work? 
B. As you look back on the EPA enforcement program(s) in which you were 

personally involved (or were aware of), what do you consider the most sig
nificant events, developments, and trends? 

C. As to that same period, what do you view as the most important achieve
ments in EPA enforcement programs and the most significant problems 
which arose in those programs? 

II. Questions Regarding Institutional Relationships in EPA Enforcement Work 
A. How would you characterize the following sets of institutional interrela

tionships among EPA enforcement personnel? 
1. EPA regional enforcement people and EPA headquarters enforcement 

people.  
2. EPA enforcement attorneys and EPA enforcement technical people.  

B. How would you describe the institutional interrelationships between EPA 
enforcement people and the following other government entities? 
1. State environmental protection agency personnel.  
2. Department of Justice attorneys and managers.  
3. U. S. Attorneys and their professional staffs.  
4. Congress.  
5. Other federal agencies and departments.  
6.The White House.



Notes

Chapter One 

1. The most significant of these are the Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. S 7401 
et seq.; the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, 33 U.S.C. 1251 et seq.; the 

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, 42 U.S.C. 6901 et seq.; the Com

prehensive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act, 42 U.S. C.  

9602 et seq.; the Toxic Substances Control Act, 15 U.S.C. 2601 et seq.; the 

Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act, 7 U.S.C. 136 et seq.; the 
Safe Drinking Water Act, 40 U.S.C. 300(f) et seq.; the Marine Protection, Re

search and Sanctuaries Act, 33 U.S.C. 1401 et seq.; and the Emergency Planning 

and Community Right-to-Know Act, 42 U.S.C. 11001 et seq.  
2. The internal government debates that preceded EPA's establishment by 

executive order in 1970 have been chronicled in John Quarles, Cleaning up America: 
An Insider's View of the Environmental Protection Agency (New York: Houghton 

Mifflin, 1976), 14-36.  
3. In 1990 a survey conducted by the New York Times found that approxi

mately three out of four people polled felt that protecting the environment was 

so important that continuing improvements needed to be made regardless of cost.  

Cited in U.S. General Accounting Office, Observations on the Environmental Pro

tection Agency's Budget Request for Fiscal Year 1992, statement of Richard L. Hem

bra, director, Environmental Protection Issues, Resources, Community and Eco

nomic Development Division, before the Senate Committee on Environment and 

Public Works, GAO/T-RCED-91-14 (1991), 1-2.  
4. Foreword, in Christopher H. Schroeder and Richard J. Lazarus, eds., "As

sessing the Environmental Protection Agency after Twenty Years: Law, Politics 

and Economics," Duke Journal ofLaw and Contemporary Problems 54 (Fall 1991): 1.  
5. Cheryl E. Wasserman, "An Overview of Compliance and Enforcement 

in the United States: Philosophies, Strategies and Management Tools," in U.S.  

Environmental Protection Agency and Netherlands Ministry of Housing, Physi

cal Planning and Environment, International Enforcement Workshop Proceedings 

(Utrecht, Netherlands, May 8-10,1990), 38.
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6. U. S. General Accounting Office, Alternative Enforcement Organizationsfor 
EPA, GAO/RCED-92-107 (April 1992), 21.  

7. Peter C. Yeager, The Limits of Law: The Public Regulation of Private Pollution 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990).  

8. Colin S. Diver, "A Theory of Regulatory Enforcement," Public Policy 28 
(1980): 297.  

9. Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works, statement of 
Senator Joseph I. Lieberman, Oversight of the Environmental Protection Agency's 
Enforcement Program: Hearings before the Subcommittee on Toxic Substances, Environ
mental Oversight, Research and Development, 101st Cong., 1st sess., Senate Hearing 
101-503, November 15, 1989, 2.  

10. See Appendix A for a list of the persons interviewed. The positions held 
by people I interviewed that involve or relate to EPA enforcement work are indi
cated in Appendix B.  

Chapter Two 

1. Interview with Douglas Farnsworth. Farnsworth's contributions to EPA's 
early enforcement efforts were both innovative and noteworthy. In the late 1970s 
he received a gold medal, the Agency's highest award, for his extraordinary 
achievement as a supervisor with EPA's steel task force in negotiating "company
wide" consent decrees that called for very significant commitments to air pollu
tion control by much of the steel industry. Douglas Farnsworth's tragic death in 
January 1986 was a major loss to the entire community of individuals who have a 
continuing interest in the Agency's work.  

2. See, for example, Marver H. Bernstein, Regulating Business by Independent 
Commission (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1955), 75-76.  

3. Latham, "The Group Basis of Politics: Notes for a 'Theory,"' American 
Political Science Review 46 (1952): 391.  

4. Marc K. Landy, Marc J. Roberts, and Stephen R. Thomas, The Environ
mental Protection Agency: Asking the Wrong Questions (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1990), 204.  

5. Bernstein, Regulating Business, 224.  
6. Colin S. Diver, "A Theory of Regulatory Enforcement," Public Policy 28 

(1980): 280.  
7. Cheryl E. Wasserman, "An Overview of Compliance and Enforcement 

in the United States: Philosophies, Strategies and Management Tools," in U. S.  
Environmental Protection Agency and Netherlands Ministry of Housing, Physi
cal Planning and Environment, International Enforcement Workshop Proceedings 
(Utrecht, Netherlands, May 8-10,1990), 16,17-18, 40.  

8. With respect to most violations of the Clean Air Act, the EPA is required 
to commence its enforcement activities with such a notice. See Clean Air Act, 

113(a)(1), 42 U.S.C. 7413(a)(1).  
9. See Dale S. Bryson, "Practical Applications of an Enforcement Manage

ment System," in U. S. Environmental Protection Agency and Netherlands Min-
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istry of Housing, Physical Planning and Environment, International Enforcement 

Workshop Proceedings (Utrecht, Netherlands, May 8-10, 1990), 114.  
10. Diver, "A Theory of Regulatory Enforcement," 287.  

11. Bernstein, Regulating Business, 226.  

12. This appears to be a persistent problem with respect to the enforcement 

of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). In particular, as an EPA 

report openly admits, the Agency's RCRA recycling regulations (40 CFR 261.2 [e] 

and 261.6) and the miscellaneous exclusions discussed throughout 40 CFR 262.1 

have proven "extremely difficult to understand and enforce due to their com

plexity." U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, The Nation's Hazardous Waste 

Management Program at a Crossroads: The RCRA Implementation Study, EPA/530
SW-90-069 (July 1990), 38.  

13. Peter C. Yeager, The Limits of Law: The Public Regulation of Private Pollution 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990), 251.  
14. In some instances, the DOJ has delegated responsibility for EPA enforce

ment matters to local U.S. Attorneys and their staffs. For a cogent description of 

the role played by the DOJ and U.S. Attorneys' offices in regulatory enforcement, 

see Bernstein, Regulating Business, 240-242.  

15. Landy, Roberts, and Thomas, The Environmental Protection Agency, 

204-205.  
16. Presentation of Vicki Masterman, attorney, Jones, Day, Reavis and 

Pogue, at ALI-ABA-ELI Course of Study on Environmental Law, Washington, 

D.C., February 15, 1992.  
17. See Landy, Roberts, and Thomas, The Environmental Protection Agency, 

205.  
18. Presentation of Vicki Masterman.  

19. Interview with Joel Gross.  

20. This comment was made by an enforcement supervisor in EPA Region V 

in the spring of 1977 during internal discussions to decide the Agency's negotiat

ing strategy in a major case.  
21. Bryson and Ullrich, "Legal and Technical Cooperation for Effective 
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97. Interviews with George Czerniak, Gail Ginsberg, and Nancy Marvel.  
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with Joe Boyle.  
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forcement attorney who spoke on condition of anonymity.  

99. Interviews with Mike Stahl, Joe Boyle, John Warren, David Buente, and 
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John Rothman.  
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110. Interviews with Sylvia Lowrance, Gail Ginsberg, Eric Schaeffer, Lois 
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those papers to be withheld from public governmental disclosure. Immunity mea
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153. Ibid.
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Kathleen Johnson, Michelle Benson, and Bill Muszynski.  
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174. Interview with Steve Herman. Accord interviews with Bill Muno, Lois 
Schiffer, Kathleen Johnson, and Bruce Gelber. As Bruce Gelber put it, "the 
Superfund administrative reform effort was a real credit to EPA. They listened 
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183. Interviews with Mimi Newton, David Nielsen, and Ann Lassiter. Newton 
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184. Interview with Sylvia Lowrance.  
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190. Interview with an EPA manager who requested anonymity. Accord inter

view with Gail Ginsberg. Another person I interviewed, who declined to speak 
for attribution, stated that "under reinvention, excellence took a back seat. Form 
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191. Interview with Mike Stahl.  
192. Interview with an EPA attorney who requested anonymity.  
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to States," BNA Environment Reporter, February 8, 2002, 286.  
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65. Interview with Cheryl Wasserman.  

66. Interview with Mike Walker.  

67. Interview with Tom Mintz.  

68. Interview with an EPA employee who requested anonymity. See also 

"EPA Staff Morale Slumps amid Fears of Budget Cuts, Controversy," Inside EPA, 

November 22, 2002, 1. Notably, those kinds of perceptions were not unanimous.  

I was also told that "[m]orale in Region IX is not too bad" (interview with Ann 

Lyons) and Rick Duffy said, "I still think that what we do here is worth doing. I'm 

proud that I work here. I hope that we're able to do our job and make the world a 

better place for our kids." Interview with Rick Duffy.  

69. Interview with an EPA official who requested anonymity.  

70. 531 U.S. 159, 121 S.Ct. 675 (2001).  
71. See "DOJ Opposes Appeal of the Wetlands Case Limiting EPA Au

thority," Inside EPA, May 17, 2002, 1.  
72. 547 U.S. 715 (2006).  
73. Toward the end of his tenure, J. P. Suarez initiated what appears to have 

been a useful review and restructuring of EPA's criminal enforcement program.  

In his words: "We made some changes that are very painful but nonetheless im

portant changes in the criminal program.... I think you are [now] going to see a 

criminal enforcement program that is appropriately focused on its core mission.  

It will be better integrated and you will see leadership that is more involved with 

the day-to-day activities of EPA." Interview with J. P. Suarez.
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74. Interview with two EPA attorneys who requested anonymity. Interview 
with George Czerniak.  

75. See "GOP Support for Superfund Tax Raises Industry Fear on Energy 
Bill," Inside EPA, February 15, 2001, 1; "Bush Administration Reconsidering 
Superfund Tax Authorization," Inside EPA, April 12, 2002, 5; "With Trust Fund 
Depleting, Battle Brews over Whether to Reinstate Industry Taxes," BNA Envi
ronment Reporter, May 10, 2004,1078; and "Democrats Press Unlikely Superfund 
Tax Reauthorization Bill," Inside EPA, February 21, 2003, 15.  

76. Interview with Bill Muno. With regard to this trend, Kathleen Johnson 
perceptively observed: "From my perspective that is a bad cycle to get into. If 
we don't put sites on the NPL [National Priorities List], Congress will reduce 
its funding of the program, based on a perceived lack of need, and the program 
will spiral downward. I think that the reality is that there continues to be a criti
cal need for the Superfund Program." Interview with Kathleen Johnson. In fact, 
there is some evidence that EPA increased the number of sites listed on the NPL 
during 2004.  

77. Interview with Gail Ginsberg. During the second Bush II term the em
phasis in the Superfund Program shifted. Greater emphasis was placed on the 
adequacy of financial assurance offered by PRPs and on institutional controls at 
already remediated hazardous waste sites. At the same time, the volume of "con
struction completions" at sites declined. Interview with Larry Kyte.  

78. James R. May, "Now More Than Ever: Trends in Environmental Citizen 
Suits at 30," Widener Law Review 10 (2003): 1, 43.  

79. "New Report Charges Enforcement Penalties Decline under Bush EPA," 
Inside EPA, November 8, 2002, 4.  

80. "Dingell Targets Whitman in Attack on EPA Enforcement Decline," In
side EPA, February 7, 2003, 9.  

81. "EPA Acknowledges Funding Pinch Has Slowed Superfund Cleanups," 
Inside EPA, February 8, 2002. These quantitative decreases in EPA enforcement 
outputs were widely reported in the press. See, e.g., Chris Bowman, "EPA under 
Bush Not as Aggressive," Sacramento Bee, May 25, 2003; "EPA Data Shows Drop 
in Administrative Enforcement Actions," Inside EPA, July 5, 2002, 1. Notably, 
some more recent enforcement statistics from the Bush II period are more posi
tive. In FY03, for example, DOJ collected more than $300 million in penalties, a 
very high sum for a single year. Interview with John Cruden.  

82. See text at notes 4 and 5 above.  
83. See "Bush Nominates NJ. Gaming Official to Be Head of EPA Enforce

ment Division," BNA Environment Reporter, March 1, 2002, 484.  
84. "Boxer Blocks Enforcement Pick over EPA Stalling on Superfund Data," 

Inside EPA, June 21, 2002, 1.  
85. Interview with Linda Fisher.  
86. Interview with Bob Tolpa. Similar comments were made by other EPA 

enforcement staff members and managers. From interview with Bob Kaplan: "J. P.  
is outstanding. He is first-rate. He is tough on enforcement and a strong voice.  
He is someone the career people are very happy with." From interview with Rick 
Duffy: "Suarez packaged and gave new impetus to some good things that were 
ongoing. He also came in with some new ideas." From interview with Cheryl
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Wasserman: "J. P. Suarez is wonderful -a great guy. He really appreciates and 

cares about enforcement." From interview with Mike Stahl: "J. P. tried very hard 

to do the right thing, and in his heart he was in fact interested in enforcing the law.  

For the short time he was here, J. P. did a very nice job of identifying the appro

priate strategic direction for the program. If you talk to the career staff, he would 

get very positive reviews for what he tried to do and the way he interacted with 

people." 
87. "Industry Says EPA Enforcement Database May Violate Data Rules," In

side EPA, April 4, 2003, 10.  
88. Interview with Mike Stahl. Regrettably, however, the Bush II administra

tion consistently refused to allow the posting of data regarding industrial releases 

of toxic air pollutants to the atmosphere that had been submitted to the Agency 

by regulated companies under the Toxics Release Inventory (TRI) program man

dated by the federal Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act.  

Interview with two EPA officials who requested anonymity.  

89. Interview with J. P. Suarez.  

90. In fact, a number of features of "Smart Enforcement" appear similar to 

the notion of "Focused Enforcement" that was in vogue at EPA during part of the 

Clinton administration.  
91. Interview with J. P. Suarez.  

92. For a more complete discussion of the notion of "Smart Enforcement," 

see "Environmental Results through Smart Enforcement," OECA Accomplish

ments Report, FY02, EPA-300-R-03-002 (2002).  
93. See text at notes 34 to 42.  

94. Interview with J. P. Suarez.  

95. Ibid.  
96. Katharine Q. Seelye, "Often Isolated," Al.  
97. Through an aide, Whitman informed me that she has a "no interview 

policy" and that she would be unavailable to speak with me as I conducted re

search for this article. She did not, however, rule out the possibility of my inter

viewing her following the 2004 general elections. In press accounts at the time 

of her resignation from EPA, Whitman was described as "the odd woman out in 

the Bush administration." Katharine Q. Seelye, "Often Isolated," Al. She was also 

characterized as "a northeast Republican moderate" who "always seemed out of 

step with this conservative administration." Ibid., A27.  

98. Interview with J. P. Suarez.  

99. Ibid. In contrast, Suarez had high praise for the career staff in EPA's 

Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance ("Really some of the best, 

most dedicated, talented individuals I ever had the pleasure to work with"), and 

for Christine Whitman ("She was a fabulous leader and administrator"). A team 

player, he also complimented the Bush II White House ("I think it is important to 

say, politically, that an obstacle that was never before me was political resistance 

to what we wanted to do save one exception, and that was NSR").  

100. According to press accounts, those other candidates included at least 

Idaho Governor Dirk Kempthorne, Florida Secretary of the Department of En

vironmental Regulation David Struhs, Region V Regional Administrator Tom 

Skinner, Josephine Cooper of the Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers, and
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Deputy Secretary of Agriculture Jim Moseley. See "Whitman's Departure Sets 
Stage for Partisan Clash over Replacement," Inside EPA, May 23, 2003, 1; and 
"White House Facing Competing Pressures Picking New EPA Nominee," Inside 
EPA, May 30, 2003, 16.  

101. "Senate GOP Moves to Head Off Bush Recess Appointment for Leavitt," 
Inside EPA, October 3 2003,1.  

102. Jennifer Lee, "After Long Delay, Senate Confirms Utah Governor as 
Head of EPA," New York Times, October 29, 2003, A20.  

103. Interview with Tom Skinner.  
104. Interview with Mike Stahl.  
105. Interview with Tom Skinner.  
106. Interview with an EPA official who requested anonymity.  
107. See Massachusetts v. EPA, 547 U.S. 407 (2007).  
108. These criticisms reached a crescendo in the spring of 2008, when Carl 

Pope, the executive director of the Sierra Club, wrote on his blog: "Time and 
again, Steve Johnson has shown that, whatever his personal views, and regardless 
of his oath of office to uphold 'the law,' he is entirely a creature of the whim of the 
president, the vice president, and other White House officials. . .. Steve John
son has so fundamentally violated his duty that he simply needs to resign-now." 
"Activists Look to Congress to Bolster Push for Johnson Resignation," Inside EPA, 
March 21, 2008, 1,15.  

109. "Conflicts Raise Rhetoric over Johnson's Leadership," Inside EPA, 
March 7, 2008, 1, 5; "To Maintain Dialogue with EPA, Unions Snub Johnson 
Resignation Call," Inside EPA, June 20, 2008, 1, 14, 15.  

110. For example, one EPA headquarters enforcement official told me that 
Johnson was "extremely disappointing in his work habits and his integrity. He 
was the worst person for the Agency. It was really bad." Interview with Cheryl 
Wasserman. Another longtime EPA employee from the Agency's Midwest re
gional office opined that Johnson was even "less beneficial" to the EPA's mission 
than Anne Gorsuch had been. He stated: "When Gorsuch came in she was the 
outsider. Most of the Agency, including middle management, resisted her pro
grams. [In contrast], Johnson was sold as 'one of our own coming through the 
ranks,' and the middle management were not as resistant to some programs he 
instituted that were contrary to the Agency's mission." Interview with Charles 
("Chuck") Orzihoskie.  

111. Interview with Ben Grumbles.  
112. Interview with Grant Nakayama.  
113. Interview with Gary Jonesi. His first encounters with the Agency's en

forcement staff left Nakayama impressed as well. He stated: "I can't say enough 
about the people in OECA, they are tremendous. I really enjoyed working there.  
It was one of the most fulfilling things I have ever done." Interview with Grant 
Nakayama.  

114. Interview with Grant Nakayama.  
115. Nakayama had a small number of detractors, who criticized his decisions 

to replace longtime civil servants with his own appointees in certain management 
positions in his office (all of whom preferred not to be identified by name). How
ever, most enforcement staff members whom I interviewed were fulsome in their
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praise of Nakayama's work at EPA. Interview with Eric Cohen: "Nakayama was a 

beacon out there for enforcement." Interview with George Czerniak: "Nakayama 

really pushed the enforcement program as far as it could be pushed. I was really 

pleased to work under his leadership." Interview with Adam Kushner: "Grant had 

wisdom, institutional knowledge, and wherewithal. He spoke softly but carried a 

big stick. He kept his head down, called it straight and did his work." Interview 

with Cheryl Wasserman: "Grant Nakayama was known for his support for en

forcement. He went after [violators] and continued to go after them." Interview 

with Jonathan Libber: "Grant Nakayama was probably the best [assistant admin

istrator] for enforcement we ever had, and I've seen a lot of them. He was phe

nomenal in his commitment to the environment, a quick study, and a real advo

cate for our position." Interview with Richard Emory: "My impression is that he 

was about as good as [we] could get for enforcement in those times. He was a man 

of integrity and mental rigor." Interview with Michael Stahl: "Grant ran inter

ference for the [enforcement] program very effectively. . . . He went to bat many 

times on substantive issues between enforcement and other parts of EPA. I think 

he deserves a lot of credit for that, and for steering the program through what 

would otherwise have been a difficult time." Interview with Catherine McCabe: 

"He was a brilliant man, a great leader, a wonderful boss, and truly dedicated to 

doing the right thing. He stood up for enforcement." Nakayama also won praise 

from the Department of Justice (interview with John Cruden) and from the EPA 

deputy administrator whom he reported to (interview with Marcus Peacock).  

116. Interview with Grant Nakayama.  

117. One particularly effective partnership was developed with Wayne Nastri, 

the regional administrator in EPA Region IX. Like Nakayama, Nastri was also a 

strong proponent of enforcement, who was respected and liked by the EPA en

forcement personnel in his regional office. Interviews with Nancy Marvel and an 

EPA attorney who preferred to remain anonymous.  

118. Under EPA's internal procedures where at least two Agency offices, in

cluding regional offices, object to a proposed new rule, EPA's deputy adminis

trator must arbitrate the dispute. Interviews with Grant Nakayama and Marcus 

Peacock.  
119. Interviews with Mike Stahl, George Czerniak, Marcus Peacock, and Lisa 

Lund. "Global settlements" are cases that involve particular companies that have 

violations at multiple facilities.  

120. Interviews with David Buente, George Czerniak, Nancy Marvel, Bruce 

Gelber, John Cruden, Jonathan Libber, Catherine McCabe, Bert Frey, Tom 

Skinner, Mike Walker, and Rett Nelson.  

121. Interviews with Catherine McCabe, Nancy Marvel, Bert Frey, Rett 

Nelson, Tom Skinner, and Bruce Gelber. CSOs are facilities in which rainwater 

runoff from streets and roads is collected in the same pipe as domestic sewage and 

liquid industrial wastes. SSOs, which are designed only to collect sewage, some

times overflow where the sewage system has inadequate capacity or where it is 

operated or maintained inadequately.  

122. Interview with Jonathan Libber.  

123. Interview with Grant Nakayama; "New EPA Website to Report Vio

lations Will Strengthen Program, Nakayama Says," BNA Environment Reporter,
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December 8, 2005, 2502; "EPA Creates Website Listing Violators of Environ
mental Law Fleeing Prosecution," BNA Environment Reporter, December 12, 
2006, 2462.  

124. Interview with Bill Wehrum.  
125. Ibid. Jeff Holmstead took a similar view in our interview, stating, "You 

undercut the government's ability to deal fairly with the regulated community if 
you give enforcement folks a rolling mandate to bring lawsuits based on exploit
ing uncertainties and confusion in the law." Interview with Jeff Holmstead.  

126. Interview with Bill Wehrum.  
127. Interview with Grant Nakayama.  
128. Interview with Jeff Holmstead.  
129. Interview with George Czerniak.  
130. Interview with Ben Grumbles.  
131. Interview with an EPA official who did not wish to be identified by name.  
132. "Program Description of National Environmental Achievement Track," 

55 Federal Register, 41655-41663 (July 6, 2000).  
133. Some EPA officials referred to Performance Track as "the gold standard" 

among its partnership programs with the regulated community.  
134. U.S. EPA, National Environmental Performance Track, North Central 

Texas EMS Work Group Meeting, Briefing Document by Craig Weeks and Israel 
Anderson, EPA Region VI, Arlington, TX, March 2, 2007, and interview with an 
EPA employee who requested anonymity.  

135. Ibid.  
136. Interview with an EPA employee who asked to remain anonymous.  
137. Interview with Marcus Peacock.  
138. U. S. EPA Office of Inspector General, "Performance Track Could Im

prove Program Design and Management to Ensure Value," Report No. 2007-P
00013, March 29, 2007. Performance Track was later criticized sharply in the press 
as well. See John Shiffman and John Sullivan, "Green Club an EPA Charade," 
Philadelphia Inquirer, December 3, 2008.  

139. Interview with Marcus Peacock.  
140. Interview with an EPA official who requested anonymity. Accord, inter

views with Bob Tolpa, Rett Nelson, Kathleen Johnson (as to Superfund enforce
ment), and Mimi Newton (as to RCRA underground storage tank enforcement 
on tribal lands). See also "EPA Budget Request Includes Staff Cut at Enforce
ment Office, Grants to States," BNA Environment Reporter, February 8, 2002, 286; 
"EPA Officials Brace for Cuts in Stripped Down FY04 Spending Bill," Inside EPA, 
July 25, 2003, 1.  

141. Interview with Tinka Hyde.  
142. Interview with Bert Frey. This office was able to hire eleven new attorneys 

in FY03. However, even this addition to its staff left it short of previous higher 
levels of staffing. Ibid. From FY96 to FY04, the number of full-time employees 
in Region V's regulatory enforcement programs fell from 367 to 268. Interview 
with Tinka Hyde.  

143. Interview with Tinka Hyde.  
144. Interview with J. P. Suarez.
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145. Interview with Adam Kushner. Other EPA enforcement officials made 

similar observations following the Bush II period. Interview with Grant Naka

yama: "It was a really tough budget environment. We were very prudent with our 

budget ... [but] we could always have done more with more money." Interview 

with Mike Stahl: "OECA was getting squeezed to the point where extramural 

dollars were a real problem. . . . OECA was in a pretty hard place to find where 

it could cover its on-board staff and still have a viable program." Interview with 

Gary Jonesi: "We can use more resources. It is tough to do the job when we're a 

small agency and enforcement is a small outfit." Interview with Jonathan Libber: 

"Resources are a real problem around here. We really do not have the resources 

we need to do the job in front of us." 

146. Interviews with Larry Kyte (who noted delays in cleanups at "orphan 

sites" as a result of funding shortfalls) and Grant Nakayama (who observed that 

with more adequate funding EPA could have hired more civil investigators to 

identify PRPs in certain Superfund cases).  

147. Interviews with two EPA employees who asked not to be identified by 

name. Those individuals made note of the fact that during the Bush II adminis

tration, the Agency failed to have the full complement of two hundred criminal 

investigators required by Congress in the Federal Pollution Prevention Act.  

148. Interviews with Adam Kushner (who cited a particular need to update 

EPA's electronic TRI data system) and Lisa Lund, who said, "We don't get a 

lot of resources to modernize our [data management] systems or to do some of 

the things that new technology now allows you to do. We are constantly playing 

catch-up with that and trying to address crises instead of being able to get out 

ahead and prevent crises." 

149. Interview with Mike Stahl.  
150. Interviews with Mimi Newton ("[In RCRA enforcement] we need more 

attorneys, we need more inspectors, we need more equipment, and we need more 

training") and Richard Emory, who noted that EPA has numerous import-export 

programs scattered throughout the Agency, each of which has its own record

keeping system. This internal disorganization has made it especially difficult for 

EPA to coordinate its efforts to enforce the export requirements of RCRA 3017 

with U. S. Customs.  

151. See "Resource Limits Slow DOJ's Enforcement Early in FY03," Inside 

EPA, April 4, 2003, 1.  
152. Interview with David Buente. Accord interview with N6el Wise.  

153. Interview with George Czerniak.  

154. For example, in EPA Region IX, headquartered in San Francisco, Re

gional Administrator Wayne Nastri directed that the regional office issue a press 

release for every major formal enforcement action other than the issuance of a 

notice of violation. Interview with Kathleen Johnson.  

155. Interview with Catherine McCabe. EPA did issue a press release following 

its landmark settlement with American Electric Power Company. However, this 

settlement did little to change EPA's poor public image regarding enforcement.  

156. See, e.g., Rita Boamish, "Number of Environmental Cops Decreas

ing," USA Today, July 26, 2007; Seth Borenstein, "Pollution Regulation Weak-
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ens," Detroit Free Press, September 9, 2003; Seth Borenstein, "Pollution Citations 
Plummet under Bush," Philadelphia Inquirer, December 9, 2003. A particularly 
scathing picture of EPA enforcement (and regulations) was provided in a series of 
four articles by John Shiffman and John Sullivan in the Philadelphia Inquirer, which 
appeared on December 17-20, 2008, titled "Smoke the Mirrors: The Subversion 
of EPA." 

157. Interview with George Czerniak ("There were some significant morale 
problems").  

158. Interview with Mike Walker.  
159. Interview with an EPA enforcement official who requested anonymity.  
160. Interview with David Schultz.  
161. Interviews with David Schultz, Bart Frey, Jonathan Libber, Gary Jonesi, 

Kathleen Johnson, Eric Cohen, Mike Stahl, Rett Nelson, Adam Kushner, and 
George Czerniak.  

162. Interview with Mike Walker.  
163. Interviews with Louise Gross and Lisa Lund.  
164. Interview with Mimi Newton.  
165. Ibid.  

166. Interview with Bill Muszynski.  
167. Interviews with Bill Muno, Larry Kyte, and Kathleen Johnson.  
168. Interview with Kathleen Johnson.  
169. Interview with Eric Schaeffer.  
170. Interview with David Nielsen. Accord, interviews with Grant Nakayama, 

Tom Skinner, and Arthur Horowitz.  
171. Interview with Adam Kushner.  
172. E.g., interviews with Eric Cohen, Ann Strickland, Gary Jones, Bert Frey, 

Kathleen Johnson, and Mike Walker.  
173. On the other hand, a few individuals I spoke with noted tensions in this 

relationship. Interviews with Joseph Boyle and Mike Stahl. Another EPA offi
cial noted that there are generally more tensions among professional disciplines 
in EPA regions where attorneys and technical people are in separate offices and 
answer to separate bosses. Interview with Catherine McCabe.  

174. Interviews with Sylvia Lowrance, George Czerniak, and Tom Bramscher.  
Notably, EPA's oversight of state performance during the first term of the Bush II 
period was criticized harshly by the Agency's Office of Inspector General (OIG).  
See, e.g., "EPA Region 6 Needs to Improve Oversight of Louisiana's Environ
mental Programs," Final Report 2003-P-00005, U.S. EPA Office of the Inspector 
General, February 3, 2003.  

175. Interviews with Bert Frey, Jonathan Libber, John Cruden, Arthur Horo
witz, and Rett Nelson.  

176. Interview with John Cruden.  
177. In June 2003, Bob Kaplan, an EPA headquarters manager who had previ

ously served as a senior attorney at the Department of Justice told me: "There is 
a massive budget crisis at the Department going on right now. There are no travel 
funds and no deposition funds.... They are just going on fumes. It is a desperate 
situation. It has affected morale." Other EPA employees I spoke with also made
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note of the Justice Department's paucity of resources. Interviews with Nancy 

Marvel and Kathleen Johnson. Nancy Marvel also perceptively observed, "I don't 

think anyone has ever looked at the ratio between the resources EPA is expend

ing to generate enforcement cases and the resources available at main Justice to 

handle them." Interview with Nancy Marvel.  

178. Interview with J. P. Suarez. Suarez also took the position that the DOJ 

tends to "overstaff" some enforcement cases and to make them "overly complex," 

a practice that makes it difficult to get the cases brought to conclusion.  

179. The U.S. Attorneys' offices that handle civil judicial enforcement cases 

on behalf of EPA typically tend to be located in large cities, e.g., New York, San 

Diego, Chicago, Los Angeles, and Las Vegas.  

180. Interview with Catherine McCabe.  

181. Interviews with Gail Ginsberg ("There were always conflicts with the 

Corps of Engineers over wetlands issues") and Sylvia Lowrance ("The Army 

Corps of Engineers makes no pretense of working with the EPA").  

182. Interview with Bob Tolpa ("We have had a good rapport with the Corps 

of Engineers"); Tom Bramscher ("There has generally been a good relationship 

with the Corps"); and an EPA regional official who spoke on condition of ano

nymity ("The Corps of Engineers' cooperation in 404 cases varies from Corps 

district office to Corps district office. Our relationship with them depends upon 

the identity of the district engineer and the size of the district office's staff").  

183. Interview with Bob Kaplan.  

184. Interview with Grant Nakayama.  

185. Interview with Ben Grumbles.  

186. Deputy Administrator Marcus Peacock remarked, "If [the White House] 

was involved it was probably on NSR. They wanted to make sure that the NSR 

policy of the White House was being executed." Interview with Marcus Peacock.  

187. Interviews with an EPA lawyer who asked not to be identified by name 

("The White House, through OMB, has been involved in the development of 

policies usually, with rare exceptions, from an industry point of view"); another 

EPA attorney who spoke off the record ("I have a clear sense that EPA's assistant 

administrators have been given clear direction as to what they must do from the 

White House"); a senior EPA enforcement official who spoke upon condition of 

anonymity ("I do get the feeling that the Agency is much more under the thumb 

of the White House than it was under other administrations"); an EPA super

visor who asked for anonymity ("The assistant administrators and regional ad

ministrators talk directly with people in the White House; there is more control 

at higher levels than there used to be; we are not as independent as we may have 

been a while back"); and Gail Ginsberg ("I think clearly now the White House 

controls everything in the Bush administration"). Compare interview with J. P.  

Suarez: "My relationship with the White House was very good, very respectful. I 

appreciated their support." 
188. Interview with Bruce Buckheit. I received similar observations during 

interviews with Nancy Marvel, Catherine McCabe, Grant Nakayama, George 

Czerniak, Adam Kushner, David Schultz, and Tom Skinner.
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Chapter Nine 

1. Beyond the selected works summarized and discussed below, the regu
latory activities of EPA have also been considered in such writings as Marc K.  
Landy, Marc J. Roberts, and Stephen R. Thomas, The Environmental Protection 
Agency:Asking the Wrong Questions (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990); Bruce 
Ackerman and William Hassler, Clean Coal/Dirty Air (New Haven: Yale Univer
sity Press, 1981); Alfred Marcus, "The Environmental Protection Agency," in The 
Politics of Regulation, ed. James Q. Wilson (New York: Basic Books, 1980); Alfred 
Marcus, Promise and Performance: Choosing and Implementing an Environmental 
Policy (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood, 1981); Christopher T. Bosso, Pesticides and 
Politics: The Life Cycle ofa Public Issue (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 
1987); Richard A. Harris and Sidney M. Milkis, The Politics ofRegulatory Change: A 
Tale of Two Agencies (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989); David Doniger, The 
Law and Policy of Toxic Substances Control (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University 
Press, 1978); R. Shep Melnick, Regulations and the Courts: The Case of the Clean Air 
Act (Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution, 1983); Rosemary O'Leary, "The 
Impact of Federal Court Decisions on the Policies and Administration of the U. S.  
Environmental Protection Agency," Administrative Law Review 41 (1989): 549; 
Walter A. Rosenbaum, Environmental Politics and Policy, 2nd ed. (Washington, 
D.C.: CQ Press, 1991); and B. Dan Wood, "Principals, Bureaucrats and Respon
siveness in Clean Air Act Enforcements," American Political Science Review 82, no. 1 
(March 1988).  

2. Keith Hawkins and John M. Thomas, eds., Enforcing Regulation (Boston: 
Kluwer-Nijhoff, 1984).  

3. Keith Hawkins and John M. Thomas, "The Enforcement Process in 
Regulatory Bureaucracies," in ibid., 113-115.  

4. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, The Nation's Hazardous Waste 
Management Program at a Crossroads: The RCRA Implementation Study, EPA/530
SW-90-069 (July 1990), 56.  

5. See Cheryl E. Wasserman, "An Overview of Compliance and Enforce
ment in the United States: Philosophies, Strategies and Management Tools," in 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and Netherlands Ministry of Housing, 
Physical Planning and Environment, International Enforcement Workshop Proceed
ings (Utrecht, Netherlands, May 8-10, 1990), 26.  

6. Personal communication with two EPA regional attorneys who preferred 
not to be identified.  

7. Steven Shimberg, "Checks and Balances: Limitations on the Power of 
Congressional Oversight," in Christopher H. Schroeder and Richard J. Lazarus, 
eds., "Assessing the Environmental Protection Agency after Twenty Years: Law, 
Politics and Economics," Duke Journal of Law and Contemporary Problems 54 (Fall 
1991), 247.  

8. Joel D. Auerbach, Keeping a Watchful Eye: The Politics of Congressional Over
sight (Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution, 1990), 195.  

9. See Richard J. Lazarus, "The Tragedy of Distrust in the Implementation 
of Federal Environmental Law," and Richard J. Lazarus, "The Neglected Ques
tion of Congressional Oversight of EPA: Quis Custodiet Ipsos Custodes (Who Shall
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Watch the Watchers Themselves?)," in Schroeder and Lazarus, eds., "Assessing 

the Environmental Protection Agency," 311-374.  

10. Auerbach, Keeping a Watchfil Eye, 1198.  
11. Steven A. Cohen, "EPA: A Qualified Success," in Controversies in Envi

ronmental Policy, ed. Sheldon Kaminiecki, Robert O'Brien, and Michael Clarke 

(Albany: SUNY Press, 1986), 1174.  
12. Donald E. Mann, "Democratic Politics and Environmental Policy," in 

ibid., 4.  
13. U. S. General Accounting Office, Environmental Protection Agency: Pro

tecting Human Health and the Environment through Improved Management, GAO/ 

RCED-88-101 (August 1988), 2116.  
14. K. Gaynor, "Too Many Cooks," Environmental Forum (January/February 

1989): 9, 10.  
15. Interview with David Buente.  

16. Interviews with Julie Becker, Phil Cummings, and Thomas Gallagher.  

17. Lazarus, "The Neglected Question," 228.  

18. Ibid., 229.  
19. Interviews with Thomas Adams and Julie Becker. Somewhat surprisingly, 
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"Americans who are interested in smart regulation ought not reflexively defend the EPA. In fact, 
it is an agency much in need of renewal. Enforcement at the EPA is a short, provocative volume 
that provides a good starting point for discussion." -WASHINGTON MONTHLY 

"Enforcement should appeal to numerous categories of readers because EPA has the primary 
authority over environmental protection in the country that helps to lead the world in repairing 
and preventing environmental degradation. Thus, anyone interested in the fitness of our envi
ronment, and who believes that enforcement is a necessary component to achieve enhanced 
environmental conditions, should read about how EPA has handled its enforcement mission and 
where that mission appears to be headed." -THE ENVIRONMENTAL LAWYER 

"Overall, Enforcement at the EPA: High Stakes and Hard Choices presents a thorough and enter
taining history of EPA, its programs, and its people. . .. Additionally, Mintz's insight provides a 
careful analysis of the problems that have plagued EPA's troubled history, problems that will 
continue to invite criticism until those problems receive the attention they deserve." 
-ECOLOGY LAW QUARTERLY 

HE ONLY PUBLISHED WORK that treats the historical evolution of EPA en
forcement, this book provides a candid inside glimpse of a crucial aspect of 
the work of an important federal agency. Based on 190 personal interviews 
with present and former enforcement officials at EPA, the U.S. Department 
of Justice, and key congressional staff members-along with extensive re
search among EPA documents and secondary sources-the book vividly re
counts the often tumultuous history of EPA's enforcement program. It also 

analyzes some important questions regarding EPA's institutional relationships and the Agency's 
working environment.  

This revised and updated edition adds substantial new chapters examining EPA enforcement 
during the Clinton and George W. Bush administrations. Its treatment of issues of civil service 
decline and the applicability of captive agency theory is also new and original.  

A former EPA attorney and chief attorney, JOEL A. MINTZ is Professor of Law at Nova 
Southeastern University Law Center in Davie, Florida, where he teaches environmental law and 
related courses. He has authored or coauthored six other books, as well as numerous journal 
articles, on environmental enforcement, sustainability, and state and local taxation and finance.  
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